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Abstract
Introduction
Responsiveness of human resources for health (HRH) is defined as the social actions that health providers do to meet the
legitimate expectations of service seekers. Lack of responsiveness may dissuade patients from early care seeking, diminish
their interest in adopting preventive health information, decrease trust with health service providers, and marginalize atrisk population groups, leading to compromised wellbeing. Most importantly, responsiveness is related to the human
rights of the patients. The overall goal of this dissertation was to examine HRH responsiveness in rural Bangladesh, to
develop a scale to measure the responsiveness, and finally to demonstrate the application of the measurement method.
This goal has been addressed in three separate manuscripts, which aimed to answer the following questions, respectively:
1. What are the perceptions of outpatient healthcare users and providers regarding what constitutes responsiveness of
physicians in rural Bangladesh?
2. How can we measure the responsiveness of physicians in rural Bangladesh?
3. What are the differences in responsiveness of physicians between those working in the public sector as opposed to those
working in the private sector in rural Bangladesh?
Methods
This study adopted a multiphase mixed methods design, in which the qualitative part was followed by a quantitative part
in data collection (sequential).In the latter stage of the project, both qualitative and quantitative aspects simultaneously
complemented each other in data analysis and interpretation (concurrent). Data collection took place in rural parts of
Khulna, a southwestern division of Bangladesh. The qualitative portion consisted of in-depth interviews (IDI) of
physicians (seven public, five private, five informal), in-depth interviews of clients (n=7), focus group discussions (FGD)
with clients (two sessions each with males and females), and participant observations in consultation rooms of public,
private, and informal sector healthcare providers (one week in each setting). The quantitative research consisted of
structured observation (SO) of 393 physicians (195 from public and 198 from private sector). This data was collected for
developing a scale of responsiveness through exploratory factor analysis (EFA), involving 64 items (generated through the
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qualitative part of this project). This data was also intended for applying the scale, once developed, to compare the
responsiveness of public and private sector physicians. Inter-rater reliability was assessed by same three raters observing
30 consultations, using the scale (later named as Responsiveness of Physicians Scale or in short ROP-Scale).
Study data were collected between August 2014 and January 2015.Qualitative data were analyzed by the framework
analysis method. World Health Organization’s (WHO) health systems responsiveness framework was modified, based on
literature review and expert opinions, to include the following domains for qualitative analysis: Friendliness, Respecting,
Informing and guiding, Gaining trust, and Optimizing benefit. Quantitative data were analyzed by EFA, followed by
assessment of internal consistency by ordinal alpha coefficient and inter-rater reliability by intra-class correlation
coefficient (ICC). For comparing responsiveness of public and private sector physicians two sample t-test, multiple linear
regression (MLR), multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA), and descriptive discriminant analysis (DDA) were used.
This dissertation presents three manuscripts. Manuscript-1 presents the qualitative component to facilitate understanding
of the local perceptions around responsiveness of physicians. Manuscript-2 presents the quantitative data to develop a
psychometric scale to measure responsiveness of physicians and then to evaluate the reliability and validity of the scale.
Manuscript-3 used a mixed methods approach to compare responsiveness of public and private sector physicians.
Results
Manuscript-1 showed that user and provider perceptions of responsiveness of physicians in rural Bangladesh often
overlapped but at times diverged. Due to high patient load, physicians in the public sector usually failed to spend enough
time with patients for proper history taking, asking questions, examining, and reassuring. Although not satisfactory,
according to patients in qualitative part of the research, physicians in the private sector were more responsive towards the
patients, especially in terms of conducting examinations with care, asking questions, and giving little reassurance. Most of
the patients complained that physicians in general (i.e., both in public and private sectors)were not responsive, especially
in terms of talking to them enough, compassionately touching them (for examining, for giving reassurance), and
explaining their condition. They also complained of losing trust in physicians, as they seemed not to be caring, but
businesslike. Patients demanded that, in order to be responsive, physicians should not only be prescribing drugs, but also
be sensitive to patient’s financial status. Physicians should tell them the cost of treatment, try to understand whether
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patients can afford it, and if necessary, tailor the treatment accordingly. On the other hand, physicians also acknowledged
their inadequacies, but attributed these to the overall health systems constraints, patient loads, lack of proper training on
responsiveness issues, and often abuse by the patients.
Psychometric analyses, described in manuscript-2, identified 34 items grouped under five domains (or subscales) to
constitute the Responsiveness of Physicians Scale or, in short, ROP-Scale. The five domains, derived through EFA and
later named through discussing with the relevant experts, are as follows: Friendliness, Respecting, Informing and guiding,
Gaining trust, and Financial sensitivity. There were high inter-factor correlations between Respecting and Informing and
guiding, and between Respecting and Friendliness. The scale has a very high internal consistency with ordinal alpha
coefficient of 0.91. Inter-rater reliability was also very high with intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) (2, k) of 0.84.
The scale also demonstrated face validity (through expert consultation), content validity (through qualitative research and
literature review) and criterion validity(concurrent validity by correlation coefficient of 0.51 with consultation time; and
known-group validity by comparing public and private sector physicians’ responsiveness with private sector scoring 0.18
higher mean score).
The quantitative part of manuscript-3 was based on the application of ROP-Scale, in which an average of the score of 34
items was considered as the overall responsiveness score. Each item had four response categories, with the lowest score of
one (signifying lack of responsiveness) and the highest of four (signifying best practice). The study found the mean
responsiveness score of public sector physicians to be1.98 and that of private sector physicians(in this manuscript only
formal private sector was considered in both qualitative and quantitative analysis)2.16; and the difference statistically
significant in t-test with t statistic of -6.04 (p-value <0.01). The difference remained statistically significant in the
multivariable models after adjusting for the confounding covariates such as age, gender and local origin of the physician
and age, gender and level of education of the patient. Qualitative data added value to this finding by suggesting that,
despite slightly better responsiveness of private sector physicians, none of the sectors were sufficiently responsive,
according to service seekers. In domain-specific evaluation of responsiveness, the public sector outperformed the private
sector in domains of Gaining trust and Financial sensitivity. The domain Respecting was identified in DDA as the most
important domain in dividing the public and private sector based on responsiveness. The qualitative part of the study
found the private sector physicians to be more tolerant, polite, and courteous than the public sector physicians, as opined
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by patients. Nevertheless, private sector physicians were criticized by patients for attending more patients than their
capacity, prescribing more diagnostic tests, and showing reluctance to refer patients who they failed to treat. Qualitative
findings supported the quantitative findings that public sector physicians were more prudent in gaining trust and being
financially sensitive to the patients.
Conclusions
This study demonstrated the detailed process of development and application of a psychometrically validated ROP-Scale.
In this process, I reviewed the earlier work on health systems as well as HRH responsiveness, defined the HRH
responsiveness, discussed caveats in different aspects of understanding and measuring responsiveness, proposed a
conceptual framework to examine HRH responsiveness, identified five domains of HRH responsiveness, presented the
findings across the domains of responsiveness, and compared the responsiveness of public and private sector physicians’
responsiveness. This study can pave the way for further research work, for example, on determinants of responsiveness, on
contribution of responsiveness on health outcomes, validation studies in other settings and among other cadre, and
comparative studies. This study can also contribute in the national and international policy decision-making. For example,
at national level, this study can aid in in-depth understanding of expectation of people around performance of HRH,
developing a context specific curriculum on doctor-patient communication, developing a guideline for regulatory
interventions, and improving community ownership over health services. At international level, similar type of locally
relevant testing of constructs and items can be tested, benefitting from the methodological and conceptual inputs from this
study. This research can open up further avenues in the health policy and system research (HPSR) concerning the HRH
both at local and global level.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
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1.1 Introduction and Rationale
1.1.1

Background

The World Health Organization's (WHO) report, Everybody’s business: strengthening health systems to improve health
outcomes: WHO’s framework for action(WHO, 2007), identified human resources for health (HRH) as one of the building
blocks of health systems. HRH is particularly important because it is closely linked with other building blocks; realizing
the goals of an ideal health system largely depends on effective HRH. The focus of the work on HRH during the 1970s,
lingered on the production and skill-mix of HRH. During the 1980s, this focus shifted towards curriculum development
and modification as well as management training. More recently, analysts in the field of health policy and systems
research (HPSR)started exploring issues related to performance of HRH (Martínez & Martineau, 1998). The World Health
Report of 2006 was a seminal publication that reviewed the previous work done on HRH performance and proposed a
four-domain model of HRH performance, which includes: availability, productivity, competency, and responsiveness
(WHO, 2006).
According to the preliminary reports prepared prior to the publication of World Health Report 2000, responsiveness had
been defined as “how well the health system meets the legitimate expectations of the population for the non-health
enhancing aspects of the health system” (Darby, Valentine, Murray, & DeSilva, 1999, pp. 1). However, the World Health
Report 2000 itself did not mention about ‘legitimate expectation’. It described responsiveness as, “…not a measure of how
the system responds to health needs, … but of how the system performs relative to non-health aspects, meeting or not
meeting a population’s expectations of how it should be treated by providers…” (WHO, 2000, pp. 31). Thompson and
Sunol (1995) classified expectations as: 1) ideal expectations, meaning clients’ idealistic perception about available
services; 2) predicted expectations, meaning clients’ realistic expectations based on experiences, information about
available services, etc.; 3) normative expectations, meaning clients’ expectations about what ought to happen; and 4)
unformed expectations, meaning clients’ unarticulated expectations (due to various reasons such as lack of understanding,
difficulty to express in language, fear, anxiety, social norms, etc.). DeSilva (1999)argued, ‘legitimate expectation’ is
compliant with the concept of ‘normative expectations.’ She defined ‘legitimate’ as, ‘…conforming to recognized
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principles or accepted rules and standards’ (p. 04), and opined legitimate expectations be determined based on ethical
norms and values.
While responsiveness of the health systems had been defined in earlier work (DeSilva, 1999; Darby, et al., 2000;
Letkovicova et al., 2005; Üstün et al., 2001; WHO, 2000), responsiveness of HRH is yet to be clearly defined and
understood.
1.1.2

Definition of HRH Responsiveness

In 2004,The Joint Learning Initiative on HRH used the term ‘responsiveness’ in the context of HRH, but did not elaborate
further (Joint Learning Initiative, 2004). In 2006, Dieleman and Harnmeijer (2006) prepared a report for WHO, Improving
health worker performance: in search of promising practices, in which they proposed an analytical framework for HRH
performance measurement. This framework suggested the aforementioned four domains of HRH performance, including
responsiveness. The World Health Report of 2006 also used the same framework around the same time(WHO, 2006). In
none of these earlier publications, however, was a clear definition of HRH responsiveness proposed. In this dissertation I
have referenced earlier literature on health systems responsiveness, HRH responsiveness, patient satisfaction, service
quality, doctor-patient communication, as well as relevant studies in other fields (Please refer to Appendices 1 through 4
for complete list of the studies).
Using this past research, I propose the following definition of HRH Responsiveness:
HRH responsiveness is the social actions that health providers do to meet the legitimate expectations of service
seekers.
By the term 'social action,' it is implied that the actions of service providers related to the therapy or technical aspects of
care are excluded; only the non-medical aspects of care are included under HRH responsiveness.
1.1.3

Importance of HRH Responsiveness

The concept of responsiveness is an important one, as lack of responsiveness may impede care seeking, and
responsiveness is argued to be fundamentally related to the human rights of all patients. Lack of responsiveness may deter
patients from seeking care earlier and decrease openness to health care providers, thus leading to diminished assimilation
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of health information (Darby et al., 2000; DeSilva, 1999; Njeru, Blystad, Nyamongo, & Fylkesnes, 2009) and decreased
trust with the health workforce (Gilson, 2003). Studies also indicated rude behavior by doctors commonly hampers careseeking and wellbeing of specific population groups such as the elderly, patients suffering from non-communicable
diseases (Bhojani et al., 2013), expectant and new mothers (Ekirapa-Kiracho et al., 2011), and the lesbian-gay-bisexualtransgender (LGBT) community (Elouard & Essén, 2013; O’Hanlan, Cabaj, Schatz, Lock, & Nemrow, 1997; Wirtz et al.,
2014). Gostin, Hodge, Valentine, and Nygren-Krug (2003)demonstrated the congruence of responsiveness with the
principles of human rights.

1.2 Literature Review
1.2.1

Concept and Domains of Responsiveness

The concept of ‘responsiveness’ first came into serious discussion among experts in HPSR with the publication of the
World Health Report 2000. The report suggested three intrinsic objectives of health systems: level of health of the
population, fairness in financial contribution, and responsiveness(WHO, 2000). The concept of responsiveness was
derived from the fields of medical ethics, human rights, and human development (Valentine et al., 2007). Health systems
responsiveness borrowed most of its early literature from patient satisfaction and quality of care studies (DeSilva, 1999;
Letkovicova et al., 2005).

Figure 1-1Health Systems Framework Showing Relations between Functions and Goals of
Health System [Source: World Health Report 2000: Health Systems: Improving Performance]
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The World Health Report 2000 suggested seven domains of health systems responsiveness: respect for dignity,
confidentiality, autonomy, prompt attention, amenities of adequate quality, access to social support network (particularly
for indoor patients),and choice of provider (DeSilva, 1999; WHO, 2000).Even after the publication of the report, research
on responsiveness continued, and additional domains were examined(Darby et al., 2000; Gostin et al., 2003; Üstün et al.,
2001). Published in 2005, The Health Systems Responsiveness Analytical Guidelines for Surveys in the Multi-country
Survey Study (MCSS) proposed an updated version with an additional domain, ‘clear communication’ (Letkovicova et al.,
2005, pp. 10). These initial domains, along with their sources, have been tabulated in Appendix 1. During and after the
publication of the World Health Report in 2000 and MCSS in 2005, many other scientists looked into the issue of
responsiveness in specific geographical (e.g., Europe, Turkey, Kenya, South Africa, Taiwan, Iran, and Germany) or
professional (e.g., primary health care, mental health, emergency department, HIV/AIDS testing, and public and private
hospital) settings (Bramesfeld, Wedegärtner, Elgeti, & Bisson, 2007; Coulter & Jenkinson, 2005; Forouzan et al., 2011;
Hsu et al., 2006; Javadi, Karimi, Raiesi, Yaghoubi, & Kaveh, 2011; Joarder, 2008; Morphet et al., 2012; Njeru et al., 2009;
Peltzer, 2009; Ugurluoglu & Celik, 2006). These studies produced some additional domains, which are shown in
Appendix 2. Additional studies from the fields of patient satisfaction and quality of care also lent some relevant ideas that
might contribute to the conceptualization of HRH responsiveness; these are presented in Appendix 3.
1.2.2

Caveats of the Concept of Responsiveness

Responsiveness should not be equated with patient satisfaction. Murray, Kawabata, and Valentine (2001) discussed how
satisfaction depends on the perception of the individual regarding how the health system should operate. Satisfaction is the
evaluation of the service seekers based on their fulfillment of these expectations (Williams, Coyle, & Healy, 1998).
Satisfaction surveys do not measure what the health system actually does, rather to what extent the respondents are
satisfied with what has been done with them. On the contrary, in responsiveness studies, one needs to determine what the
health system or in this case HRH (i.e., legitimate expectations) are expected to do, and then to evaluate to what extent
they are doing these.
Secondly, demonstration of responsiveness, either by the health system or by HRH, often depends on certain determinants.
Availability or scarcity of resources and amenities often prompt HRH to behave (or fail to behave) in a certain way. For
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example, if the health system and the administrative mechanism are not appropriate for HRH, employees may feel
undervalued or mistreated, resulting in poor responsiveness (Cockcroft, Milne, Oelofsen, Karim, & Andersson, 2011).
Similarly, lack of infrastructure may not allow the clinicians to maintain privacy of the patients, which could falsely
portray them as unresponsive. Large numbers of patients and scarcity of HRH in health centers may not allow the
clinicians to perform in a responsive manner, although under ideal conditions, they may perform with responsiveness
(Cockcroft et al., 2011). Although identifying determinants of responsiveness is out of the scope of this study, in
quantitative scale development, items that are determined more by the context than the physicians themselves are
excluded. For example, patients might demand privacy, but this may be beyond the capacity of the physicians to provide,
especially in the public sector settings. Physicians are assigned by the health center consultation rooms, which are often
shared by other colleagues. This restricts them from providing privacy at own accord. Therefore, these types of items are
not held against the responsiveness of physicians.
Finally, it is important to delineate responsiveness from other aspects of HRH performance (i.e., availability, productivity,
and competency). Some aspects of responsiveness may seem overlapping with other aspects of HRH performance. For
example, it is expected that physicians would provide explanations to their patients regarding their disease condition.
Whether the physician provided the correct information in her/his explanation may indicate competency, which (whether
the information is right or wrong) is out of the scope of this study. However, whether the physician provided explanations
related to the disease condition (e.g., the cause, diagnosis, prognosis, treatment protocol, preventive aspects, side-effects of
drugs, and importance of tests) and asked the patient whether s/he understood the explanation—may fall under
responsiveness discussions.

1.3 Study Setting - Bangladesh
1.3.1

Bangladeshi Context

Bangladesh is a South Asian country situated on the Gangetic delta. After a nine-month war, in which three million people
died and 10 million became refugees to India, Bangladesh became an independent state on December 16,
1971(Chowdhury et al., 2013). Bangladesh is one of the most densely populated countries of the world with a population
of 156.06 million (estimated mid-year population in 2014) residing in an area of 147,570 square kilometers, resulting in a
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massive population density of 1203 persons per square kilometer (Government of Bangladesh [GoB], 2014). The life
expectancy at birth increased from 48 years in 1981 to a current expectancy of 70 years—a total addition of more than 20
years to the human life. Sixty-seven percent of the Bangladeshi population lives in rural areas. Per capita gross national
income (GNI) in purchasing power parity (PPP) is $3082, with 6% gross domestic product (GDP) growth rate over the
past few years. Over 43% of the populations live under $1.25 a day.
1.3.2

Health System of Bangladesh

Health system of Bangladesh features a selective Primary Health Care (PHC), and a lack of effective prepayment based
health-financing mechanism (Ahmed et al., 2015). Out-of-pocket health expenditure is 60.2% of total expenditure on
health, and 93% of private expenditure on health (World Bank [WB], 2013).
After independence in 1971,the government of Bangladesh upgraded the Rural Health Centers to Thana Health
Complexes, which are now known as the Upazila Health Complexes (UHC), and are serving as the hub for PHC
delivery(Osman, 2004). UHCs are 31-50 bed hospitals (with very few exceptions where number of beds is 20 or 10)
functioning in all upazilas (Sub-district), where people are entitled by constitutional mandate to receive free treatment and
medication. Above the UHCs, there are the district-level secondary care hospitals, regional teaching hospitals, and
national specialized institutions for tertiary level care with modest user fees. Below the level of UHCs, there can exist
rural health centers, union sub-centers, and union health and family welfare centers (see Figure 1-2). On an average each
UHC covers a catchment area of 320,444 persons (GoB, 2014).
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Figure 1-2 Administrative Divisions and Corresponding Health Infrastructures [Source:
Harnessing Pluralism for Better Health in Bangladesh. Lancet, 382(9906)]

Although the health system of Bangladesh is governed through different directorate generals under the Ministry of Health
and Family Welfare (MoHFW), Bangladesh today has a pluralistic health system, where many stakeholders or agents
coexist. According to Ahmed, Evans, Standing, and Mahmud, (2013) the health sector is served through four major actors:
government, private sector, non-government organizations (NGO), and donors. The government sector is responsible for
both policymaking and service provision. The government, through Directorate General of Health Services (DGHS), runs
125 secondary and tertiary level hospitals, 467 upazila and lower level health facilities, and 18,000 community clinics.
The private sector is rapidly expanding and is largely unregulated. This sector constitutes both formal and informal
providers, the former targeted towards the rich with high-end service and the latter targeted towards the poor with
drugstore based retailing services. NGOs are mostly involved in primary health care delivery and donors in technical
assistance and financing (Ahmed, Hossain, Chowdhury, & Bhuiya, 2011; Ahmed et al., 2015, 2013; Bangladesh Health
Watch [BHW], 2007).
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1.3.3

HRH Scenario of Bangladesh

The HRH scenario of Bangladesh is characterized by shortages, skill-mix imbalance, and inequitable distribution. Rural
Bangladesh is extremely deficient in physician to population ratio with only 1.1 physicians per 10,000 population while
urban is 18.2 and national average is 5.4 (Ahmed, Hossain, Chowdhury, & Bhuiya, 2011; BHW, 2007). Only 16% of total
physicians cater to the rural population, who constitute 74% of the total population (BHW, 2007; GoB, 2014). Owing to
the shortage of qualified health care providers in rural areas, the rural population, particularly the poor and the
disadvantaged, predominantly rely on informal care providers (Cockcroft, Andersson, Milne, Hossain, & Karim, 2007).
Dual job holding is allowed in Bangladesh and 80% of public sector physicians purportedly work in the private sector as
well (Bergman, 2014; Gruen, Anwar, Begum, Killingsworth, & Normand, 2002). There are 65,767 registered physicians
in total, of whom 53,929 are currently available in the country, with 38% in the public sector and the rest in private(GoB,
2014).
Ahmed, Hossain, and Chowdhury (2009) and Ahmed, Hossain, Chowdhury, and Bhuiya (2011) classified HRH in
Bangladesh in the following way. The formal sector or ‘qualified allopathic professionals’ include physicians, dentists,
and nurses, registered with Bangladesh Medical and Dental Council (BM&DC) and Bangladesh Nursing Council
(BNC),respectively. The second group is defined as ‘semi-qualified allopathic providers,’ who receive training from
formal institutions for a varying period of time. This group includes sub-assistant community medical officers (SACMO)
(three years training), family welfare visitors and midwives (18 months training, often on top of nursing training in case of
midwives), lab technicians, physiotherapists, community health workers (CHW) (trained in either public or NGO sector
for varying period). The third group encompasses the informal sector or ‘unqualified allopathic providers.’ This group
includes the village doctors, drugstore salespeople, traditional healers (kabiraj, ayurvedic, and unani), traditional birth
attendants, and homeopaths.
1.3.4

Importance of Responsiveness in Bangladesh

Responsiveness of HRH is an important issue in the Bangladeshi health system. The government of Bangladesh exercises
its stewardship role in health sector through a sector-wide approach known as the Health Nutrition and Population Sector
Development Program (HNPSDP) (Ahmed et al., 2015). Based on the findings in a study, where patients emphasized on
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the behavior (expressed in the form of respect and politeness) of the service providers over their clinical competency
(expressed by performing physical examination, giving clinical advice, and providing information about patient’s health
problem) (Aldana, Piechulek, & Al-Sabir, 2001), HNPSDP expressed its intent to improve the responsiveness of
Bangladeshi HRH (Cockcroft et al., 2007; 2011).
Dissatisfaction of service seekers over the providers' attitude has often been expressed rather aggressively, according to
numerous recent media reports(“Interns call off strike in Rangpur,” 2012, “Patient’s Death: DMCH doctors assaulted,
ward ransacked,” 2010, “Patients suffer as docs on strike in 2 districts,” 2010, “Patients suffer at CMCH: Striking interns
give 24-hr ultimatum for arrest of BCL man,” 2012; Ismail, 2010). Physicians also responded to these violent acts by
holding strikes and refusing to provide services. These tensions, many of which resulted from the lack of HRH
responsiveness, eventually led to patient sufferings and even deaths. A growing number of social science studies are
corroborating the newspaper reports, denoting the humiliation of the patients by HRH (Andaleeb, Siddiqui, & Khandakar,
2007b; Andaleeb, 2001; Zaman, 2004).

1.4 Conceptual Framework, Research Objectives, and Methodology
1.4.1

Conceptual Framework

The framework below describes how I conceived the idea of HRH responsiveness and how I might better understand and
measure it. First, I would look at the 'service delivery context' pertaining to the providers. These may be, but not limited to,
adequate number of HRH, infrastructure, workload, training, instruments, administrative support, etc. These create the
supply potential among HRH, or the providers. These factors enable (or prevent) HRH to perform with responsiveness.
Whatever they practice with the clients has been termed as their ‘practiced responsiveness.’
But this (practiced responsiveness) is only one side of the equation. The demand-side, i.e., clients, are the recipients of the
practices performed by the providers. There are some factors, termed here as the 'social context,’ which shape the demand
potential among the clients. These factors may include social norms about care seeking, perceptions about their health
condition, comparing experiences of similar conditions with other service seekers, clients’ perception and understanding
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of own entitlements, etc. Whatever they experience from the providers has been termed as their ‘experienced
responsiveness’.
I also need to be mindful of the fact that social context, to some extent, influences the supply potential of the providers as
they also live in the society. Similarly, the service delivery context, to some extent, may influence the demand potential of
the clients. For example, the unavailability of adequate HRH in a health center, if known to the clients, may decrease their
expectation to be treated with responsiveness.

Service Delivery
Context
e.g., sufficient number
of HRH, availability of
infrastructure and
instruments,
administrative support,
work load training etc

Social Context
e.g., social norms about
care seeking, perception
about specific
condition, interpersonal
comparison, entitlement
perceptions, etc.

Demand Potentials, i.e.
expectation of the clients on
responsiveness

Supply Potentials, i.e. ability
of providers to act with
responsiveness

Client

Provider
Practised
InteractionExperienced
Responsivenes
Responsivenes
Can be understood and/or measured through
self-report or observation

Figure 1-3 HRH Responsiveness Framework [Developed and Proposed for this Study]
In my study, I tried to understand the practiced responsiveness and experienced responsiveness through in-depth
interviews (IDI), focus group discussions (FGD), and observation of the stakeholders. In the quantitative part of the study,
however, I used a structured observation (SO) method to measure 'practiced responsiveness' only. Based on literature
review (primarily studies on health systems responsiveness, with supplements from studies on HRH responsiveness,
quality of care, and patient satisfaction) and inputs from the experts based in Baltimore and Dhaka, the following domains
of HRH responsiveness have been proposed:
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Table 1-1Name, Definition and Elements of HRH Responsiveness Domains
Name of Domain
Definition of Domain
Components of Domain
Friendliness
How a provider shows
Greeting, identifying self by the physician, engaging in social talk,
friendly demeanor to a
showing friendliness, giving reassurance, not using jargon or
client
professional language, not showing hierarchical difference, exercising
non-verbal communications, and being humorous.
Respecting
How a provider explicitly
Expressing respect, listening to complaints completely and attentively,
shows respect to a client
taking consent, being culturally sensitive, allowing patients to ask
questions, refraining from discriminations (based on socio economic
status, gender, religion, type of disease, or any other consideration),
avoiding interruptions during consultation, having an acceptable
appearance, and establishing or maintaining discipline inside
consultation room.
Informing and
How a provider gives
Communicating limitations, helping patients to find the right
guiding
information about health
physician, involving patients indecision making and care, explaining to
condition and guides a
patients different aspects of their disease or condition (cause,
client
diagnosis, prognosis, treatment, preventive aspects, side effects of
drugs, and result of tests), providing patients with information on
health promotion and disease prevention, writing prescription legibly,
and facilitating follow up.
Gaining trust
How a provider gains trust Maintaining confidentiality of information, referring immediately if
of a client, or refrains from necessary, taking help from colleagues in confusion, gaining trust,
doing something that
being service-oriented not businesslike, and refraining from illegal or
breaches trust
unethical activities.
Optimizing benefit How a provider tries to
Counseling on social or family issues if related to the disease, going for
optimize the benefit of a
a home visitation if demanded, considering individual need of the
client, going beyond the
patient while prescribing, facilitating utilization of local resources, and
consultation
showing financial sensitivity
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1.4.2
1.4.2.1

Research Goal and Questions
Research Goal

The overall goal of this dissertation is to examine HRH 1 responsiveness in rural 2 Bangladesh, to develop a scale to
measure the responsiveness, and finally to demonstrate the application of the measurement method.
1.4.2.2 General Research Questions
1. What are the perceptions of outpatient healthcare users and providers regarding what constitutes responsiveness of
physicians in rural Bangladesh? (Manuscript 1)
2. How can we measure the responsiveness of physicians 3 in rural Bangladesh? (Manuscript 2)
3. What are the differences in responsiveness of physicians between those working in the public sector as opposed to those
working in the private sector in rural Bangladesh? (Manuscript 3)
Specific Research Questions under General Research Question 1
1. What constitutes usual outpatient consultations with physicians in rural Bangladesh?
2. What are the common complaints of clients against the physicians with respect to responsiveness, and what are
physicians' responses to those complaints?
3. What are the perceptions of clients and physicians regarding the responsiveness of physicians?
Specific Research Questions under General Research Question 2

1

Formal (MBBS doctors) and informal (village doctors) providers from both public and private sector are in qualitative part, but only formal (MBBS
doctors) providers are included in the quantitative part. Henceforth, 'physician', 'doctor' and 'provider' will be used as applicable instead of 'HRH' in
this dissertation.

2

In the context of this study, upazila or sub-district level has been considered as 'rural'.

3

In the quantitative part of the study only formal sector (i.e., with minimum MBBS degree) general practitioners working in the outpatient facilities in
public or private sector are included.
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1. What are the components of responsiveness of physicians and how do they group together under different domains?
2. How reliable and valid is the method of measurement of responsiveness of physicians?
Specific Research Questions under General Research Question 3
1. What are the levels of responsiveness of public- and private-sector physicians, and how different is the responsiveness
score overall?
2. How different are the public and private sector physicians across different domains of responsiveness?
1.4.3

Research Methodology

Taking a pragmatist ontological position, I followed a mixed method study design. Creswell (2009) defined mixed method
research as,
“… an approach to inquiry that combines or associates both qualitative and quantitative forms. It
involves philosophical assumptions, the use of qualitative and quantitative approaches, and the mixing
of both approaches in a study. Thus, it is more than simply collecting and analyzing both kinds of data;
it also involves the use of both approaches in tandem so that the overall strength of a study is greater
than either qualitative or quantitative research.” (p. 04)
Greene, Caracelli, and Graham (1989) listed five purposes of mixed method research: 1) triangulation, 2) complementarity,
3) initiation, 4) development, and 5) expansion. The purpose of choosing a mixed method design in this study, using this
formulation, was principally ‘development.’ In this study, I used qualitative and quantitative methods such that results
from the first method would inform the use of the second method, leading to the development of a psychometric scale.
Creswell and Clark (2011) suggested four aspects that need to be considered for designing a mixed method study: 1) level
of interaction, 2) priority of the strands, 3) timing, and 4) mixing. In terms of level of interaction, this study had an
'interactive' level of interaction, as two methods were mixed before final interpretation (for better demonstration of this,
please refer to Chapter 4). In terms of priority, both qualitative and quantitative components received equal weight. In
terms of timing, this study followed a ‘multiphase combination timing,’ where data collection took place in ‘sequential’
form, i.e., qualitative data collection preceded the quantitative data collection in order to allow the qualitative findings to
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act as a formative component for quantitative tool development (Nichter, Nichter, Thompson, Shiffman, & Moscicki,
2002). However, in data analysis and interpretation, a ‘concurrent’ approach was deemed more relevant, rendering this to
be a 'multiphase design.’ In terms of mixing, the overall study was mixed at the level of design; however in the
manuscript-3 (Chapter 4), mixing was done during interpretation of results. My research was based on current theories on
health systems responsiveness. I developed the conceptual framework (section1.4.1), which guided both qualitative and
quantitative part of the research. The 'multiphase design' of this mixed method study is shown below using standard visual
conventions:
Overall
Study 1:
Study
Objective Qualitative

Informs

Study 2:
Quantitative

Informs

Study 3:
Mixed
Methods

Figure 1-4The Multiphase Design [Source: Creswell, J.W, and Clark, V.L.P. (2011),
Designing and Conducting Mixed Methods Research]
1.4.4

Ethical Approval

I obtained ethical approval from the Ethical Review Board of BRAC University (ERB-BRACU), Dhaka, Bangladesh on
August 19, 2014 (Appendix 5). Before starting the quantitative fieldwork, I submitted an amendment request to include
the quantitative component (data collection tools and consent forms) including mobile-based data collection techniques.
Amendment request was approved by ERB-BRACU on December 12, 2014 (Appendix 5). In addition to approvals from
ERB-BRACU, I obtained permission from DGHS, Bangladesh Private Medical Practitioners' Association (BPMPA), and
the head of respective institutions (UHCs and private clinics), where I conducted my fieldwork (Appendices 6 and 7). All

research assistants (RA) received training on human subject research ethics and data integrity, consistent with the Johns
Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health Human Subjects Research Ethics Field Training Guide. Informed written
consent was obtained from everyone participating in the research. The consent forms informed the subjects about the
nature of the study, their freedom about participation and withdrawal at any point, and my contact information. A local
advisory committee based in Dhaka was formed to tackle any unforeseen ethical issues that might arise during data
collection.
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1.5

Organization of this Dissertation

There are four chapters in the rest of the dissertation. Three of these chapters correspond with stand-alone manuscripts:
•

Chapter 2 is based on the qualitative study carried out in rural Bangladesh to understand the perceptions of

both service seekers and providers on responsiveness of physicians.
•

Chapter 3 is based on the process of developing responsiveness scale and its psychometric properties.

•

In Chapter 4, I applied the responsiveness scale to compare the responsiveness of public and private sector

physicians.
•

Chapter 5 is the concluding chapter, where I summarized key finding, strengths and limitations of the study,

future scopes of research, and policy implications.
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2

Chapter 2: Understanding Responsiveness of Physicians in Rural Bangladesh
(Manuscript 1)
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Abstract
Introduction
Responsiveness of physicians is defined as the social actions that physicians do to meet the legitimate expectations of
service seekers. Lack of responsiveness may adversely affect health and information seeking by patients. Aim of this study
was to explore qualitatively the perceptions of outpatient users and providers regarding what constitutes responsiveness of
physicians in rural Bangladesh.
Methods
Data collection took place in Chuadanga, a district in southwestern Bangladesh, involving in-depth interviews of
physicians (n=17 total, seven public, five private, five informal) and clients (n=7 total, 3 male, 4 female), focus group
discussions with users (four total, two sessions each with males and females), and participant observations in consultation
rooms of public, private, and informal providers (three weeks total, one week in each setting). Analysis was guided by a
conceptual framework that defined physician responsiveness as constituting the following areas: friendliness, respecting,
informing and guiding, gaining trust and optimizing benefit.
Results
Most interviewed physicians recognized the importance of responsiveness; some even valuing this over clinical
competence. Patients expected physicians would greet them before starting a consultation, but physicians considered this
out of custom. Patients also expected physicians to engage in some social talks during consultation, which was not
commonly practiced. Patients expected physicians to refrain from disrespecting them, by not speaking in an authoritative
tone, not using offensive words; not bargaining for money, not refusing to provide care, not interrupting patients nor
ejecting them from the room; but also to show respect explicitly. Both patients and physicians mentioned seeking consent
by physicians before performing all therapeutic procedures was not so important, except for few situations like touching a
female patient by a male physician, or examining a private organ. Patients desired explanation on at least the cause of
illness or diagnosis, seriousness of illness, treatment and preventive steps. Yet we observed that physicians did not touch
patients compassionately, did not explain health conditions to patients, nor encourage them to ask questions. Another
expectation was that physicians would not involve in illegal or unethical activities related to patients' health. One of the
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most important expectations, as expressed by patients, was financial sensitivity. Some physicians, acknowledged their
limitations in responsiveness and attributed this to high patient loads, personal and professional frustrations, lack of
training, absence of guideline, absence of basic health systems and administrative support, and abuse of the system by the
patients (e.g., fake patients taking free medicines, politically influential persons breaking queues, and demanding fake
certification).
Conclusion
While users and providers had similar perceptions in many areas, important divergences were also found. Qualifications
regarding how consent is perceived and the emergence of new areas such as financial sensitivity indicate that some of the
constituents of physician responsiveness are context-specific.
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2.1 Introduction
The concept of responsiveness was derived from the fields of medical ethics, human rights, and human development
(Valentine et al., 2007). The Joint Learning Initiative (2004) on Human Resources for Health (HRH) used the term
‘responsiveness’ in the context of HRH, but did not elaborate further. In 2006, the World Health Organization (WHO)
published the World Health Report 2006: Working Together for Health, which exclusively featured different aspects of
HRH (World Health Organization [WHO], 2006). This report used the term ‘responsiveness’ in the context of HRH, in
regards to the dimensions of HRH performance (other dimensions being availability, competence, and productivity). In
this paper, based on the earlier literature on health systems responsiveness, HRH responsiveness, patient satisfaction,
service quality, doctor-patient communication, as well as relevant studies in other fields (Please refer to Appendices 1
through 4 for complete list of the studies); I propose the following definition of HRH Responsiveness:
HRH responsiveness is the social actions that health providers do to meet the legitimate expectations of service
seekers.
Responsiveness of health workers improves the care-seeking of patients in general. Studies show that lack of
responsiveness may dissuade patients from early care seeking, diminish their interest in adopting preventive health
information (Darby et al., 2000; DeSilva, 1999; Njeru et al., 2009), and decrease their trust in health service providers
(Gilson, 2003). Studies also indicate a discourteous attitude in physicians often hampers care-seeking by specific
population groups such as the elderly, patients suffering from non-communicable diseases (Bhojani et al., 2013), expectant
and new mothers (Ekirapa-Kiracho et al., 2011), and the lesbian-gay-bisexual-transgender (LGBT) community (Elouard &
Essén, 2013; O’Hanlan et al., 1997; Wirtz et al., 2014), leading to compromised wellbeing. Importantly, Gostin, Hodge,
Valentine, and Nygren-Krug (2003) demonstrated the congruence of the concepts of responsiveness with the principles of
human rights.
The importance of responsiveness has also been recognized in Bangladesh in the Health Nutrition and Population Sector
Development Program (HNPSDP). According to one patient-satisfaction survey in Bangladesh, the most important
predictor of satisfaction of the patients with government health care providers was the behavior of the providers with the
patients rather than their clinical competence (Aldana et al., 2001; Cockcroft et al., 2007, 2011). Dissatisfaction among
service seekers over the provider’s attitude has often been expressed rather aggressively, according to numerous recent
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media reports. Physicians also responded to these violent acts by holding strikes and refusing to provide services. These
tensions, many of which result from the lack of HRH responsiveness, eventually lead to patient suffering and even death
(“Interns call off strike in Rangpur,” 2012, “Patient’s Death: DMCH doctors assaulted, ward ransacked,” 2010, “Patients
suffer as docs on strike in 2 districts,” 2010, “Patients suffer at CMCH: Striking interns give 24-hr ultimatum for arrest of
BCL man,” 2012; Ismail, 2010). A growing number of social science studies are corroborating the newspaper reports,
denoting the humiliation of the patients by providers (Andaleeb et al., 2007b; Andaleeb, 2001; Zaman, 2004).
The aim of this study was to explore qualitatively the perceptions of outpatient users and providers regarding the
constituent elements of responsiveness of physicians in rural Bangladesh.

2.2 Research Questions
2.2.1

General Research Question

What are the perceptions of outpatient healthcare users and providers regarding what constitutes responsiveness of
physicians in rural 1 Bangladesh?
2.2.2

Specific Research Questions

1. What constitutes usual outpatient consultations with physicians in rural Bangladesh?
2. What are the common complaints of clients against the physicians with respect to responsiveness, and what are
physicians' responses to those complaints?
3. What are the perceptions of clients and physicians regarding the responsiveness of physicians?

1

In the context of this study upazila or sub-district level has been considered as 'rural'
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2.3 Methods
2.3.1

Study Site and Population

This qualitative research was conducted in the southwestern part of Bangladesh, in all three upazilas (Alamdanga,
Damurhuda, and Jibannagar) of the Chuadanga district. One of the reasons for choosing Chuadanga is personal;
Chuadanga is my ancestral district. This allowed me to have a better understanding of the local language, culture, society,
geography, and politics. Secondly, Chuadanga shares a fair similarity with the rest of the country in terms of ethnocultural and socio-demographic profiles. The table below shows how the statistics of this district is comparable with rest
of the country (Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, 2012).
Table 2-1Comparison of Socio-Demographic Characteristic of Chuadanga District with National Average of Bangladesh
Indicator
Population Density (per square kilometers)
Annual Population Growth Rate
Average Household Size
Sex Ratio 1
Total Fertility Rate
Urbanization (%)
Literacy (%, both sex)
School Attendance (%, 5 to 24 years, both sex)
2.3.2

Chuadanga
962
1.13
4.05
100
1.93
27.12
45.9
51.9

Bangladesh
976
1.47
4.44
100
2.1
23.30
51.8
52.7

Timeline and Data Sources

I developed semi-structured guidelines for in-depth interviews (IDI), focus group discussions (FGD), and participant
observations that were based on the literature review and consultation with experts based in Baltimore and Dhaka
(Appendix 8). All tools were written in both English and Bengali side by side. Although I started the formal data
collection after I received ethical approval from the Ethical Review Board of BRAC University (ERB-BRACU) on
August 19, 2014, I started spending time in the field site much earlier. I spent this time contacting the gatekeepers,
developing a list of respondents, receiving permission for participant observation, and building rapport with the
respondents as well as the local community. My data collection ended on September 14, 2014. Data sources included IDIs

1

Sex ratio is defined as the number of males per 100 females in the population. A sex ratio higher than 100 denotes a higher number of males, while
less than 100 means the females are more numerous
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with seven public sector physicians, five private sector physicians, five village doctors, and seven clients; four FGD
sessions with patients (two sessions each with males and females); and participant observation in consultation rooms of
public sector physicians, private sector physicians, and village doctors for a period of one week in each setting. A trained
female research assistant (RA) conducted the two FGDs with the females. Respondents were added to the list until data
saturation (Ritchie, Lewis, & Elam, 2003) was achieved. A detailed respondents list is provided in Appendix 9.
2.3.3

Selection of Respondents and Observation Locations

For identifying public sector physicians, first, I visited all three upazila health complexes (UHC) of the Chuadanga
district. These upazilas share similar socio-demographic characteristics, located close to one another geographically
(highest distance of only 52 kilometers by road, between Alamdanga and Jibannagar), and are not known for any
particular difference. I sought suggestions and assistance from Upazila Health and Family Planning Officers (UH&FPO),
i.e., the chief of the health complex for my research. I explained the purpose of my study and obtained a list of all the
physicians. With their help, I finalized the list of respondents from all three UHCs. For private sector physicians, I
followed the same process with the President of Chuadanga branch of Bangladesh Private Medical Practitioners’
Association (BPMPA). For village doctors, I relied on the list obtained from local journalists.
For sampling of providers, I followed principles of heterogeneous purposive sampling (Ritchie et al., 2003), aiming
maximum variation in gender, age and experience. From the list of public sector physicians I obtained from the UH&FPO,
I ensured variation in the sample by selecting five males versus two females; among whom two had work experience of 30
years or more, one had that of 20 years, and four had less than 10years. From the list of private sector physicians I
obtained from the President of Chuadanga branch of BPMPA, I sampled four males and one female (only one female
exclusively private practicing physician was available there); among whom one had work experience of over 40 years, one
had that of over 30 years, two had above 20 years, and one had only two years. However, since there was no female
village doctor, I only maintained heterogeneity in terms of age and experience. One of them had work experience of over
30 years, two had over 20 years, and two had less than 10 years.
Since it is permitted and commonly practiced for physicians to have two jobs (Bergman, 2014; Gruen et al., 2002), I
enlisted the few exclusively private practicing physicians in rural areas of Chuadanga district. However, in the public
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sector, I could not find any physician engaged exclusively in public sector. Nevertheless, I ensured their responses reflect
their views and experiences from public sector practices only. I requested them, and reminded them during the interviews
(by probing techniques), to respond to my questions only based on their experiences and views related to their services in
public sector.
For identifying the clients for qualitative interviews, initially I tried to approach random patients from the UHCs. This
approach was unsuccessful as the patients were in a hurry, and finding a proper location for an interview was difficult. So,
I generated a list of potential respondents with inputs from local residents (personal contacts) and contacted them myself.
The list of respondents was developed based on the following criteria: persons older than 18 years of age, who went to a
doctor at least twice in their lifetime, and last visit to a doctor was within the last year. In addition, I followed
heterogeneous purposive sampling, with maximum variation in their age, gender, level of education and occupation. In
terms of age, five were in their 40s, and two in their 20s; in terms of gender, four were female and three were male; in
terms of level of education one had primary education (up to class five), one had secondary (up to class 10) one had higher
secondary (up to class 12), three had bachelors, and one masters. Four were teachers, two housewives, and one
businessman.
Finding female respondents for FGDs was initially difficult, as they did not agree on a common place and time to meet.
So, I contacted the principal of a college and the headmaster of a girls’ school to allow us to conduct the sessions with
their female employees. For FGDs, I followed homogenous purposive sampling, which is recommended for FGDs to keep
the groups more focused, and to facilitate effective intra-group interactions (Ritchie, 2003). Maintaining homogeneity was
attempted in terms of gender (and profession in case of females).
The selection of sites for participant observation was based on principles of convenience sampling as well as purposive
sampling (Ritchie et al., 2003). I chose them in a way conducive for my travel to those locations at different times of the
day; but at the same time I refrained from choosing sites, where my identity might create social desirability bias.
Observation took place in consultation rooms of the UHC, located in an upazila 31 kilometers away from Chuadanga
district center. I chose this location because, during my frequent visits in different UHCs, I found the UH&FPO to be
friendly, supportive, and interested in assisting in research work. He also helped in accessing the site for participant
observation of private sector physicians in a private clinic in another upazila, where he worked part-time. Observation of
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private sector providers took place in a private clinic and a non-government organization (NGO) clinic, located in an area
noted for commercial, cultural, and industrial activities since British colonial period. Since my observation site for public
sector was in one upazila, and that for private sector was in another; I decided to conduct observation of village doctors in
the third one. The location was a prospering village bazaar, the fortune of which rose with the establishment of a police
outpost and a paved road in 1994. There were about 15 village doctors, of whom I selected three. I spent most of my time,
however, in the chamber of one of them, as he had the highest patient turnover. Observations took place in their medicine
shops. I was careful to select the site to be far from my ancestral residence as the informal providers who knew my
identity would be hesitant to prescribe in front of me, fearing any mistake. Besides, patients coming to their shops would
ask treatments and prescriptions from me, if they knew I was a physician.
2.3.4

Data Collection Process

The location and time of data collection was determined based on the preference of the respondents. An appointment was
set beforehand and I went to their preferred setting. All IDIs were digitally recorded with a small recorder, with the
permission of the respondent. They were also told they could ask to turn the recording off at any point, should the
respondent intend to say something confidential. Duration of the IDIs ranged from 35 minutes to one hour 15 minutes and
that of FGDs from 45 minutes to one hour 30 minutes. Most FGD sessions had eight respondents except one, which had
seven.
Almost all public sector physicians practiced privately after their public hospital office hours. Most of my public sector
physician respondents preferred to talk after their office hours in their private chamber. Four out of seven public sector
physicians gave interview in their private chamber; and three gave interview in the UHC when there was less patient load.
In case of the private sector physicians, all five respondents gave interview in their private chamber. It was a bit
problematic as patients were coming for consultation and the interview was interrupted many times. In case of informal
providers, three out of five interviews were taken in their chambers. The interview was scheduled at times where they had
less patient load. Two of the respondents came to my ancestral residence for the interview.
In case of the patients, two out of seven interviews were conducted in their homes, two near upazila health complex, one
in a shop of respondent’s friend, one in another respondent’s home (as they were colleagues), and one in her office. In the
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interviews at home, one family member was present during the interview. It would be discourteous to ask them to leave
the room. In one case, the wife of the respondent even contributed to the interview, by interjecting her views. I politely
requested her not to do so, and told her that although her views are interesting I had to record only the respondent’s views
on the topic. The two interviews near the UHC were also interrupted by some onlookers. In case of the FGDs, the two
FGDs with the male respondents took place in my ancestral residence. The two FGDs with the females were conducted by
the female RA, in the office room of a college and a girl’s school. The respondents were the teachers of the respective
institutions, so it was easy to find a suitable room for the purpose.
In each participant observation setting, I spent the first day gaining a grasp of the surroundings and people; the second and
third day were spent inside the facilities to observe overall functions and relationships; and the remaining four days were
focused on observation of consultations. I jotted down small notes during the observation and later that day typed
elaborately in computer.
Before starting the participant observation in the public sector setting, I obtained permission from the UH&FPO of the
observed UHC. In the private sector, I obtained permission from the owner of the private clinic. Since the medicine shop
was owned by the observed village doctors, no such permission was obtained separately from the owners. However,
written consent of all observed and interviewed providers and clients were collected separately. There were no refusals,
except for one female patient leaving the UHC, who had hurry to reach home.
2.3.5

Data Analysis

Both inductive and deductive methods were applied for data analysis. Atlas ti version 7.5.2 (latest version at the time)
software was used extensively for analysis. The analysis process included the following steps: familiarizing with the data,
developing coding schema or framework, coding the data, grouping the data, and interpreting the data. The process is
described sequentially in the following paragraphs.
Since the interviews and FGDs were digitally recorded, two RAs transcribed them verbatim, using transcription pedals. I
listened to each record, checked the transcripts line-by-line, transcribed myself if anything was found missing, and
finalized the transcripts. I also word-processed the observation notes. All the documents were given names following
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consistent naming convention. In Atlas ti, I created a new hermeneutic unit and added all the files (transcripts, and
observation notes) as primary documents (PD).
Data familiarization was done in different ways. Since I collected most of the data, I was already familiar with it to large
extent. Then I listened to all the recordings and finalized the transcription. Then I read the documents again after these
were added in Atlas ti as PDs.
After getting familiar with the data, I created a codebook, containing name and definition of the code (Appendix10). Initial
codes were derived from literature (Appendix 4) as a priori codes; inductive codes were added along the way during data
familiarization, and applying codes to text segments (or ‘quotations’, according to Atlas ti terminology). There were 80
codes in total, which were grouped under nine broad categories: 1) background or context related codes, 2) general
consultation process related codes, 3) initial item generating codes, 4) inductive and deductive codes pertaining to
responsiveness domains, 5) codes to determine which expectations might not be legitimate, 6) constraints to provide
responsive care, 7) suggestions to improve responsiveness, 8) difference in responsiveness of public, private and informal
providers; and 9) quotations and stories (Appendix 11).
'Focused coding' technique was applied on the code category 'inductive and deductive codes pertaining to responsiveness
domains' (category number four in previous paragraph), to fit my qualitative data into a more concise and suitable
framework. For doing so, I grouped these codes (38 inductive and deductive codes in total) into 10 sub-subthemes: 1)
dignity, 2) confidentiality, 3) autonomy, 4) participation, 5) considerate care, 6) attention, 7) appearance, 8) clear
communication, 9) interpersonal aspects of care, and 10) beneficence to patients. After numerous meetings and
discussions with thesis committee based in Baltimore and the local scientific committee based in Dhaka, I lumped them
further to the following five themes: 1) Friendliness (combining clear communication and inter-personal aspects of care),
2) Respecting (combining dignity and confidentiality), 3) Informing and guiding (combining autonomy, participation, and
considerate care), 4) Gaining trust (combining attention and appearance), and 5) Optimizing benefit (from beneficence to
patients).
After applying the codes to the full dataset, I created primary document families for physicians, informal providers,
patients, and participant observations; based on the type of the data sources (i.e., physicians, informal providers, patients,
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participant observations. Using the ‘global filter’ option in Atlas ti, I got all the texts under codes, stratified by the data
sources. These outputs were used for data interpretation and report writing.

2.4 Findings
2.4.1

Description of Respondents and Observation Settings

Among the public sector physicians, the senior-most person was almost at the end of his public service career, and was
working as a UH&FPO. Two others were in their forties, and were working as Medical Officers. The remaining four were
new, and had joined the service in the last five years. All of them also practiced privately, as dual practice is allowed in
Bangladesh (our interviews with them were based only on their experiences and views pertaining to public sector work).
Among the five respondents from private sector, there were two who never worked in the public sector, nor did they
intend to work there in the future. Other private sector physicians either retired from public service, or would start public
service shortly. Among the private practitioners, the senior-most person was almost 70 years of age, and the junior-most
one just graduated two years ago and was looking forward to joining public service shortly. All physicians hailed from
Chuadanga. All of them, except the youngest two, graduated from government medical colleges.
The village doctors were all from Chuadanga and practiced close to their home, even sometimes inside their own home.
They had motorbikes to attend calls at patients' homes. Most of them sold medicine in their shop, and attended to patients
as a side business. Most of them completed college education (equivalent to high-school graduation in many countries),
then received training from unrecognized institutions or learned treatment while working in the private chamber of an
acquainted doctor.
Client respondents were divided into two groups: the IDI respondents and the FGD respondents. Four of the in-depth
interviewees were teachers, two housewives, and one businessman. Half of the FGD respondents were males and half
were females. The majority of client respondents were in their mid 30s to mid 40s. Most of them were teachers as the
female FGD respondents were all sampled from two educational institutions, but there were some farmers, small
businessmen, and one retired government official. Almost all of the IDI and FGD respondents were living with their
families in rural parts of Chuadanga.
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In observation of the public sector, although the official outpatient service time was from eight in the morning to two in
the afternoon, neither the doctors nor the patients used to show up before nine in the morning and stay after one in the
afternoon. The consultation room was shared by more than one physician, or sometimes even with the semi-qualified
providers known as the sub-assistant community medical officers (SACMO). They sat in different tables in the same room
and patients queued up inside the room, extending in front of the consultation room as a crowd. Sometimes two doctors
shared a single table and patients crowded around the table. Nobody maintained the patient flow, nor was there a way to
restrict the non-patient visitors (e.g., the pharmaceutical representatives, and dalals 1) inside the room. Most of the patients
coming to the UHC were females; most belonged to lower socio-economic group as indicated by their dress. I conducted a
charting exercise, which indicated almost two thirds of the patients came with mild illnesses, one third with moderate and
only two patients with severe conditions. They came with all types of health conditions such as pruritus, dysentery, cough,
musculoskeletal pain, peptic ulcer disease, headache, nausea, dizziness, eye conditions, skin diseases, weakness, hysteria,
etc.
The doctors in the private clinic used to start seeing patients around five in the afternoon (after finishing their job in public
service) and continued until nine in the night. The doctor in the NGO-clinic maintained a strict duty hour from nine in the
morning to two in the afternoon. He worked exclusively in the private sector (though he practiced privately in other clinics
outside his duty hours in the NGO-clinic). The consultation rooms were better maintained in private sector- only the next
patient in the line, along with the consulting patient, entered the room and waited till her/his turn came. In the NGO-clinic,
only the patient and an accompanying attendant entered the room. In both the private clinic and the NGO-clinic, there was
a person assigned to maintain the patient flow. Patients coming to the private clinics belonged to low to middle socioeconomic group. Some affluent people came too. Most of the patients coming to the female doctor came with
gynecological complaints such as follow-up ultra-sonogram, antenatal checkup, pregnancy related issues, urinary tract
infections, etc.; whereas the male doctor got variety of patients such as peptic ulcer disease, menstrual disorder, common
cold, pregnancy related issues, psychiatric disorder, abdominal pain, skin diseases, typhoid, etc. Most of the patients were
moderately ill.

1

Brokers of diagnostic centers and clinics, whoroam around there to entice the innocent rural patients to their clinics and diagnostic centers
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All of the village doctors continued their consultation throughout the day, as long as people visited the bazaar- usually
from nine in the morning to nine in the night. There was no separate consultation room for informal providers; they sat
behind a wooden deck at the anterior of the shop. There was a chair or bench at the outer side of the deck, where local
visitors coming for relaxed chatting sat, along with the patients who came for consultation. The village doctor often
received requests in mobile phones to visit in patients' home. The environment was very informal, none was there to enroll
patients or maintain their flow. Most of the people visiting them were from lower socio-economic group. Most of the
patients came with variety of diseases such as males coming with diarrhea, peptic ulcer disease, respiratory diseases;
females coming with headache, body ache, and gynecological diseases. Most of them had mild illnesses. Characteristics of
the respondents and observation settings are summarized in Table 2-2 below.
Table 2-2Characteristics of Respondents and Observation Settings
Number
Gender
Range of graduation year
Number
Gender
Range of graduation year
Number
Gender
Range of number of years in
practice
Range of level of formal
education (excluding training
in medicine)
Number
Gender
Range of age in years
Range of level of education
Types of occupation
Number of sessions
Number of participants
Range of age in years
Range of level of education
Type of occupation

In-depth Interview with Public Sector Physicians
7
2 Females and 5 Males
1982 – 2009
In-depth Interview with Private Sector Physicians
5 (2 of them retired from public sector, 1 was accepted in public sector and waiting to
join, and only 2 had no linkage with public sector)
1 Female and 4 Males
1973 – 2013
In-depth Interview with Village Doctors
5
5 Males
2 – 32
Secondary – Bachelor

In-depth Interview with Clients
7
4 Females and 3 Males
25 – 48
Primary – Masters
High school teacher, kindergarten school teacher, businessman, homemaker
FGD with Clients
4 (2 with Females, 2 with Males)
7 - 8 in each session
19 – 72
Primary – Masters
College teacher, high school teacher, retired government official, businessman, farmer
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Setting

Duration
2.4.2

Participant Observation
3 settings: public sector (consultation rooms in an upazila health complex),private
sector (consultation rooms in a for-profit private clinic and a not-for-profit NGOclinic), and informal sector (consultation rooms of 3 village doctors in a village
bazaar)
1 week in each setting

Usual Consultation Process

Patients usually went to informal providers as a first point of consultation. If informal providers failed, or the patient
perceived the disease to be a serious one, they first went to UHC, then to local private practitioners, and finally to the
district town (mostly to Chuadanga, or neighboring Kushtia, Jessore, or Khulna). Some patients also mentioned they took
the serious patients to neighboring India, which is very close to Chuadanga. A common believe among the patients was
that they would get a good treatment if they were referred by another known physician. So, before consulting a physician
they desperately searched for a physician among their circles of friends and families to introduce them to the physician
they were going to consult. Otherwise, they feared a lack of proper attention from the physician.
In government health facilities, patients used to first buy a ticket 1 with two taka (approximately 2.5 cents) and stand in
queue. Then they entered the consultation room and stood surrounding the doctor's table along with other patients.
Sometimes the doctor collected the tickets from patients' hand, stacked them together and called the surrounding patients
one by one. Otherwise, patients competed with each other in a chaotic manner to get the opportunity of consultation.
Doctor usually casted a quick glance, without much talk and listened as the patient started mentioning the problem. Since
the presence of other surrounding patients created pressure on both the doctor and the patient to hurry, there remained very
small room for proper history taking, touching compassionately, asking questions, examining, and reassuring. Giving
diagnostic tests was very uncommon. Although there were exceptions, an excerpt from the observation data provides a
picture of a typical consultation in the UHC:
“Doctor: Yes?
Patient: Coughing a lot.
Doctor puts stethoscope on chest. Then casts a slight glimpse on the patient.
Doctor: Age?

1

A piece of paper purchased by the patients from the health facility, name and age of the patient is written on it by the person in charge of selling it,
and doctors write prescription on this paper only
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Patient: 29 years.
Doctor starts writing the prescription. An office clerk comes in when the doctor was still writing the prescription.
Doctor signs some papers and gives them back to the clerk. Then he finishes the prescription and hands it over to
the patient, without wasting a word or any time on anything else.
The next patient was waiting beside the table, along with many other patients. Same process went on.
Consultation time one and half minutes.”
[Public sector observation note, 3rd day of observation, 10:20 am]
In private facilities, patients often needed to take a number from before and be seated in a designated waiting area.
However, observation data reveals that, it was common to enter the doctor’s room when the previous patient was still
being consulted. In private settings doctors were more accommodating towards the patients and conducted some clinical
examinations such as checking the blood pressure, measuring temperature by thermometer or hand, seeing the tonsils by
using a tongue depressor, and examining the chest by stethoscope. The instance of giving diagnostic tests was higher than
that in the public sector; most of the clinics had a diagnostic center attached to it, where the tests were mostly done.
Doctor asked one or two questions, listened attentively to the patient, prescribed, gave little reassurances ("It will be
cured"), but he did not explain much. Sometimes there was an assistant who explained the drug doses and preventive
issues. It was very common for the patients to come to the consultation room along with an attendant. They never asked
for permission to stay, nor did the doctor ask the patient if s/he was okay with this. An excerpt from my observation note
demonstrates a typical consultation in the private clinic:
“A female patient of mid 20s, accompanied by an elderly woman, gave salam upon entering. Sensing patient's
hesitation about my presence, doctor introduced me as a researcher and a doctor. Patient took her face near
doctor's ear.
Doctor: What's the name?
Patient: Shirin
At this point another male person stood near consultation room's door, which bothered the patient. The man left
after a while himself.
Doctor: What's the problem?
Patient: I have severe bleeding during menstruation.
Doctor: How many days does it stay?
[Patient replied, doctor asked few other associated questions]
Doctor performed the clinical procedures such as he measured blood pressure over the sleeves (This is a common
practice among doctors, to measure blood pressure over the sleeve, when patient wears full-sleeved dress), asked
about other symptoms (cough, cold, fever) while measuring the blood pressure, touched for fever upon patient's
request to do so.
Doctor: Do you take pills?
Accompanying attendant (presumably mother in law): Her husband is not here for two and a half months; she is
not taking anything.
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Doctor calculated something on finger, prescribed some pills, explained the drug. However he did not tell the
diagnosis, cause, or prognosis. Consultation time three minutes.”
[Private sector observation note, 4th day of observation, 07:40 pm]
Contrary to formal providers, village doctors gave more time to the patients. They spoke in a local and familiar tone, asked
about the family and many household matters, as most of the patients were known to them personally. Village doctors
examined the patient by measuring blood pressure, measuring temperature, auscultating the patient, and examining eyes
for jaundice or anemia. Giving laboratory diagnostic investigation was very uncommon with the village doctors. They
compassionately touched the patients more than the formal providers did. Many village doctors did not take fees; they
lived on the profits by selling the medicines, which again they often did on credit. Village doctors also went to patients'
homes if called, which was very uncommon with the formal doctors. Village doctors often took a patient in his motorbike
to a familiar doctor, if the village doctor himself failed to treat. An excerpt from my observation note demonstrates a home
visit by a village doctor:
"Mintoo doctor (pseudonym) received a mobile phone call requesting him for a home visit. He was trying to
bypass it by saying "I will go later" (He later explained the reason of his reluctance. He said, when patients come
to medicine shop, they bring at least some money with them. He doesn't take any fees from them but earns some
profit by selling medicines. But in home visits he cannot sell medicines, or cannot force them for payment due to
social acquaintances. All his service is given in credit; on top of this he has to lose some money on the fuel cost).
Sensing my interest on a home visit, he then agreed to go. He knew the household, where he went by driving his
motorbike through unpaved muddy village road for 10 minutes, having me on the backseat. The patient was young
lady of 25 years. She was lying in the courtyard. Mintoo doctor asked a boy in the house to spread a 'madur' (a
form of mat made of local shrubs) for me to sit.
Mintoo doctor: Hey Parul, what's up? What have you done to yourself? (In an informal tone of Bengali language,
used to call close ones only).
Parul (the patient): Feeling dizzy since last night. You know I am weak too.
Mintoo doctor measured her blood pressure, which was normal.
Mintoo doctor: Fold up your sleeves.
Mintoo doctor opened up his black leather bag (These leather bags are one of the characteristic features of
village doctors in Bangladesh, previously carried by formal doctors as well.) and brought out a syringe and two
ampoules. He injected Ranitidine in one arm and vitamin in another.
Patient was happy and bade farewell to Mintoo doctor with a smile.
While leaving,
Mintoo doctor (to Parul's father): The bill is 150 Taka (approximately $2).
Parul's father: I will give it to your medicine shop in next 'hat' day (the weekly market day in village bazaars.
Most rural people do grocery shopping on 'hat' days)".
[Informal sector observation note, 6th day of observation, 11:20 am]
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2.4.3

General Complaints by Clients against Physicians, their Responses, and my Observations in this Regard

Although patients perceived public sector physicians to be less sincere than the private sector physicians, patients
expressed some general complaints against all formal sector physicians. Patients complained that doctors were reluctant to
touch the patients compassionately, be it for examining or for giving reassurance (e.g., touching shoulder, or hand). They
were too busy for a proper consultation, forgoing explanation of diagnosis, treatment, prognosis, and preventive advices.
They consulted more patients than they could handle per day. They discriminated based on political power, and familiarity
with them. They were unresponsive to emergency situations. They were less caring and more businesslike, especially in
the private sector. They did not refer patients to other doctors when they themselves could not manage. They often
suggested patients to do unnecessary procedures such as appendectomy or caesarian section for own benefit, which
breached the trust of patients. Patients also complained that many doctors indicated specific diagnostic centers to carry out
the tests, instigating suspicion that the doctor might have clandestine deals with the diagnostic center. According to
patients, doctors gave more diagnostic tests than were required for treatment. Above all, doctors were indulgent to
pharmaceutical representatives, who interrupted during consultations and influenced doctors to prescribe substandard
drugs of their company. Lack of responsiveness, according to patients, was a general feature of the physicians, irrespective
of their practice setting, as one patient said,
"Interviewer: Are private sector physicians much better than the public sector physicians then?
Respondent: Not 'much better', as they don't live up to my expectations regardless of setting."
[IDI with a teacher, male, 45 years]
Physicians recognized the importance of responsiveness; they also admitted that they had deficiencies in this regard. Some
physicians even valued responsiveness above clinical competency. They said that, without responsiveness, patients would
not be satisfied even with right treatment. Due to lack of responsiveness, patients often misunderstood them as negligent
and often mistakenly held them responsible for an adverse outcome. One doctor said,
"If a patient receives bitter encounter, even a sweet drug would not satisfy him."
[IDI with a private sector physician, male, year of graduation 1980]
Physicians admitted that they did not show up in office timely, and could not afford to give sufficient time due to patient
load. Some physicians also admitted that they were very bad at counseling, explaining issues related to patients’ health
condition, and encouraging patients to ask questions. A major issue raised by most of the responding physicians was that,
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they lost their nerves when attendants asked irrelevant questions. According to physicians, it was the patients' attendant
who created most of the 'troubles’. Physicians also said they sometimes did not touch the patient for reassuring, despite
this being considered as an important issue. Physicians also said they could not maintain privacy due to lack of facilities
(e.g., curtain, separate room, etc.).Some physicians failed to show proper respect to the patients. Finally, some doctors
mentioned that they are aware that some physicians encouraged patients to consult with them in private chambers.
In my observations, I found some complaints against doctors to be true, but failed to observe many allegations as well. For
example, I found doctors referring patients to relevant doctors, and forbidding a patient to conduct appendectomy and
caesarian section (as opposed to the allegation by patients that physicians perform unnecessary procedures for personal
financial gains). I also found most of the pharmaceutical representatives entering doctors’ room after consultations with
patients were over. Throughout my whole observation period, I did not experience a single incident of a doctor abusing or
misbehaving with a patient (which may be due to Hawthorne effect). Other allegations such as those related to
compassionately touching the patients, explaining the health condition, and encouraging to ask questions were observed to
be correct.
2.4.4

Domains of Responsiveness

This section is organized along the five domains (for the origin of the domains please refer to Section 2.3.5) of
responsiveness of physicians. Definitions and elements of each of these domains are given in Table 2-3 below.
Perspectives of stakeholders along with my observations on each of the items in domains are discussed sequentially in the
respective sections.
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Table 2-3Name, Definition and Elements of HRH Responsiveness Domains
Name of Domain
Friendliness

Respecting

Informing and guiding

Gaining trust

Optimizing benefit

2.4.4.1

Definition of Domain
How a provider shows friendly
demeanor to a client

Components of Domain
Greeting, identifying self by the physician, engaging in
social talk, showing friendliness, giving reassurance, not
using jargon or professional language, not showing
hierarchical difference, exercising non-verbal
communications, and being humorous.
How a provider explicitly shows
Expressing respect, listening to complaints completely
respect to a client
and attentively, taking consent, being culturally sensitive,
allowing patients to ask questions, refraining from
discriminations (based on socio economic status, gender,
religion, type of disease, or any other consideration),
avoiding interruptions during consultation, having an
acceptable appearance, and establishing or maintaining
discipline inside consultation room.
How a provider gives information Communicating limitations, helping patients to find the
about health condition and guides right physician, involving patients in decision making
a client
and care, explaining to patients different aspects of their
disease or condition (cause, diagnosis, prognosis,
treatment, preventive aspects, side effects of drugs, and
result of tests), providing patients with information on
health promotion and disease prevention, writing
prescription legibly, and facilitating follow up.
How a provider gains trust of a
Maintaining confidentiality of information, referring
client, or refrains from doing
immediately if necessary, taking help from colleagues in
something that breaches trust
confusion, gaining trust, being service-oriented not
businesslike, and refraining from illegal or unethical
activities. ,
How a provider tries to optimize
Counseling on social or family issues if related to the
the benefit of a client, going
disease, going for a home visitation if demanded,
beyond the consultation
considering individual need of the patient while
prescribing, facilitating utilization of local resources, and
showing financial sensitivity

Friendliness

An ideal greeting, according to patients, would include giving salam or replying to salam by a patient (or other greetings
according to religion), asking his wellbeing, addressing with appropriate salutation (mother or father to elderly; brother,
sister, sister-in-law or bhabi to similar aged persons; babu, shona, etc. to children), and asking them to take seat. Patients
also felt that if the patient is elderly the doctor should stand up when the elderly person stands up. Physicians
acknowledged the importance of greetings as they read about this in their textbooks, but they perceived this out of local
custom,
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"Actually there is no custom of saying 'hi, hello' in our culture. Sometimes we just ask them to come in, and upon
entering they simply start telling their problems"
[IDI with a public sector physician, female, year of graduation 2009]
Observations revealed, usually it was the patient who initiated greeting; many doctors responded politely, but some did
not. I also found closing salutation was more common than saying introductory greetings. Typical closing salutations
included shaking hands, saying walaikum-assalam, 'ok, you may come (saying 'come' instead of 'go' is a culturally
appropriate way of closing salutation), 'stay well', etc.
In my observation of the public sector, I found patients became confused if they did not know the doctor’s identity
(especially the doctor’s designation, e.g., Medical Officer, SACMO etc. or specialty, e.g., pediatrician, gynecologist etc.).
When asked about this issue, patients suggested there should be a signboard mentioning designation, a name badge or any
other means of identification for physicians. They should introduce themselves in the absence of such means.
According to patients, doctors should at least ask name of the patient as a part of social talks. This may also include
questions like ‘who are there in the family’, ‘how many children do you have’, etc. Among the social talks, patients gave
the highest importance on asking about their family. Additional items my include patient's profession, education, that day's
weather, etc. A retired public sector physician, who is currently in private practice, said that he commonly exchanged
smiles and engaged in social talks with his old patients only, but engaging in social talks in general was not the norm. In
my observations I found, private sector physicians asked the name and wrote it down on the prescription script. However,
this seemed not done with intention of communicating, rather merely as a therapeutic culture of writing patient's name,
age, and gender on the prescription. In public sector, the name was already written on the ticket 1, so they did not care
asking it again. I found engaging in social talks by formal sector doctors in general very uncommon; but informal
providers were quite apt at this.
Patients said that they wanted their doctors to be friendly. Friendliness of a doctor, according the patients, can be
understood by: remembering the face or name of the patient from a previous encounter, calling the patient by the name in

1

A piece of paper purchased by the patients from the health facility, name and age of the patient is written on it by the person in charge of selling it,
and doctors write prescription on this paper only
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a friendly tone, asking or making comment about an event of the patient's family, praising the patient (about clothing or
anything else), asking for an opinion of the patient about anything (weather, politics, etc.).
Doctors are expected by patients to give encouragement and reassurance to the patients, so that patients do not have to
worry or be frightened of the therapeutic procedures. A patient said,
"Half of the disease is cured only by reassurance."
[IDI with a teacher, female, 40 years]
According to patients, reassurance can be expressed both verbally and non-verbally. Reassurance expressing speech and
behavior may include phrases like ‘you have no problem’, ‘I would be able to cure your disease inshallah’, and gestures
like putting hands on the shoulder of the patient, giving him courage by holding his hand, and giving courage by putting
hand on the body. Almost all of the physicians acknowledged the importance of giving reassurance, which was supported
by my observation too. In my observation in private sector, the physician I observed, patted gently on the shoulder of
almost all the patients, and said, “It will be cured”. In my observation of the same physician in the public sector, he
reassured patients in the same way, but infrequently.
While probed on their views on use of medical terminology (jargon) by doctors, patients recognized it as an impediment to
communication, but they themselves did not accuse physicians of using jargon. In my observation too I found the
physicians quite good at communicating in local tongue, and explaining, whatever little they do, in culturally sensitive
manner. They did not use jargon while talking to patients.
It was commonly expected by interviewed patients that the doctor’s behavior would not show hierarchical difference.
Hierarchical difference could be understood, according to patients, by the following issues: difference between the sitting
arrangement of the physician versus the patient, physicians putting on shoes while patients were restricted from wearing
one inside consultation room, and overall gesture of the physicians. In my observation I found physicians always sat on a
cushioned chair with longer height, with comfortable backrest and headrest. There was a towel hanging on the backrest,
signifying their superiority. For patients there was a small tool to sit. This difference was more clearly observable (due to
the more gorgeous chairs of the physicians) in the private sector. Such symbols of hierarchical differences were less
pronounced, if not absent, in consultation settings of the informal providers.
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Patients expressed much emphasis on non-verbal communications by doctors, such as compassionately touching them
while examining or giving reassurance. Patients traditionally hold the belief that even the touch of a doctor has therapeutic
significance.
Another expectation, as expressed by the patients, was that doctors would have some sense of humor. At least they should
keep a smiling face during consultation. Some doctors, both males and females, were observed to be quite humorous. One
such example of being humorous is, when a young lady asked for vitamin syrup, the doctor replied with a humorous tone,
"leave these baby foods, you are a nice young lady now, not a baby anymore."
2.4.4.2

Respecting

Patients mentioned that they expect the physicians to not only refrain from showing disrespectful demeanor, but also show
some explicit signs of respect. Disrespectful demeanor, according to patients, comprises of, but is not limited to the
following: using offensive words, bargaining for money, denying to provide treatment on any ground, stopping the patient
in the middle, talking in an authoritative tone, scolding, and ejecting the patient out of the room. On the contrary, a
physician may demonstrate respect by giving honor to an aged patient by standing up, helping an aged patient to sit down,
and talking softly with the patient. Most of the patients admitted that doctors in general were not disrespectful, but there
were some bad examples. The most common misbehavior of doctors was, as reported by many patients in both in-depth
interviews and FGDs, when they said, "Do you understand better than me? Then why didn't you become a doctor
yourself?” In interviews with physicians, almost all of them admitted that showing respect was necessary and they all
practiced it; however, three doctors admitted they often breached it. One young public sector physician, on condition of
not recording his statement, mentioned the following (I took note instead of recording):
"Many doctors scold the patients and behave rudely. Sometimes patients come with dirty clothes due to low socioeconomic conditions; they are scolded and misbehaved for this too. I myself sometimes cannot control my
temperament. I scolded patients severely on some occasions and ejected them out of the room."
[IDI with a public sector physician, male, year of graduation 2007]
In my observation, however, I did not see any physician disrespecting a patient, but explicitly displaying respect was
uncommon too.
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Patients expect that doctors will start writing the prescription only after listening to the complaints in detail and
completely. Contrary to my preconceptions, I observed the doctors, both in public and private sectors, do listen to patients
quite attentively. This might be due to the fact that they hardly spent time on history taking, physical examination, and
diagnostic tests. So they entirely depended on what the patient says as their chief complaints. This rendered them to be
attentive listeners.
As opposed to the western notion of consent, many patients considered this unnecessary. They suggested, it might
however be necessary in some specific cases such as: placing the stethoscope on the chest of a female patient by a male
doctor, uncovering any covered part of the body or touching a part of the body while examining (except touching the
forehead for fever), and examining the private parts of any patient. Doctors expressed their cognizance of the value of
consent from textbooks, but in a Bangladeshi context they considered it redundant.
When probed on cultural sensitivity (please refer to Appendix 4 for the source of the studies on this), patients demanded
that physicians should prescribe treatment considering the religious and cultural orientation of the patients. Examples
given by them of cultural sensitivity included: making adjustments while giving medicine to a Muslim patient during
Ramadan, suggesting 'pottho' (diet) that are available during that season, not giving advice of doing or eating anything
which is religiously prohibited, and giving idea about the disease and treatment by using household language.
Patients said they expected the doctor to give them the opportunity to ask questions, listen to their questions attentively,
behave in a way that would encourage them to ask questions, respond to the question himself (i.e., he would not refer to
his assistants to answer patients, which is not very uncommon), keep patience if patients ask irrelevant questions and tell
them nicely that it is not related to their disease. According to patients, behaviors that might denote discouragement to ask
questions may be: repeatedly looking at the clock, giving reminder to the patient to be short, writing prescription while
answering the question, ultra-seriousness, answering very shortly (in one word). On the other hand, behaviors denoting
encouragement to questions may be: keeping a smiling face during consultation and answering, listening carefully and
patiently to the questions, shaking head while listening, looking at the patient, asking question to hear more, the nuances
of voice, and some interest-revealing words (e.g., well, hmm, etc.). In interview with physicians, they also acknowledged
the importance of answering the patient's questions. However, some physicians blamed patients for asking irrelevant
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questions, too many questions, or repeating same question by persons accompanying the patient- causing them to lose
patience and temper. One physician said,
"Suppose I consulted a child patient, I explain the prescription to accompanying mother. After some time you will
see child's father coming, so I explain again. Then you will see child's grandmother coming with questions. These
make us irritated and we often lose our nerves."
[IDI with a public sector physician, male, year of graduation 2004]
Doctors, however, admitted that they did not particularly encourage their patients through their gestures or verbal cues to
ask questions. In my observation I found the doctors to answer to patients' questions very briefly, even in a single word.
Village doctors were observed to be quite lenient about patients' questions. In the interviews too, all of them emphatically
said they would never lose patience with patients' questions, whatever they asked.
In regards to discrimination, patients said, doctors usually did not discriminate based on gender, religion, disease
condition, and age, but they often did on social and political status and familiarity with the patient. One elderly male FGD
participant said,
"Now that Awami League (ruling government party at the time of data collection) is in power, even if some young
boys of their party go to a doctor, the doctor will see them first. I, being an old man, will have to keep waiting
along with other suffering patients."
[FGD participant, male]
In an interview with physicians, a female public sector physician, who practiced privately as well, suggested that patients
also understood the helplessness of the doctors in this regard. In this type of situations, she suggested, doctors should
inform the patient and ask for permission as a gesture of courtesy.
As interruptions serve as a deterrent against responsiveness (please refer to Appendix 4 for the source of the studies on
this issue), I also observed the nature of interruptions during consultation. I found instances of various interruptions during
the consultations, such as using mobile phone, clerical staff coming during consultation with official work, peeking in by
outside people like pharmaceutical representatives, and dalals.
Respondents of an FGD with female patients mentioned that, the doctors' appearance should be neat and clean, tidy, and
professional. In my observation I found doctors usually did not put on professional dress such as apron or white coat.
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However, almost all of them were in formal outfit, e.g., pants and shirts by males and sarees and salwar-kameez by
females. Some female doctors put on a headscarf.
I observed discipline was not really maintained as patients waited around the doctor’s table; children were crying, people
talking, colleagues chatting, dalals preying on patients—all inside the consultation room. I found some doctors striving for
establishing or maintaining discipline in the consultation room, which might be regarded as an expression of
responsiveness. The most common approach to maintain discipline was to take the tickets 1 from patients' hand and call
them one by one.
2.4.4.3

Informing and guiding

Many patients, both in IDIs and FGDs, mentioned that conflict with physicians was very common. However, most
physicians denied this to be common, and few physicians mentioned that patients and doctors often engaged in conflict
mostly due to disproportionate expectations of patients with the service they receive. So, according to physicians, if there
was a possibility of such situations arising, they might communicate it with the patients at the outset. If doctors clarified
which services were available, patients’ expectations would remain realistic and thus potential disputes could be avoided.
According to some studies (please refer to Appendix 4 for the source of the studies), patients have the right to choose a
care provider based on their preferred criteria. When probed about this, respondents of the FGD with females mentioned
they preferred a female doctor for some health conditions, but often they could not decide who would be a good one. They
said it would be useful for them to receive suggestions regarding this from nearby physicians free of cost. Some patients
demanded similar services from physicians in finding an appropriate specialist, such as a cardiologist, a nephrologist, etc.
While asked about their views on the right of the patients to go to a provider of their choice, and the physician's role in
helping them in this regard, a physician brought an interesting issue. He said, in the context of Bangladesh, where many
patients were uneducated, and ignorance or superstitions were prevalent, allowing patients to go to the provider of their
choice might turn out to be harmful. So, he said, he would not mind if the patient wanted to go to a qualified formal sector
provider, but if he wanted to visit a 'quack' (the term used to mean informal providers), then it would not be acceptable.
1

A piece of paper purchased by the patients from the health facility, name and age of the patient is written on it by the
person in charge of selling it, and doctors write prescription on this paper only
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Some studies (please refer to Appendix 4 for the source of the studies) suggest that patients need to be involved in carerelated decision-making. Patients expressed unfamiliarity with this notion and expressed that the doctor should decide
what is best for them. Patients, however, demanded their involvement in providing care to their family members,
especially in chronic conditions. Both patients and physicians confirmed the nonexistence of a formal way of getting
patients or their family members into the treatment process. In my observation too, I did not find any patient to be
involved in therapeutic decision-making or care giving.
Explanation was one of the most important things that a patient desired from a doctor. Patients expect that the doctor
would explain everything to them, such as cause of the disease, diagnosis (at least the name of the disease), prognosis and
severity, treatment (at least explain the prescription), side effects of the medicines (if any), report of diagnostic tests (if
any), and preventive measures of disease (specially the diet). Many doctors in Bangladesh did not find enough time to
explain things to their patient. So, sometimes they delegated this to their assistants, and untrained pharmacists. Patients
expect that the doctor himself would explain everything to them. It is also important that the doctors make sure whether
patients have understood the explanation, as many patients are illiterate or are simply unfamiliar with the basic anatomy
and physiology. Among all the things that a doctor can explain, patients expected a minimum of the cause or diagnosis of
disease, the seriousness of illness, how they should take the medicines, and the preventive aspects of disease. It was a
common complaint of the patients that the doctors did not explain sufficiently, with some rare exceptions of course.
Physicians were divided in their opinion regarding the importance of giving explanations to patients. Some physicians said
it was the right of the patients to receive explanation on their health condition. Some said explanation was important only
in critical diseases like liver cirrhosis, tuberculosis, etc. Few others said, giving explanation to patients was useless unless
patient themselves were educated, conscious and willing to receive explanation.
Preventive issues, especially diets, are traditionally seen an integral part of therapy in Bengali therapeutic culture—as per
my interviews with the patients and my personal understanding of Bengali culture (by virtue of being a Bengali myself).
These are knows 'pottho' and are always pronounced in the same phrase with medicine, like 'oshudh-pottho', meaning
'medicine and diet'. Patient expected that the doctor, along with the treatment of the disease, would also explain in details
about diet, which foods are allowed and which are forbidden, and prevention of the disease. In my observations, I found
that doctors usually told about some disease prevention and health promotion measures related to the disease of the
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patient; but they did not give general health promotion advices, which is also demanded from physicians in some literature
(please refer to Appendix 4 for the source of the studies).
It is a common joke in Bangladesh, even shared by patients during interviews, that doctors have a very bad handwriting;
so anybody having a bad handwriting is equated with a doctor. Many patients, especially in FGDs with females, shared
their stories on what difficulties and confusions they faced in following prescriptions due to bad handwriting of
physicians. One female FGD respondent shared the following story:
"A doctor prescribed me a drug when I was pregnant. Doctor prescribed a drug related to my pregnancy
condition; but the medicine salesman in the dispensary mistakenly gave some medicine for asthma, as they could
not read doctor's handwriting. For some reasons I was suspicious that this might be a wrong medication. So, I did
not take the medicine and went to the doctor again. Seeing the medicine the doctor was shocked and said if I had
that medicine it would be terribly harmful for my fetus. So, it’s important for doctors' handwriting to be clear."
[FGD participant, female]
Patients expressed that the doctors should give them a post treatment follow-up plan. Physicians complained that, they did
not emphasize on follow-up because patient did not comply with it. While probed about this, patients replied, they
apprehended that the doctor would give more tests and medicines in the follow-up visit to drain more money out of their
pocket. They demanded the follow-up should be free. In my observation, I found that it was common by doctors to tell the
patient or write on the prescription when the patient should come for a follow-up. Usually the follow-up involved half of
the usual consultation fee. In the public sector, follow-up was very rare.
2.4.4.4

Gaining trust

In regards to confidentiality of their information, patients did not express their concern over this issue. One physician said,
“patients in our country, contrary to western notions, rather preferred their information to be shared.” He gave the example
of the nationwide surveillance against acute flaccid paralysis or polio eradication campaign. Doctors had to share the
patients' information with several national and international bodies, and patients were appreciative of this. They
supposedly thought they would get a better attention and treatment if their information were shared with different
stakeholders. Physicians mentioned it was important to keep some sensitive information of the patients secret, in
congruence with the professional codes of ethics. In my observation I found no patient information was preserved
properly, so leaking of information was out of the question. However, the NGO-clinic had a specific protocol to maintain
the confidentiality of patients' data.
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Patients said they expected that the doctor would refer the patient immediately. Patients alleged that, doctors seldom
referred their patients because,
"...they don't want to let their patients go, this is their mentality. They think, 'if I let this patient go to a different
doctor, and if the patient gets cured, that doctor will earn name and my business will be ruined'."
[IDI with a teacher, female, 45 years]
Physicians denied these allegations, saying they were quick to refer; it was the patients who often did not want to go in
fear of the hassle and cost. In my observation, I found there was hardly any instance of referral in the public sector, as
doctors perceived poor patients could not afford to go to higher-level health facilities. Interestingly, I found doctors in
private clinics referred patients more readily. When probed about this, physicians replied the reasons to be, first, patients
were wealthier, and second, doctors and the private clinics wanted to stay away from the troubles of complicated patients.
I observed that doctors often did not seek assistance from other colleagues in confusion. In one occasion, a pregnant
woman came to the NGO-clinic, and the physician performed ultra sonogram of abdomen. It was presumed to me that the
doctor was not confident about the findings. After looking at the printout of the ultra sonogram for couple of minutes, the
doctor told the patient that everything was normal. His lack of confidence was evident to me from his voice and
appearance. The patient then informed that another doctor told her that she was having twin pregnancy. Then the doctor
took back the ultra sonogram, looked at it again and said it indeed was a twin pregnancy. In another occasion, in a public
sector setting, I observed a young physician had failed to diagnose a skin condition. I suspected this from my own clinical
training and experience. The doctor prescribed a drug and the patient left. After patient’s departure I asked the physician
whether he was confirmed of the diagnosis. He admitted that he was not. I also observed doctor's inability to understand
an X-ray, electrocardiogram, and diagnose few other diseases. There were doctors, and SACMOs nearby, but the doctor
neither asked them nor informed the patient of his inability.
Patients demanded the doctor should not say or do anything that might breach their trust; rather he should strive to earn
trust. Examples given by patients of such behavior that might cause breach of trust included: telling the patient to do a test
from any specific diagnostic center, encouraging them to buy medicines from a specific pharmaceutical company, asking
the patient (in public sector) to come to visit him in a private clinic, and moonlighting. When asked how a physician might
earn trust, patients emphasized physicians' providing sufficient explanations for the treatments, and tests.
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Patients also complained that doctors have become more business-oriented rather than service- or care-oriented. One
example of businesslike behavior of physicians was demanding fees forcibly from incapable patients. Most of other
examples overlapped with the examples of breaching trust. Patient expressed their highest distaste about physicians'
suggesting patients to do diagnostic tests from specific diagnostic centers. They alleged that, although some doctors did
not do this, many doctors indirectly insinuated getting the tests done from specific centers. Sometimes they even advised
directly or even forced the patients to do so.
Patients did not want to see the doctors involved in illegal or unethical activities, especially if it was related with their
treatment. Some such activities as alleged by the patients are: taking money from patients against free services (public
sector), bringing patients in own private clinics with the help of dalals, collusion with diagnostic centers, accepting gifts
from medical representative and prescribing substandard medicine, and taking advantage from dalals in various ways. In
my observation, however, I did not find any doctor visibly involved in such illegal or unethical activities; but some
activities might seem to have a tacit approval. For example, physicians in the public sector allowed dalals around the
chamber, or they did not take any step to expel them. In a private clinic, I saw a dalal receiving money in exchange for
enticing a patient away from another clinic.
2.4.4.5

Optimizing Benefit

Although most of the expectations around responsiveness of physicians are expressed by patients, the following one was
suggested by a physician. Based on his experiences of violence against his female patients, a senior public sector
physician and UH&FPO of a UHC suggested, a doctor should talk with the perpetrator if needed and contact and report
such incidents immediately to the concerned authority. The physicians should solve the family problems of patients if that
is related to her/his health condition (e.g., torturing by husband, family feud, etc.) with the help of the concerned person of
that area (e.g., political representative, administrative personnel, health sector personnel, etc.).
Home visits by doctors were culturally expected from the patients, which was both expressed in interviews with patients
and known to me beforehand (by virtue of my being a native to the culture). In my interviews with formal sector
physicians, I realized they were reluctant to visit patients at home, leaving this practice mostly for the informal providers.
Informal providers usually went for home visits, but they were also often reluctant on the ground of financial issues
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(described earlier in Section 2.4.2). I found the most elderly private sector physician (retired from public sector) still going
for home visits, but he did it reluctantly as the patient earnestly requested.
Each patient is an individual person and the patients' context is also different, so are their needs; a doctor should be
considerate of individual needs (please refer to Appendix 4 for the source of the studies in this regard). When probed
about this issue, patients also expressed that the doctor should provide treatment complying with their individual needs:
"One of sons had an accident once. I took him to Dr. (X). He suggested me to take my son to Dhaka to check if he
had a fracture on his skull. I said, my other son has exam now, how can I leave that son here? I need to take that
son to exam location, which is far from here and he cannot go alone. The doctor then checked my son again, and
started treating himself. He is cured now, and I did not have to hamper my other son's education too."
[FGD participant, male]
I observed that a doctor strived to facilitate the services at the locality of the patient; which is an instance of
responsiveness (please refer to Appendix 4 for the source). The excerpt from my observation note in this regard is as
follows:
"I saw that the doctor prescribed saline to a woman. He was asking the patient how she would administer the
saline at home. Patient said that a village doctor near her home may help. Doctor asked the name of the village
doctor. Patient mentioned the name. Doctor said he had heard his name and he is reliable. She can go and get the
saline pushed by the village doctor."
[Private sector observation note, 7th day of observation, 11:30 am]
Patients demanded in IDIs and FGDs that the doctors should consider the financial strength of the patients and help them
get treatment within their financial ability. Helping the needy patients, according to them, may involve the following
steps: first, trying to understand the financial condition of the patient; then, giving idea about treatment cost; and finally,
helping the patient if necessary. When physicians were asked if and how they tried to understand the financial condition of
the patients, they replied they often did this, especially in the public sector, by asking the patients directly about their
income or whether they would be able to bear the treatment cost or by asking him indirectly (such as, asking his
profession). They said patients themselves also commonly expressed their inabilities. Beside these, according to
physicians, it might be guessed by observing the patient’s conversation, behavior and clothing. In terms of giving an idea
of treatment costs, physicians in both public and private sectors denied this to be their responsibility. They said this was
the job of pharmacists or medicine retailers. Informal providers were on the contrary quite good at this, which the informal
providers attributed in the IDIs to the fact that most of them ran medicine shops alongside their consulting patients. In my
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observations, I found some instances of helping the needy patients by physicians. These included prescribing low-cost
antibiotics, taking a lower or no consultation fee (in case of private doctors), helping patients from a ‘poor fund’ (a fund
often organized by a group of physicians), helping to get free medicines from the hospital (in case of government doctors),
giving time and advice to collect money, focusing on the history and physical examination to avoid investigation,
prescribing the essential tests only, compromising the commission paid by diagnostic centers to the doctor for each test,
and recommending a treatment method that saves money.
2.4.5

Non-Legitimate Expectations

When asked, the physicians complained that patients often came to the public health centers only to get some free
medicines without diagnosis. While most patient respondents expressed their ignorance about this issue, one 45-years old
male high school teacher, acknowledged such abusive practices by some users. Informal discussion with a public sector
physician during my participant observation revealed more information on this issue. According to him, some patients
complained to the local administrative authority of the government about scarcity of drugs at the health centers, which are
supposed to be distributed free of cost. There was an allegation that health center personnel sold the drugs from
government supply to the private pharmacies. The then army backed caretaker government ordered that no person should
be denied of free medicine, hoping this would create pressure on health center personnel to have more drugs available, by
decreasing pilferage to private pharmacies. According to the physician, this order backfired, as many people started
coming to the health center to take free medicine, as physicians would give them whatever asked, fearing retribution from
administrative authority of the government. In my observation too I found some patients asking for free medicines by
name of the medicine, without even mentioning what health issues they had.
Another issue raised by the physicians, was that influential persons would jump the queue when seeking care. Doctors
were often compelled to comply with their demands, which made them feel bad and make the other patients feel
neglected. In other instances, patients came and demanded immediate attention. They allegedly forgot that the doctor
might have other patients or some other emergency priorities. He might even have some personal issues to take care first.
Another issue that physicians brought up was that they could only solve patients' medical problems; but many patients
expressed their inability to follow the prescription due to their personal problems. For example, he might be engaged in a
profession demanding him to act contrary to doctor’s advice. Patients might need to buy expensive medicines, which they
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might not afford. Doctors could not really solve these issues, despite expectations from patients. Some patients allegedly
came to doctors and asked for false certificates. They wanted to produce these to the court and gain some advantages over
their opponents in various matters. Doctors were humiliated and even threatened if they did not comply with these
demands. Doctors also said that, they should not be expected to answer to patients' questions considered irrelevant to them
(discussed in more detail in Section 2.4.4.2).
2.4.6

Constraints to Responsiveness

When asked about constraints in providing care with responsiveness, physicians pointed out the biggest constraint to be
the shortage of qualified human resources against massive patient load. Each doctor in public sector reportedly attended
around 200 patients on average. This patient load created fatigue, which was often reflected as lack of responsiveness.
Doctors also had their own frustrations regarding either their personal or professional life. Issues in personal life might
reflect into their dealings with patients. A public sector physician said,
“A doctor is a social being too. He has to maintain many social obligations. Apart from his clinical duties, he also
deals with issues in his personal, family, and social lives. He may have been facing discord with his wife, or
dealing with some problems related to his children. These problems may affect responsiveness of a physician.”
[IDI with a public sector physician, male, year of graduation 1994]
Besides personal issues, they complained about many job related issues, e.g., not receiving promotion for a long time
(public sector physicians), failure to enroll in a post graduation study, lack of amenities in rural location, and comparison
with officers of other government cadre (public sector physicians).
Patients’ non-cooperation and even exploitation often lead to unresponsive behavior of doctors, as expressed by them.
Biggest complaint in this regard, mentioned by almost all the doctors, was the seeking free medicine by fake patients. A
doctor said,
“Many patients here just come to take free medicine. When I see 100-150 patients in front of my room, it starts
triggering inside my head, ‘this patient may be a fake patient, that one may be a fake’- like that. Then I don’t feel
like spending my energy on being nice.”
[IDI with a public sector physician, male, year of graduation 2004]
Lack of training on responsive care was identified by some young doctors as an obstacle to serve with responsiveness.
Most doctors in public sector pointed out the lack of administrative support rendering them to be unresponsive, e.g., lack
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of a doorman to control patient flow, improper sitting arrangements, absence of a functioning record keeping system
(preferably an electronic health record system), and absence of a guideline for responsive care. In my observation I
noticed, there were often lack of very basic amenities such as electricity in the hot and crowded room, which might turn
them irritable and prevent them from being good to their patients.

2.5 Discussion and Conclusion
Despite being a relatively new concept (DeSilva, 1999)the importance of responsiveness has been acknowledged in health
systems literature (WHO, 2000), yet there is a paucity of studies on responsiveness and there are hardly any literature on
HRH responsiveness (Coulter & Jenkinson, 2005; Lutwama et al., 2012; Pongsupap & Van Lerberghe, 2006; Rodriguez et
al., 2012). This study contributes to the literate on responsiveness in general, and HRH responsiveness in particular, by
exploring five domains and many themes (or sub-domains) under the domains. By exploring the perceptions of service
seekers and providers, some general understandings can be reached, which are discussed below.
Some domains and sub-domains of responsiveness are congruent with the previous studies on health systems
responsiveness, HRH responsiveness, quality of care, patient satisfaction, and doctor-patient relationship (Please refer to
Appendices 1 through 4 for complete list of the studies). However, there are many findings that are unique to this study
and can be regarded as new inclusions to the existing list. For example, in ‘Friendliness’ domain not showing hierarchical
difference; in ‘Respecting domain establishing and maintaining discipline inside consultation room; in ‘Informing and
guiding’ domain writing prescription legibly, and communicating limitation; in ‘Gaining trust’ domain taking help from
colleagues in confusion, and refraining from illegal or unethical activities are either absent or rarely mentioned in earlier
literature. The definition of the domain 'Optimizing benefit', i.e., “the expectation that doctors would satisfy some specific
expectations even beyond their consultation period”—is a new concept in responsiveness discussion, as most of the earlier
domains and items related to responsiveness pertained to the consultation setting only. This domain includes items such as
counseling on social or family issues if related to the disease, going for a home visitation if demanded, and showing
financial sensitivity; which are inductively derived from data, while facilitating utilization of local resources was
discussed in only two studies (Forouzan et al., 2011; Thom & Tirado, 2006).
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This study thus elucidates some context-specific issues, which may be applicable only to Bangladesh and comparable
countries. Generalizing these to different settings, e.g., western, or advanced industrialized societies should be done with
caution. For example, taking consent was not seen as important by both patients and physicians. Another such contrast
was that patients showed lenience towards discrimination of some sorts, such as allowing socially or politically influential
persons to cut in line. Patients mentioned that, it was socially acceptable that important persons would have priority in
doctor’s chamber. Although they were not happy with it, they knew it was commonly practiced and they did not want to
meddle with them. A study on European patient’s views on responsiveness of health providers revealed that 23% of the
respondents (from Germany, Switzerland, Sweden, Slovenia, Italy, United Kingdom, Poland, and Spain) thought patients
should have the primary role in therapeutic decision making; 16% thought physicians should make the decision after
discussing with patients, and only 10% thought physicians alone should make the decision (Coulter & Jenkinson, 2005).
Contrary to findings from European countries, patients in rural Bangladesh left therapeutic decision making entirely to
doctors. Some of these issues may be raised by patients as these are practiced in Bangladesh or similar countries. For
example, doctors establishing discipline in the consultation room may not be necessary in a non-Bangladeshi setting
where this issue is already taken care of by the health system managers. Showing disapproval of some illegal activities,
e.g., asking patients to get tests done from specific diagnostic centers may not be in practice in many countries. However,
this issue of denouncing illegal activities and consequent dissatisfaction has been supported by other studies in Bangladesh
(Andaleeb et al., 2007b; Andaleeb, 2000b, 2001; Cockcroft et al., 2007; Siddiqui & Khandaker, 2007; Zaman,
2004).Financial counseling may also be unimportant where a well functioning health insurance mechanism is in place.
The study also discovered nuances in cultural practices even within a Bangladeshi setting. A doctor and a patient may
have different perspectives on the same theme due to their different backgrounds, education, and social position (Zaman,
2004). For example, the patients complained that doctors often do not even respond to their greetings, while the doctors
said greeting words are not a part of the culture. This research may pave the way for mending the gaps between patients'
expectations from a doctor and the doctors' understanding of what they should and should not do.
Although patients blamed doctors for some issues, they accepted that they had encountered many good doctors. For
example, patients commonly blamed them for not engaging in social talks, not providing sufficient explanations, delaying
in referring critical patients, or being involved in illegal activities, which are supported by evidence (Aldana et al., 2001;
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Andaleeb, Siddiqui, & Khandakar, 2007a; Andaleeb et al., 2007b; Rahman, Shahidullah, Shahiduzzaman, & Rashid,
2002). On the other hand, although some doctors dismissed these allegations, some of them accepted their shortcomings
and all of them acknowledged the importance of being responsive as demanded by patients. Some even placed more
importance on responsiveness than just clinical competency. This created an opportunity for understanding each other’s
perspective and reconcile based on the understanding.
This study suggests that, instead of blaming the doctors for not being responsive outright, it begs consideration of the
constrained settings in which they provide services (Ali, Ahmad, Rahman, Sultana, & Al-Azad, 2013; Cockcroft et al.,
2011), identify their limitations, and appreciate their strengths. Some areas in which physicians failed to live up to the
clients' expectations include: talking to them enough, touching them compassionately (for examining, for giving
reassurance), explaining the health condition, gaining trust, avoiding businesslike behavior, and providing information on
the cost of treatment. Also, it is important to look critically towards some of the allegations against physicians, as some of
these might have originated from the service seekers' side. Physicians fared well in some respects too, despite the
constraints they face in providing services. They did well in terms of providing reassurance, using household language,
listening to complaints attentively, having an acceptable appearance, trying to establish discipline in the consultation
room, being culturally sensitive, not discriminating on gender, age, religion, and disease condition, and trying to help poor
patients from within their means. They demonstrated good responsiveness in such aspects in the face of severe workforce
shortage, insufficient health systems support, lack of formal training on responsiveness, and exploitation by some patients
(e.g., fake patients coming for free medicines, political persons breaking line, and patients' attendants abusing).
2.5.1

Strengths and Limitations of the Study

Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggested four dimensions of trustworthiness in qualitative research: credibility, transferability,
dependability, and confirmability. To achieve credibility, I stayed for a prolonged time in the field. I started staying in the
field site even before starting the formal data collection and continued during the formal data collection. I attained
methodological triangulation through employing different methods such as IDIs, FGDs, and participant observations, and
source triangulation through collecting data from different types of respondents such as patients, physicians, and informal
providers. For transferability, I produced thick description of both the research process and the research outcomes or
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findings. For dependability, I updated regularly my thesis committee and the local scientific committee of the steps I was
undertaking in the field. I also shared the findings time-to-time and received feedback on subsequent steps. For
confirmability, I kept a recorded audit trail of all the steps. All the raw data (both records and transcripts and photographic
evidence), data reduction and analytic products, data reconstruction and synthetic products, memos, and research
instruments are stored in a cloud-based application.
A limitation of this study, inherent to all qualitative research, is the lack of its potential for statistical generalization.
However this limitation was overcome by achieving analytic generalization and transferability (Polit & Beck, 2010)
through providing thick description. Secondly, the power relationship and hierarchical distance between the researcher and
the subjects, the local constructs around the gender, class, language, and age might come into play during the interaction
between the researcher and the respondents, which might consequently affect the quality of the data. The Hawthorne effect
might restrict me from observing the real behaviors of physicians (Leonard & Masatu, 2006; Rowe, Lama, Onikpo, &
Deming, 2002; Rowe et al., 2006). A longer duration of observation might be more appropriate to avoid this limitation.
Thirdly, owing to sampling the female FGD participants from educational institutions, the level of education of the
respondents were higher than the other Bangladeshi rural women. Therefore, their experience of interaction with
physicians, and expectations from them would be different than general female populace. Finally, in this study, I
considered both for-profit and not-for-profit private sector as a single entity; they might be very different in terms of
responsiveness. Observation findings from private clinic and NGO-clinic suggested such differences, but I failed to
explore this more in-depth. This study also did not examine how the same provider performed, or how their perceptions
regarding responsiveness varied when a physician served in a public sector versus when the same person did in private.
2.5.2

Future Research

A quantitative survey, developed based on the qualitative findings, may allow us to measure the status of responsiveness
in comparable settings. Psychometric study including factor analysis may allow us to examine the dimensionality of the
domains. A scale of responsiveness can be developed to measure responsiveness in rural Bangladesh, and can be validated
in relevant setting.
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The observation finding of general consultation processes in public and private settings indicates that there might be a
difference in the level of responsiveness in these two settings. Patients also often alluded to this in the IDIs and FGDs. It
may be useful to see the differences in responsiveness between public and private sector physicians both qualitatively and
quantitatively. It can also be seen if they differ in terms of all the domains of responsiveness, or they differ only in certain
domains.
This study was conducted in rural areas, where most of the service seekers belonged to a lower socio-economic and
educational group. Perceptions around responsiveness may be different in an urban setting. This study was conducted in
outpatient setting, so understanding of responsiveness in other settings, such as inpatient, emergency, delivery ward, and
maternity care may be useful too.
This study found that, lack of health systems support triggered lack of responsiveness among providers. There may be
some other determinants, e.g., social, political, economic etc., understanding of which may be beneficial to addressing
those issues.
This study found that people consider informal providers as their first resort for therapy, which is supported by several
studies in Bangladesh and neighboring countries (Ahmed et al., 2013; George & Iyer, 2013; Mahmood, Iqbal, Hanifi,
Wahed, & Bhuiya, 2010; Wahed, Rasheed, & Bhuiya, 2012). It also argued that some characteristics of the informal
providers may render them more trustworthy in the eyes of rural based service seekers (George & Iyer, 2013). This
specific feature pertaining to the informal providers may also contribute to our understanding of responsiveness and in
learning from them, which may contribute to improving the responsiveness of all HRH.
2.5.3

Policy Implications

The government of Bangladesh, along with the governments of many other countries, adopted an organizational
restructuring scheme following the suggestions of the World Bank. One of these suggestions is to make health services
responsive to clients' needs. Bangladeshis currently striving for not just increasing the number of its HRH, it is trying to
improve their performance as well (Aldana et al., 2001; Cockcroft et al., 2007, 2011). Responsiveness of HRH is regarded
as one of the components of HRH performance. This is gaining more importance with the adoption of performance based
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financing by many countries. Performance as a composite concept, or responsiveness as a standalone concept, will gain
more importance in coming days as these may be considered as the parameters of performance based payments. This study
can be an important source in providing an evidence base for performance based financing schemes.
International or multilateral organizations take important policy decisions based on the status of the countries in certain
respects. For example, United Nations Development Program’s assistance varies according to the Human Development
Index ranking. Although my study was conducted in a rural Bangladeshi setting, this may provide conceptual and
methodological inputs in conducting similar type of locally relevant studies in other countries. Understanding of HRH
responsiveness across different countries can aid in important international policy decisions.
An absence of a guideline on what constitutes responsiveness may hamper a doctor's being responsive. This research can
provide inputs to any such guideline in terms of what stakeholders perceive, and what is generally done in reality.
Physicians now can reshape their consultation process accordingly in order to be more responsive physicians. Managers
can guide their employees based on the learning from this study on meeting expectations of patients coming to the health
facilities. Educators may use this to develop physicians more responsive from the beginning. Researchers may develop
quantitative tools based on qualitative findings of this research to measure responsiveness of physicians quantitatively and
generate useful policy inputs.
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Chapter 3: A Scale to Measure Responsiveness of Physicians in Rural Bangladesh
(Manuscript 2)
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Abstract
Introduction
Responsiveness of physicians is defined as the social actions that physicians do to meet the legitimate expectations of
service seekers. Since there is no such a scale available, this study aimed at developing one for measuring responsiveness
of physicians in rural Bangladesh, by applying psychometric methods.
Methods
Data was collected from Khulna division of Bangladesh, through structured observation 393 physicians. The tool
consisted of 64 items, with four Likert type response categories, each anchored with a scenario. Inter-rater reliability was
assessed by same three raters observing 30 consultations. Data was analyzed by exploratory factor analysis (EFA),
followed by assessment of internal consistency by ordinal alpha coefficient and inter-rater reliability by intra-class
correlation coefficient (ICC).
Results
After removing defective items, 45 items were considered for EFA. Parallel analysis suggested a 5-factors model. Nine
items were removed from the list owing to<0.50 communality, <0.32 loading in un-rotated matrix, and <0.30 on any
factor in rotated matrix. Since 34 items (i.e., the number of remaining items after removing nine items by EFA) were
loaded neatly under five factors, explained 61.38% of common variance, and demonstrated high internal consistency with
coefficient of 0.91, this was adopted as the Responsiveness of Physicians Scale (ROP-Scale). The five factors were named
as 1) Friendliness, 2) Respecting, 3) Informing and guiding, 4) Gaining trust, and 5) Financial sensitivity. Inter-rater
reliability was high with ICC (2, 1) of 0.64 and (2, k) of 0.84.
Conclusion
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The Responsiveness of Physicians Scale (ROP-Scale) developed consists of 34 items grouped under five factors. One can
apply this scale with confidence in comparable settings as this scale demonstrated higher internal consistency and interrater reliability.
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3.1 Introduction
The concept of ‘responsiveness’ was highlighted by the World Health Report 2000, which suggested responsiveness to be
one of three objectives of health systems, alongside improved health status, and fairness in financial contribution (World
Health Organization [WHO], 2000). The World Health Report 2006 , which was a seminal work on human resources for
health (HRH), described the performance of HRH in terms of four parameters: availability, competency, productivity, and
responsiveness (WHO, 2006). None of these earlier publications defined HRH responsiveness.
After reviewing literature on health systems responsiveness, HRH responsiveness, patient satisfaction, service quality,
doctor-patient communication, as well as relevant studies in other fields (Please refer to Appendices 1 through 4 for
complete list of the studies), I propose the following definition of HRH Responsiveness:
HRH responsiveness is the social actions that health providers do to meet the legitimate expectations of service
seekers.
By the term 'social action,' actions of health providers related to the therapy or technical aspects of care are excluded; only
the non-medical aspects of care are included under HRH responsiveness. The term 'legitimate expectation' used in this
definition demands explanation. Thompson and Sunol (1995) classified expectations as: 1) ideal expectations, meaning
clients’ idealistic perception about available services; 2) predicted expectations, meaning clients’ realistic expectations
based on experiences, information about available services, etc.; 3) normative expectations, meaning clients’ expectations
about what ought to happen; and 4) unformed expectations, meaning clients’ unarticulated expectations (due to various
reasons such as lack of understanding, difficulty expressing in language, fear, anxiety, social norms, etc.). DeSilva
(1999)argued, ‘legitimate expectation’ is compliant with the concept of ‘normative expectations.’ She defined ‘legitimate’
as, ‘…conforming to recognized principles or accepted rules and standards’ (p. 04), and opined legitimate expectations be
determined based on ethical norms and values.
The aim of this study was to develop a scale for measuring responsiveness of physicians in rural Bangladesh, by applying
psychometric methods. I focused on the upazila or sub-district level, which has an average population of 320,444 persons
(Government of Bangladesh [GoB], 2014). Ahmed, Hossain, and Chowdhury (2009) and Ahmed, Hossain, Chowdhury,
andBhuiya (2011) classified HRH in Bangladesh into the following categories: 1) Formal sector, 2) Semi-qualified
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providers, and 3) informal or unqualified allopathic providers. In this study, I focused only on the formal sector physicians
working either in the public or private sector. They usually hold a minimum of an MBBS degree (or equivalent foreign
degree), and are licensed formally through Bangladesh Medical and Dental Council (BM&DC).

3.2 Research Questions
3.2.1

General Research Question

How can we measure the responsiveness of physicians 1 in rural 2 Bangladesh?
3.2.2

Specific Research Questions

1. What are the components of responsiveness of physicians and how do they group together under different domains?
2. How reliable and valid is the method of measurement of responsiveness of physicians?

3.3 Methods
3.3.1

Measurement Model and Item Generation

The first step of scale development is to determine the unobservable latent variable and the observable indicators or items
that would measure the intended latent variable (DeVellis, 2011). In this model, the latent variable is responsiveness,
which would be measured through some observable items or indicators. These items are generated through formative
qualitative research (Chapter 2), and review of relevant literature. The source of each item is indicated in Appendix 12.
After generating an inclusive item-pool (or Version-1), the following criteria were used to finalize the items included in
the structured observation (SO) tool (Version-2).
•

Whether the item denotes the responsiveness of the physicians, or if this is beyond the control of the individual
physician. For example: Patients might demand privacy, but this may be beyond the capacity of the physicians to

1

In this study only formal sector (i.e., with minimum MBBS degree) general practitioners working in the outpatient facilities in public or private
sector are included.
2

In the context of this study upazila or sub-district level has been considered as 'rural.'
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provide, especially in the public sector. Physicians are assigned consultation rooms often shared by other
colleagues, restricting them from providing privacy at their own accord.
•

Whether the item denotes responsiveness or some other component of performance. For example: It is expected
that physicians would provide explanations to their patients regarding their disease condition. Whether the
physician provided the correct information in her/his explanation may indicate competency, which (whether the
information is right or wrong) is out of the scope of this study. However, whether the physician provided
explanations related to the disease condition (e.g., the cause, diagnosis, prognosis, treatment protocol, preventive
aspects, side-effects of drugs, and importance of tests) and asked the patient whether s/he understood the
explanation—may fall under responsiveness discussions.

•

Whether it is legitimate or too much to ask. For example: Patients may expect physicians to attend to them at
once, keeping another emergency patient waiting. This may not be considered a legitimate expectation.
Nevertheless, deciding about legitimacy is difficult and warrants more in-depth studies, for the purpose of this
study I relied on the qualitative findings (Section 2.4.5 in Chapter 2) as well as expert opinions from Baltimore
and Dhaka based scientists.

•

Whether the item is an observable social action. For example: Patients wanted additional consultation time.
Although consultation time was measured, this was not included in the final item list on the ground of its not
being a social action. It was argued that consultation time is a consequence of actions done by physicians. Besides,
consultation time may be spuriously increased due to interruptions, as time wasted in interruptions was not
measured. Therefore, consultation time has been used to assess the criterion validity of the scale.

•

Whether the item is observable in the given context. For example: Patients may expect that the doctor would take
consent before performing a surgery. Since this research is conducted in outpatient settings, this may not be
observed in the context of this research.

•

Whether the item is observable or measurable with the given method. For example: Discrimination may be
discerned by observing more than one consultation. But in this study, only one (the 11th) consultation was
recorded, so it would not be possible to see if doctors discriminated among patients based on any characteristic
such as gender, socio-economic status, religion, or disease condition. However, discrimination may be evaluated
separately by comparing the overall responsiveness score across different groups, such as males versus females,
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younger patients versus older patients, or wealthier patients versus poorer patients. This aspect is kept out of scope
of this paper.
The items were finalized based on a series of meetings and discussions with Dhaka- and Baltimore-based experts, having
considerable understanding of the local context (i.e., rural Bangladesh) and/or expertise on the area of this research (i.e.,
HPSR with a focus on HRH and psychometric study).
Based on the item-pool of Version-2, an SO tool was developed, with observable response categories. Each response
category was anchored with a scenario. In the SO tool with Likert type responses, response category ‘1’was the lowest
score, which represented a physician lacking responsiveness at all. Scenario for response categories ‘2’ was representative
of a typical physician while scenario for ‘3’ was of a better than average responsive physician. Response category ‘4’ was
the best practice or a textbook scenario. Items that could not be observed due to inapplicability in the given context or any
other reasons were coded as 'Not Applicable’. Although the scenario (principally for response categories '2' and '3') were
taken from qualitative research, categorizing them was a difficult task. A tentative categorization was initially adopted
through consultations with local scientific committee based in Dhaka. This was further calibrated later through inputs from
series of field tests, involving 20 research assistants (RA). Their field-based experiential inputs were integrated through
group discussions over a period of 10 days. An even number of responses was adopted to avoid choosing the neutral
option by raters, which is typically the middle option in an odd-number response pool. The tool was developed in Bengali,
as this is my first language, and the qualitative findings were also written in Bengali. After repeated scrutiny by the
experts based in Dhaka and Baltimore, and by being careful about the face and content validity of the items, the tool was
approved for field-tests (Version-3).
The cloud-based mobile software Magpi (Magpi, 2014) was used for data collection. I created a form (the web/mobile
based version of the tool) in Magpi, based on the SO tool. I also included an item on geographic information system (GIS)
location in order to track the location of data collection. The first field-test aimed at testing the applicability of the tool
using mobile phones; and this was done in an upazila, located 10 kilometers away from Dhaka. The second field-test was
done in the actual location of data collection, i.e., within Khulna division, in an upazila- 50 kilometers away from Khulna
city. This test helped to further fine-tune the mode of structured observation and, based on this field-test, it was finally
decided to observe only one (11th) consultation after 10 initial ‘washout’ consultations.
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The third and final field test corresponded with the training of the RAs and a concordance test, which took place in
another upazila of the Khulna district—about 10 kilometers away from Khulna city. I divided the 18 trainee RAs into
three groups, each consisting of six members. We (I and each group) observed a patient together and uploaded the data
using mobile phones. Their disagreements with me in recorded data were analyzed in a spreadsheet and then we discussed
the confusion-causing issues one by one. We discussed every item that was not clear to them and kept on refining the SO
tool. So, this exercise simultaneously served as a field-test, which improved the scenarios for response categories, making
the given scenarios amenable to observation, and clarifying the language of the observation items.
Based on these exercises, I finalized the SO tool (Version-4) for actual data collection from field sites. This tool,
consisting of 64 items and associated response scenario, has been shared in Appendix 13. The RAs were allowed for data
collection only after achieving at least 90% agreement with me in the concordance test. This is to note that, this agreement
test was conducted solely for training and recruitment purpose, not as a test of reliability of the scale. However, this
exercise may have implications on the reliability. This approach may increase the reliability of measures in my study,
which may not be the case in subsequent studies attempted by others using this tool. A summary of the training of the RAs
is available in Appendix 14. The role of three spells of field tests is summarized in Appendix 15.

3.3.2

Sampling and Data Collection

3.3.2.1

Sample Size Calculation

There are different recommendations for calculating sample size for factor analysis. For example, some scientists
suggested a fixed number, e.g., 100, 200, 300, etc. Some others recommended a range of sample sizes, e.g., sample size of
100 as poor, 200 as fair, 300 as good, 500 very good, and 1000 as excellent. Another commonly used approach is five to
10 respondents per item (DeVellis, 2011; Netemeyer, Bearden, & Sharma, 2003; Streiner & Norman, 2008). I calculated
“n to p ratio” first, and calculated the sample size based on that ratio where ‘n’ is the sample size, and ‘p’ is the number of
items; the ratio I adopted was 6:1. Since the initial tool consisted of 64 items, the sample size was as follows:
n/p=6
=>n = p * 6 = 64 * 6 = 384
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I targeted 400 samples anticipating some non-response and refusal rates in survey participation.
3.3.2.2

Sampling Frame Preparation and Data Collection

In order to prepare a sampling frame, I sent an RA to all the potential upazilas under the Khulna division to prepare a list
of all the physicians who were likely to be present during the data collection period of December 12, 2014 until January 3,
2015. Since most of the doctors were concentrated in and around the Khulna district under Khulna division, I decided to
center in Khulna district and then expand my field around Khulna district to obtain 400 samples. I chose the census
method, as there were not sufficient doctors for sampling. I calculated the distance of surrounding upazilas from Khulna
district and contacted all the doctors of upazilas with increasing distance until I reached the desired number of consenting
doctors. I managed to collect data from 397 consultations, 197 from the public sector and 200 from the private sector. Four
of these observations were discarded for being defective, as the RAs mistakenly observed them twice. Finally, 393
observations were taken into analysis, 195 from public sector and 198 from private sector (Appendix 16). Since many of
the public sector doctors work in the private sector as well, we observed 40 doctors twice, i.e., both in public sector and
private sector. I avoided the Sadar upazila (the upazila corresponding with the district town) of all the districts in order to
restrict the sample of observed consultations from rural areas only.
Responsiveness is shown by service providers and is perceived by service seekers, so data needs to come from both the
parties. In the context of this study, where recording the actual behavior of the physicians is intended, observing the actual
interaction, instead of interviewing the clients or providers, can achieve this goal better. In similar studies, different
approaches—such as reviewing patients' records, direct observation of provider, interviews of providers, exit interviews
with patients, and simulated patients methods—have been attempted and compared (Franco, Daly, Chilongozi, &
Dallabetta, 1997; Leonard & Masatu, 2005; Peabody, Luck, Glassman, Dresselhaus, & Lee, 2000). Franco, Daly,
Chilongozi, and Dallabetta (1997) showed direct observation to be the method of choice (comparing direct observation
with provider interviews and simulated patients—in the context of quality of case management of sexually transmitted
diseases); however, several studies discussed caveats of this method too. For example, service providers may change their
behavior when they are aware that they are being observed (Hawthorne effect) (Leonard & Masatu, 2006; Rowe et al.,
2002;Rowe et al., 2006). But Leonard and Masatu (2006) showed in their study that the performance of the observed
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physicians tend to return to the pre-observation state after the tenth observation. Based on these studies, I adopted the
‘structured observation’ method (Bernard, 2006), and allowed the first 10 observations to serve as ‘washout’ consultations.
We recorded the eleventh observation in order to avoid or at least minimize the potential Hawthorne effect.
Since dual job-holding is allowed in Bangladesh and 80% of public sector physicians purportedly work in the private
sector as well (Bergman, 2014; Gruen et al., 2002), classifying them strictly into such categories as public and private
sector physicians could be difficult. However, this problem could be easily averted in this study as the unit of data
generation was the observation of consultations; not the individual physicians or the patients per se. Thus, a physician was
counted in the public sector if s/he was observed in a public sector setting (e.g., upazila health complex [UHC]); and
similarly was counted in private sector if observed in a private sector setting (e.g., clinic, pharmacy, chamber in residence,
etc.).
The RAs were sent in teams to cover one upazila at a time. The teams of three or four RAs had a team leader, who talked
with the Upazila Health and Family Planning Officer (UH&FPO), i.e., the chief of the UHC (who I talked and briefed
earlier), submitted the documents (a permission letter addressed to the UH&FPO, copy of ethical approval, and copy of
permission letter from Directorate General of Health Services [DGHS]), and obtained permission. They made a plan to
cover all the public and private sector doctors in that upazila in two to three days. One RA was assigned to set
appointments with the private sector doctors, usually after office hours (2 pm); then other RAs in the team followed that
schedule. Thus, the teams managed to accomplish data collection more efficiently and moved on to the next upazila.
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Figure 3-1Map of Sampled Consultations
The RAs were given a package containing the necessary guidelines and tools for data collection. This included a mobile
phone, an SO tool, a route guide for their travel to the assigned upazila, a document enumerating steps of data collection
(Appendix 17), an abridged observation checklist (Appendix18), pencil, eraser, sharpener, and a notebook. Their mobile
phone had the Magpi data collection application with the SO tool installed (due to the space constraint on mobile screen,
the mobile interface only had the scale items and response categories, not the scenarios corresponding each response
category); Google Map application to guide them to their destination; global positioning system (GPS) application to
record the location of data collection; internet connection to upload the data and the photos taken before and after each
observation; a built-in camera to take geo-tagged and time-tagged photo of the observation setting; Drop Box application
folder to access the updated list of doctors, and their daily assignments. The RAs were instructed not to take out the SO
tool in front of the doctors. They took notes during the observation and then came out of the room and recorded in their
notebook the findings, guided by the hard copy of the SO tool. Then they input the data in their phones, uploaded the data,
and sent a message containing the photos taken before and after observation.
The RAs acquired consent from both the doctor and the patients before starting the observation. Since they were working
in a team, one of the team members briefed the waiting patients about the study and handed them a consent card. The
patients handed the card over to the observing RA inside the room unless they were unwilling to be observed. The
observing RA came out of the consultation room if the patient did not hand over the signed (or thumb printed) consent
card to the RA, indicating non-consent. Consent from the doctors was obtained earlier, but they were not informed which
consultation (11th patient) the RA was going to observe. After observing the consultation with the 11th patient, the RA
came out of the room with the patient and asked the patient for some background information (age, gender, and
education). The RA then took out the paper-based SO tool (which consisted the scale items, response categories, and the
scenarios to guide each response category) and recorded the findings in their notebook. Then they recorded the findings
from the notebook to the mobile phone and uploaded the data later upon availability of Internet network. They also
recorded the GIS location in the mobile phone, took two geo-tagged and time-tagged pictures (one before the observation
and the other after), and sent them to me. RAs were recommended to observe two consultations per day; but they were
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strictly instructed not to observe more than three in a day, as large number of observations in a day might diminish the
quality of data.
In order for the observations to be as homogenous as possible, the following inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied:
Inclusion Criteria:
1. The observations were done only in outpatient settings and with the general practitioners.
2. Observations were done if the patient came with simple diseases or conditions, such as common gastrointestinal
conditions (e.g., diarrheal episodes, peptic ulcer diseases, non-severe gastrointestinal pain of any type), common
respiratory conditions (e.g., pneumonia, non-severe bronchial asthma, common respiratory ailments), and other
common conditions (e.g., simple skin diseases, viral fever, common cold, allergies, anemia, enteric fever, pyrexia
of unknown origin, etc.)
Exclusion Criteria:
1. Cases requiring emergency or inpatient care (e.g., assaults, road traffic accidents, poisoning, etc.)
2. Cases requiring additional privacy and confidentiality (e.g., sexually transmitted infections, gynecological
conditions, etc.)
3. Children under 18 years.
After each day's data collection, all RAs attended a daily debriefing session individually with me. They had to submit the
consent forms, give an update about the field, and resolve the problems or confusions in data collection and entry if any.
They also had to attend weekly debriefing sessions in a classroom together with all the RAs. We shared one week's
experience and learning and planned for the next week in the weekly debriefing sessions.
For the inter-rater reliability test, I—along with two other RAs—collected the data. The data collection procedure was the
same as before, but three of us did the observation simultaneously. Then we recorded the data at our own and uploaded the
data in a separate mobile form designed for inter-rater reliability test. We observed 30 consultations—15 in the public
sector and 15 in the private sector.
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3.3.3

Statistical Analysis

Data collected through Magpi software was stored in the cloud and downloaded in .xls format. This data was then
imported into statistical software Stata version 12.1 for data management, cleaning, missing value imputation, and basic
descriptive analyses (StataCorp, 2011). Before conducting the psychometric analyses, it is important to remove the
defective items from the list (Rao et al., 2006) and impute the missing values through an acceptable method. Items with
more than 50% non-response or missing values were considered defective. After tabulating the missing values, 19 items
were found defective, were dropped from the list (shown in Appendix 12 in italicized font), and Version-5 of the scale was
reached. Then I checked if any of the 393 observations had more than 50% non-response. Since the data was collected by
trained observers, there was no such observation. Missing values were imputed by ‘hotdeck’ method, using the
‘.hotdeckvar’ command developed by Schonlau (2006). In this procedure, missing values are replaced by random values
from the non-missing observations of the same variable, without changing the other data. This method is particularly
useful for its simplicity of application, and its ability to preserve the distributional characteristics of the variables (Filosso
et al., 2014), which is important for factor analysis.
Factor analysis is a statistical technique used for theory-driven data reduction. This technique is used to explain covariance
among observed variables in terms of fewer unobserved latent variables, known as factors (DeVellis, 2011). In my study,
since I had no prior assumptions about the structure of the items related to responsiveness, I used exploratory factor
analysis (EFA) instead of confirmatory factor analysis. Due to its advanced features for analyzing ordinal variables
(Lorenzo-Seva & Ferrando, 2006), I used an open-source factor analysis software FACTOR version 9.3.1.
In EFA, it is important to determine the factor extraction method, then find the number of factors to retain and a factor
rotation method. Another important decision to make is what type of correlation matrix will be used for the analysis.
Although Pearson correlation matrix is commonly used, the assumptions of level of measurement (i.e., continuous
variables) and linearity are frequently breached in ordinal rating scales (Baglin, 2014; Gaskin & Happell, 2014). Use of
Pearson correlation method in exploratory factor analysis of ordinal variables substantially undermines the correlation,
leading to spurious outcomes (Holgado-Tello, Chacón-Moscoso, Barbero-García, & Vila-Abad, 2009; Olsson, 1979).
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Therefore, instead of Pearson correlation, I used polychoric correlation, which is an extension of tetrachoric correlation
and is recommended for using in ordinal response category-based scales (Gaskin & Happell, 2014; Olsson, 1979).
Next, an important step was to decide on an extraction method among various options such as unweighted least squares,
generalized least squares, maximum likelihood, principal axis factoring, alpha factoring, etc. (Baglin, 2014; Gaskin &
Happell, 2014). The software FACTOR allowed only four methods: unweighted least squares, maximum likelihood (ML),
minimum rank factor analysis (MRFA), and principle component analysis (PCA) (Lorezo-Seva & Ferrando, 2011). I
chose the MRFA extraction method, as this method provides an estimation of the fit of the extracted model by indicating
percentage of explained common variance; secondly, it produces a very accurate estimate of loadings on each extracted
factor (compared to ML), which is a useful feature for developing a multi-domain scale (Baglin, 2014; Shapiro & Berge,
2002; Sočan, 2003; TenBerge & Kiers, 1991); and third, this is the method of choice of the developers of the software
FACTOR (Baglin, 2014).
The next step was to decide the number of factors to be extracted, which also has different options. Traditionally, the
eigenvalue greater-than-one rule or Kaiser’s criteria, scree test, amount of variance explained by extracted factors, etc.
have been used for the purpose (Baglin, 2014; DeVellis, 2011; Gaskin & Happell, 2014; Netemeyer et al., 2003). Since
the development of the parallel analysis method (Horn, 1965), this had remained the method of choice by most scale
developers (Baglin, 2014; DeVellis, 2011; Garrido, Abad, & Ponsoda, 2012; Gaskin & Happell, 2014). The basic
principle of parallel analysis is that a large number (e.g., 500) of parallel datasets are generated with random data with the
same number of variables and observations. An extraction method (e.g., PCA) is applied to the parallel datasets along with
the original or real dataset. The mean eigenvalues are compared between the parallel dataset and the real dataset. Factors
in which the original dataset's eigenvalues are greater than parallel datasets' mean of eigenvalues, are retained (Baglin,
2014; DeVellis, 2011; Timmerman & Lorenzo-Seva, 2011). I adopted the variant of parallel analysis based on MRFA,
which is suitable for categorical variables and is reported in simulation studies to outperform the original Horn's (1965)
method (Timmerman & Lorenzo-Seva, 2011). In this variant of parallel analysis (i.e., parallel analysis based on MRFA),
random permutation of sample data is compared with the original data in terms of common variance extracted by MRFA.
In order to allow the items load on one factor and abet interpretation, I adopted an oblique factor rotation method—Promin
rotation. An oblique rotation method is usually suggested unless there is a reasonable argument against potential
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correlation among the factors (DeVellis, 2011; Gaskin & Happell, 2014; Netemeyer et al., 2003). There are various
oblique rotation methods available, such as Promax, Geomin, Direct Quartimin, CF-Equamax, CF_Facparsim, Direct
Oblimin, etc. I chose Promin, as this is the method of choice of the developers of the factor analysis software I used
(Baglin, 2014; Lorenzo-Seva, 1999; Lorenzo-seva, 2013).Lorenzo-Seva (1999) preferred Promin over oblique rotation
methods Promax, Promaj, and Simplimax; on the grounds of its simplicity, independence from a previous orthogonal
pattern matrix, and better performance in simulation studies.
After factor analysis, I checked the model for internal consistency, using the ordinal alpha coefficient. Cronbach’s alpha
coefficient, based on Pearson correlation matrices, can be misleading and give deflated estimate in Likert-type categorical
variables having less than six categories (Zumbo, Gadermann, & Zeisser, 2007). Since I used4-point Likert-type response
categories, I calculated ordinal alpha based on polychoric correlation matrix, following the procedure described by
Gadermann, Guhn, and Zumbo (2012), using statistical software R, version 3.1.3 (R Core Team, 2013). Item test and item
rest correlations were also measured using the same software package.
For the sake of optimizing the scale length, I utilized three criteria: 1) items with communality <0.50; 2) loading of <0.32
of an item on any of the un-rotated factors; and 3) loading of <0.30 of an item on any of the rotated factors. I found nine
such items eligible for being dropped; but before finally dropping them, I added another factor to the model (an interim 6factor model) to check if these nine items load on the extra factor. Since adding an extra factor could not improve the
model in any way (increasing the communality of the items, and/or increasing the loading of items), I dropped the nine
items from the model and reached a 36-item model. I ran the analysis again with 36 items and five factors, and checked
for model adequacy based on the criteria mentioned above. After iterating the procedure twice, I reached a 34-item model.
I also examined a 4-factor model, which was rejected in favor of a 5-factor model, owing to it’s not optimizing the scale
length better (i.e., suggesting a 34-item model), and explaining lower percentage of common variance (i.e., 56.29% as
opposed to 61.38% in 5-factor model).Finally, I checked the ordinal alpha coefficient, and assessed if dropping any other
item would increase the alpha coefficient and increase the internal consistency of the model consequently. Since no item
was suggested to be dropped this way, I finalized the 34-item scale (Version-6), grouped under five factors or subscales. I
ran the whole factor analysis again with the retained 34 items and found the model to be optimum and adequate (no item
with low communality, each item sufficiently loaded on one factor, high alpha coefficient).
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The responsiveness scale score was measured as the mean of the 34 items’ scores. Since this is a continuous value, interrater reliability was measured using intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) (Shrout & Fleiss, 1979). There are different
methods to measure the inter-rater reliability of continuous scores, such as Pearson’s correlation, t-tests, coefficient of
variation, percent agreement and chi-square, but Rankin and Stokes (1998) reported limitations of these measures and
suggested using ICC. I employed three same raters to rate all the consultations (30 consultations each), and ICC (2, 1) and
(2, k) was calculated.
Criterion validity (Netemeyer et al., 2003) of the study was assessed using Pearson correlation and two sample t-tests in
Stata. Correlation between responsiveness score and consultation length was measured for assessing concurrent validity.
T-test was applied to measure difference between responsiveness of public and private sector physicians to assess knowngroup validity.

3.4 Results
3.4.1
3.4.1.1

Background Characteristics
Characteristics of Data

The SO tool consisted of 64 items, 19 of which were found to be defective and dropped from analysis. All 64 items, along
with their source, have been tabulated in Appendix 12. The table also shows the items in italicized font that were dropped
for being defective. No observation was dropped on the ground of having more than 50%, i.e., ≥ 23 items not responded or
missing in any single observation. The highest non-response in any observation was 14; and the number of observations
with more than 10 non-responses was only eight.
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Table 3-1 Univariate Analysis Results of Version-5 Scale (45 Items)

Univariate analysis of Version-5 scale (with 45 variables) revealed that 21 out of 45 items had skewness or kurtosis
greater than one in absolute value.
The multivariate test for skewness was not statistically significant, but that for kurtosis was significant with p-value <0.01.
These suggest using polychoric correlation instead of Pearson’s correlation for factor analysis. Bartlett’s test was
statistically significant (with statistic of 6096.1; df of 990 and p-value <0.01), and Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) statistic
was above 0.80 (actual KMO statistic was 0.83), both of which indicate the data is suitable for factor analysis.
3.4.1.2

Characteristics of Sample

Half of the observations were done in the consultation room of public-sector physicians and half in the private sector, with
an average consultation time of five minutes. The majority of the doctors were below 40 years of age and most of them
were male doctors. More than half of them had less than two years of experience of working in rural areas. Almost one
third of them belonged to the same upazila where they were observed. Patients were from different age groups, but most
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of them were females (60%). Almost half of them had less than or equal to primary education, about one third had up to
secondary education and the remaining had more than that.
Table 3-2Characteristics of the Consultations, Doctors, and Patients
Variable
Observation Setting
Public sector
Private sector
Self-reported number of patients seen by doctor in that setting (public or private) per day (Mean
and Standard Deviation)
Consultation time in minutes (Mean and Standard Deviation)
Gender of doctor
Male
Female
Age of doctor
Less than 30 Years
30 to less than 40 Years
40 to less than 50 Years
More than or equal to 50 years
Origin of doctor (i.e., whether from the
Local
same upazila)
Not local
Year of graduation of doctor
After 2000
Between 1990 and 2000
Between 1980 and 1990
Before 1980
Rural work experience of doctor
2 Years or less
More than 2 to 5 years
More than 5 to 10 years
More than 10 years
Type of medical college the doctor passed
Public
from
Private
Foreign
Gender of patient
Male
Age of patient

Level of education of patient

Female
Less than 30 years
30 to less than 40 years
40 to less than 50 years
More than or equal to 50 years
Illiterate
Up to primary (5 Years) education
Up to secondary (10 Years) education
More than secondary education
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Value
195 (n)
198 (n)
30.35 (17.81)
5.04 (2.45)
78.37 (%)
21.63 (%)
33.84 (%)
35.62 (%)
11.45 (%)
19.08 (%)
33.33 (%)
66.67 (%)
68.18 (%)
11.70 (%)
17.30 (%)
3.82 (%)
51.91 (%)
16.03 (%)
9.92 (%)
22.14 (%)
92.62 (%)
6.62 (%)
0.76 (%)
39.69 (%)
60.31 (%)
23.16 (%)
20.87 (%)
24.94 (%)
31.04 (%)
21.88 (%)
26.72 (%)
32.06 (%)
19.34 (%)

3.4.2
3.4.2.1

Factor Analysis
Determining the Number of Factors to Retain

Parallel analysis suggested the extraction of a 5-factor model. As shown in the table below, there are five factors whose
real data percentage of common variance exceeded the mean or 95 percentile of that of the random datasets generated by
the parallel analysis method.
Table 3-3Parallel Analysis Finding (First 10 Items are Shown)

3.4.2.2

Factor Extraction and Rotation

In the first run of factor analysis with a 5-factor model, one item had communality of <0.5, and seven items had loadings
<0.32 (un-rotated loading matrix shown below). In the rotated loading matrix, four items had loadings <0.3 on any factor
(rotated loading matrix not shown).
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Table 3-4Unrotated Loading Matrix (45 Items)

Based on these criteria, the following nine items were dropped from the model: Self identification by doctor, taking
consent in general, involving patients in care-related decision making, considering religious and cultural orientation of the
patient, legibility of prescription, not showing hierarchical difference, gender sensitivity, interruption during consultation,
and appearance of doctor. In the subsequent two runs, two more items were dropped: Allowing patient to ask questions,
and relaxedness and confidence. In the final factor analysis with 34 items and five factors, the model was found to be
sufficiently robust with no item found to be eligible for dropping based on the three criteria mentioned earlier. The items
were neatly loaded on five factors, as shown in the table of the rotated matrix of 34 items below.
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Table 3-5Rotated Pattern Matrix (34 Items)

In this model, the KMO statistic also improved further to be 0.84, and it explained 61.38% of common variance. The
highest two inter-factor correlations were between factors three and four (Respecting and Informing and guiding) and
factors one and three (Friendliness and Respecting). These correlations justify the use of an oblique factor rotation method
instead of an orthogonal method.
Table 3-6Inter-factor Correlation Matrix (34 Items)
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3.4.3

Naming of the Scale and Factors

Since the scale is intended to measure the responsiveness of physicians, it has been named as the Responsiveness of
Physicians Scale, or in short ROP-Scale. Consideration for naming of the factors, or the subscales, is discussed in
subsequent paragraphs.
The first factor is labeled ‘Friendliness,’ as the items loaded under this factor are about how a doctor communicates with a
patient. These items are: Asking patient's name, engaging in social talks, asking about patient's family, friendliness, giving
courage and reassurance, and sense of humor.
The second factor is labeled as ‘Gaining Trust,’ as the items loaded under this factor are about how a provider may gain
the trust of the patients or refrain from doing something that may breach trust of the patients. These items are: Earning
trust of patients, service oriented, not businesslike attitude, not using jargon, and not being involved in illegal activities.
The third factor is labeled as ‘Respecting,’ as the items loaded under this factor are about how a doctor explicitly shows
respect to a patient. These items are: Greetings by doctor, showing respect explicitly, listening to patient's complaints
completely, listening to patient's complaints attentively, examining the patient with care, encouraging patient to ask
questions, listening attentively to patient's questions, closing salutation by doctor, non-verbal communication by doctor,
and compassionately touching the patient by the doctor.
The fourth factor is labeled as ‘Informing and guiding,’ as the items loaded under this factor are about how a doctor
empowers a patient. These items are: Suggestions on disease prevention and health promotion in general, facilitating
follow-up, quantity of issues explained and the quality of explanation, quantity of issues explained, asking patient if s/he
understood the explanation, explaining the cause of disease to the patient, explaining the diagnosis of disease to the
patient, explaining the prognosis of disease to the patient, explaining the treatment to the patient, and explaining the
preventive aspects to the patient.
The fifth factor is labeled as ‘Financial Sensitivity,’ as the items loaded under this factor are about understanding financial
need of the patients and providing support if needed, going beyond the consultation. These items include: Considering
socio-economic status of the patient, trying to understand socio-economic status of the patient, informing of the cost of
treatment, and providing financial assistance if needed.
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The final ROP-Scale, along with the definition of the sub-scales and associated items, has been given below in Table 3-7.
Table 3-7 The Responsiveness of Physicians Scale (ROP-Scale)
Name of Factor
Definition
Items in Domain
Friendliness
How a physician
1. Asking patient's name
communicates with a
2. Engaging in social talks
patient
3. Asking about patient's family
4. Friendliness
5. Giving courage and reassurance
6. Sense of humor
Respecting
How a physician explicitly
1. Greetings by physician
shows respect to a patient
2. Showing respect explicitly
3. Listening to patient's complaints completely
4. Listening to patient's complaints attentively
5. Examining the patient with care
6. Encouraging patient to ask questions
7. Listening attentively to patient's questions
8. Closing salutation by physician
9. Non-verbal communication by physician
10. Compassionately touching the patient by physician
Informing and guiding
How a physician empowers 1. Suggestions on disease prevention and health promotion in
a patient
general
2. Facilitating follow-up
3. Quantity of issues explained and the quality of explanation
4. Quantity of issues explained
5. Asking patient if s/he understood the explanation
6. Explaining the cause of disease to the patient
7. Explaining the diagnosis of disease to the patient
8. Explaining the prognosis of disease to the patient
9. Explaining the treatment to the patient
10. Explaining the preventive aspects to the patient
Gaining trust
How a physician may gain
1. Earning trust of patients
trust of the patients, or
2. Service oriented, not businesslike attitude
refrains from doing
3. Not using jargon
something that may breach
4. Not being involved in illegal activities
trust of the patients
Financial sensitivity
Understanding financial
1. Considering socio-economic status of the patient
need of the patients and
2. Trying to understand socio-economic status of the patient
providing support if needed, 3. Informing the cost of treatment
going beyond the
4. Providing financial assistance if needed
consultation
To measure the aggregated ROP-Scale score, the mean of the 34 items was calculated; that is, for each sampled
consultation, all the scores across 34 items were first aggregated and then divided by 34. Subscale scores were calculated
in the same way. The mean responsiveness score and subscale scores of the whole sample as well as the sample
disaggregated by their sectoral affiliation (i.e., public and private sector) has been shown in Table 3-8.
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Table 3-8Responsiveness score of the sample using ROP-Scale
Scale
Overall Mean Score
Public Sector Mean Score
(n = 393)
(n = 195)
Friendliness
1.49
1.34
(0.48)
(0.43)
Respecting
2.37
2.22
(0.41)
(0.39)
Informing and guiding
1.80
1.68
(0.45)
(0.46)
Gaining trust
3.38
3.45
(0.37)
(0.28)
Financial sensitivity
1.58
1.65
(0.59)
(0.64)
ROP-Scale
2.07
1.98
(0.31)
(0.29)
Note: Standard Deviation is shown in the parenthesis
3.4.4
3.4.4.1

Private Sector Mean Score
(n = 198)
1.64
(0.48)
2.51
(0.38)
1.91
(0.40)
3.32
(0.43)
1.51
(0.53)
2.16
(0.29)

Scale Reliability and Validity
Reliability

The internal consistency of the whole scale was high with an alpha value of 0.91. The alpha value for each subscale was
also high with the following coefficients:
Table 3-9Internal Consistency of the Scale
Scale
Subscale 1: Friendliness
Subscale 2: Gaining Trust
Subscale 3: Respecting
Subscale 4: Informing and guiding
Subscale 5: Financial Sensitivity
Responsiveness of Physicians Scale

Ordinal Alpha Coefficient
0.86
0.77
0.87
0.86
0.84
0.91

Item-rest correlations of most of the items were also high in the overall responsiveness scale, ranging from 0.21 to 0.65,
with the exception of two items—Not using jargon and Not being involved in illegal activities. However, in respective
subscales, these items had high item-rest correlations (0.41 and 0.48 respectively).
In order to measure inter-rater reliability ICC was counted. ICC (2, 1) or individual rater’s reliability score was 0.64 (95%
confidence interval 0.37, 0.81), while ICC (2, k) or average reliability score for three raters was 0.84 (95% confidence
interval 0.64, 0.93).
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3.4.4.2

Validity

Face validity is the extent to which the items in a scale measure the construct it is intended to measure (Netemeyer,
Bearden, & Sharma, 2003). Achieving this can be attempted by subjective assessment post hoc, by experts in the relevant
field. Scientific committees based in Baltimore and Dhaka assessed the initial scale items for face validity of ROP-Scale.
During field testing and training of RAs, the scale items were further refined to improve the face validity.
Content validity is the extent to which the collection of items, from the universe of all items, would represent the domain
the items are intended to measure (Netemeyer, Bearden, & Sharma, 2003). To achieve content validity, all items generated
through a qualitative research (reported in Chapter 2) were included in the initial scale. This list was supplemented by
thorough review of the relevant literature.
Criterion validity is the extent to which the scale score is associated with a relevant criterion variable external to the scale.
One of the types of criterion validity is the concurrent validity, which is measured by assessing the correlation between
score of the scale under development and the concurrently collected criterion variable (Netemeyer, Bearden, & Sharma,
2003). Correlation between ROP-Scale score and consultation time was assessed under the assumption that,
responsiveness would be positively correlated with consultation time. Although there is no study establishing this
relationship directly, there are studies showing that patients expect more time from physicians on consultation, and that
consultation time is a predictor of satisfaction (Ogden et al., 2004). The qualitative part of my study also supported this
notion (Section 2.4.3 in Chapter 2 and Section 4.4.3 in Chapter 4). I found a positive correlation of 0.51 between
responsiveness score and consultation time.
Another approach in addressing criterion validity is through known-group validation. Known-group validity is the extent
to which the scale score differs as predicted between groups who are expected to show high or low score on the trait in
question. One common way of examining this is by showing significant mean differences in scores across independent
samples (Netemeyer, Bearden, & Sharma, 2003). In this study the mean responsiveness score of public sector physicians
was compared to that of private sector physicians, under the assumption that private sector physicians would have higher
mean responsiveness score. Although there is not comparative study of responsiveness between these two sectors,
Andaleeb et al. (2000a, 2000b, 2007a& 2000b) compared them in terms of parameters, some of which correspond with the
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variables of my study. Items that corresponded were: Doctor was caring (comparable to ‘Service oriented, not businesslike
attitude’), the staff were courteous (comparable to ‘Showing respect explicitly’), The doctors were willing to answer any
questions (comparable to ‘Encouraging patients to ask questions’), I was given adequate information about my health
condition (comparable to ‘Quantity of issues explained and the quality of explanation’), I was given adequate information
about my treatment (comparable to ‘Explaining the treatment to the patient’), Doctors listened attentively (comparable to
‘Listening to patients’ complaints attentively’), and Doctor followed up on treatment regularly (compared to ‘Facilitating
follow up’). In all of these items, private sector scored higher than public sector. Even in the overall service quality,
private sector outperformed public sector. In this study too, the two sample t-tests for the difference in mean
responsiveness score revealed that the private sector physicians had significantly higher responsiveness of 0.18 points (pvalue < 0.01) (Table 3-8)—denoting the known-group validity of ROP-Scale.

3.5 Discussion and Conclusion
There had been very few studies (Coulter & Jenkinson, 2005; Lutwama et al., 2012; Pongsupap & Van Lerberghe, 2006;
Rodriguez et al., 2012) to measure the responsiveness of HRH, among which only one reported psychometric procedures,
but lacked reliability assessment. In this study, first the process of developing the SO tool was described. This was
followed by describing the process of developing a psychometric scale and evaluating its validity and reliability. The data
gathered for the study was found to be suitable for conducting this type of analysis. Appropriate statistical methods were
used to deal with ordinal variables used in data generation. This study found the scale to be highly reliable and valid. The
scale demonstrated a very high internal consistency (DeVellis, 2011) with a coefficient alpha of 0.91. Another important
feature of this study was the use of the same three raters to evaluate inter-rater reliability. This method of calculating ICC
is considered useful not only for the current study, but also for any subsequent study using this scale, as the future studies
can report the ICC values (2, 1) if a single rater is employed and (2, k) if multiple raters are employed (Shrout & Fleiss,
1979).
HRH responsiveness has been defined as the social actions that health providers do to meet the legitimate expectations of
service seekers. This study identified five domains of HRH responsiveness: Friendliness, Respecting, Informing and
guiding, Gaining trust, and Financial sensitivity. The level of attainment of these qualities by a physician can be measured
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through the items or indicators aggregated through factor analysis under each of these domains. These domains and most
of the items under each domain are consistent with the relevant studies in this regard. For the associated literature on the
domains, please refer to Appendix 4, and for sources of each item in the SO tool, please refer to Appendix 12.
All of the items under the domain ‘Friendliness’ were derived from the qualitative research as well as the literature review.
It should be noted that the items ‘Greetings by doctor’ and ‘Closing salutation by doctor’ were also loaded somewhat
heavily (with loadings of 0.34 and 0.33 respectively) on this factor. Since their loading was slightly higher in the
‘Respecting’ domain, they are placed under that domain. However, this can be justified, as exchanging greeting words or
closing salutation are generally out of therapeutic culture of Bangladeshi doctors. Therefore, if a doctor does these, it is
seen by the patients as a display of respect rather than a display of just friendliness.
Some items under the domain ‘Respecting’ can also be seen as a gesture of friendliness at the same time. This is evident
from the inter-factor correlation matrix (Table 3-6) too, where the correlation between these two factors (Respecting and
Friendliness) is 0.42. Items like ‘Non-verbal communication by doctor’ and ‘Compassionately touching by doctor’ could
be easily seen as gestures of friendliness; but patients found these to be modes of showing respect to the patients. Another
explanation is that, there is a large power differential, especially in rural areas, between the patients and the doctors
(Zaman, 2004). While most of the patients’ education falls below the secondary education, the doctors’ level of education
and social position were very high in comparison. So, there may be a generalized lack of friendliness from doctors
(Bloom, Standing, & Lloyd, 2008). As a result, some friendly gestures like head-nodding or touching the patients were
perceived by the patients as a respectful demeanor by the doctors.
Most of the items in the ‘Informing and guiding’ domain are related to providing explanation by the doctors of different
aspects related to the disease or condition. Aujoulat, d’Hoore, and Deccache (2007) posited that provision of information
should be done in a continuous manner, which can be achieved by regular follow-ups. Their suggestions are congruent
with this domain, as this domain consists of an item ‘Facilitating follow-up’ along with the explanation-related items.
Trust, in the context of this research, was conceived as patients’ belief that the doctors would act in the best interest of the
patients, not in their own interest (Gilson, 2003). Items loaded in the domain ‘Gaining trust’ are in alignment with this
definition, except one item: ‘Not using jargon’. An explanation to this item’s loading under ‘Gaining trust’ domain may be
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using too much technical vocabulary by doctors may depict them in an untrustworthy light. Another feature of this domain
is the inclusion of the item ‘Not being involved in illegal activities’, which was derived from literatures based on the
studies done in Bangladesh only (Andaleeb et al., 2007b; Andaleeb, 2000b, 2001; Cockcroft et al., 2007; Siddiqui &
Khandaker, 2007; Zaman, 2004). In countries or settings where vigilance or monitoring of the doctors is more scrupulous,
or where accountability mechanisms for doctors are better functioning, this item may not seem as appropriate.
The final domain is ‘Financial sensitivity,’ which entails items related to understanding financial status of the patients by
doctors and providing support if necessary. A noteworthy feature of this domain is that, most of the items under this
domain were derived from the formative qualitative research, not from the literature review. The only item that is
supported by literature is ‘Informing the cost of treatment’ (Walbridge & Delene, 1993; Wolf et al., 1978). But
interestingly, according to the formative qualitative research (Please refer to Section 2.4.4.5 in Chapter 2), doctors in
Bangladesh do not consider providing this type of information as their responsibility. Another item ‘Providing financial
assistance if needed’ may be outside of the responsibility of the doctors in settings, where pre-payment-based health
financing mechanism is established and out-of-pocket payment is uncommon.
It is clear from the above discussion that, while some items of the responsiveness scale are replications of relevant studies,
few others are completely new — adding to the existing knowledge in this field. However, caution needs to be maintained
in generalizing these items to different settings such as western, or advanced industrialized societies. The scale also needs
to be carefully validated for measuring responsiveness of other health workers such as the nurses, CHWs, etc.
3.5.1

Limitations of the Study

Despite taking careful measures to ensure psychometric rigor, this research may face some criticisms, which are common
for most psychometric scales. Major criticism could fall on the decision rules adopted at different decision points. Using a
different decision rule or a different method may bring forth a different model. So, I first tried to ensure face and content
validity of the items through repeated consultations with the experts who have reasonable expertise on the subject matter
and/or the context of where and among whom the study was conducted. Significant efforts were put in repeated field-tests
too. Secondly, I used the appropriate and up-to-date methods for deciding the number of factors, factor extraction, and
factor rotation methods, supported by scientific studies. Despite these attempts, some flaws could not be averted.
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First, criterion (concurrent) validity could not be ascertained properly due to the lack of a gold standard to compare the
findings with. Construct validity could also not been assessed. A multi-method approach could be employed for checking
construct validity; for example, a separate exit interview tool could have been developed for this purpose. This was not
done due to time and resource limitations. Test-retest reliability could not be tested due to the methodological limitation.
As the consultation scenario changes from patient to patient, test-retest reliability was not possible to measure, given the
methods adopted for this study (i.e., structured observation method). However, this could be attempted if an exit interview
method was used.
Despite some limitations, the scale demonstrated satisfactory level of internal consistency, inter-rater reliability and
criterion validity. Therefore, this scale with 34 items grouped under five domains, can be used with confidence to measure
the responsiveness of physicians in rural Bangladesh.
3.5.2

Future Research

The known-group validation in this study, involving public and private sector physicians’ consultations, indicates that
there might be difference in the level of responsiveness in these two settings. It may be useful to examine the differences
in responsiveness between public and private sector physicians more in-depth. It can also be seen if they differ in terms of
all the domains of responsiveness, or they differ only in certain domains.
This study was limited to the physicians working in the outpatients of rural areas of Bangladesh. Future studies can be
carried out in various other relevant settings such as in the urban areas, among other professional groups like the nurses,
CHWs, etc., in other professional settings like inpatient services, emergency, etc.
This study focused on developing the responsiveness scale, but this did not take into account many potential determinants
of responsiveness, which may aid the physicians to be responsive or deter them from being responsive in practice.
Understanding of these determinants is crucial to improve the responsiveness and resolve the issues around this topic.
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3.5.3

Policy Implications

Governments of many countries, including Bangladesh, are trying to improve the quality of their HRH, along with their
quantity. Bangladesh is striving for structural reforms in its health system through the Health and Population Sector
Program (currently updated as Health, Nutrition, and Population Sector Development Program) since 1998, and has
explicitly recounted its intent to transform the HRH into a more client-centered and responsive workforce (Aldana et al.,
2001; Cockcroft et al., 2007, 2011). Since measuring the magnitude of a problem is one of the crucial steps of public
health problem solving paradigm (Guyer, 1998), this scale can contribute in this regard and assist the policy makers to
understand the absolute magnitude (overall responsiveness score), relative magnitude (domain-specific responsiveness
score) and distribution (responsiveness score across geographical areas, professional groups, etc.) of the deficiencies in
this front.
With the rise of performance based payment mechanisms, the need for evaluating the performance of the HRH has
amplified (Meessen, Soucat, & Sekabaraga, 2011). Responsiveness is regarded as one of the components of HRH
performance (WHO, 2006). The need for measuring responsiveness in order to augment the performance measurement
methods in the interest of performance based payments and other modalities of result based financing mechanisms will
eventually increase. This scale for measuring responsiveness can help the program managers to evaluate and also monitor
the performance of their employees, which may be integrated into a performance based payment scheme as well.
Cross-national comparison of different parameters of HRH can be useful for both the multilateral organizations and the
national governments. International or multilateral organizations take important decisions regarding a country, based on
that country’s standing on the issue in question. The usefulness of such comparisons for national level policy makers has
also been demonstrated (Dubois & McKee, 2006). However, ranking of countries based on cross-national comparisons
often faced criticisms due to lack of adequate psychometric rigor of the tools used for the purpose (Navarro, 2000).
Although my study was done in rural Bangladeshi setting, this may provide conceptual and methodological inputs to
conduct similar locally relevant studies in other countries. Series of such studies may aid in developing a tool, robust
enough to conduct cross-national comparisons, at least in comparable countries.
.
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Chapter 4: Application of Responsiveness of Physicians Scale (ROP-Scale): Measuring and
Comparing Responsiveness of Public and Private Sector Physicians in Rural Bangladesh
(Manuscript 3)
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Abstract
Introduction
Responsiveness of physicians is defined as the social actions that physicians do to meet the legitimate expectations of
service seekers. Some studies suggested that private sector physicians performed better in terms of responsiveness
elements such as explaining health condition, and examining patients with care. Since there is no study comparing the
overall and domain-specific responsiveness of physicians, this study aimed to compare the responsiveness of physicians
working in public sector with those working in private sector in rural Bangladesh, through a mixed-methods approach.
Methods
This study adopted the ‘parallel-database’ variant of ‘convergent parallel’ mixed methods design. Data collection took
place in southwestern Bangladesh. The qualitative part included in-depth interviews physicians (n=17 total, seven public,
five private) and patients (n=7, 3 male, 4 female); focus group discussions with users (four total, two sessions each with
males and females); and participant observations in consultation rooms of public and private sector physicians (one week
in each setting). The quantitative part included structured observation 195 public and 198 private sector physicians; using
Responsiveness of Physicians Scale (ROP-Scale).Qualitative data was analyzed by framework analysis method; while
quantitative data was analyzed by two sample t-test, multiple linear regression (MLR), multivariate analysis of variance
(MANOVA), and descriptive discriminant analysis (DDA).
Results
Mean responsiveness score of public sector physicians was 1.98 and that of private sector physicians was 2.16; and the
difference was statistically significant in t-test with t statistic of -6.04 (p-value <0.01). The difference remained
statistically significant in MLR after adjusting for the confounding covariates such as age, gender, and local origin of the
physician and age, gender, and level of education of the patient. However, qualitative data suggested that, despite slightly
better responsiveness of private sector physicians, none of the sectors were sufficiently responsive. In MANOVA test,
public and private sector physicians were different not only in terms of overall ROP-Scale score, but also in terms of all
the subscales. Private sector physicians scored higher in Friendliness, Respecting and Informing and guiding; while public
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sector physicians scored higher in Gaining trust and Financial sensitivity. Qualitative finding supported the quantitative
results. Through DDA, the most important (in terms of distinguishing between public and private sector physicians’
responsiveness) subscale was found to be ‘Respecting’.
Conclusion
Despite relatively higher level of responsiveness of private sector physicians, according to qualitative findings, neither of
the sectors performed optimally. Unlike findings from most other comparative studies in Bangladesh, the private sector
was found to have limitations in some aspects of responsiveness. Private sector physicians scored higher in terms of
Friendliness, Respecting, and Informing and guiding, while those from public sector scored higher in Gaining trust, and
Financial sensitivity.
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4.1 Introduction
Bangladesh has achieved remarkable success in health outcomes over the last few decades (Chowdhury et al., 2013;
Koehlmoos et al., 2011) in the face of high population density, illiteracy, poverty, natural disasters, and political instability
in the country. One of the contributors to this success has been argued to be the pluralistic health care milieu, marked by
coexistence of formal and informal providers in public and private sectors (Ahmed et al., 2013). However, there are
arguments against pluralism too, claiming that it is associated with poor governance (Harding & Preker, 2003; World
Bank [WB], 2005); and that unregulated private sector may perform sub-optimally in terms of efficiency, equity, quality
and safety (Bennett, McPake, & Anne, 1997; Bloom et al., 2008; Hsiao, 2000; Lim, Yang, Zhang, Feng, & Zhou, 2004). It
is also argued that the evidence of success in the private sector from developed countries may not be transferable to
developing countries like Bangladesh, due to their different paths of historical development of the health markets and the
regulatory context (Bennett, 1992; Bloom, Kanjilal, Lucas, & Peters, 2012; Bloom et al., 2008; Yazbeck & Peters, 2003).
Nevertheless, the rapidly expanding private sector is an irrevocable reality in Bangladesh (Rannan-eliya & Somanathan,
2003; WB, 2005)that is increasing its share in health care provision both in urban and rural areas (Ahmed et al., 2013;
Bangladesh Health Watch [BHW], 2007; Berendes, Heywood, Oliver, & Garner, 2011; Bloom et al., 2008; Harding &
Preker, 2003; Siddiqui & Khandaker, 2007).
The health sector of Bangladesh is organized correspondingly with its administrative hierarchy, including seven divisions,
divided into 64 districts, which are again divided into 487 upazilas (sub-districts); and then subsequently into unions and
wards (Government of Bangladesh [GoB], 2014). This paper is focused on rural Bangladesh, and the upazila level is
considered rural. Upazilas have an average population of 320,444 and the upazila health complexes (UHC) are the nucleus
of primary health care (PHC) activities at this level (GoB, 2014; Osman, 2004). Rural areas of Bangladesh are deficient in
physician-to-population ratio, with only 1.1 physicians per 10,000 people, while urban areas have 18.2, and national
average is 5.4 (Ahmed et al., 2011; BHW, 2007). Only 16% of total physicians cater to the rural population, who
constitute 74% of the total population (BHW, 2007; GoB, 2014).
Public sector physicians are those whose primary employer is the government; the rest are considered here private sector
physicians (WHO, 2006), including both for-profit and not-for-profit (mostly non-government organization[NGO])
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providers (Berendes et al., 2011; WB, 2005). The private sector also involves semi-qualified and informal providers
(Ahmed et al., 2009, 2011), who are outside the scope of this study. This study is focused on formal public and private
sector physicians who have obtained at least an MBBS degree (or an equivalent degree if passed out from a foreign
medical school) from medical colleges accredited by Bangladesh Medical and Dental Council (BM&DC). There are
65,767 such registered physicians, of whom 53,929 are currently available in the country, with 38% in public sector and
the rest in private (GoB, 2014).
The Government of Bangladesh has instituted structural reform policies through the Health and Population Sector
Program (currently updated as Health, Nutrition, and Population Sector Development Program), which explicitly declared
its intent to improve the performance of human resources for health (HRH) along with their quantity (Aldana et al., 2001;
Cockcroft et al., 2007, 2011). The realization of this intention of the government of Bangladesh can be aided by
understanding the performance of HRH in general and comparing the public and private sector physicians in this regard
(Berendes et al., 2011), as the government is the ultimate steward even in a pluralistic health system (Lagomarsino,
Nachuk, & Kundra, 2009; Lagomarsino, de Ferranti, et al., 2009; WB, 2005).
The World Health Report 2006 conceptualized HRH performance based on four domains: availability, competency,
productivity, and responsiveness (WHO, 2006). Responsiveness of physicians, in the context of this research, is defined as
“the social actions that physicians do to meet the legitimate expectations of service seekers". Qualitative research
(presented in Chapter 2) followed by factor analysis (presented in Chapter 3) revealed five domains of responsiveness: 1)
Friendliness, 2) Respecting, 3) Informing and guiding, 4) Gaining trust, and 5) Financial sensitivity (Table 4-1).
Some studies suggested public sector physicians perform better than the private sector in terms of quality of care and
patient satisfaction (Lim et al., 2004; Tuan, Dung, Neu, & Dibley, 2005). However, the preponderance of studies
suggested that the private sector performs better, especially in terms of responsiveness elements such as communication,
politeness, providing information, explaining health condition, taking history in detail, and examining with care (Bennett,
1992; Berendes et al., 2011; Das, Hammer, & Leonard, 2008; Harding & Preker, 2003; Pongsupap & VanLerberghe,
2006; Rannan-Eliya et al., 2014; Rowe, DeSavigny, Lanata, & Victora, 2005; Russell, 2005). Evidence from Bangladesh
also overwhelmingly support this notion (Andaleeb et al., 2007a; Andaleeb, 2000a, 2000b; Mendoza Aldana, Piechulek,
&Al-Sabir, 2001; Siddiqui & Khandaker, 2007; WB, 2005). This may be due to the fact that private providers are not
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subsidized and hence need to gain their share of the market through competition (Das et al., 2008; WB, 2005). Since
previous studies did not compare public and private sector physicians' responsiveness by decomposing responsiveness into
its constituent sub-domains, it is not known whether the private sector outperforms the public sector in all aspects, or only
in certain ones. Therefore, this study can help identify domains of responsiveness, which demand stewardship support in
the public sector to get on par with the private sector. This also shows which areas are lagging behind in both sectors and
demand attention in general.
The aim of this study was to compare the responsiveness of physicians working in public sector with the ones working in
private sector in rural Bangladesh, through a mixed-methods approach.

4.2 Research Questions
4.2.1

General Research Question

What are the differences in responsiveness of physicians 1 between those working in the public sector as opposed to those
working in the private sector in rural 2 Bangladesh?
4.2.2

Specific Research Questions

1. What are the levels of responsiveness of public- and private-sector physicians, and how different is the responsiveness
score overall?
2. How different are the public and private sector physicians across different domains (e.g., Friendliness, Respecting,
Informing and guiding, Gaining trust, and Financial sensitivity) of responsiveness?

1

In this study only formal sector (i.e., with minimum MBBS degree) general practitioners working in the outpatient facilities in public or private
sector are included.

2

In the context of this study, upazila or sub-district level is considered as ‘rural'
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4.2.3

Research Hypothesis

Ho: Mean responsiveness score of the public sector physicians = Mean responsiveness score of the private sector
physicians
Ha: Mean responsiveness score of the public sector physicians≠ Mean responsiveness score of the private sector
physicians

4.3 Methods
Taking a pragmatist ontological position, I followed a mixed method model with a 'convergent parallel' design (Figure
4-1). This design has three different variants, among which the 'parallel-database' (Creswell & Clark, 2011) variant was
used in the study described in this paper. Although the qualitative and quantitative data were collected sequentially as part
of a larger study, for the purpose of this paper, data was analyzed and interpreted concurrently, placing equal weight on
both qualitative and quantitative components. Parallel databases of qualitative and quantitative data were analyzed side by
side and the qualitative findings were used to explain or support the quantitative findings (Bryman, 2008; Ozawa &
Pongpirul, 2014).
Qualitative
Data
Collection and
Analysis
Quantitative
Data
Collection
and Analysis

Compare
and Relate

Interpretation

Figure 4-1The Convergent Parallel Design [Source: Creswell, J.W, and Clark, V.L.P.
(2011), Designing and Conducting Mixed Methods Research]
4.3.1
4.3.1.1

Qualitative Component
Study Site, Population, and Duration

The qualitative part of this study was conducted in the southwestern part of Bangladesh, in all three upazilas (Alamdanga,
Damurhuda, and Jibannagar) of the Chuadanga district. Although I started the formal data collection after receiving ethical
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approval from the Ethical Review Board of BRAC University (ERB-BRACU) on August 19, 2014, I started contacting
the gatekeepers, developing a list of respondents, taking permission for participant observation and building rapport with
the respondents as well as the local community in advance. My formal data collection ended on September 14, 2014. Data
collection included in-depth interviews (IDI) with seven public sector physicians, five private sector physicians, and seven
clients; four focus group discussion (FGD) sessions with clients (two sessions with males and females each); and
participant observation in consultation rooms of public and private sector physicians for a period of one week in each
setting (Table 4-3). Respondents were added to the list until data saturation (Ritchie et al., 2003) was achieved.
4.3.1.2

Selection of Respondents and Observation Sites, and Data Collection

For selecting public sector physicians, first, I visited all three UHCs of the Chuadanga district and sought suggestions and
assistance from Upazila Health and Family Planning Officers (UH&FPO), i.e., the chief of the UHC. With their
assistance, I generated a list of physicians from all three UHCs. For private sector physicians, I followed the same process
involving the President of the Chuadanga branch of Bangladesh Private Medical Practitioners’ Association. I finalized the
lists following principles of heterogeneous purposive sampling (Ritchie et al., 2003), aiming for maximum variation in
gender, age, and experience of physicians.
In selecting the clients for IDIs and FGDs, I generated a list of potential respondents with inputs from local residents
(personal contacts) and contacted them myself. The list of respondents was developed based on the following criteria:
persons over 18 years of age, who went to a doctor at least twice in their lifetime, and their last visit to a doctor was during
the last one year. Finding female respondents for FGDs was difficult in this way, as they did not agree on a common place
and time to meet. So, I contacted the principal of a college and the headmaster of a girls’ school to allow us to conduct the
sessions with their female employees, satisfying the same inclusion criteria. For sampling of in-depth interview
respondents, I followed heterogeneous purposive sampling, with maximum variation in their age, gender, level of
education, and occupation. However for FGDs, I followed homogenous purposive sampling, which is recommended for
FGDs to keep the groups more focused, and to facilitate effective intra-group interactions (Ritchie, 2003). Groups were
homogeneous in the sense that the respondents in each session were of the same gender (and profession in case of
females).
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Observation took place in consultation rooms of the UHC, located in an upazila of the Chuadanga district by the side of a
major highway of the region. I chose this location because during my frequent visits in different UHCs, I found the
UH&FPO to be friendly, supportive, and interested in assisting in research work. Observation of private sector providers
took place in another upazila—in a private clinic and an NGO-clinic, located in an area noted for commercial, cultural,
and industrial activities since the British colonial period. I chose this location because many private clinics were located
there and I could gain access to the clinic with assistance from the previously mentioned UH&FPO, who worked there
part-time. The selection of sites for participant observation was based on principles of convenience sampling (Ritchie et
al., 2003), as I chose them in a way conducive for my travel to those locations at different times of the day.
All interviews were digitally recorded with a small recorder, with the permission of the respondent. Duration of the IDIs
ranged from 35 minutes to one hour 15 minutes and that of FGDs from 45 minutes to one hour 30 minutes. Most FGD
sessions had eight respondents except one, which had seven. Four out of seven public sector physicians gave an interview
in their private chamber; three gave an interview in the UHC when there was less patient load. In case of the private sector
physicians, all five respondents gave an interview in their private chamber. In case of the patients, two out of the seven
interviews were conducted in their homes, two near UHC, one in a shop of a respondent’s friend, one in another
respondent’s home (as they were colleagues), and one in her office. In the case of the FGDs, the two FGDs with the male
respondents took place in my ancestral residence. The two FGDs with the females were conducted by a female research
assistant (RA) in the office room of a college and a girls' school.
During participant observation in each setting, I spent the first day gaining a grasp over the surroundings and people; the
second and third day inside the facilities to observe overall functions and relationships; and the remaining four days for
focused observation of consultations.
Before starting the participant observation in the public sector setting, I obtained permission from the UH&FPO of the
observed UHC. In the private sector, I obtained permission from the owner of the private clinic. Written consent of all
observed and interviewed providers and clients were collected separately. There were no refusals, except for one female
patient leaving the UHC, who had to hurry to reach home.
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4.3.1.3

Data Analysis

Both inductive and deductive methods were applied for data analysis with Atlas ti version 7.5.2. The analysis process
included the following steps: familiarizing with the data, developing coding schema or framework, coding the data,
grouping the data, and interpreting the data.
The RAs transcribed all the recordings verbatim. I listened to every single interview and FGD record, and matched with
the transcripts to ensure accuracy. In Atlas ti, I created a new hermeneutic unit and added all the files (transcripts, and
observation notes) as primary documents (PD). After getting familiar with the data by repeated listening to the recordings
and reading the transcripts, I created a codebook containing the name and definition of the code. Initial codes were derived
from literature as a priori codes; inductive codes were added along the way during data familiarization, and applying codes
to text segments (or ‘quotations’, according to Atlas ti terminology). Examples of a priori codes include greetings, taking
consent, explaining to patients etc., while examples of inductive codes include response of doctors if patients greeted,
taking consent in particularly necessary conditions, asking patients if they understood the explanation, etc. (codebook with
inductive codes demarcated is given in Appendix 10; scale items indicating which are from literature and which from
formative qualitative research are indicated in Appendix 12). After applying the codes to the full dataset, I created primary
document families of data sources for public sector physicians, private sector physicians, patients, and participant
observations. Using the ‘global filter’ option in Atlas ti, I got all the texts under codes, stratified by the data sources. These
outputs were used for data interpretation and report writing.
4.3.2
4.3.2.1

Quantitative Component
Sample Size Calculation

The following formula was used to calculate the sample size to test the hypothesis of difference between mean
responsiveness scores of public and private sector physicians:
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H0: μ1 – μ2 = 0

Ha: μ1 – μ2 = Δ

Where,
=Sample size required for each group
= Two-sided level of significance to detect a type-I error

= Cut-off to detect a type-II error, i.e., 1 minus power

= Expected difference in mean
= Standard deviation of the variance estimated for each group

Consistent with the convention, I considered a 0.05 level of significance (two-sided

= 1.96), 80% power (

= 0.84).

Due to the absence of studies on responsiveness of physicians, I considered a patient satisfaction study (Andaleeb et al.,
2007b) comparing satisfaction of patients with public versus private service providers in Bangladesh. The mean
satisfaction score in this study had a standard deviation of 0.96 among respondents from public hospitals and that of 0.73
among respondents from private hospitals. The mean satisfaction score was measured on a 5-point Liker scale. I
considered a detectable mean difference of 0.25 on a 5-point Likert scale. Based on these assumptions, the sample size for
each group was calculated to be:

= 182.45

I targeted 200 samples from each setting anticipating some non-response and refusal rates in survey participation.
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4.3.2.2

Sampling Frame Preparation and Data Collection

The study was conducted among the physicians working in upazilas of Khulna, a southwestern division of Bangladesh. In
order to prepare a sampling frame, an RA visited all the potential upazilas of Khulna division to prepare a list of all the
physicians, who were likely to be present during the data collection period of December 12, 2014 until January 3, 2015.
Since most of the physicians were concentrated in and around the Khulna district under the Khulna division, I centered in
the Khulna district and then expanded the field site around Khulna district until reaching 400 samples of consenting
physicians (Appendix 16).
A scale called ‘Responsiveness of Physicians’ or ROP-Scale (for detailed description of the scale please refer to Chapter
3), in the form of a structured observation (SO) tool, was installed in smart-phones to collect the data by observing the
consultations. The scale consisted 34 items with 4-point Likert-type response categories. Each response category was
anchored with a scenario. Response category ‘1’was the lowest score, which represented a physician lacking
responsiveness at all. The scenario for response categories ‘2’was representative of a typical physician while scenario for
‘3’ was of a better than average responsive physician. Response category ‘4’was the best practice or a textbook scenario.
Items that could not be observed due to inapplicability in the given context or any other reasons were coded as 'Not
Applicable' (Appendix 30).
Responsiveness is shown by service providers and is perceived by service seekers, so data needs to come from both the
parties. Observing the actual interaction, instead of interviewing the clients or providers, can achieve this goal more
effectively. In similar studies, different approaches—such as review of patients' record, direct observation of provider,
interviews of providers, exit interviews with patients and simulated patients methods—have been attempted and compared
(Franco et al., 1997; Leonard & Masatu, 2005; Peabody et al., 2000). Franco, Daly, Chilongozi, and Dallabetta (1997)
showed the direct observation method to be the method of choice; however, several studies discussed caveats of this
method as well. For example service providers may change their behavior when they are aware that they are being
observed (Hawthorne effect) (Leonard & Masatu, 2006; Rowe et al., 2002; Rowe et al., 2006). But Leonard and Masatu
(2006) showed in their study that the performance of the observed physicians tend to return to the pre-observation state
after the tenth observation. Based on these studies, I adopted ‘structured observation’ method (Bernard, 2006), and
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allowed the first 10 observations to serve as ‘washout’ consultations. We recorded the eleventh observation in order to
avoid or at least minimize the potential Hawthorne effect.
Since dual job holding is allowed in Bangladesh and 80% of public sector physicians purportedly work in the private
sector as well (Bergman, 2014; Gruen, Anwar, Begum, Killingsworth, & Normand, 2002), classifying them strictly into
such categories as public and private sector physicians could be difficult. However, this problem could be easily avoided
in this study, as the unit of data generation was the observation of consultations, not the individual physicians or the
patients per se. Thus, a physician was counted in the public sector if s/he was observed in a public sector setting (e.g.,
UHC); and similarly was counted in private sector if observed in a private sector setting (e.g., clinic, pharmacy, chamber
in residence, etc.).
The RAs were sent in teams to cover an upazila at a time. They were given a package, which contained necessary
guidelines and tools for data collection. This included a mobile phone, an SO tool (Appendix 30), a route guide for their
travel to the assigned upazila, a document enumerating steps of data collection (Appendix 17), an abridged observation
checklist (Appendix 18), pencil, eraser, sharpener and a notebook. Their mobile phone had the Magpi data collection
application (Magpi, 2014)with the SO tool installed (due to the space constraint on mobile screen, the mobile interface
only had the scale items and response categories, not the scenarios corresponding each response category); Google Map
application to guide them to their destination; global positioning system (GPS) application to record the location of data
collection; internet connection to upload the data and the photos taken before and after each observation; a built-in camera
to take geo-tagged and time-tagged photo of the observation setting; Drop Box application folder to access the updated list
of doctors, and their daily assignments.
The RAs were instructed not to take out the SO tool in front of the doctors. First they recorded some background and
demographic information from physicians by asking them. Then they took notes based on their observation of the 11th
consultation. After observing the consultation with the 11th patient, the RA came out of the room with the patient and
asked the patient for some background information (age, gender, and education). The RA then took out the paper-based
SO tool (which consisted the scale items, response categories, and the scenarios to guide each response category) and
recorded the findings in their notebook. Then they recorded the findings from the notebook to the mobile phone and
uploaded the data later upon availability of Internet network. They also recorded the geographic information system (GIS)
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location in mobile phone, took two geo-tagged and time-tagged pictures (one before the observation and the other after)
and sent them to me. Each RA was recommended to observe two consultations per day; but was strictly instructed not to
observe more than three in a day, as large number of observations in a day might diminish the quality of data.
In order for the observations to be as homogenous as possible, the following inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied:
Inclusion Criteria:
1. The observations were done only in outpatient settings and with the general practitioners.
2. Observations were done if the patient came with simple diseases or conditions, such as common gastrointestinal
conditions (e.g., diarrheal episodes, peptic ulcer diseases, non-severe gastrointestinal pain of any type), common
respiratory conditions (e.g., pneumonia, non-severe bronchial asthma, common respiratory ailments), and other
common conditions (e.g., simple skin diseases, viral fever, common cold, allergies, anemia, enteric fever, pyrexia
of unknown origin, etc.)
Exclusion Criteria:
1. Cases requiring emergency or inpatient care (e.g., assaults, road traffic accidents, poisoning, etc.)
2. Cases requiring additional privacy and confidentiality (e.g., sexually transmitted infections, gynecological
conditions, etc.)
3. Children under 18 years.
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Figure 4-2 Map of Sampled Consultations
Conforming to the guideline of ERB-BRACU, RAs took consent from both the doctor and the patients before starting the
observation. Since they were working in a team, one of the team members briefed the waiting patients about the study and
handed them a consent card. The patients handed the card over to the observing RA inside the room unless they were
unwilling to be observed. The observing RA came out of the consultation room if the patient did not hand over the signed
(or thumb printed) consent card to the RA, indicating non-consent. Consent from the doctors was obtained earlier, but they
were not informed which consultation (11th patient) the RA was going to observe.
4.3.2.3

Statistical analysis

Data collected through Magpi software was stored in the cloud and downloaded in .xls format. This data was then
imported into statistical software Stata version 12.1 for data management, cleaning, missing value imputation and analyses
(StataCorp, 2011). Three among 400 physicians consented initially but refused to allow observation at the time of data
collection. From the 397 observations, four were discarded as these doctors were mistakenly observed twice. So, 393
observations were considered for analysis. Missing values were imputed by ‘hotdeck’ method, using the ‘.hotdeckvar’
command developed by Schonlau (2006). In this procedure, missing values are replaced by random values from the nonmissing observations of the same variable, without changing the other data. This method is particularly useful for its
simplicity of application, and its ability to preserve the distributional characteristics of the variables (Filosso et al., 2014).
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Since there was a small number of missing values (7 % of total values), computationally intensive procedures such as
multiple imputation method were not considered.
To measure the aggregated ROP-Scale score, the mean of the 34 items was calculated; that is, for each sampled
consultation, all the scores across 34 items were first aggregated and then divided by 34. The ROP-Scale is composed of
five subscales: 1) Friendliness, 2) Respecting, 3) Informing and guiding, 4) Gaining trust, and 5) Financial sensitivity.
Subscale scores were also computed similarly. Table 4-1 below provides the definition of the subscales along with the
items under each subscale.
Table 4-1Definition and Items of Subscales of ROP-Scale
Name of Domain
Definition
Friendliness
How a physician communicates
with a patient

Respecting

How a physician explicitly shows
respect to a patient

Informing and
guiding

How a physician empowers a
patient

Gaining trust

How a physician may gain trust of
the patients, or refrains from doing
something that may breach trust of
the patients
Understanding financial need of
the patients and providing support
if needed, going beyond the
consultation

Financial
sensitivity

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Items in Domain
Asking patient's name
Engaging in social talks
Asking about patient's family
Friendliness
Giving courage and reassurance
Sense of humor
Greetings by physician
Showing respect explicitly
Listening to patient's complaints completely
Listening to patient's complaints attentively
Examining the patient with care
Encouraging patient to ask questions
Listening attentively to patient's questions
Closing salutation by physician
Non-verbal communication by physician
Compassionately touching the patient by physician
Suggestions on disease prevention and health promotion in
general
Facilitating follow-up
Quantity of issues explained and the quality of explanation
Quantity of issues explained
Asking patient if s/he understood the explanation
Explaining the cause of disease to the patient
Explaining the diagnosis of disease to the patient
Explaining the prognosis of disease to the patient
Explaining the treatment to the patient
Explaining the preventive aspects to the patient
Earning trust of patients
Service oriented, not businesslike attitude
Not using jargon
Not being involved in illegal activities
Considering socio-economic status of the patient
Trying to understand socio-economic status of the patient
Informing the cost of treatment
Providing financial assistance if needed
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The score for each subscale was also calculated in the same way as the aggregated ROP-Scale score. The difference
between mean responsiveness scores of public and private sector physicians was measured by two-sample t-test (unpaired)
with significance level of 0.05. The variance ratio test was conducted beforehand in order to verify the equality of the
variances (Rosner, 2010); then the appropriate type of t-test was conducted.
In order to check the difference between the public and private sector physicians’ responsiveness score, controlling for
potential confounders, multiple linear regression (MLR) was used. The stepwise regression method is currently being
criticized (Dupont, 2009)for subjective critical values, model uncertainty, and parameter estimation bias (Hegyi &
Garamszegi, 2011). So, I adopted a model based on the potential confounders (Bloom et al., 2008; Das & Hammer, 2007),
as gender and other facets of identity of both the service providers and the service seekers might influence the interactions
(Sen, George, & Östlin, 2002). A responsiveness score from the ROP-Scale was used as the outcome variable and practice
setting (public or private) as the main explanatory variable of interest. In the initial model I loaded such potential
confounders as age of the physician, gender of the physician, years of practice since graduation, tenure of service in that
upazila, tenure of total service in rural areas, local origin of physician, age of patient, gender of patient, and level of
education of patient. I checked for multicollinearity by evaluating variance inflation factor (VIF) and because of as high
VIF value as 7.93, I dropped years of practice since graduation, tenure of service in that upazila, and tenure of total service
in rural areas. The remaining variables had a mean VIF of 1.27.
Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) is one of the most common statistical methods to discern the group
differences. This is suggested to be used with descriptive discriminant analysis (DDA) if the groups are found to be
different in MANOVA (Warne, 2014). Therefore, I performed MANOVA followed by DDA to ascertain the difference
between public and private sector providers, to identify the items in which the groups (public and private) did better or
worse, and to identify the importance of items in each sub-group and the importance of sub-groups in the overall scale
(Huberty & Olejnik, 2006).

4.4 Results
4.4.1

Background Characteristics of Quantitative Sample

Half of the observations were done in the public sector and half in private sector settings. Physicians self-reported that
they consulted fewer patients in a private setting than they did in the public setting. Physicians spent more time on their
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patients in the private sector. Physicians in the private sector were older, had more work experience and experience of
serving in rural areas, and were more likely to be male and of local origin. Patients were similar in age in both sectors, and
females outnumbered males in both settings. However, patients visiting the private sector had more years of education
than patients visiting the public sector. These findings are shown in Table 4-2.
Table 4-2Characteristics of Consultations, Physicians and Patients in Structured Observation of Public (n = 195) and
Private (n = 198) Sector, 2014
Variable
Public Sector
Private Sector
Mean number of patients seen by physician per day (self-reported
34.42 (16.31)
26.34 (18.35)
by physicians)
Mean consultation time in minutes
4.04 (1.91)
6.02 (2.54)
Percentage of male physicians
66.15
90.40
Mean age of physicians in years
32.02 (7.32)
41.81 (11.61)
Percentage of physicians with local origin (i.e. from the same
24.10
42.42
upazila)
Mean years of work since graduation
8.61 (7.44)
18.15 (11.23)
Mean years of work in rural setting
3.06 (6.05)
10.45 (9.40)
Percentage of female patients
65.64
55.05
Mean age of patients in years
42.11 (15.90)
42.40 (14.37)
Mean years of education of patients
5.56 (4.43)
7.08 (4.90)
Note: Standard deviation is mentioned in the parenthesis
4.4.2

Background Characteristics of Qualitative Sample

All the physicians I interviewed, both in the public and private sectors, hailed from the Chuadanga district. All of them,
except the youngest two, graduated from government medical colleges. The client respondents were also from the same
district and majority of them were in their mid 30s to 40s. Almost all of the IDI and FGD respondents were living with
their families in rural parts of Chuadanga.
In observation of the public sector, the consultation room was shared by more than one physician, or sometimes even with
the semi-qualified providers known as the sub assistant community medical officers (SACMO). Patients queued up inside
the room, extending in front of the consultation room as a crowd. Nobody maintained the patient flow, nor was there a
way to restrict the non-patient visitors (e.g., the pharmaceutical representatives, dalal 1, etc.) inside the room. Most of the
patients coming to the UHC were females; most belonged to lower socio-economic group, as indicated by their dress.

1

Brokers of diagnostic centers and clinics, who roam around there to entice the innocent rural patients to their clinics and diagnostic centers
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The consultation rooms were better maintained in private sector; only the next patient in the line, along with the consulting
patient, entered the room and waited till her/his turn came. In the NGO-clinic, only the patient and an accompanying
attendant entered the room. In both the private clinic and the NGO-clinic, there was a person assigned to maintain the
patient flow. Patients coming to the private clinics belonged to the low to middle socio-economic group. Some affluent
people came too.
Table 4-3Characteristics of Respondents and Participant Observation Settings
In-depth Interview with Public Sector Physicians
Number
7
Gender
2 Females and 5 Males
Range of graduation year
1982 - 2009
In-depth Interview with Private Sector Physicians
Number
5 (2 of them retired from public sector, 1 was accepted in public sector and waiting to
join, and only 2 had no linkage with public sector)
Gender
1 Female and 4 Males
Range of graduation year
1973 - 2013
In-depth Interview with Clients
Number
7
Gender
4 Females and 3 Males
Range of age in years
25 – 48
Range of level of education
Primary - Masters
Types of occupation
High school teacher, kindergarten school teacher, businessman, homemaker
FGD with Clients
Number of sessions
4 (2 with Females, 2 with Males)
Number of participants
7 - 8 in each session
Range of age in years
19 - 72
Range of level of education
Primary - Masters
Type of occupation
College teacher, high school teacher, retired government official, businessman, farmer
Participant Observation
Setting
2 settings: Public sector (consultation rooms in an upazila health complex) and Private
sector (consultation rooms in a for-profit private clinic and a not-for-profit NGO-clinic)
Duration
1 week in each setting
4.4.3

Overall Difference between Responsiveness of Public and Private Sector Physicians

The mean responsiveness score of public sector physicians was 1.98 and that of private sector physicians was 2.16;the
mean difference was -0.18, which was statistically significant in t-test, with t statistic of -6.04, and p-value <0.01.
The difference remained statistically significant in the MLR models after adjusting for the confounding covariates age,
gender, and local origin (i.e., from the same upazila) of physician; and age, gender, and level of education of patient. The
β coefficient for practice setting (public or private) was 0.17 with p-value <0.01, and 95% confidence interval of (0.10,
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0.24). All other potential confounders turned out to be statistically not significant. The result of the MLR is shown in
Table 4-4.
Table 4-4Results of MLR of ROP-Scale Score
Outcome Variable

β

Setting (public or private)
Age of physician (measured in years)
Gender of physician (male or female)
Local origin of physician (yes or no)
Age of patient (measured in years)
Gender of patient (male or female)
Level of education of patient (measured in years)
Adjusted-R2 (coefficient of determination)

0.17
-0.00
-0.46
-0.01
-0.00
0.03
0.00

95% Confidence
Interval
0.10 – 0.24
-0.00 – 0.00
-0.13 – 0.04
-0.08 – 0.05
-0.00 – 0.00
-0.04 – 0.09
-0.01 – 0.01
0.07

p-value
0.00
0.89
0.27
0.71
0.51
0.43
0.70

In MANOVA test, all four of test statistics, i.e. Wilks’ lambda, Pillai’s trace, Lawley-Hotelling trace, and Roy’s largest
root were significant. This suggests that the null hypothesis of equal group centroid can be rejected. This was the case for
both the overall ROP-Scale (34 items in total) and all the subscales namely Friendliness (6 items), Respecting (10 items),
Informing and guiding (10 items), Gaining trust (4 items), and Financial sensitivity (4 items). The statistics denoting group
difference obtained through MANOVA on overall ROP-Scale is shown in Table 4-5. Results of MANOVA on subscales
are shown in Tables 4-8 through Table 4-12.
Table 4-5Maultivariate Tests of Significance for Group Difference
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All of the quantitative findings suggested that the public and private sector physicians were differently responsive, and
private sector physicians were overall better performers in terms of responsiveness. However, to understand what people
perceived about the level of responsiveness overall and public and private sector separately, qualitative findings are
helpful.
Patients complained that lack of responsiveness was a general feature of the physicians, irrespective of their practice
setting; as one patient said,
"Interviewer: Are private sector physicians much better than the public sector physicians then?
Respondent: Not 'much better', as they don't live up to my expectations regardless of setting."
[IDI with a teacher, male, 45 years]
However, when probed further, patients identified private sector physicians to be more responsive overall. One FGD
participant said,
"There [in private sector] politeness of a doctor is bought with money; so there is no reason [for the doctor] to
misbehave with me."
[FGD participant, male]
According to the patients, private sector physicians were more tolerant, polite, and courteous; they were also good with
following up with the patients. They gave more time than the public sector physicians, though the time was not sufficient
in any sector. However patients identified some shortcomings of private sector physicians too. Patients alleged that private
sector physicians prescribed more tests, and were reluctant to refer their patients to another physician for fear of losing
business.
When seeking physicians’ views, they were divided on their opinion, mostly along the line of their sectoral attachment and
service experience. One of the two private sector physicians that solely worked in private sector and had never been
attached with public sector, strongly claimed private sector physicians were more responsive, giving examples of how
prompt they were in providing services in private sector compared to public sector. Another physician, who was a dual
job-holding public sector physician, and was almost at the end of her public service career, said that there was nothing to
praise or criticize one sector over the other. She said that the same physicians provided service in both settings, with equal
lack of responsiveness. However, the majority of physicians, which included public sector physicians and private sector
physicians with links to public sector, denied the better responsiveness of private sector physicians. They refuted the
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allegations of the patients in the following ways. Firstly, their treatment was reportedly the same in both the sectors.
Whatever difference might be seen in terms of their behavior with patients was due to the higher patient load, lack of
amenities, limited human resources, and lack of proper health systems support. Secondly, according to some physicians,
the difference in the behavior was due to the personal variations, not due to their different settings. One young public
sector physician said,
"During the morning hours, it is extremely difficult to cover 300-350 patients by two or three physicians in
government health centers. I wish I could tell a patient, suppose a patient with typhoid fever, that you have this
disease, consequences can be such, you can even become disabled, etc. In government sector, one cannot tell so
many things. But in private chambers, the patient is told these in detail. When a patient pays you, of course you
would take better care of him."
[IDI with a public sector physician, male, year of graduation 2004]
My observation corroborated with most of the claims of the patients, such as private sector physicians were more
courteous towards patients, spent more time on patients, prescribed more diagnostic tests, and followed up patients better.
My observation also supported some of the claims made by physicians, such as public sector physicians faced higher
patient load and received less health system support. However, some observations did not match with patients’ allegations;
for example, I did not find private sector physicians shying away from referring critical patients. Rather, I found public
sector physicians to be more reluctant about referring. When probed, public sector physicians said, they were less inclined
to refer patients in public sector, as most of them belonged to lower socio-economic group. These physicians feared
patients might not be able to bear the financial burden of going to higher health facilities.
4.4.4

Differences between Public and Private Sector Physicians across Domains of Responsiveness

Although the private sector scored higher than the public sector in overall ROP-Scale score, public sector outperformed
private sector in ‘Gaining trust’ and ‘Financial sensitivity’. All differences in mean score were statistically significant at
significance level of 0.05 (Table 4-6).
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Table 4-6Mean Values of ROP-Scale and Subscale Scores and their Differences in Public and Private Sector
Scale
Friendliness
Respecting
Informing and
guiding
Gaining trust
Financial
sensitivity
ROP-Scale

Mean Score of Public
Sector
1.34
2.22
1.68

Mean Score of Private
Sector
1.64
2.51
1.91

Difference of Mean Scores
(Public-Private)
-0.30
-0.30
-0.23

pvalue
0.00
0.00
0.00

3.45
1.65

3.32
1.51

0.12
0.14

0.00
0.02

1.98

2.16

-0.18

0.00

Further scrutinizing the regression analyses underlying MANOVA, I identified the specific items where each group did
better or worse (MANOVA tables are given in respective sub-sections on domains).
Finally, through discriminant analysis, parallel discriminant ratio coefficients (DRC) were calculated. These coefficients
are useful to decide which variable (in this case the subscales) is the most important for distinguishing the groups (in this
case public and private sector) (Warne, 2014). The domain ‘Respecting’ yielded the highest DRC of 0.46, making it the
most important subscale of ROP-Scale. Similar analyses were done with each subscale as well, to identify the most
important item in that particular subscale. The following items came out to be the most important items as these
demonstrated the highest DRC in each subscale:
Table 4-7Items with Highest DRC Coefficients in each Subscale
Name of Subscale
Friendliness
Respecting
Informing and guiding
Gaining trust
Financial sensitivity

Highest DRC in that Subscale
0.51
0.55
0.66
0.83
0.60

Item with Highest DRC in the Subscale
Giving courage and reassurance
Compassionately touching the patient by doctor
Facilitating follow-up
Service oriented, not businesslike attitude
Providing financial assistance if needed

Now that I have identified how each sector performed in each responsiveness domain, the next sub-sections examine more
in-depth, which issues in respective domains might have driven the results.
4.4.4.1

Friendliness

In the ‘Friendliness’ subscale, the private sector earned higher scores in all items (Table 4-8). Among these items 'Giving
courage and reassurance' was identified in DDA to be the most important item in this subscale (Table 4-7).
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Table 4-8MANOVA and T Tests of Group Differences (Between Public and Private Sector Physicians) on Subscale
Friendliness
Variable
Mean Difference
F-statistic
t-statistic
p-value
(Private - Public)
Asking patient's name
0.47
42.02
6.48
0.00
Engaging in social talks
0.23
13.14
3.63
0.00
Asking about patient's family
0.18
6.87
2.62
0.01
Friendliness
0.24
11.45
3.38
0.00
Giving courage and reassurance
0.43
45.51
6.75
0.00
Sense of humor
0.27
15.60
3.95
0.00
Results of Multivariate Tests of Significance for Group Difference: Significant in all four statistics (Wilks’ lambda,
Pillai’s trace, Lawley-Hotelling trace, and Roy’s largest root)
In my qualitative observations, I found private sector physicians asked patients' names and wrote them down on
prescription scripts. In the public sector, however, the name was already written on the ticket 1, so they did not care to ask
it again.
Engaging in social talks, including questions like ‘who are there in the family’, ‘how many children do you have’, etc.
were very uncommon among both public and private sector physicians. However, patients mentioned private sector
physicians were slightly better in this respect.
Friendliness of physicians; which could be understood through such gestures as remembering patients’ name from a
previous encounter, calling the patients in a friendly tone, asking or making comment about an event of the patient's
family, praising the patient, and asking for an opinion of the patient about anything; was reported by patients to be
uncommon in both settings.
The importance of reassurance, in agreement with the DDA findings in quantitative analysis, was recognized by
stakeholders in qualitative part too. According to the patients, giving reassurance was an important aspect of good
communication skill of the physicians. They implied that reassurance could be expressed both verbally and non-verbally.
One patient said,
"Half of the disease is cured only by reassurance."
[IDI with a teacher, female, 40 years]

1

A piece of paper purchased by the patients from the health facility, name and age of the patient is written on it by the person in charge of selling it,
and doctors write prescription on this paper only
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Physicians in both sectors admitted the importance of this. In my observations too, I found the doctors to be sincere in
giving reassurances. Many doctors said at least one phrase to express reassurance, e.g., 'you will be fine'.
In regards to humor, I found some physicians to be quite humorous. In the private sector setting, when a young lady asked
for vitamin syrup, the doctor replied jokingly, ‘Leave these baby foods, you are a nice grownup young lady now, not a
baby.’ I heard from outside the consultation room, a female private sector physician telling a female patient after
conducting ultra sonogram, ‘I see that you had a great lunch, I can see everything in your stomach’. There were such
examples of humorous moments in public sector too, but these were relatively infrequent there due to high patient load.
4.4.4.2

Respecting

In the ‘Respecting’ subscale too, the private sector scored higher except for the item ‘Listening attentively to patient's
questions.’ In this item, the public sector earned a higher mean score, but the difference was not statistically significant
(Table 4-9). Among these items, 'Compassionately touching the patient by doctor' was identified in DDA to be the most
important item in this subscale (Table 4-7).
Table 4-9MANOVA and T Tests of Group Differences (Between Public and Private Sector Physicians) on Subscale
Respecting
Variable
Mean Difference
F-statistic
t-statistic
p-value
(Private - Public)
Greetings by doctor
0.32
29.33
5.42
0.00
Showing respect explicitly
0.16
9.05
3.01
0.00
Listening to patient's complaints completely
0.14
6.40
2.53
0.01
Listening to patient's complaints attentively
0.16
6.76
2.60
0.01
Examining the patient with care
0.47
40.63
6.37
0.00
Encouraging patient to ask questions
0.32
23.64
4.86
0.00
Listening attentively to patient's questions
-0.01
0.05
-0.22
0.82
Taking leave by doctor
0.37
33.10
5.75
0.00
Non-verbal communication by doctor
0.33
29.16
5.40
0.00
Compassionately touching the patient by doctor
0.73
96.80
9.84
0.00
Results of Multivariate Tests of Significance for Group Difference: Significant in all four statistics (Wilks’ lambda,
Pillai’s trace, Lawley-Hotelling trace, and Roy’s largest root)
I did not observe an exchange of greetings in any sector, except for a few instances in private sector. It was mostly done
with the educated, wealthy, and socially influential patients visiting private physicians' chamber. A closing salutation was
more common than greeting the patients, again mostly in the private sector.
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In regards to showing respect to patients explicitly, patients said, physicians in general were not disrespectful in general,
but there was no practice of expressing this explicitly. Physicians in both sectors were unanimous about its importance,
but one public sector physician pointed to the reciprocity of respect, which was supported by two other public sector
physicians.
"Patients would always speak ill of physicians. Breach of respect happens from both the sides. Physicians should
respect, but it needs to come from patients too."
[IDI with a public sector physician, female, year of graduation 1986]
One public sector physician even admitted, on the condition of not being recorded, that physicians, especially in the public
sector often breached the respect of patients. This was more frequent in the public sector due to high patient load there and
they often lost their nerves due to the crowd.
Patients said that they expected the physicians to listen to them completely, i.e., physicians should allow the patients to
finish what they want to say, and only then physicians should turn to the next steps, such as doing physical examinations,
writing prescriptions, etc. I observed private sector physicians in this regard to be better performers. In regards to listening
to patients' complaints attentively, which is understood by shaking head by physician while talking, looking at the patient,
asking questions to learn more, variation in tone, smiling face, uttering some interest expressing words, I found the
physicians in both the sectors to be attentive listeners.
I did not observe physicians in any sector showing patients their care in examining, which may be expressed by asking the
patient politely to fold up her sleeves, telling her what he was going to do etc.
I did not observe physicians encouraging patients to ask questions. While probing patients, they also confirmed that
physicians never asked about this. Physicians also admitted that they did not particularly encourage their patients through
their gestures or verbal cues to ask questions. Patients expressed that physicians should not only be listening to their
complaints attentively, but also be listening to their questions. Patients complained that physicians in both sectors did not
listen to their questions attentively.
The most important aspect of non-verbal communication, according to patients, was touching compassionately. They said
that physicians should touch them for examining and giving reassurance and courage. Patients traditionally hold the belief
that even the touch of a doctor might have therapeutic significance. An elderly FGD participant said,
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"I don't know what science says, but we have been hearing since childhood that, half of the disease is cured only
by mere touch of the physician."
[FGD participant, male]
Doctors often touched them for an examination, but in my observations I hardly found them touching for giving
reassurance and courage. Some physicians, mostly in private sector, briefly touched patients' hand or held their wrist as a
part of showing empathy.
4.4.4.3

Informing and guiding

In the ‘Informing and guiding’ subscale, the difference in mean scores was not significant in two items: ‘Asking patient if
s/he understood the explanation’, and ‘Explaining the cause of disease to the patient’. In other items, the private sector
scored higher (Table 4-10). Among the items under this domain, 'Facilitating follow-up' was identified in DDA to be the
most important item in this subscale (Table 4-7).
Table 4-10MANOVA and T Tests of Group Differences (Between Public and Private Sector Physicians) on Subscale
Informing and guiding
Variable
Mean Difference
F-statistic
t-statistic
p-value
(Private - Public)
Suggestions on disease prevention and health
0.30
21.21
4.61
0.00
promotion in general
Facilitating follow-up
0.42
53.26
7.30
0.00
Quantity of issues explained and the quality of
0.28
16.56
4.07
0.00
explanation
Quantity of issues explained
0.22
11.54
3.40
0.00
Asking patient if s/he understood the explanation
0.09
1.52
1.23
0.22
Explaining the cause of disease to the patient
0.13
2.80
1.67
0.10
Explaining the diagnosis of disease to the patient
0.23
9.30
3.05
0.00
Explaining the prognosis of disease to the patient
0.16
4.98
2.23
0.03
0.008
Explaining the treatment to the patient
0.22
7.14
2.67
0.01
Explaining the preventive aspects to the patient
0.25
10.48
3.24
0.00
Results of Multivariate Tests of Significance for Group Difference: Significant in all four statistics (Wilks’ lambda,
Pillai’s trace, Lawley-Hotelling trace, and Roy’s largest root)
Physicians should provide general health promotion and disease prevention-related information to the patients, in addition
to explanations and advices particularly related to their health condition. In my observations I found doctors usually told
about some disease prevention and health promotion measures related to the disease of the patient, but they did not give
general health promotion advice in either the public or private sector.
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In terms of follow-up, there was hardly any such mechanism in the public sector, as the physicians came to the health
centers by rotation, and the patients would not know when the same doctor would come again. I observed that there was
no functional record-keeping in public sector, so patients had to preserve the flimsy piece of prescription paper if they
wanted to follow-up. In the private sector, however, I found physicians suggesting a follow-up visit quite frequently; but
this would cost half of the regular consultation fees. A senior private sector physician said that, it is important to assure the
patient that the follow-up would not incur further expenses.
In regards to the explanation, patients blamed physicians in both sectors for not providing any sort of explanation.
However, one female client mentioned the poorer and less educated people who usually visited public health centers
received even less explanation. According to her, these people needed more explanation as they lacked the basic
knowledge on health and wellbeing. She said,
"This [not receiving proper explanation] is more common with rural poor people. In educated society, patients
get to learn things from their doctor by asking. But the uneducated poor patients there [public sector health
facilities] cannot talk like this with a doctor [hence do not get explanation]."
[IDI with a teacher, female, 45 years]
Despite receiving relatively better explanation in the private sector, patients accused private sector physicians of
delegating the task of explaining the treatment protocol to their assistants or the pharmacists. Patients were not happy
about this arrangement and they wanted to hear from physicians themselves about the cause, seriousness, prognosis,
treatment and preventive aspects of the disease. One female FGD respondent shared her story about a private sector
physician,
"They [physicians] just prescribe. If I ask what is the problem, they say, 'you won't understand'. Another problem
with explanation is that, most of the times doctors give the prescription in the hands of their assistants to explain.
This assistant only says, 'you have to buy these and these medicines', with a rough tone."
[FGD participant, female]
Most physicians in both sectors acknowledged the importance of explanation, but they said that they usually failed to give
an explanation due to patient load, especially when they were working in the public sector. One young public sector
physician attributed this tendency to the fact that patients pay them in private sector. Another young public sector
physician, confessing their lacking in explaining properly, related it with the deficiency in the medical curriculum, and
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demanded more training on these issues both in the medical colleges and in in-service training. In observation, I found the
consultation rooms, especially in public health centers, were too crowded to allow time for explanation.
Patients also demanded that the doctors should make sure patients had understood the explanation, as many patients were
illiterate or were simply unfamiliar with the basic anatomy and physiology of the body. So, the doctor should ask the
patient if s/he has understood. My observation findings were congruent with patients’ complaints that physicians never
confirmed this. In my interview with the physicians too, they frankly admitted this allegation. I never saw any physician,
either in public or private sector, asking the patients if they understood the explanation.
4.4.4.4

Gaining Trust

In the ‘Gaining trust’ subscale, the public sector performed significantly better in all items, except in the item ‘Not using
jargon’. In this item, the difference was not statistically significant (Table 4-11). Among the items under this domain,
'Service oriented, not businesslike attitude' was identified in DDA to be the most important item in this subscale (Table
4-7).
Table 4-11MANOVA and T Tests of Group Differences (Between Public and Private Sector Physicians) on Subscale
Gaining Trust
Variable
Mean Difference
F-statistic
t-statistic
p-value
(Private - Public)
Earning trust of patients
-0.11
5.54
-2.35
0.02
Service oriented, not businesslike attitude
-0.21
14.30
-3.78
0.00
Not using jargon
-0.05
0.57
-0.75
0.45
Not being involved in illegal activities
-0.13
5.86
-2.42
0.02
Results of Multivariate Tests of Significance for Group Difference: Significant in all four statistics (Wilks’ lambda,
Pillai’s trace, Lawley-Hotelling trace, and Roy’s largest root)
Patients demanded that the physicians not do anything that may breach trust, or which may render them as business
oriented, not care oriented. Example of such behaviors, according to them, may be: asking the patient to do tests from
specific diagnostic centers, encouraging purchasing medicines of a specific pharmaceutical company, asking the patient
(in the public sector) to come to visit him in a private clinic, and moonlighting. Patients alleged frequent breach of trust,
especially by private sector physicians. Patients most despised being advised to conduct diagnostic tests from specific
centers. This, according to patients, was practiced by many private sector physicians. Such behavior of physicians,
according to patients, ranged from giving tacit insinuation to forcing them by intimidation of refusal to treat in future
emergency. In my observation, however, I did not see such practices; but I found pieces of papers from some local
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diagnostic centers on the table of some private sector physicians. These were reportedly used to direct the patients to
particular diagnostic centers. Doctors allegedly received commission on the profit thus earned by the diagnostic centers.
Another aspect of the ‘Gaining trust’ domain is that physicians would not use technical language or jargon while talking to
the patients. In their interviews, physicians from both public and private sector gave various examples of how they used
household languages to explain the disease or condition to the patient. One female physician, who was almost at the end of
her public service career said,
"I absolutely talk in local tongue as I hail from here, I am not from outside. I know their local language and I use
that, as they will not understand otherwise. For example, if I say 'you have urine infection', they will not
understand'. Rather I say there is 'puj' (local term for pus) passing through your urine".
[IDI with a public sector physician, female, year of graduation 1986]
My observation conformed to her remarks in that I did not see any physician in any setting using any jargon or technical
language. They explained little, but whatever they did, they did in local language. They used innovative terms to make
patients understand the disease or condition, e.g., ‘puj’ to mean pus cell, 'hojom hoa' to mean absorb, 'gas dea' to mean
nebulization, 'jor chumka' to mean febrile convulsion, etc.
Another aspect of this domain is, ‘not being involved in illegal activities’, examples of which may be: taking money from
patients against free services (public sector), bringing patients in own private clinics with the help of dalals 1, collusion
with diagnostic centers, accepting gift from medical representative and prescribing substandard medicine, and taking
advantage from dalals in various ways. I observed representatives of local diagnostic centers frequently visited the
chambers of both public and private sector physicians. Many patients vehemently objected to the intimacy between the
physicians and pharmaceutical representatives. Although I did not observe any illegal exchanges between them, I found
physicians in both public and private sectors using pharmaceutical representatives' bikes for rides, asking for free samples
of medicines for personal use, and having prolonged friendly conversations in their consultation rooms with the
pharmaceutical representatives. These were often frowned upon by the patients. Although patients complained of many
such illegal activities, I did not observe physicians visibly involved in illegal or unethical activities. However, some
attitudes might seem as tacit approval of some questionable activities. For example, in private sector, I saw a dalal

1

Brokers of diagnostic centers and clinics, who roam around there to entice the innocent rural patients to their clinics and diagnostic centers
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receiving money in exchange of enticing away a patient from another clinic. Physicians’ involvement in this incident was
out of the scope of my observation, nevertheless these types of issues contributed to the suspicion and mistrust of patients
against physicians, especially in the private sector.
4.4.4.5

Financial Sensitivity

In the ‘Financial sensitivity’ subscale, the public sector performed significantly better, except in the following two items,
where the difference was not statistically significant: ‘Trying to understand socio-economic status of the patient’, and
‘Informing the cost of treatment’ (Table 4-12). Among the items under this domain, 'Providing financial assistance if
needed' was identified in DDA to be the most important item in this subscale (Table 4-7).
Table 4-12MANOVA and T Tests of Group Differences (Between Public and Private Sector Physicians) on Subscale
Financial Sensitivity
Variable
Mean Difference
F-statistic
t-statistic
p-value
(Private - Public)
Considering socio-economic status of the patient
-0.22
7.37
-2.72
0.01
Trying to understand socio-economic status of the
-0.13
2.09
-1.45
0.15
patient
Informing the cost of treatment/ financial counseling
0.02
0.06
0.25
0.80
Providing financial assistance if needed
-0.21
11.00
-3.32
0.00
Results of Multivariate Tests of Significance for Group Difference: Significant in all four statistics (Wilks’ lambda,
Pillai’s trace, Lawley-Hotelling trace, and Roy’s largest root)
Patients shared various stories, mostly from the private sector, about being financially harassed by the physicians. A
patient complained,
"Our doctors often prescribe an injection costing TK2100 (approximately $27) to a day laborer who hardly earns
TK150 (approximately $2) per day. Is it possible for him to buy this injection? Our doctors never see these."
[IDI with a teacher, female, 45 years]
It was very commonly observed in the public sector that physicians were asking the patients directly about their ability to
buy some medicines. In the private sector, I did not observe physicians inquiring about patients' financial abilities. Rather,
a private sector physician expressed his skepticism over patients' inability to pay:
"Not everyone pays; they don't pay even if they can pay. In this country, patients spend much more money talking
over mobile phones than the amount of money they pay to rural based doctors."
[IDI with a private sector physician, male, year of graduation 1989]
In regards to informing patients about the costs of treatment, physicians in both public and private sectors performed
rather poorly, as understood from both my observation and my interview with the patients. Patients alleged that sometimes
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doctors even misbehaved if patients asked about the price of a medicine. I observed some patients in both the sectors being
very confused with receiving the treatment, as they did not have any idea about the price of the medicine. Doctors
suggested they learn it from the pharmacy, but they needed to make the decision right away. They waited the whole day to
visit the doctor; now they were at a loss as to whether to leave the queue and return after learning the cost from nearby
pharmacy. This would make them wait for the physician for another long spell. Physicians in general did not consider
financial counseling to be their responsibility. They also confessed losing temperament while being asked about the price
of medicine by a patient.
As a way of providing financial assistance in need, I found public sector physicians providing free medicines from the
government health centers upon availability. A public sector doctor said, they often could not provide financial support
due to absence of such mechanism, but they allowed patients some time to arrange some money and come again. They
also avoided expensive diagnostic tests; I hardly saw any physician prescribing a test in public sector. A young doctor
said,
"Yes, of course we consider patients' financial capabilities. Most of the people coming to government hospitals
are poor. We know that and we feel for them too. So, a prescription with unnecessary tests for them will never
come out of my hand".
[IDI with a public sector physician, male, year of graduation 2004]
On the other hand, in the private sector, a patient described how he saw and elderly person being refused by a physician to
receive concession on treatment:
"Last week I saw an elderly man requesting a [private sector] doctor to take TK100 (approximately $1.3) as fee,
instead of TK150 (approximately $2). Doctor replied, 'when you go to police station you don't mind paying
[bribe], it is only with the doctors when you become a miser".
[IDI with a teacher, male, 46 years]

4.5 Discussion and Conclusion
In this study, first, I described the characteristics of my samples. Secondly, I applied the ROP-Scale to the sample of both
public and private sector physicians and compared their overall responsiveness score. At the same time, I utilized
qualitative findings to understand the perception of stakeholders regarding the overall level of responsiveness across
public and private sectors. Thirdly, I decomposed the findings across five responsiveness domains, namely Friendliness,
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Respecting, Informing and guiding, Gaining trust, and Financial sensitivity. I again utilized the qualitative findings to
explain and better understand the quantitative findings in each of the responsiveness domains. The utilization of a mixed
methods design enriched this study by allowing the interpretation of quantitative findings through in-depth qualitative
interviews and observations of multi-stakeholders (Ozawa & Pongpirul, 2014).
The study sample was fairly similar to general Bangladeshi characteristics in terms of most of the descriptive variables.
Although not much different, mean consultation time (4.04 minutes in public and 6.02 minutes in private) in sampled
physicians was little higher than that in previous studies, which recorded two to three minutes of consultation time
(Andaleeb et al., 2007a; Mendoza Aldana et al., 2001). The gender distribution in public sector was also similar with
66.15% males, compared to distribution in government sector of Bangladesh with 70.49% male physicians (GoB, 2014)
(data on gender distribution of physicians in private sector is unavailable). Gender distribution of patients visiting the
outpatient department was also very close (63% according to the Health Bulletin 2014, compared to 66% in this study
sample). Their level of education was also low, similar to the previous studies (Mendoza Aldana et al., 2001).
Unlike findings from most other comparative studies in Bangladesh, the private sector was also found to have limitations
in some aspects of responsiveness. A domain-specific comparison of public and private sector revealed that, despite
overall low score, the public sector fared well in domains of ‘Gaining trust’ and ‘Financial sensitivity’. This underpins the
arguments of Bloom et al. (2008) that absence of strong regulatory mechanism (Bennett et al., 1997) and mediatory
mechanism in developing countries may create the grounds for decreased trust in private sector. Quantitative finding in
this regard was also supported by qualitative findings. Patients blamed the private sector physicians for breaching trust by
various means such as collusion of physicians with diagnostic centers, and pharmaceutical representatives. These
allegations were elaborately discussed and ratified in the Bangladesh Health Watch Report 2009: How Healthy is Health
Sector Governance. A study commissioned by the secretariat of Bangladesh Health Watch revealed that the codes of
pharmaceutical marketing clearly mentions that, “no gifts or financial inducement shall be offered or given to members of
the medical profession for the purposes of sales and promotion” (p. 36). Their study found the exchange of as expensive
gifts as TV, fridges, laptop computers, air conditioners, interior decoration of chambers, remuneration of staffs of the
physician, cars, foreign trips, and even apartments for the sake of pharmaceutical promotion (BHW, 2009).
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The quantitative findings from the domain ‘Financial sensitivity’ also corroborated the qualitative findings. In keeping
with the scale scores, the qualitative observation also painted the public sector physicians in a more positive light as they
were observed to ask patients about their financial ability to purchase medication; and also provided them with free
medicines from government stock. On the contrary, a private sector physician was found not only to be skeptical about
patients’ ability to pay, but also to be somewhat contemptuous. However, one should be careful in generalizing the
findings from this domain to western, industrialized, or developed countries, as the importance of providing financial
assistance may not be pronounced in settings with a prepayment-based progressive health financing mechanism. In
Bangladesh, where out-of-pocket payment for health expenditure exceeds 60% (BHW, 2012), it is not surprising that the
scale item ‘Providing financial assistance if needed’ would be a determining factor of responsiveness. Another item in the
same domain ‘Informing the cost of treatment’ came out to be not statistically significantly different across the sectors.
Qualitative interviews supported this finding too, as physicians in general denied financial counseling to patients to be
their responsibility.
While few studies measured HRH responsiveness (Coulter & Jenkinson, 2005; Lutwama et al., 2012; Pongsupap & Van
Lerberghe, 2006; Rodriguez et al., 2012), none compared the responsiveness of public and private sector physicians. In
this study I found, although the private sector outperformed public sector in most responsiveness domains, public sector is
also not so far behind. Qualitative findings also indicate that, none of these sectors are performing optimally in terms of
HRH responsiveness. This sub-optimal performance may be attributed to the limitations of health systems support to the
HRH (Ali et al., 2013; Cockcroft et al., 2011;Rowe et al., 2005; Yazbeck & Peters, 2003) and also to the unregulated
nature of the health markets in Bangladesh (Bennett et al., 1997; Bloom et al., 2008; Rowe et al., 2005). Since the
contribution of the private sector can neither be ignored nor be replaced, it is therefore incumbent on the stakeholders,
specially the government of Bangladesh to present itself with better stewardship roles (Berendes et al., 2011;
Lagomarsino, Nachuk, et al., 2009; Lagomarsino, de Ferranti, et al., 2009; Rowe et al., 2005).
4.5.1

Limitations of the Study

One of the limitations of this study could be the application of a structured observation method, as this method has been
criticized for invoking Hawthorne effect, i.e., service providers might change their behavior when they were aware of
being observed (Leonard & Masatu, 2006; Rowe et al., 2002; Rowe et al., 2006). In similar studies, different approaches
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such as review of patients' record, direct observation of providers, interviews of providers, exit interviews with patients
and simulated patients methods had been attempted and compared before (Franco et al., 1997; Leonard & Masatu, 2005;
Peabody et al., 2000). Despite availability of such other methods, I deliberately chose structured observation method as
Franco, Daly, Chilongozi, and Dallabetta (1997) showed this method to be the optimum performer. However, I took
measures to overcome or at least minimize the potential Hawthorne effect by allowing 10 observations as ‘washouts’, and
observing only the eleventh one (Leonard & Masatu, 2006; Rannan-Eliya et al., 2014).
The second limitation is that the MLR model demonstrated coefficient of determination as low as 0.07, meaning only
seven percent of the variability could be explained by this model. This is to note that, the purpose of this study was not to
identify the determinants of responsiveness or the lack thereof. The MLR model was fitted only to control potential
confounders while comparing the public and private sectors. So, this pitfall may not be too harmful in the context of this
research.
Thirdly, this study was conducted in rural Bangladesh, which may not be an ideal setting for comprehending the formal
private sector. Therefore, one needs to be cautious before generalizing different aspects of HRH responsiveness, as
identified in this study, to an urban setting. Even in the rural setting, the responsiveness of for-profit private sector may be
different than the not-for-profit (or NGO) private sector. This study took an aggregated view of the different types of
private sector providers.
Finally, background characteristics of the quantitative sample (Table 4-2) revealed that, characteristics of both the
physicians and patients differed in public and private sector consultations. Private sector physicians attended lower
number of patients than private sector physicians, had higher work experience, and were more likely to be from the same
upazila. Patients were also different, as those coming to visit private sector physician had higher level of education.
Although I found significant difference in responsiveness score between public and private sector physicians, this research
could not verify adequately if these differences are attributable to the different nature of the sample in public versus
private sector. However a multivariable model showed no difference in responsiveness score even after adjusting for
potential confounders, this model explained only seven percent variability in the data—indicating existence of many other
unexplored potential confounders.
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4.5.2

Future Research

This study was limited to the physicians working in the outpatients of rural areas of Bangladesh. Understanding and
measuring the responsiveness of HRH in various other relevant settings; such as in the urban areas; among other
professional groups like the nurses, CHWs, informal providers, semi qualified providers, etc.; and in other professional
settings like the inpatient, emergency, maternity care, etc., can also be useful.
This study did not take into account many potential determinants of responsiveness, which may aid the physicians to be
responsive or deter them from being responsive in practice. Understanding of these determinants is crucial to improve the
responsiveness and resolve the issues around this topic.
We found many physicians holding a dual job. There were allegations from patients that physicians often treated them
differently in these settings. The effect of dual practice can be seen by observing the same physician in both public and
private settings.
4.5.3

Policy Implications

Performance based financing schemes are gaining popularity in many countries. If Bangladesh follows suite, a
measurement scale for performance will be needed. Responsiveness is regarded as one of the components of HRH
performance (WHO, 2006). This study can be an example of how to use a scale, e.g., ROP-Scale to measure and compare
responsiveness across settings and domains. This approach can be integrated into a performance based financing scheme,
using such reporting variable.
This study can provide a direction about how the physicians are performing across different domains. This understanding
can help the policy makers to allocate their emphasis based on the domains or settings. Physicians can reshape their
consultation process accordingly in order to be more responsive physicians. Managers can guide their employees based on
this and achieve satisfaction of patients visiting their health center. Educators may use this to develop physicians to be
more responsive from the beginning.
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5

Chapter 5: Conclusion
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The overall goal of this dissertation is to examine HRH 1 responsiveness in rural 2 Bangladesh, to develop a scale to
measure the responsiveness, and finally to demonstrate the application of the measurement method. In the process of
addressing this goal, I reviewed the earlier work on health systems as well as HRH responsiveness, defined the HRH
responsiveness, discussed caveats in different aspects of understanding and measuring responsiveness, proposed a
conceptual framework to examine HRH responsiveness, identified five domains of HRH responsiveness, presented the
findings across the domains of responsiveness, and compared the responsiveness of public and private sector physicians’
responsiveness. The first manuscript (Chapter 2) qualitatively explored the perceptions of clients and physicians in regards
to the constituent elements of responsiveness of physicians. This paper also explored the general consultation process,
complaints against the physicians regarding responsiveness, perceptions of physicians on what should not be expected
from them given their context, and the constraints the physicians face in providing care with responsiveness. The second
manuscript (Chapter 3) applied the psychometric methods to develop a scale for measuring responsiveness of physicians.
This paper also evaluated the reliability and validity of the scale. Finally, the third manuscript (Chapter 4) adopted a
mixed-methods approach to compare the responsiveness of physicians working in public sector with the ones working in
private sector.
This chapter summarizes the results of each manuscript, elucidates the strengths and limitations of the study, provides
directions on future research in this area, and discusses the policy implications of this study.

5.1 Summary of Findings
The formative qualitative research in manuscript-1 (Chapter 2) led to the understanding that physicians and patients often
differ on their perspectives on what social actions physicians should perform to meet the legitimate expectations of the
clients. It was also found that the perceptions of responsiveness in a low-income rural setting in Bangladesh may vary
from those in an industrialized western setting. This part of the research also explored the perceptions of stakeholders—
i.e., the clients, formal sector physicians, and informal providers—regarding responsiveness across the five domains of
1

Formal (MBBS doctors) and informal (village doctors) providers from both public and private sector are in qualitative part, but only formal (MBBS
doctors) providers are included in the quantitative part. Henceforth, 'physician', 'doctor' and 'provider' will be used as applicable instead of 'HRH' in
this dissertation.

2

In the context of this study, upazila or sub-district level has been considered as 'rural'.
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Friendliness, Respecting, Informing and guiding, Gaining trust (later replaced by 'Gaining trust', based on factor analysis
findings), and Optimizing benefit (later replaced by 'Financial sensitivity' based on factor analysis findings). Not only that,
there are many findings that are unique to this study and can be regarded as new inclusions to the existing items on
responsiveness, especially human resources for health (HRH) responsiveness. For example, communicating limitations,
writing legible and understandable prescriptions, taking help from colleagues in confusion, refraining from illegal
activities, considering individual needs of patients, facilitating utilization of local resources, and social and financial
counseling are either absent or very rarely mentioned in earlier literature. The whole domain of 'Optimizing benefit', i.e.,
expectation that doctors would satisfy some specific expectations even beyond their consultation period, is an entirely new
inclusion.
The psychometric analyses in manuscript-2 (Chapter 3) helped to further refine the domains of responsiveness in the
interest of quantitative measurement of responsiveness. The scale—named as responsiveness of physicians scale or in
short ROP-Scale—developed through this part of the study and has 34 items grouped under five domains such as
Friendliness, Respecting, Informing and guiding, Gaining trust, and Financial sensitivity. The ROP-Scale was found in
tests of reliability and validity to have high internal consistency, reliability, and validity. One important feature of the
study was the use of the same three raters to evaluate inter-rater reliability by calculating Intra-class correlation coefficient
(ICC). This measure will allow this study's reliability coefficients to be used in subsequent studies using ROP-Scale in
similar settings—ICC (2,1) can be reported if a single rater is employed and (2, k) can be reported if multiple raters are
employed (Shrout & Fleiss, 1979). This part of the study also identified some items to denote responsiveness, many of
which are entirely new or rarely discussed in previous studies on responsiveness. Examples of this include: asking about
patients family, examining the patient with care, refraining from businesslike attitude, considering socio economic status
of the patient, trying to understand socio economic status of the patient, providing financial assistance if needed,
explaining the cause of disease to patient, explaining the preventive aspects to patient, listening attentively to patient's
questions, and not being involved in illegal activities.
The mixed methods approach in manuscript-3 (Chapter 4) demonstrated the application of ROP-Scale with an associated
explanation of the quantitative findings through qualitative data. Mean responsiveness score of public sector physicians
was 1.98 and that of private sector physicians was 2.16; and the difference was statistically significant in t-test with t
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statistic of -6.04 (p-value <0.01). The difference remained statistically significant in the multiple linear regression (MLR)
models after adjusting for the confounding covariates such as age, gender, and local origin (i.e., from the same upazila) of
the physician and age, gender, and level of education of the patient. However, qualitative data added value to this finding
by suggesting that, despite slightly better responsiveness of private sector physicians, none of the sectors were sufficiently
responsive. This study did not limit itself in comparing the overall responsiveness of public and private sectors, but rather
went on to comparing them across domains of responsiveness, and exploring qualitatively the potential reasons behind the
findings. In the multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) test, based on all four test statistics (i.e., Wilks’ lambda,
Pillai’s trace, Lawley-Hotelling trace, and Roy’s largest root) being significant, it was deduced that public and private
sector physicians were different not only in terms of overall ROP-Scale, but also in terms of all the subscales. Based on
significant mean differences in t-test (with 0.05 level of significance) across five subscales of responsiveness, private
sector scored higher in Friendliness, Respecting and Informing and guiding; while public sector scored higher in Gaining
trust and Financial sensitivity. Through descriptive discriminant analysis (DDA), the most important subscale in ROPScale was found out to be ‘Respecting,’ and most important item in each subscale was identified in the subscales
Friendliness, Respecting, Informing and guiding, Gaining trust and Financial sensitivity; these items were, respectively:
Giving courage and reassurance, compassionately touching the patient by doctor, facilitating follow-up, not acting
businesslike, and providing financial assistance if needed. The mixed methods approach was highly beneficial to get the
most out of this study. Qualitative part lent itself into understanding, in which way (i.e., positive or negative) public and
private sector physicians were not statistically significantly different. It also helped in verifying the quantitative findings
based on qualitative in-depth interviews (IDI), focus group discussions (FGD), and participant observations.

5.2 Strengths of the Study
In the qualitative part of the research, it is of paramount importance to ensure the trustworthiness of the researcher, as well
as the data s/he analyses and interprets (Gilson et al., 2011; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Four dimensions of trustworthiness,
such as credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability was suggested in the famous book 'Naturalistic
Inquiry' by (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). However in this section, the ten approaches to ensure research rigor, suggested by
Gilson et al. (2011), have been applied to evaluate the strength of the qualitative part of this study. Gilson et al.'s (2011)
framework is used because it is more relevant to the context of Health policy and systems research (HPSR), and also
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because their evaluation criteria satisfy Lincoln and Guba's (1985) propositions as well. Every aspect of Gilson et al.'s
(2011) evaluation criteria was satisfied in the qualitative part of the research. These criteria are: prolonged engagement,
use of theory, case selection, sampling, multiple methods, triangulation, negative case analysis, peer debriefing and
support, respondent validation, and audit trail.
I stayed for a prolonged period of almost two months in the field—from July 19 to September 14, 2015—for qualitative
fieldwork. During my stay, I gained more in-depth understanding of the overall local culture of the people of Chuadanga
district. I also understood the therapeutic culture of both the formal and informal care providers. For example, in the
formal sector I learned how they used the innovative terms to make clients understand various health issues (e.g., 'gas dea'
or to give gas in literal translation to mean 'nebulization', 'jor chumka' to mean 'febrile convulsion, etc.), which I myself
did not know before, even being a native speaker of Bengali language. In the informal sector I realized how 'home visits'
were socially expected, but the role was gradually being taken up by the informal providers from the formal sector
physicians. My prolonged stay also helped me to test misinformation, either generated from my own preconceptions or
from the respondents' side. For example, my preconception was that physicians would not listen to the clients attentively,
but I found them to be attentive listeners. Few patients (particularly in one FGD session with males) wanted to please me
by speaking ill of informal providers; wrongly perceiving me as a representative of formal sector physicians. Due to my
prolonged stay in the field, I was already aware that the relationship between formal and informal providers was not
smooth in many areas, and patients were also aware of this. So, I strived on convincing them about my role as a neutral
researcher, not a representative of formal sector physicians. Only then genuine perceptions started to come up. Prolonged
engagement also helped in building trust, especially among the service providers. Many physicians provided some
information, which they rectified later in informal conversations during my participant observations.
My research was driven by a conceptual framework adopted through the review of literature in the fields of health systems
responsiveness, HRH responsiveness, quality of care, patient satisfaction, and doctor patient relationship. A priori codes
were generated from the eight domains of health systems responsiveness suggested in the World Health Report 2000
(World Health Organization [WHO], 2000) and the Multi-country Survey Study (Letkovicova et al., 2005). Relevant
domains and items were added to this framework based on further literature review. Finally, a framework with five
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domains of HRH responsiveness (Table 1-1) was developed based on the suggestions from experts based in Baltimore and
Dhaka and then used for data analysis and interpretation.
Purposive selection of cases might cause biases if not justified by good reasons. I selected the respondents without my
prior acquaintance with them. They were not known to be different than other respondents in that area. The observation
sites were also very typical of rural Bangladeshi settings, not known for any particular difference with other upazilas. For
sampling, maximum variation was attempted in IDIs, in terms of gender, age, tenure of service (for service providers) and
occupation (for clients). However, homogeneous purposive sampling was done in case of FGDs, with a purpose to keep
the groups more focused and to facilitate effective intra-group interactions. Homogeneity was attempted in terms of
gender (and occupation in case of females).
I employed multiple methods, such as IDIs, FGDs, and participant observations to explore the local perceptions around
HRH responsiveness. I looked for patterns in the responses if they matched with or varied from each other, then verified
during participant observations. I attained source triangulation through collecting data on same issue from different types
of respondents (patients, physicians, and informal providers). Through these exercises, interpretations could be verified
and refined. For example, patients blamed private sector physicians for not referring patients to higher health facilities if
they failed to treat them. In my observation, I found private sector physicians were rather quick and sincere in referring, so
that they themselves or the clinic they worked in were not made accountable for an adverse outcome of the patient. Public
sector physicians were in fact found to be reluctant to refer their patients, suspecting their inability to bear the cost of
transport and getting treatment in higher health facilities.
Negative case analysis is the process of scrutinizing the findings that may contradict the assumptions or theory, and
refining the theory based on further inquiry into the matter. This process was applied several times and in various ways in
this research. One such example is the issue of 'maintaining confidentiality of data'. It was assumed that patients might be
concerned about the privacy of their health related data. While probing the patients, they expressed that they were not
worried about this issue. When asked about this, physicians said they found patients to be rather satisfied if their health
data was shared. They gave examples from the acute flaccid paralysis surveillance, where physicians had to share patients'
data with higher authorities in government sector as well as several other related agencies. Although it had nothing to do
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with patients' treatment, patients were pleased that their data were being shared, as patients believed, this would eventually
improve the quality of care. I later verified this information through interviews with patients. It made me understand that;
some concepts that are highly valued in western context may not be similarly applied in rural Bangladeshi context. Few
other similar issues were- taking consent (patients said they did not think consent was necessary except for very few
situations, which are described in relevant sections), and involving patients in therapeutic decision making (patients
though physicians were the best to decide about the therapy).
Peer debriefing and support was attained regularly, both from the local scientific committee based in Dhaka and the thesis
committee based in Baltimore. Being a doctoral dissertation, this research was benefitted from the inputs from expert
reviews starting from the phase of proposal development and literature review to tool development, framework refinement,
codebook preparation, data collection, data analysis and interpretation, and even during report writing.
Respondent validation was done in two different ways during the data collection. An abstract, based on this research, was
selected for oral presentation in National Public Health Conference, 2014 in Bangladesh. Many physicians with
experience of working in rural Bangladesh attended the session. A presentation was prepared and presented before them,
based on partial analysis of the qualitative data. They largely agreed to the interpreted data and gave inputs to further
refine the interpretations. Secondly, the qualitative part of the research was followed by quantitative data collection, which
allowed me to revisit some of the sites of qualitative data collection. During this visit, five respondents were contacted to
check, if their views were properly and adequately reflected in the data interpretation. There was no detailed report to
show, but they were shown a presentation based on the partial analysis of the data. Their suggestions and inputs were
taken into account during further data analysis, interpretation, and report writing.
Finally, I kept a recorded audit trail of all the steps. All the raw data (both records and transcripts and photographic
evidence), data reduction and analytic products, data reconstruction and synthetic products, memos, and research
instruments are stored in a cloud-based application.
For the quantitative component, since many research assistants (RA) were involved in data collection, I conducted a series
of field-tests (please refer to Section 3.3.1 and Appendix 15 for details) and strictly maintained data quality protocols. I
employed qualified applicants through a competitive process and trained them for a period of 10 days; four to six hours a
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day (please refer to Appendix 14). I allowed them to collect data from the field only when they demonstrated at least 90%
agreement with my observations during the training. I paid random and surprise visit to different field locations, and also
randomly called the observed physicians. Advanced mobile-based techniques such as capturing geo and time-tagged
photos, and recording geographic information system (GIS) locations were also applied. The RAs had to attend daily (one
to one with me) and weekly (in group) debriefing sessions in order to qualify for the next day's data collection. The data
gathered thus, was found to be of adequate quality for advanced psychometric analyses (please refer to Section 3.4.1.1 for
details). Appropriate statistical methods were used to deal with ordinal variables used in data generation. Another
important feature of this study was the use of the same three raters to evaluate inter-rater reliability for calculating intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). It is considered useful not only for the current study, but also for any subsequent study
using this scale in similar settings, as the researcher of future study can report ICC (2, 1) if a single rater is employed and
ICC (2, k) if multiple raters are employed (Shrout & Fleiss, 1979).
The mixed method design of this whole project contributed more than either qualitative or quantitative component would
be able to contribute alone. The 'multiphase combination timing' (Creswell & Clark, 2011) of the mixed method design
was particularly useful at different stages of research design, data collection and data interpretation. For example, at the
initial stage a 'sequential' approach was adopted, where the qualitative data collection and analysis contributed in
designing the quantitative research tool. At the advanced stage of the research, a 'concurrent' approach was adopted in
order to interpret the findings of quantitative findings simultaneously by qualitative findings.

5.3 Limitations of the Study
Despite careful designing, some limitations could not be avoided. For example, in order to interview physicians, I
intended to interview ones involved exclusively in the public or private sector. Since dual job holding is allowed and
common in Bangladesh, finding such physicians became difficult. I found only eight such physicians in rural Chuadanga
and interviewed five of them. However in the public sector, no such physician was found. So, I interviewed dual job
holding physicians, requesting them to reflect on their perceptions and experiences drawn from the public sector only.
Another change in plan in the sampling occurred in recruiting clients. I initially planned to recruit them from outside
consultation rooms, when they were leaving. After repeated attempts I succeeded in recruiting only two patients, but
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during interviewing I realized that they were hurrying to return to their homes. Besides, these interviews were interrupted
by the curious onlookers, as there was no suitable place to hold the interviews. So, the plan was changed and with the
assistance from local residents (personal contacts) of rural parts of Chuadanga, a list of potential respondents was
developed based on inclusion and exclusion criteria (mentioned in the respective chapters). This method worked well for
IDIs, but did not work so well in one of the FGDs.
The respondents in that FGD had come with a wrong expectation that they would receive clinical consultations (having
my identity been revealed as a physician); some of them even came with X-ray films, reports of diagnostic tests, and old
prescriptions. Also, they considered me a representative of formal sector physicians, and 'social desirability' bias came into
play. They started to falsely paint informal providers in a bad light, in an attempt to gain my support and sympathy. I had
to explain my position again, spent a long time to clarify the research purpose, and had to start the FGD over. Their level
of trust in me and the honesty of their expressed opinions continue to be debatable.
Another problem was finding female respondents for FGD. I found it difficult to convince them to meet at a specific time
in a specific place. Firstly, the concept of appointments was uncommon in rural community, and secondly, the purpose
and concept of such a research where the voice of women might be important was difficult for them to conceive.
Therefore, I contacted the heads of two female educational institutions in order to find FGD respondents meeting the
inclusion criteria. This could give rise to yet other problems. Since these respondents were all teachers, they had better
educational and social backgrounds than the common rural women. Male respondents, especially those in FGD, were
drawn from all walks of rural Chuadanga district; but the sample of female respondents were skewed towards more
educated and higher socio-economic groups.
My being a local to the qualitative research setting and being a physician had a mixed effect on the data. Although these
factors allowed me to gain entre easily and conduct the study with the advantage of knowing local culture, language, and
norms, these factors might have obscured my required inquisitiveness by causing certain important observables as taken
for granted. My being a physician might have deterred the village doctors from being frank due to the professional and
social hierarchical differences prevailing in Bangladeshi society (Zaman, 2009). Finally, my being a native might not
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preclude the local respondents from adequately opening up due to the inherent class structure, gender norms, and age
differentials.
Limitations related to the psychometric techniques pertaining to manuscript-2 (Chapter 3) could be the decision rules
adopted at different decision points. Using a different decision rule, or a different method might bring forth a different
model. For example, I chose polychoric correlation based correlation matrix instead of more commonly used Pearson's
correlation matrix (which is more applicable to continuous data), I used Minimum Rank Factor Analysis (MRFA) instead
of more commonly used Maximum Likelihood and Unweighted Least Square methods for factor extraction, I decided the
number of factors based on parallel analysis instead of Kaiser's criteria and Scree Plot methods, etc. However, I tried to
use appropriate and most up-to-date methods, with sufficient literature support.
Another limitation was that criterion (concurrent) validity could not be ascertained properly due to the lack of a gold
standard to compare the findings with. Construct validity could also not been measured. However, in order to overcome
this limitation, alternative methods of scale validation were applied. For example, face and content validity were ensured
by consulting with experts before finalizing the initial item pools (which was again derived from a well designed
qualitative research).
Another limitation regarding the data collection for the quantitative part could be the use of structured observation
method, which has been criticized for invoking the Hawthorne effect (Leonard & Masatu, 2006; Rowe et al., 2002; Rowe
et al., 2006). To overcome this, however, I allowed 10 observations as ‘washouts’, and observed only the 11th consultation
(Leonard & Masatu, 2006; Rannan-Eliya et al., 2014).
A limitation, as revealed in the quantitative analysis of manuscript-3, was that the sample characteristics varied in the
public sector from private sector. Private sector physicians attended lower number of patients than private sector
physicians, had higher work experience, and were more likely to be from the same upazila. Patients were also different, as
those coming to visit private sector physician had higher level of education. Although I found significant difference in
responsiveness score between public and private sector physicians, this research could not verify adequately if these
differences are attributable to the different nature of the sample in public versus private sector. However a multivariable
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model showed no difference in responsiveness score even after adjusting for potential confounders, this model explained
only seven percent variability in the data—indicating existence of many other unexplored potential confounders.
One limitation regarding the overall study was that, it was conducted in rural Bangladesh. The urban settings are very
different with different power structure between service seekers and providers; different level of educational, financial,
and social status of the clients; and very different health systems support structures for the service providers. Also, the
private sector of Bangladesh in urban settings have prominent presence of formal sector, whereas the rural settings have a
more prominent informal sector; which remained unexplored in the quantitative part of this study. Therefore, one needs to
be cautious before generalizing different aspects of HRH responsiveness, as identified in this study, to an urban setting, or
to a different group of HRH (e.g., informal providers, nurses, community health workers [CHW], sub-assistant community
medical officers [SACMO], etc.).
Even within the rural setting, the responsiveness of for-profit private sector may be different than the not-for-profit (or
non-government organizations [NGO]) private sector. This study did not look at them as separate entities, rather took an
aggregated view of the different types of private sector providers. This study also did not examine how the same provider
performed, or how their perceptions regarding responsiveness varied when they served in a public sector versus when they
did in private sector. This is an important and interesting issue to revisit in the context of permitted dual job holdings in
Bangladeshi health systems regulation.

5.4 Future Research
We do not know what factors will improve responsiveness of physicians and which factors may hold them back.
Understanding the determinants of responsiveness is important. For example, we do not know if educational interventions
may render physicians more responsive. If affirmative, education at what level: general education at the schools,
professional education at medical institutions, or continuing education or in-service training? Can regulations with
guidelines improve responsiveness? It is also possible that physicians are not responsive simply because they are not held
accountable for their responsiveness. Can empowerment of clients at societal level or demand-side interventions improve
responsiveness of physicians? Or is it the lack of health systems support? A thorough research on determinants of
responsiveness may answer these questions.
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It is not known whether improved responsiveness would add value to some outcomes. Research can evaluate whether
improved responsiveness can improve uptake of health services, decrease discrimination (e.g., against elderly, females,
lesbian-gay-bisexual-transgender [LGBT], poor) and inequity, and improve the health of the population.
This study identified five domains of responsiveness in rural areas, where most of the service seekers belonged to a lower
socio-economic and educational group. Perceptions around responsiveness may be different in an urban setting. Validation
studies are natural sequel of any scale developed through psychometric methods. Since this study was limited to the
physicians working in the outpatients of rural areas, further validation studies can be done in other relevant settings; such
as in the urban areas; among other professional groups like the nurses, CHWs, informal providers, SACMOs, etc.; in other
professional settings like the inpatient, emergency, obstetric care, maternity clinics, etc.
I compared the responsiveness of physicians between public and private sector, decomposing the scores across five
constituent domains. Such comparative analyses can be performed between various other groups. Since gender plays an
important role in service provision and service uptake (Sen et al., 2002), comparison of responsiveness between male and
female providers, or comparison of responsiveness towards male and female clients can be useful. Decomposing the
responsiveness scores across different domains can elucidate if scores of males and females vary across certain domains.
This study found that people consider informal providers as their first resort for therapy; which is supported by several
studies in Bangladesh and neighboring countries (Ahmed et al., 2013; George & Iyer, 2013; Mahmood et al., 2010;
Wahed et al., 2012). They are also the providers of the lion's share of total health care provided to the Bangladeshi
population (Ahmed et al., 2013, 2011; Bangladesh Health Watch [BHW], 2007). It is claimed that some characteristics of
the informal providers may render them more trustworthy in the eyes of rural-based service seekers (George & Iyer,
2013). These features pertaining to the informal providers may contribute to our understanding of responsiveness and
learning from them through further studies can be useful.
Finally, we found many physicians holding a dual job, which is allowed in Bangladesh. It is estimated that almost 80% of
the physicians in Bangladesh hold multiple jobs (Bergman, 2014; Gruen et al., 2002). There were allegations from
patients, as found in qualitative part, that physicians often treated them differently in these settings. Effect of dual practice
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can be evaluated both qualitatively and quantitatively in further studies. It can be done, among many other methods, by
observing the same physician in both public and private settings.

5.5 Policy Implications
Governments of many countries, including Bangladesh, are trying to improve the quality of their HRH, along with their
quantity. Bangladesh is striving for structural reforms in its health system through Health and Population Sector Program
(currently updated as Health, Nutrition, and Population Sector Development Program) since 1998 and has explicitly
recounted its intent to transform the HRH into a more client-centered and responsive workforce (Aldana et al., 2001;
Cockcroft et al., 2007, 2011). This study can provide in-depth understanding of expectations of the people in this regard,
measure the current status, and provide directions to the policy makers to improve the responsiveness of HRH.
This study indicated that, despite different levels of responsiveness in the public and private sector, the overall
responsiveness is not up to the expectations of people. In order to improve the responsiveness, I am recommending the
following approaches: through education, through regulations, by providing incentives and supports, by generating
community ownership through empowerment, and above all, through overarching policy provisions. These
recommendations are elaborated further, with their linkage to specific findings.
In the findings related to the 'Friendliness' domain, I realized the lack of understanding of physicians regarding the
expectations of people. For example, physicians perceived greeting to be out of culture, which contradicted patients'
expectations in this regard. This type of general lack of understanding of or disregard for people’s perceptions and
expectations were explored in other domains of responsiveness too. Even some physicians themselves mentioned that they
did not receive training on how to explain health-related issues to their patients. So, these issues may be incorporated in
the professional curriculum, where doctor patient communication is discussed. If curriculum modification is seen as a long
procedure, at least in-service training or continuing education programs can be arranged to address the issues related to
responsiveness. Some of the findings from other domains found that, there was a hierarchical difference between
physicians and patients, and this difference was clearly portrayed by the gestures of physicians, the sitting arrangements,
etc. There are such greater social issues related to patients' side as well. For example, some patients abused the services
(e.g., fake patients coming for free medicines), some influential persons demanded immediate attention by physicians
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breaking the queue, etc. These issues, though out of the scope of this study, may be resolved through improvement of
general education.
Regulatory interventions may target both the physicians and clients. There are no clear guidelines for physicians regarding
responsiveness. This study found that patients expected to be greeted, or at least responded by physicians to patient's
greetings. In 'Friendliness' domain, I found that patients expected social talks; especially they valued few talks about their
families. In 'Respecting' domain, I found that patients expected that doctors would seek consent in some specific
situations, such as before auscultating the chest of female patients by male physicians. In the 'Informing and guiding'
domain, this study identified the minimum explanations that patients demanded from physicians, such as diagnosis,
seriousness, treatment protocol, and preventive aspects. In 'Gaining trust' domain, patients expected that physicians would
identify their name and designation in absence of a nametag or signboard. In the 'Optimizing benefit' domain (this domain
was used in the qualitative part of research, which was later replaced by 'Financial sensitivity' based on factor analysis
results), a physician suggested they should handle the cases of violence against women with greater sensitivity by
involving the local leaders or other relevant authorities. All these, along with various other findings, can lend itself to the
guideline for the physicians' responsiveness. There should be regulations for placing a signboard for all service providers,
wearing white-coats or at least some formal attire, etc. There should also be strict regulations and implementation of
regulations if existed, regarding gift taking from pharmaceutical representatives, sending patients to specific diagnostic
centers, moonlighting, allowing brokers in the health facilities, etc. Many patients and physicians attributed the lack of
responsiveness to high patient load. There can be a regulation on the highest number of patients, both in public and private
sector; a physician may attend per day. There should be regulations targeted for clients too, regarding what they or their
attendants can or cannot do while in a health facility.
Many physicians pointed to the lack of amenities and health systems support, especially in public sector. Patients, along
with physicians, expressed their concerns about the lack of adequate human resources. Lack of privacy, mechanism to
ensure confidentiality of patient data, lack of follow-up mechanism, security of physicians, etc. were also mentioned by
stakeholders to constrain responsiveness. These broader health systems issues need to be resolved in order for physicians
to be responsive. There can also be incentives for being responsive. Result based financing schemes, with consideration of
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responsiveness of physicians, should be introduced. The ROP-Scale can be used for evaluating physicians' responsiveness,
which can reward them for responsiveness.
In many findings of this research, the lack of empowerment of patients was evident. According to Narayan-Parker (2002),
there are four aspects of empowerment: access to information, inclusion and participation, ability to hold the decision
makers accountable, and capacity to organize themselves to solve problems. Patients did not receive sufficient
explanations from physicians about their health condition. It was found that there was no way of getting involved in
therapeutic decision making. The hierarchical difference with physicians deterred patients from holding physicians
accountable for their actions. There is also lack of a functioning procedure in Bangladesh to lodge complaints against
physicians (BHW, 2010). Patients' abuse of the services indicates their lack of ownership over the health centers. All these
denote the general lack of empowerment of the patients. Based on these findings, I recommend a greater involvement of
the patients in affairs of the health service delivery and local level policies regarding health issues (Joarder, Uddin, &
Islam, 2013).
A separate policy addressing responsiveness of physicians may not be appropriate, but some overarching policy responses
may go a long way in improving the responsiveness of physicians. This research indicated how patients demanded
financial assistance from service providers. Adoption of Universal Health Coverage through a national health insurance
scheme, in keeping with the pluralistic HRH context, may resolve this issue. This study also found that there is hardly any
mechanism to store the patient information and follow-up. An interoperable electronic health information system that
includes electronic health records should be implemented to address this issue. Unregulated health markets may result in
decreased trust in health providers (Bloom et al., 2008). This was reflected in this study too, as private sector was
outperformed by public sector in the domain of 'Gaining trust'. Better monitoring of the private sector providers with more
robust regulatory reforms should be attempted to restore trust of the people. There should also be a mechanism through
which clients can pursue their complaints against the mistreatments and lack of responsiveness of physicians. Incidents of
tensions and altercations between providers and clients were reported by both physicians and clients. There should be laws
to protect the rights of the clients as well as the security of the physicians, so that these tensions and altercations do not
arrest the service provision for all the patients. Finally, I recommend a long-term national HRH policy (Adams et al.,
2013), which would take the issue of responsiveness of HRH into serious consideration.
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This study can be useful for the international policy makers as well. International or multilateral organizations take
important decisions regarding a country, based on that country’s standing on the issue in question. Ranking of countries
based on cross-national comparisons often faced criticisms due to lack of adequate psychometric rigor of the used tools
(Navarro, 2000), however, the usefulness of such comparisons has also been demonstrated (Dubois & McKee, 2006).
Although my study was done in rural Bangladeshi setting, this may provide conceptual and methodological inputs to
conduct similar locally relevant studies in other countries. Series of such studies may aid in developing a tool, robust
enough to conduct cross-national comparisons, at least in comparable countries.

5.6 Conclusion
This study demonstrated the detailed process of development and application of a psychometrically validated scale, named
as responsiveness of physicians scale or in short ROP-Scale. In order to generate the initial item pool for the scale, many
such studies depend entirely on available literature from the studies done in similar or even grossly dissimilar settings.
Contrastingly, I conducted in-depth qualitative research as the formative stage for gaining in-depth understanding of the
perceptions of the stakeholders in regards to responsiveness of physicians. This formative component not only helped to
gain context specific understanding of the issue, but also yielded items for the ROP-Scale. At the second stage, the most
appropriate and up-to-date methods were used to optimize the scale length. This study went another step forward to apply
the ROP-Scale to measure the responsiveness of physicians as a whole and compare the public and private sector
physicians in terms of their responsiveness.
This research contributed greater understanding of HRH responsiveness, developing a measurement method, and applying
the method; however, this initiative can be taken even further. As discussed in earlier sections of this chapter, this study
can pave the way for further research work. This study can also contribute in the national and international policy
decision-making. Importantly, this research can open up further avenues in the health policy and system research,
concerning the HRH both at local and global level.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Domains of Responsiveness as per the Earlier Studies
Domains
Respect for dignity

Sub-domains
The safeguarding of human rights such as the
liberty to free movements even for individuals
who have leprosy, tuberculosis or are HIV+
Treatment with respect by health care staff

Confidentiality

Autonomy

Prompt attention

Quality of
amenities

The right to ask questions and provide
information during consultations and treatment
Privacy during examination and treatment
Conducting consultations with the patients in a
manner that protects their privacy

Safeguarding the confidentiality of information
provided by the patient, and information relating
to an individual’s illness, except in cases where
such information needs to be given to a health
care provider, or where explicit consent has been
gained
The right of an individual to information on
his/her disease and alternative treatment options
(facilitating informed choice)
The right to be consulted about treatment
Informed consent in the context of testing and
treatment
The right of patients of sound mind to refuse
treatment
Patients should be entitled to rapid care in
emergencies
*Clinician should immediately start attending the
patient, should spend time otherwise to keep
her/him waiting
Patients should be entitled to care within
reasonable time periods even in the case of nonemergency health care problems or surgery so
waiting lists should not cover long periods
Patients seeking care at healthcare units should
not face long waiting times for consultations and
treatment
Clean surroundings
*Cleanliness of the staff, wearing clean cloth,
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Source
Darby et al., 2000; DeSilva, 1999; Murray et
al., 2001; N Rice, Robone, & Smith, 2008;
Sirven et al., 2008; Valentine et al., 2007;
WHO, 2000
Darby et al., 2000; DeSilva, 1999;
Letkovicova et al., 2005
DeSilva, 1999
DeSilva, 1999; Letkovicova et al., 2005
Darby et al., 2000; DeSilva, 1999;
Letkovicova et al., 2005; Murray et al., 2001;
Nigel Rice et al., 2008; Sirven et al., 2008;
Valentine et al., 2007; WHO, 2000
DeSilva, 1999; Letkovicova et al., 2005

DeSilva, 1999; Letkovicova et al., 2005;
Murray et al., 2001; Nigel Rice et al., 2008;
Sirven et al., 2008; Valentine et al., 2007;
WHO, 2000
DeSilva, 1999
DeSilva, 1999; Letkovicova et al., 2005
DeSilva, 1999
Darby et al., 2000; DeSilva, 1999; Murray et
al., 2001; Nigel Rice et al., 2008; Sirven et al.,
2008; Valentine et al., 2007; WHO, 2000

DeSilva, 1999; Letkovicova et al., 2005

DeSilva, 1999; Letkovicova et al., 2005

Darby et al., 2000; DeSilva, 1999;
Letkovicova et al., 2005; Murray et al., 2001;

washing hand, using hygienic instruments, etc.

Access to social
support network

Choice of provider

Clear
Communication

Regular procedures for cleaning and maintenance
of hospital buildings and premises
Adequate furniture
Sufficient ventilation
Clean water
Clean toilets
Clean linen
Healthy and edible food
Regular visits by relatives and friends

Provision of food and other consumables by
relatives and friends, if not provided by the
hospital
Religious practices that do not prove a hindrance
to hospital activities or hurt the sensibilities of
other individuals
Access to newspaper and TV
Patient’s right to choose a care provider based on
preferred criteria (e.g., male or female physician)
*The clinician may ask if the patient is fine with
him treating
Patient’s right to consult a Specialist if he or she
wishes to do so
Being able to choose the institution to provide
health care
Information on a healthy lifestyle [this was later
decided to be included under ‘Autonomy’; but I
consider this to be different than the first subdomain under ‘Autonomy. According to our
understanding ‘communication’, in this context,
refers to overall communication of care providers
on preventive aspects of health care, rather than
just informing the patients about different
treatment options or health risks]
Having health care providers listen to you
carefully
Having health care providers explain things so
you can understand
Giving patients and family time to ask health care
providers questions
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Rice et al., 2008a; Sirven et al., 2008;
Valentine et al., 2007
DeSilva, 1999)
DeSilva, 1999; Letkovicova et al., 2005
DeSilva, 1999; Letkovicova et al., 2005
DeSilva, 1999; Letkovicova et al., 2005
DeSilva, 1999; Letkovicova et al., 2005
DeSilva, 1999; Letkovicova et al., 2005
DeSilva, 1999; Letkovicova et al., 2005
DeSilva, 1999; Letkovicova et al., 2005;
Murray et al., 2001; Nigel Rice et al., 2008;
Sirven et al., 2008; Valentine et al., 2007;
WHO, 2000
Darby et al., 2000; DeSilva, 1999;
Letkovicova et al., 2005
DeSilva, 1999; Letkovicova et al., 2005

Letkovicova et al., 2005
Darby et al., 2000; DeSilva, 1999;
Letkovicova et al., 2005; Murray et al., 2001;
Nigel Rice et al., 2008; Valentine et al., 2007;
WHO, 2000
DeSilva, 1999
Letkovicova et al., 2005
Darby et al., 2000; Rice et al., 2008a; Sirven et
al., 2008; Valentine et al., 2007

Letkovicova et al., 2005
Letkovicova et al., 2005
Letkovicova et al., 2005

Appendix 2: Additional Domains and Sub-domains Derived from Local Studies, Reflecting
Perspectives of Specific Professional Settings or Groups
Domains
Attention

Sub-domains
Close relationship
Insightful listening
Enough time

Dignity

Clear Communication

Thoughtful care
Empathy
Respectful care
Non-stigmatizing treatment
Taking patients seriously
Maintaining individuality
Informative counseling
Comprehensibility of information

Autonomy

The patient and family should have the
right to access the patients’ medical file
Choice of care
Participation in care process

Effective Care

Access to Care
Confidentiality
Quality of Basic
Amenities
Access to Social Support
Medical Ethics
Health Problem Solution

Care: Interpersonal
Aspects

Feeling equal power
Practicality
Continuous care
Appropriate use of resources
Convenient access to acceptable care

Providers’ honest behavior and treating
patients without discrimination
Satisfactory health care provider skills,
availability
Adequate equipment
Adequate availability of medicines
Correctness of the pathological tests
The patient should be identified by name
while hospitalized
The patient should be able to identify the
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Source
Forouzan et al., 2011; Lutwama, Roos, &
Dolamo, 2012
Forouzan et al., 2011; Coulter & Jenkinson,
2005; Hsu et al., 2006
Forouzan et al., 2011; Coulter & Jenkinson,
2005
Forouzan et al., 2011
Forouzan et al., 2011
Forouzan et al., 2011; Hsu et al., 2006
Forouzan et al., 2011
Forouzan et al., 2011
Forouzan et al., 2011
Forouzan et al., 2011; Coulter & Jenkinson,
2005
Forouzan et al., 2011; Coulter & Jenkinson,
2005
Rodriguez et al., 2012
Forouzan et al., 2011; Coulter & Jenkinson,
2005
Forouzan et al., 2011; Coulter & Jenkinson,
2005
Forouzan et al., 2011
Forouzan et al., 2011
Forouzan et al., 2011; Bramesfeld et al., 2007;
Njeru et al., 2009
Forouzan et al., 2011
Forouzan et al., 2011, Hsu et al., 2006
Forouzan et al., 2011; Hsu et al., 2006
Forouzan et al., 2011; Hsu et al., 2006
Forouzan et al., 2011; Hsu et al., 2006
Hsu et al., 2006
Peltzer, 2009; Njeru et al., 2009
Peltzer, 2009
Peltzer, 2009; Joarder, 2008
Joarder, 2008
Rodriguez et al., 2012
Rodriguez et al., 2012

Care: Social Support

Work process

HRH Responsiveness
(Likert type scale
without mention of
psychometric procedures
or properties)

nursing staff through an identification
badge, which should be visible, legible and
contain the employee’s picture
The legal right to have a companion
(elderly, child, adolescent, pregnant
women/ just gave birth) should be ensured
for patients, as long as the unit’s structure’s
(or health facility’s ) permits
The nursing staff should identify
themselves (name and profession) to
patient during the first contact
The nurse’s role/function (educational,
care, managerial, supervision) should be
clear and apparent to patients
The health facility’s routines should be
flexible to permit patients to adapt so that
humanized care is ensured (bath time,
visits, companions, etc.)
Care actions should be continuous, that is,
health promotion/ recovery actions should
not be interrupted between shifts or
weekends
Clients are satisfied with the quality of
services that the service providers provide
Clients are satisfied with the timeliness of
the service
Complaints from stakeholders towards
individual health workers are rare
Stakeholders are satisfied with the health
workers’ cooperation
Health workers clearly know who they
serve
Health workers are always willing to
address the clinical and emotional demands
of the patients
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Rodriguez et al., 2012

Rodriguez et al., 2012

Rodriguez et al., 2012

Rodriguez et al., 2012

Rodriguez et al., 2012

Lutwama et al., 2012
Lutwama et al., 2012
Lutwama et al., 2012
Lutwama et al., 2012
Lutwama et al., 2012
Lutwama et al., 2012

Appendix 3: Additional Sub-domains Derived from Relevant Studies
Item
Gender sensitivity
Use of household/ indigenous language’
Clarity of signs and directions
Clean appearance of the staff
Disciplined staff
Strict maintenance of rules and regulations (of health
facility)
Service provision without under the table costs
(Baksheesh)
Proper referral in case of failure to handle the case
Explaining how the drugs should be taken
Consultation time
Patient were asked to return for a follow-up consultation
Explore context of the patient
Patient had diagnosis explained

Source
Berlan & Shiffman, 2012; Haaland & Vlassoff, 2001
Bernhart, Wiadnyana, Wihardjo, & Pohan, 1999; Fernandez
et al., 2004
Sitzia & Wood, 1997
Andaleeb, 2001
Andaleeb, 2001
Andaleeb, 2001; Joarder, 2008
Andaleeb, 2001
Joarder, 2008
Mashego & Peltzer, 2005
Pongsupap & Van Lerberghe, 2006
Pongsupap & Van Lerberghe, 2006
Levinson et al., 2008
Morphet et al., 2012
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Appendix 4: Domains of Responsiveness Applicable to HRH
Domains
Respect for
dignity

Sub-domains
The safeguarding of human rights such as the liberty to free
movements even for individuals who have leprosy, tuberculosis
or are HIV+
Treatment with respect by health care staff
The right to ask questions and provide information during
consultations and treatment
Privacy during examination and treatment

Confidentiality

Conducting consultations with the patients in a manner that
protects their privacy

Safeguarding the confidentiality of information provided by the
patient, and information relating to an individual’s illness, except
in cases where such information needs to be given to a health
care provider, or where explicit consent has been gained
Autonomy

The right of an individual to information on his/her disease and
alternative treatment options (facilitating informed choice)

The right to be consulted about treatment
Informed consent in the context of testing and treatment
Choice of
provider

Clear
Communication

Attention

Patient’s right to choose a care provider based on preferred
criteria (male/female, etc.)
*The clinician may ask if the patient is fine with him treating
Patient’s right to consult a Specialist if he or she wishes to do so
Being able to choose the institution to provide health care
Information on a healthy lifestyle [this was later decided to be
included under ‘Autonomy’; but I consider this to be different
than the first sub-domain under ‘Autonomy. According to our
understanding ‘communication’, in this context, refers to overall
communication of care providers on preventive aspects of health
care, rather than just informing the patients about different
treatment options or health risks]
Having health care providers listen to you carefully
Having health care providers explain things so you can
understand
Giving patients and family time to ask health care providers
questions
Close relationship
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Source
Darby et al., 2000; DeSilva,
1999; Murray et al., 2001; Rice
et al., 2008a; Sirven et al., 2008;
Valentine et al., 2007; World
Health Organization, 2000
Darby et al., 2000; DeSilva,
1999; Letkovicova et al., 2005
DeSilva, 1999
DeSilva, 1999; Letkovicova et
al., 2005
Darby et al., 2000; DeSilva,
1999; Letkovicova et al., 2005;
Murray et al., 2001; Nigel Rice et
al., 2008; Sirven et al., 2008;
Valentine et al., 2007; WHO,
2000
DeSilva, 1999; Letkovicova et
al., 2005

Letkovicova et al., 2005; Murray
et al., 2001; Nigel Rice et al.,
2008; DeSilva, 1999; Sirven et
al., 2008; Valentine et al., 2007;
WHO, 2000
DeSilva, 1999
DeSilva, 1999; Letkovicova et
al., 2005
Darby et al., 2000; Letkovicova
et al., 2005; Murray et al., 2001;
Nigel Rice et al., 2008; DeSilva,
1999; Valentine et al., 2007;
WHO, 2000
DeSilva, 1999
Letkovicova et al., 2005
Darby et al., 2000; Nigel Rice et
al., 2008; Sirven et al., 2008;
Valentine et al., 2007

Letkovicova et al., 2005
Letkovicova et al., 2005
Letkovicova et al., 2005
Forouzan et al., 2011; Lutwama

Insightful listening
Enough time

Dignity

Clear
Communication

Autonomy

Thoughtful care
Empathy
Respectful care
Non-stigmatizing treatment
Taking patients seriously
Maintaining individuality
Informative counseling
Comprehensibility of information
The patient and family should have the right to access the
patients’ medical file
Choice of care
Participation in care process

Effective care

Access to care
Medical Ethics
Care:
Interpersonal
aspects
Work process

Other/
Uncategorized
sub-domains

Feeling equal power
Practicality
Continuous care
Appropriate use of resources
Convenient access to acceptable care
Providers’ honest behavior and treating patients without
discrimination
The patient should be identified by name while hospitalized
The patient should be able to identify the nursing staff through
an identification badge, which should be visible, legible and
contain the employee’s picture
The nursing staff should identify themselves (name and
profession) to patient during the first contact
The nurse’s role/function (educational, care, managerial,
supervision) should be clear and apparent to patients
Clients are satisfied with the timeliness of the service
Gender sensitivity
Use of household/ indigenous language’
Clean appearance of the staff
Disciplined staff
Service provision without under the table costs (Baksheesh)
Proper referral in case of failure to handle the case
Maintaining aseptic precautions during therapeutic procedures
Explaining how the drugs should be taken
Consultation time
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et al., 2012
Forouzan et al., 2011; Coulter &
Jenkinson, 2005; Hsu et al., 2006
Forouzan et al., 2011; Coulter &
Jenkinson, 2005
Forouzan et al., 2011
Forouzan et al., 2011
Forouzan et al., 2011; Hsu et al.,
2006
Forouzan et al., 2011
Forouzan et al., 2011
Forouzan et al., 2011
Forouzan et al., 2011; Coulter &
Jenkinson, 2005
Forouzan et al., 2011; Coulter &
Jenkinson, 2005
Rodriguez et al., 2012
Forouzan et al., 2011; Coulter &
Jenkinson, 2005
Forouzan et al., 2011; Coulter &
Jenkinson, 2005
Forouzan et al., 2011
Forouzan et al., 2011
Forouzan et al., 2011;
Bramesfeld et al., 2007; Njeru et
al., 2009
Forouzan et al., 2011
Forouzan et al., 2011; Hsu et al.,
2006
Hsu et al., 2006
Rodriguez et al., 2012
Rodriguez et al., 2012
Rodriguez et al., 2012
Rodriguez et al., 2012
Lutwama et al., 2012
Berlan & Shiffman, 2012;
Haaland & Vlassoff, 2001
Bernhart et al., 1999; Fernandez
et al., 2004
Andaleeb, 2001
Andaleeb, 2001
Andaleeb, 2001
Joarder, 2008
Joarder, 2008
Mashego & Peltzer, 2005
Pongsupap & Van Lerberghe,

Patient were asked to return for a follow-up consultation
Explore context of the patient
Patient had diagnosis explained
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2006
Pongsupap & Van Lerberghe,
2006
Levinson et al., 2008
Morphet et al., 2012

Appendix 5: Approval letters from Ethical Review Board of BRAC University, Dhaka, Bangladesh
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Amendment approval letter from Ethical Review Board of BRAC University, Dhaka, Bangladesh
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Appendix 6: Permission letter from Directorate General of Health Services, Ministry of Health and
Family Welfare, Government of Bangladesh
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Appendix 7: Permission letter from Bangladesh Private Medical Practitioners' Association
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Appendix 8: Qualitative Research Tools

Participant Observation Guideline
Date of Observation:
Start Time:
End Time:
Observer’s Name:
Location: UHC / Private Clinic / Village Doctor’s Room
Type of Observation: Grand Tour / Mini Tour / Focused
Day: 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 / 7

Grand Tour Observation (Day 1)

1. Location and surrounding areas of the UHC
উপেজলা�া�য্েকে�রঅব�ানএবংপািরপাি�র্কতা
2. General condition inside the UHC (general cleanliness, crowding, waiting areas for patients, separate toilets for
males and females, cleanliness of toilets, condition of other amenities and facilities, visibility of instructions, etc.)
উপেজলা�া�য্েকে�রেভতেররঅব�া (পির��তা, ভীড়, অেপ�াকরারজায়গা, নারী-পুরেষরআলাদাটয়েলট, টয়েলেটরপির��তা,
�া�য্েকে�রঅনয্ানয্সুিবধািদরঅব�া, িনেদর্ িশকাসমূেহরদৃি��াহয্তাইতয্ািদ)
3. Type of people visiting UHC (service providers, clients, others)
�া�য্েকে�আসামানুেষর�কারেভদ (েসবা�দানকারী, েসবা�হণকারী, অনয্ানয্)
4. Basic operations of UHC (e.g., how patients enroll for treatment, where do they wait, how they are called in,
where they are sent for diagnostic tests, etc.)
�া�য্েকে�রেমৗিলককাযর্াবলী (উদা: েরাগীেদরেকিকভােবিচিকৎসারজনয্নিথভু �করাহয়, তারােকাথায়অেপ�াকের,
তােদরেকিকভােবিচিকৎসেকরেচ�ােররডাকাহয়, পরী�ারজনয্তােদরেকেকাথায়পাঠােনাহয়ইতয্ািদ)
5. Functions of different stakeholders at UHC (e.g., medical officers, consultants, administrative officers, UH&FPO,
other people visiting UHC for different purposes, e.g., medical representatives, government officials, family
planning staffs, brokers)
�া�য্েকে�রিবিভ�ে�কেহা�ােররকাজ (েযমন: েমিডেকলঅিফসার, কনসালেট�, �শাসিনককমর্কতর্ া,
উপেজলা�া�য্ওপিরবারপিরক�নাকমর্কতর্ া, �া�য্েকে�িবিভ�উে�েশয্আসাঅনয্ানয্মানুষজন, েযমন: েমিডেকলিরে�েজে�িটভ,
সরকারীকমর্কতর্ া, পিরবারপিরক�নাকম�, দালাল)
6. Pattern of services (starting of consultation, break, break duration, end of office, evening hour services, etc.)
েসবা�দােনরনমুনা (িচিকৎসাপরামশর্শর, িবরিত, িবরিতরবয্ি�কাল, অিফসছু িটরসময়, ছু িটরপরবত�সময়ইতয্ািদ)
7. General interactions between people at UHC (between service providers and clients, between different service
providers, between patients)
�া�য্েকে�আসামানুষেদরিমথি�য়া (েসবা�দানকারীএবং�হণকারীরমােঝ, িবিভ�েসবা�দানকারীরমােঝ, েরাগীেদরমােঝ)
8. Flow of patients (tentative number of patients, tentative demographic profile, e.g., gender, SES, level of education,
occupation, etc.)
েরাগীর�বাহ (আনুমািনকেরাগীরসংখয্া, তােদরস�াবয্জনতাি�কঅব�া, েযমন: িল�, আথর্সামািজকঅব�া, িশ�া, েপশাইতয্ািদ)
9. Any tension between service providers and clients (quarrels, fights, etc.)
েসবা�দানকারীএবং�হীতারমেধয্েকানউেত্তজনা (বচসা, হাতাহািত, ইতয্ািদ)

Mini Tour Observation (Day 2 - 3)

10. Transport of patients (on foot, van/rickshaw, car, other)
েরাগীপিরবহণ (পােয়হাঁটা, ভয্ান/িরকশা, গািড়, অনয্ানয্)
11. Types of diseases (chief complaints, history, severity)
েরােগর�কারেভদ (�ধানসমসয্া, েরােগরইিতহাস, তী�তা)
12. General interaction between physicians and clients
ডা�ারওেরাগীরমেধয্সাধারণিমথি�য়া
13. General observation of physicians (how they greet the patients, how they explain the disease and treatment, etc.)
ডা�ারেকসাধারণপযর্েব�ণ (তারািকভােবেরাগীেকস�াষণকের, িকভােবেরাগওিচিকৎসাবয্াখয্াকেরইতয্ািদ)
14. General observation of patients (types of disease, severity, how they provide information, general demographics)
েরাগীেকসাধারণপযর্েব�ণ (েরােগর�কারেভদ, তী�তা, তারািকভােবেরাগসং�া�তথয্জানায়, তােদরসাধারণজনত�)
15. If there is any tension between physicians and the patients (quarrels, fights, expression of dissatisfactions, etc.)
ডা�ারওেরাগীরমােঝেকানউেত্তজনাআেছিকনা (বচসা, হাতাহািত, অসে�ােষরবিহ:�কাশইতয্ািদ)
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16. General reaction (satisfaction or dissatisfaction) of physicians (if expressed after diagnosing a disease, treating an
ailing patient, etc.)
ডা�ারেদরসাধারণ�িতি�য়ার (স�ি�অথবাঅস�ি�) বিহ:�কাশ (েকানেরাগিনণর্েয়রপর,
পীিড়তেরাগীরিচিকৎসারপরইতয্ািদতারাযিদ�কাশকেরন)
17. General reaction (satisfaction or dissatisfaction) of patients and its observed causes (expressed after consultation,
being cured, being given medication, etc.)
েরাগীেদরসাধারণ�িতি�য়ারবিহ:�কাশ (স�ি�অথবাস�ি�) এবংতারদৃশয্মানকারণ (িচিকৎসাপরামশর্লােভরপর, সু�হবারপর,
অষুধ�াি�রপরইতয্ািদ)
18. Is there any difference between doctors in providing services?
�া�য্েসবােদয়ারবয্াপােরডা�ারেদরমেধয্িকেকানপাথর্কয্আেছ?
19. Is there any difference in services provided at different times (morning, evening, earlier in consultation hours,
later in consultation hours, etc.)
িদেনরিবিভ�সমেয়েদয়া�া�য্েসবারমেধয্িকেকানপাথর্কয্আেছ? (সকাল, রাত, কনসালেটশেনর�থমিদেক, েশষিদেকইতয্ািদ)

Focused Observation (Day 4 - 7)

20. How did the physician greet the patient? What words and gestures were used? What was patient’s reaction to it?
ডা�ারেরাগীেকিকভােবস�াষণজানাল?িকভাষাএবংআচরণেদখাল?এরিবপরীেতেরাগীর�িতি�য়ািকিছল?
21. What were included in the whole consultation process (history taking, general physical examination, systemic
examination, consultation with colleagues, diagnostic investigation, etc.)?
পরামশর্�ি�য়ায়িকিকঅ�ভূর্ �িছল (েরােগরইিতহাসশনেতচাওয়া, সাধারণশারীিরকপরী�া, িনিদর্ �েরােগরপরী�া,
সহকম�েদরসােথপরামশর্, েরাগিনণর্ায়কইনেভি�েগশনইতয্ািদ)?
22. Did physicians ask patients for their names?
ডা�ারিকেরাগীরনামিজে�সকেরিছল?
23. Did physicians introduce themselves and provide their own names?
ডা�ারিকিনেজরপিরচয়িদেয়িছলএবংিনেজরনামবেলিছল?
24. Did the physician ask for consent before performing any procedure?
িচিকৎসাসং�া��ি�য়াস�াদেনরআেগডা�ারিকেরাগীরস�িতিনেয়িছল?
25. Did physician explain procedures undertaken?
ডা�ারিকেরাগীেকিচিকৎসা�ি�য়াবয্াখয্াকেরিছল?
26. Did physician ask permission before doing procedures?
িচিকৎসা�ি�য়াশররআেগডা�ারিকঅনুমিতিনেয়িছল?
27. Did the physician maintain privacy where required (especially female patients)? How was this addressed?
ডা�ারিক�েয়াজনীয়ে�ে� (িবেশষকেরনারীেরাগীেদরে�ে�) েরাগীরেগাপনীয়তার�াকেরিছল?এটািকভােবকরাহেয়িছল?
28. Did the physician explain the disease, diagnosis, treatment options, side effects, prognosis, medication, etc.?
ডা�ারিকেরাগীেকেরাগ, ডায়াগনিসস, িবক�িচিকৎসা, পা�র্�িতি�য়া, আেরাগয্স�াবনা, িচিকৎসাইতয্ািদবয্াখাকেরিছল?
29. Did the physician allow the patient to ask questions? What was the reaction and response of the physician if the
patient asked any question?
ডা�ারিকেরাগীেক��করারসুেযাগিদেয়িছল?যিদেরাগীিনেজই��কেরথােক, েসে�ে�ডা�ােরর�িতি�য়াএবংউত্তরেকমনিছল?
30. How did the physician deal with patients with different types of conditions (e.g., tuberculosis, STI, leprosy, etc.)?
Was there any discrimination?
িবিভ�ধরেণরঅসুেখেরাগীর�িতডা�ােররবয্বহারেকমনিছল (েযমন: য�া, েযৗনেরাগ,
কু�ইতয্ািদ)?েকানৈবষময্মূলকআচরণিছলিক?
31. If the patient wanted consultation from a different physician, was this allowed? How is the view of physicians
about referring the patients to another colleague?
েরাগীযিদঅনয্েকানডা�ােররকাছেথেকপরামশর্েনয়ারই�া�কাশকেরথােক,
তােকেসইসুেযাগেদয়াহেয়িছলিক?অনয্ডা�ােররকােছেরাগীেরফারকরারে�ে�ডা�ােররমেনাভি�িক?
32. How respectful was the physician in dealing with the patients? Was there any instance of breaching the respect of
the patient? What was the reason?
েরাগীরসােথবয্বহােরডা�ারেকমন��াশীলিছল?��াভে�রেকানঘটনািকেচােখপেড়েছ?েকনএমনিটঘেটেছ?
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33. Was there is any disrespectful attitude by the patients? If so, what were the reasons?
েরাগীরপ�েথেকিকেকানঅ��ামূলকআচরণেদখািগেয়েছ?যিদহেয়থােক, তারকারণিকিছল?
34. How the confidentiality of the patient information was maintained? Was the patient concerned about this issue at
all?
েরাগীরতেথয্রেগাপনীয়তার�ািকভােবরি�তহেয়েছ?েরাগীরকােছিকএরেকানগর�আেছবেলমেনহয়?
35. Did any patient ask to choose a provider based on preferred criteria (e.g., male or female physician)? What was
the consequence? েকানেরাগীিকেকানিবেশষৈবিশে�য্রউপরিভিত্তকেরতারডা�ারেকহেবতািনধর্ারণকরেতেচেয়িছল (েযমন:
মিহলাবাপুরষডা�ার)? এরপিরণিতিকহেয়িছল?
36. Did the physician inform the patient about the preventive aspect of her/his disease/ condition?
ডা�ারিকেরাগ�িতেরাধিবষেয়েরাগীেকেকানপরামশর্িদেয়িছল?
37. Did the physician listen carefully and patiently to the complaints of the patients?
ডা�ারিকেরাগীরঅিভেযাগগেলামনেযাগএবংৈধেযর্য্রসােথশেনিছল?
38. Was there any display of empathy by the physician (e.g., using words or phrases denoting empathy for patient’s
health issues)?
ডা�ারিকেরাগীর�িতসহানুভূিত�কাশকিকছু কেরিছল (েযমন: িবেশষেকানশ�বাকথাযাসহানুভূিত�কাশকের)?
39. Did the physician maintain the individuality of the patient (e.g., calling the patient by their first of full name, not
calling the patient by their disease condition or any other attribute, etc.)
ডা�ারিকেরাগীরবয্ি��াত�য্র�ায়সেচ�িছল (েযমন: েরাগীেকতারমূলনামধেরডাকা,
তােদরেরাগবাঅনয্েকানৈবিশ�য্ধেরনাডাকাইতয্ািদ)?
40. Could the patient access the medical record for future reference/use?
েরাগীরপে�ভিবষয্ত�েয়াজেনিচিকৎসােরকডর্বানিথঅিধগতকরারেকানবয্ব�ািছলিক?
41. How was the power differential between the physician and the patient (use of language, body language, gaze
etc.)?
ডা�ারওেরাগীরমেধয্কতৃর্ �গত�েভেদরমা�া (ভাষারবয্বহার, শরীেররভাষা, দৃি�ইতয্ািদ) েকমনিছল?
42. Was there any way of getting the patient or her/his family members to participate in the care process?
েরাগীরপিরবােররসদসয্েদরেকওিচিকৎসা�ি�য়ারসােথসংি��করারমেতােকানবয্ব�ািছলিক?
43. Was the physician mindful/ considerate about the SES of the patient before prescribing any drug or diagnostic
test?
ডা�ারিকেরাগীরআথর্সামািজকঅব�ািবেবচনাকেরঅষুধ, ডায়াগনি�কপরী�াইতয্ািদপরামশর্িদেয়িছল?
44. Assess if the doctor provides services similarly to all the patients (i.e she/he does not discriminate based on
gender, ethnicity, religion, caste, SES, etc.)?
ডা�ারসবেরাগীেকসমানভােবিচিকৎসািদে�িকনাযাচাইকরন (অথর্াৎিল�, জািত, ধমর্, বণর্,
আথর্সামািজকঅব�াএসেবরিভিত্তেতিকেকানৈবষময্মূলকআচরণকেরিছলিকনা)?
45. How satisfied were the patients about the consultation? How did they express it?
িচিকৎসেকরপরামশর্িবষেয়েরাগীেদরস�ি�েকমনিছল?তারাএটািকভােব�কাশকেরিছল?
46. Was the physician gender sensitive in asking questions, making comments, etc.? Did she/he make any gender
insensitive comments?
��িজে�সকরা,
ম�বয্করাএসবিবষেয়ডা�ারিকিল�সংেবদশীলতারপিরচয়িদেয়িছল?িতিনিকিল�অসংেবদনশীলেকানম�বয্কেরিছেলন?
47. Did the physician use household or common words to talk with the patients and explaining things?
েরাগীরসােথকথাবলারিক�াতােকেকানিকছু বয্াখয্াকরারে�ে�ডা�ারিক�চিলতবাঘেরায়াভাষাবয্বহারকেরিছল?
48. Was the appearance of the physicians clean? Did they provide services in a professional manner (e.g., with proper
dress up)?
দৃশয্তডা�ারপির�ারপির��িছেলনিক?িতিনিকেপশাদািরে�রসােথেসবািদেয়িছেলন (েযমন: রীিতগতেপাষাকপিরধানকের)?
49. How discipline was maintained in the consultation room? What was the physician’s role if any? What was
patient’s role?
পরামশর্রেমিকভােবশৃ�লার�াকরাহেয়িছল?এে�ে�ডা�ােররযিদেকানভূ িমকােথেকথােকতেবতািকিছল?েরাগীরভূ িমকাইবািকিছল?
50. Was there any under the table cost involved (involving either physician or anyone else)?
অৈবধভােবঅথর্িবিনমেয়রমেতােকানঘটনাঘেটিছলিক (ডা�ারবাঅনয্কােরা�ারা)?
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51. Did the physician refer the patient to appropriate provider if she/he failed to handle the case (due either to lack of
proficiency or equipment or any other reason)? Please also explain the reasons why the physician might have to
refer the patient.
ডা�ারযিদেরাগীেকউপযু�িচিকৎসািদেতঅপারগহেয়থােকন (ডা�ােররকুশলতারঅভােব, সর�ােমরঅভােব, বাঅনয্েকানকারেণ),
িতিনিকেরাগীেকউপযু�েসবা�দানকারীরকােছেরফার/ অপর্ণকেরিছেলন?
েরাগীেকেকনেরফারকরাউিচতমেনকেরেছনতাওবয্াখয্াকরন।
52. Was the patient asked whether they understood instructions?
েরাগীসবপরামশর্বঝ
ু েতেপেরেছিকনাডা�ারিকতািজে�সকেরিছল?
53. Was the patient asked and instructed about follow-up consultation? Did the physician inform and reassure the
patient about costs related to follow-up visits?
েরাগীেকফেলাআপ/ অনুবতর্ েনরজনয্পরামশর্েদয়াহেয়িছলিক?ডা�ারিকফেলাআেপরখরচস�েকর্ েরাগীেকঅবগতএবংআ��কেরিছল?
54. Did the patient complain about anything (in addition to disease/ health condition) during or after the consultation?
কনসালেটশেনরসময়বাতারপেরেরাগীিকেকানিবষেয়েকানঅিভেযাগতু েলিছল (েরাগবা�া�য্সং�া�িবষয়বােদ)?
55. How long did the consultation continue? How much time was spent per patient in general?
পরামশর্কত�ণধেরচেলিছল?�িতেরাগীরেপছেনসাধারণভােবকতসময়বয্য়হেয়িছল?
56. Overall reaction or reflection of the observer regarding the whole consultation process.
সামি�কভােবপুেরাকনসালেটশনস�েকর্ পযর্েব�ণকারীর�িতি�য়াবামতামতিক?

General Reflective Notes
•

•

•
•
•

Observation setting: How private was it? How “neutral” was it? How comfortable was it? Were there
interruptions?
পযর্েব�েণর�ান: এটাকতটু কুএকা�িছল? এটািক ‘প�পাতশূণয্’ িছল?এটাকতটাআরামদায়কিছল?েকান�িতব�কতািছলিক?
About the subjects: What did they look like? Did they seem comfortable? Was there anything note-worthy about
them (something that will help you remember them later)?
তথয্দাতা: তােদরেকেকমনেদখাি�ল? তারািকআরােমিছল?তােদরস�েকর্ উে�খেযাগয্িকিকছু িছল
(যাতােদরেকভিবষয্েতমেনকরেতসহায়তাকরেব)?
Observation summary points: What were the main points observed?
পযর্েব�েণরসাংি��সার: পযর্েব�েণরমূলিবষয়গেলািকিছল?
Reflection on quality of the observation: What were the challenges? Successes?
পযর্েব�েণরগণগতমানিনেয়ভাবনা: চয্ােল�গেলািকিছল? সাফলয্?
What would you like to follow up on if you could conduct another participant observation in this setting?
এখােনআবােরাপযর্েব�েণরসুেযাগিদেলআপিনিকিকিবষেয়ফেলাআপকরেবন?

In-depth Interview Guideline for Providers

Date of Interview:
Start Time:
End Time:
Interviewer’s Name:
Location: Alamdanga / Damurhuda / Jibannagar
Type of Respondent: Public Sector / Private Sector / Village Doctor
Number: 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5
Gender of Respondent: Male / Female
Year of Graduation:
Position/Rank:

Note to IDI Facilitator

Before beginning the interview, make sure the physician has provided written informed consent. Thank the physician for
agreeing to participate. Introduce yourself as a doctoral student of Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health.
Provide additional information if requested by the respondent. Take the interviews in private setting; avoid interviewing in
the presence of another colleague or a patient, as these may bias the responses.
সা�াতকারশররআেগিচিকৎসকিলিখতওয়ািকবহালস�িতিদেয়েছনিকনািনি�তহেয়িনন।অংশ�হেণস�তহওয়ায়িচিকৎসকেকধনয্বাদিদন।
িনেজেকজ�হপিক��মবাগর্�ুলঅফপাবিলকেহলেথরড�েরটছা�িহেসেবপিরচয়িদন।উত্তরদাতাআেরািকছু জানেতচাইেলতাজানান।একা�অব
�ােনসা�াতকারিনন, অনয্সহকম�িক�ােরাগীরউপি�িতেতসা�াতকারপিরহারকরন, েকননাতাউত্তরেকিবরপভােব�ভািবতকরেতপাের।

Introduction

Good morning/afternoon/evening. My name is ________ and I am a doctoral student at Department of International
Health in Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health in the United States. I am here today to learn more about
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your perspective on the responsiveness of the physicians towards their patients. I will also be interested to learn about your
valuable suggestions in this regard. If you are ready we may proceed.
আসসালামুআলাইকুম।আমারনাম
___________।আিমমািকর্ নযু�রাে�রজ�হপিক��মবাগর্�ুলঅফপাবিলকেহলেথআ�জর্ািতক�া�য্িবভােগরএকজনিপএইচিডিশ�াথ�।আিম
এখােনএেসিছযােতআিম�া�য্খােতরমানবস�েদরসংেবদনশীলতা,িবেশষকেরিচিকৎসকেদরসংেবদনশীলতাস�েকর্ আপনারদৃি�ভি�েথেকিশখ
েতপাির।এিবষেয়আপনারমূলয্বানপরামশর্জানেতওআিমআ�হী।আপিন��তহেলআমরাশরকরেতপাির।

Background Information

1. Tell me about yourself, your education, medical life, career, family.
আপনারিনেজরস�েকর্ বলুন, আপনারপড়াশনা, েমিডেকলজীবন, েপশা, পিরবারইতয্ািদ।
2. Why did you choose to come to medical profession?
আপিনেকনিচিকৎসােপশায়এেলন।
3. How is your experience about working in this profession?
এেপশায়কাজকরারে�ে�আপনারঅিভ�তােকমন?

General Questions

4. Could you describe your consultation process in detail? For example, history taking, general physical
examination, systemic examination, consultation with colleagues, prescription for lab diagnosis, etc.).Do you
greet the patient in any way?
আপিনিকদয়াকেরআপনারপুেরাকনসালেটশন�ি�য়ািটবণর্নাকরেতপারেবন? েযমন: েরােগরইিতহাসশনেতচাওয়া,
সাধারণশারীিরকপরী�া, িনিদর্ �েরােগরপরী�া, সহকম�েদরসােথপরামশর্, েরাগিনণর্ায়কইনেভি�েগশনইতয্ািদ?
আপিনিকতােকেকানরকমস�াষণজানান?
5. Do you think it is necessary for a physician to be responsive, or do you think only clinical competency is enough?
How do you compare these?[By responsiveness I mean“the social actions that health service providers do to meet
the ‘legitimate expectations’ of service seekers”. For example, when a patient comes to you she/he may expect
that you would allow her/him to ask questions regarding disease/ health condition; or she/he may expect that you
would maintain privacy while examining her/him, etc.]
আপিনিকমেনকেরএকজনডা�ােররজনয্সংেবদনশীলহওয়াটাঅপিরহাযর্, নািকআপিনমেনকেরনি�িনকালপারদিশর্তাইএে�ে�যেথ�?
এদু্’েটািবষয়েক (সংেবদনশীলতাএবংি�িনকালপারদিশর্ত) আপিনিকভােবতু লনাকেরন?[সংেবদনশীলতাবলেতআিমেবাঝাি�,
“‘�া�য্বয্িতেরক’ ি�য়াকলাপসমূেহরনূয্নতমমানযা�া�য্েসবাগহীতার ‘নয্যয্�তয্াশা’
পূরেণ�া�য্েসবা�দানকারীরকরণীয়”।উদাহরণ�রপযখনএকজনেরাগীআপনারকােছআেস,
েস�তয্াশাকরেতপােরেযআপিনতাঁেকতাঁরেরাগবা�া�য্স�েকর্ ��করারসুেযাগেদেবন।অথবা,
েস�তয্াশাকরেতপােরেযতাঁেকপরী�াকরারসময়আপিনেগাপনীয়তাবজায়রাখেবন; ইতয্ািদ]
6. What according to you should be the non-medical expectations of the patients? What things a patient may expect
from you, which are not directly related to her/his therapy?
আপনারমেত ‘�া�য্বয্িতেরক’ ি�য়াকলাপসমূহিকহেতপাের?িচিকৎসারবাইের (অথর্াৎিচিকৎসারসােথসরাসিরজিড়তনয়এমন)
এমনিকিকিবষয়একজনেরাগীআপনারকােছ�তয্াশাকরেতপাের?
7. Many of these expectations may be considered legitimate expectations; but are there any such expectations from
patients that you don’t consider legitimate? Please explain.
এসব�তয্াশারঅেনকগেলাইনয্াযয্মেনকরােযেতপাের; িক�েরাগীেদরএমনিকছু �তয্াশািকআেছেযগেলােকআপিননয্াযয্মেনকেরননা?
বয্াখয্াকরন।
8. In an ideal situation, what would you add to your consultation process, which you do not perform presently?
একিটআদশর্ে��াপেটআপিনআপনারকনসালেটশেনআরিকিকেযাগকরেবনযাবতর্ মােনআপিনকেরননা?
9. We all want to provide services to patients with responsiveness; but this is not often possible due to certain
barriers? What according to you are those constraints (e.g., insufficient number of HRH, unavailability of
infrastructure, unavailability of equipment, lack of administrative support, anything else?
আমরাসবাইসংেবদনশীলতারসােথেরাগীেকেসবািদেতচাই;
িক�নানা�িতব�কতারকারেণতাস�বহয়না।আপনারমেতএসব�িতব�কতাগেলািকহেতপাের (উদাহরণ�রপজনবেলরঅপযর্া�তা,
পিরকাঠােমারঅভাব, উপকরেণরদু�াপয্তা, �শাসিনকসমথর্েনরঅভাব, বাঅনয্িকছু )?
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10. Is there a difference in service provision between public sector, private sector, and informal sector?
সরকারী, েবসরকারীএবংঅ�ািত�ািনকেসবা�দােনরে�ে�েকানপাথর্কয্আেছিক?

Specific Questions on Prompted Aspects of Responsiveness

11. Do you think asking for consent of the patient before performing any procedure is necessary? Why do you think
so? If you do not take consent, what are the constraints?
আপিনিকমেনকেরনিচিকৎসাসং�া�েকান�ি�য়াস�াদেনরআেগেরাগীরস�িতেনয়াটাঅপিরহাযর্?আপিনেকনএটামেনকরেছন?আপ
িনিনেজযিদএটানাকেরথােকন, এে�ে��িতব�কতাসমূহিকিক?
12. Tell me about your views regarding the privacy of the patients? Do the patients ever ask for it? What do you do if
they ask? In what type of situations do you maintain it? Where do you think it is not necessary? Is it possible for
you to maintain it in every instance that you think it is important? What are the constraints in maintaining it?
েরাগীরেগাপনীয়তার�াকরারবয্াপােরআপনারঅিভমতিক?েরাগীরািককখেনাএবয্াপােরঅনুেরাধকেরথােক?েসে�ে�আপিনিককেরন?
িকধরেণরে�ে�আপিনেগাপনীয়তার�াকেরথােকন?েকানেকানে�ে�এিটঅপিরহাযর্?েযইসবে�ে�আপিনএিটঅপিরহাযর্মেনকেরন,
েসইসবে�ে�ই্এিটর�াকরািকস�বপরহয়?এে�ে��িতব�কতাসমূহিকিক?
13. Do you think it is important to explain to the patients their disease, diagnosis, treatment options, side effects,
prognosis, medication, etc.? Please explain your response. What are the constraints of doing so?
আপিনিকমেনকেরনেরাগীেকেরাগ, ডায়াগনিসস, িবক�িচিকৎসা, পা�র্�িতি�য়া, আেরাগয্স�াবনা,
িচিকৎসাইতয্ািদবয্াখাকরাটাজররী?বয্াখয্াকরন।এে�ে��িতব�কতাসমূহিকিক?
14. Do you think it is essential to allow the patients to ask questions? How do you feel when someone asks questions?
To what extent do you feel comfortable in answering their questions? What types of questions do you expect from
the patients? Do you (or your colleagues) ever get annoyed with the patients’ questions? Why, or in what
situations?
আপনারিকমেনহয়েরাগীেক��করারসুেযাগেদয়াটাজররী?েরাগীরা��করেলআপনারেকমনলােগ?এসব�ে�রউত্তরিদেতআপিনকতটু কু
�া��য্েবাধকেরন?েরাগীেদরকাছেথেকআপিনিকধরেণর��আশাকেরন?আপিন (বাআপনারঅনয্সহকম�রা)
িককখেনােরাগীেদর��শেনিবর�হন?েকন, িকধরেণরে�ে�?
15. How does the physician react to a patient if she/he wants to consult a different physician? Do you think it is
alright, or not, for a patient to refuse to consult one physician and want to consult a different physician?Do you
think patients have right to consult the physicians of their choice (male/female or other considerations)?
যিদেকানেরাগীআেরকজনডা�ােররকােছপরামশর্িনেতচায়তখনএকজনডা�ারিক�িতি�য়ােদখায়?
আপিনিকমেনকেরনএকজনডা�ােররপে�েরাগীরএধরেণরঅনুেরাধ�তয্াখয্ানকরাস�তনািকঅস�ত?আপনারিকমেনহেয়েরাগীেদর
তােদরপছ�মতডা�ারেদখােনারঅিধকারআেছ (নারী/পুরষিচিকৎসক, বাঅনয্েকানিবেবচনায়)?
16. When do you (or physicians in general) refer a patient to a different doctor? Do you consult with other physicians
in conditions that you are not comfortable in treating?
আপিন (অথবািচিকৎসেকরাসাধারণভােব)
কথনএকজনেরাগীেকআেরকজনডা�ােররকােছেরফারকেরন?েযসবেরাগিনরাময়করেতআপিন�া��য্ননেসসবে�ে�আপিনিকঅনয্
িচিকৎসেকরপরামশর্েনন? আপনারিকমেনহয়
17. What is your opinion regarding respecting the patients? Do you think the physicians respect patients? How do you
think respect towards the patient is commonly breached? েরাগীেদর�িতস�ানেদখােনারবয্াপােরআপনারমতামতিক?
আপনারিকমেনহয়ডা�াররােরাগীেদরেকস�ানেদিখেয়থােক? আপনারমেনিকভােবসচরাচরেরাগীেদর�িতস�ানলি�তহেয়থােক?
18. Are patients concerned about maintaining the confidentiality of patient information? Is there any way to maintain
the confidentiality of the patients? What happens if you are asked by some other person or organization (drug
company, hospital, insurance company, research organization, etc.) to reveal patient information?
েরাগীরািকতােদরিচিকৎসাসং�া�তথয্ািদেগাপনরাখারিবষেয়েকানখবররােখ?েরাগীেদরতেথয্রেগাপনীয়তার�াকরারেকানউপায়িক
আেছ?েকানবয্ি�বা�িত�ান (অষুধেকা�ািন, হাসপাতাল, ই�ুয্ের�েকা�ািন, গেবষণা�িত�ানইতয্ািদ)
আপনারকােছেরাগীরতথয্চাইেলআপিনিককেরন?
19. Do you ever inform the patients about the preventive aspects of the disease? Or do you think it is beyond your
responsibility? Please share your views about this.
আপিনিকেরাগীেদরেকেরােগর�িতেরাধমূলকিদকস�েকর্ িকছু বেলন?নািকআপিনমেনকেরনএটাআপনারদায়ীে�রবাইেরপেড়?
এিবষেয়আপনারমতামতজানান।
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20. How much time do you give per patient in general? How much time would be ideal?
সাধারণভােবএকজনেরাগীেকআপিনকতটাসময়েদন?কতটু কুসময়েদয়ােগেলভালহত?
21. Do you display empathy to the patients regarding their ailments? How do you do this? Is it important?
েরাগীেদরপীড়াস�েকর্ আপিনিককখেনাসহানুভূিতেদখান?িকভােব?এটািকজররী?
22. How easily/ frequently are providers misunderstood by patients? Why and how?
কতটাসহেজ/ িনয়িমতেরাগীরাডা�ারবােসবা�দাকারীেদরেকভু লবুেঝথােক?েকন?িকভােব?
23. Is there any way of engaging the patients or their family members in the care process? Do you do this? Why, why
not?
েরাগীরএবংেরাগীরপিরবােররসদসয্েদরেকওিচিকৎসা�ি�য়ারসােথসংি��করারমেতােকানবয্ব�াআেছিক?আপিনিকএমনিটকেরথা
েকন?েকন, েকননয়?
24. Is there any way to maintain the continuity of care by the same physician (i.e.,you)? How do you follow-up your
patients?
একইডা�ােররকাছেথেক (তথাআপনারকাছেথেক)
েরাগীরধারাবািহকিচিকৎসাপাবারেকানবয্ব�াআেছিক?আপিনিকভােবআপনারেরাগীেদরেকফেলাআপকেরথােকন?
25. Do you consider the SES of the patient before prescribing drugs or diagnostic tests?
আপিনিকেরাগীরআথর্সামািজকঅব�ািবেবচনাকেরঅষুধ, ডায়াগনি�কপরী�াইতয্ািদপরামশর্িদেয়থােকন?
26. What are your views regarding gender sensitivity, cultural sensitivity etc.? Is it important to talk to the patient in a
familiar language?
িল�সংেবদশীলতা, সাং�ৃ িতকসংেবদনশীলতাএসবিবষেয়আপনারমেনাভাবিক?েরাগীরসােথ�চিলতভাষায়কথাবলাটািকজররী?

Finishing Questions

27. We have talked about different aspects of taking consent, maintainingprivacy,explaining things,allowing for
questions, allowing to consulta different physician,referring to a different physician,respecting the
patients,maintaining confidentiality,advising on preventive aspects of a disease,listening carefully,displaying
empathy,engaging the patients or their family membersin therapy, ensuring continuity of care,considering the SES
of patient,being gender sensitive,being culturally sensitive, etc.; considering these as potential components of
HRH responsiveness. Is there anything else that you want to add?
আমরািন�িলিখতিবষয়গেলারনানািদকিনেয়কথাবেলিছ: স�িত�হণ, েগাপনীয়তার�া, বয্াখয্া�দান, ��করারসুেযাগেদয়া,
অনয্িচিকৎসেকরশরণাপ�হেতচাইেলতাঅনুেমাদনকরা, �েয়াজেনঅনয্ডা�ােররকােছেরফারকরা, েরাগীরস�ান, তেথয্রেগাপনীয়তা,
েরাগ�িতেরাধসং�া�তথয্েদয়া, মনেযােগরসােথেরাগীরঅিভেযাগেশানা, সহানুভূিত�কাশ,
েরাগীএবংপিরবােররসদসয্েদরস�ৃ�করণ, িচিকৎসারধারাবািহকতার�া, আথর্সামািজকঅব�ািবেবচনাকরা, িল�সংেবদনশীলতা,
সাং�ৃ িতকসংেবদনশীলতাইতয্ািদ।কারণআমরাধেরিনেয়িছএসব�া�য্খােতরমানবস�েদরসংেবদনশীলতারঅিবে�দয্অংশ।এরবাই
েরআপিনিকআরিকছু েযাগকরেতচান?
28. Is there anything among these that you want to disagree? Why?
এগেলারমেধয্এমনিকছু িকআেছযারিবষেয়আপিনি�মতেপাষণকেরন?েকন?
29. Do you have any suggestion to improve the responsiveness of the physicians? [You may remind the definition and
example of responsiveness from question 7]
েরাগীেদর�িতডা�ারেদরসংেবদনশীলতাবৃ্ি�েতআপনারিকেকানপরামশর্আেছ?
[সংেবদনশীলতারসং�াএবংউদাহরণ��৭েথেকমেনকিরেয়িদেতপােরন]

General Reflective Notes
•

•

•

Interview setting: How private was it? How “neutral” was it? How comfortable was it? Were there interruptions?
সা�াৎকােরর�ান: এটাকতটু কুএকা�িছল? এটািক ‘প�পাতশূণয্’ িছল?এটাকতটাআরামদায়কিছল?েকান�িতব�কতািছলিক?
About the interviewee: What did she/he look like? Did she/he seem comfortable? Was there anything note-worthy
about this interviewee (something that will help you remember him/her later)?
সা�াৎকারদাতাস�েকর্ : তােকেকমনেদখাি�ল?
িতিনিকআরােমিছেলন?তারস�েকর্ উে�খেযাগয্এমনিকছু িকিছলযাতােকভিবষয্েতমেনকরেতসহায়তাকরেব?
Interview summary points: What were the main points discussed?
সা�াৎকােররসাংি��সার: সা�াৎকােররমূলিবষয়গেলািকিছল?
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•
•

Reflection on quality of the IDI: What were the challenges? Successes?
সা�াৎকােররগণগতমানিনেয়ভাবনা: চয্ােল�গেলািকিছল? সাফলয্?
What would you like to follow up on if you could conduct another IDI with this person?
এইসা�াৎকারদাতারসােথআবােরাসা�াৎকােররসুেযাগথাকেলআপিনিকিকিবষেয়ফেলাআপকরেতন?

In-depth Interview Guideline for Clients

Date of Interview:
Interviewer’s Name:
Age:
Education:

Start Time:
End Time:
Location: Alamdanga / Damurhuda / Jibannagar
Gender: Male / Female
Occupation:
Religion:
Number: 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5

Note to IDI Facilitator

Before beginning the interview, make sure the client has provided written informed consent. Thank her/ him for agreeing
to participate. Introduce yourself as a doctoral student of Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health. Provide
additional information if requested by the respondent. Take the interviews in private setting; avoid interviewing in the
presence of another person, as these may bias the responses.
সা�াতকারশররআেগসা�াতকারদাতারিলিখতওয়ািকবহালস�িতিদেয়েছনিকনািনি�তহেয়িনন।অংশ�হেণস�তহওয়ায়তােকধনয্বাদিদন।
িনেজেকজ�হপিক��মবাগর্�ুলঅফপাবিলকেহলেথরড�েরটছা�িহেসেবপিরচয়িদন।উত্তরদাতাআেরািকছু জানেতচাইেলতাজানান।একা�অব
�ােনসা�াতকারিনন, অনয্কােরাউপি�িতেতসা�াতকারপিরহারকরন, েকননাতাউত্তরেকিবরপভােব�ভািবতকরেতপাের।

Introduction

Good morning/afternoon/evening. My name is ________ and I am a doctoral student at Department of International
Health in Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health in the United States. I am here today to learn more about
your perspective on the responsiveness of the physicians towards their patients. If you are ready we may proceed.
আসসালামুআলাইকুম।আমারনাম
___________।আিমমািকর্ নযু�রাে�রজ�হপিক��মবাগর্�ুলঅফপাবিলকেহলেথআ�জর্ািতক�া�য্িবভােগরএকজনিপএইচিডিশ�াথ�।আিম
এখােনএেসিছযােতআিমেরাগীেদর�িতিচিকৎসকেদরসংেবদনশীলতাস�েকর্ আপনােদরদৃি�ভি�েথেকিশখেতপাির।আপনারা��তহেলআমরাশ
রকরেতপাির।

Background Information

30. Tell me about yourself, your family, your work, how much did you study, etc.
আপনারিনেজরস�েকর্ বলুন, পিরবার, েপশা, আপনারপড়াশনাইতয্ািদ।
31. Who are there in your household? Where do you go for seeking care if you or someone in the family is sick?
আপনারবাসায়েকেকথােক?আপিনবাবাসারেকউঅসু�হেলেসবািনেতআপনারােকাথায়যান?
32. What types of service providers are available within your reach (distance, cost, etc.)? How do you decide which
provider to consult (public, private, informal, any other)? Which providers do you consult for what types of
conditions?
আপনারসীমার (দুর�, মূলয্) মেধয্িকিকধরেণর�া�য্েসবা�দানকারীআেছ?কারকােছযােবন (সরকারী, েবসরকারী, অ�ািত�ািনক)
তািকেসরিভিত্তেতিনধর্ারণকেরন?েকানধরেণরসমসয্ারকারেণেকানেসবা�দানকারীরকােছযান?
33. What entitlements do you think you have in seeking services from a service provider?
�া�য্েসবাদািবকরারিবষেয়েসবা�দানকারীরকােছআপনােদরিকধরেণরঅিধকারআেছবেলমেনকেরন?

General Questions

34. You have accessed health care several times. Please share your experience about interacting with physicians? Start
with your entry into the doctor’s chamber and describe one by one until you leave.
আপনারানানাসময়িচিকৎসােসবািনেয়েছন।ডা�ারেদরসােথআপনােদরিমথি�য়ারঅিভ�তাবলুন।রেমেঢাকােথেকশরকেরেবরহেয়
যাওয়াপযর্�সবগেলাধাপএেকএেকবলুন।
35. Tell me if you noticed any difference in the care provided by public sector physician, private sector physician, and
village doctor?
সরকারী, েবসরকারীিক�া�াময্ডা�ারেদরমেধয্এিবষেয়িকেকানপাথর্কয্েচােখপেড়েছ?
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36. I understand you go to physicians for health issues. Apart from the technical care provided (diagnosis, advice,
treatment), do you have any other expectations from the physicians, e.g., being treated with respect, privacy,
confidentiality, etc.? What are your expectations apart from treatment?
আমরাজািনেযআপনারামূলত: িচিকৎসােসবােপেতইডা�ােররকােছযান।িচিকৎসােসবারেটকিনকালিদক (ডায়াগনিসস, উপেদশ,
িচিকৎসা) বাইেরওিকডা�ােররকাছেথেকআরিকছু �তয্াশাথােক? েযমন: ডা�ারআপনােকস�ােনরসােথকথাবলেব,
আ�র�াকেরপরী�াকরেব, েগাপনীয়তাবজায়রাখেবইতয্ািদ? িচিকৎসাছাড়াডা�ােররকাছেথেকআপনােদরআরিকিক�তয্াশাথােক?
37. Are these expectation met in the consultations? How? Why, why not?
ডা�ােররপরামেশর্রসময়এসব�তয্াশািকপূরণহয়?িকভােব?েকন, েকননয়?
38. Who is a good doctor and who is a bad doctor? Why
একজনভালডা�ারএবংএকজনখারাপডা�ারকােকবলেবন?েকন?

Specific Questions

39. When you consult with a physician, how usually she/he greets you? Does the physician greet you with respect?
আপিনযখনএকজনডা�ােররসােথসা�াতকেরন, িতিনসাধারণতিকভােবআপনােকস�াষণজানান?িতিনিকস�ােনরসােথতাকেরন?
40. Doctors should ask you before starting any clinical procedure. Do they ask for your consent before performing
any procedure? Do you think it is important? How important is it to you?
ডা�ােররউিচতেকান�ি�য়াশররআেগআপনােদরেকিজে�সকেরেনয়া।িতিনিকেকানিচিকৎসা�ি�য়াশররআেগআপনােদরস�িত
েনন?আপনারিকমেনহয়এটাজররী? কতটাজররী?
41. Do they maintain privacy? Do you think it is an issue? In which cases do you think this is important, and where
this is not so important? Have you ever asked for it? What happened if you have asked?
তাঁরািকআপনােদরআ�র�াকেরন?আপনােদরিকমেনহয়এটাজররীেকানিবষয়?েকানেকানে�ে�এিটেবিশজররীএবংেকানে�ে�এিটেব
িশজররীনয়?আপিনিককখেনাএিবষেয়ডা�ারেকঅনুেরাধকেরিছেলন?এরপরিকহেয়িছল?
42. How do you feel about being explained to your disease, diagnosis, treatment, prognosis, etc.? Do the physicians
explain these properly? What are your experiences in this regard?
েরাগীেকেরাগ, ডায়াগনিসস, িবক�িচিকৎসা, পা�র্�িতি�য়া, আেরাগয্স�াবনা,
িচিকৎসাইতয্ািদবয্াখাকরারিবষয়টাস�েকর্ আপনারমেনাভাবিক?ডা�াররািকতাকেরথােক?এিবষেয়আপনােদরঅিভ�তািক?
43. Do the doctors allow you to ask questions? What types to questions do you like to ask to your doctors? Can you
give some examples? What do they do if you ask questions? Are they usually annoyed or comfortable answering
your questions?
ডা�াররািকআপনােদরেক��করারসুেযাগেদয়?আপনারািকধরেণর�্ �করেতচান?িকছু উদাহরণিদন।আপনারােকান��করেলতাঁরা
িককেরন?তারািকিবর�হননািকসু�রভােবউত্তরেদন?
44. How does the physician react to a patient if she/he wants to consult a different physician? Do you think patients
have right to consult the physicians of their choice (male/female or other considerations)? Do you think it is
alright, or not, for a patient to refuse to consult one physician and want to consult a different physician?
েকানেরাগীযিদআেরকজনডা�ােররকােছপরামশর্িনেতচায়, এবংতাযিদেসডা�ােররকােছ�কাশকের, তখনিতিন (ডা�ার)
িক�িতি�য়ােদখান?আপনারিকমেনহয়েরাগীেদরতােদরপছ�মতডা�ারেদখােনারঅিধকারআেছ (নারী/পুরষিচিকৎসক,
বাঅনয্েকানিবেবচনায়)?আপিনিকমেনকেরনএকজনেরাগীরএকজনডা�ারেক�তয্া�ানকেরঅনয্ডা�ােররকােছযাওয়াটাস�ত?
45. What does a doctor do when she/he fails to handle a patient? Does she/he readily refer the patient to another
doctor or does she/he try to treat by herself/himself as referring to another doctor might be bad for her/his
practice? What is your perception about this issue?
েকানেরাগীেকময্ােনজকরেতনাপারেলডা�ারিককেরন?িতিনিকঅিবলে�আেরকজনডা�ােররকােছেরফারকেরন,
নািকিনেজইসমাধােনরেচ�াকেরনএইেভেবেযঅেনয্রকােছপাঠােলিনেজর�য্াকিটেসর�িতহেতপাের?এিবষেয়আপনারউপলি�িক?
46. How do you think respect towards the patient is commonly breached? Share your experiences in this regard.
আপনারমেনহয়িকিকভােবসচরাচরেরাগীেদর�িতডা�ােররস�ানলি�তহেয়থােক? আপনােদরঅিভ�তাবলুন।
47. Is there any way to maintain the confidentiality of your data? Are you concerned about this?
আপনারতেথয্রেগাপনীয়তার�াকরারেকানউপায়িকআেছ?আপিনিকএিবষেয়েভেবেছন?
48. Do the physicians inform you about the preventive aspects of your disease, or do they limit the discussion to the
curative aspect only?
ডা�াররািকেরাগ�িতেরাধিবষেয়আপনােদরেকিকছু বেলন, নািকশধু�িতকারিবষেয়ইতােদরপরামশর্সীমাব�থােক?
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49. How much time do the physicians spend per patient in general? What is the difference in public, private and
informal sector in this regard? Do you think the time they spend for each patient is sufficient? How much time
would be sufficient?
সাধারণভােবএকজনেরাগীরেপছেনডা�ারকতটাসময়বয্য়কেরন?এিবষেয়সরকারী,
েবসরকারীএবং�াময্ডা�ারেদরমেধয্িকপাথর্কয্আেছ?এসময়টািকযেথ�মেনকেরন?কতটাসময়িদেলযেথ�হেতা?
50. Do they display empathy to the patients regarding their ailments? How do they do this? Is it important?
েরাগীেদরপীড়াস�েকর্ ডা�ারিককখেনাসহানুভূিতেদখান?িকভােব?এটািকজররী?
51. Do doctors maintain the continuity of care? Please tell us how the doctor usually follows up with her/his patients?
ডা�ারিকধারাবািহকিচিকৎসােদয়?অনু�হকেরবলুনডা�ারিকভােবফেলাআপকেরন?
52. Do the doctors consider the SES of the patient before prescribing drugs or diagnostic tests?
ডা�ারিকেরাগীরআথর্সামািজকঅব�ািবেবচনাকেরঅষুধ, ডায়াগনি�কপরী�াইতয্ািদপরামশর্িদেয়থােকন?
53. Do physicians discriminate based on gender, religion, cast, ethnicity, SES, etc.? For example, treating the rich
patient better, or neglecting the female patients ect.?
তারািকধমর্, বণর্, িল�, সামািজকঅব�ানএসবিবষেয়েরাগীেদরসােথৈবষময্মূলকআচরণকেরন? েযমন: ধণীেরাগীেকভালকেরেদখা,
অথবানারীেরাগীেকঅবেহলাকরা্ইতয্ািদ।

Finishing Questions

54. We have talked about different aspects of taking consent, maintainingprivacy,explaining things,allowing for
questions, allowing to consulta different physician,referring to a different physician,respecting the
patients,maintaining confidentiality,advising on preventive aspects of a disease,listening carefully,displaying
empathy,addressing power differential,engaging the patients or their family membersin therapy, ensuring
continuity of care,considering the SES of patient,being gender sensitive,being culturally sensitive, etc.;
considering these as potential components of HRH responsiveness. Is there anything else that you want to add?
আমরািন�িলিখতিবষয়গেলারনানািদকিনেয়কথাবেলিছ: স�িত�হণ, েগাপনীয়তার�া, বয্াখয্া�দান, ��করারসুেযাগেদয়া,
অনয্িচিকৎসেকরশরণাপ�হেতচাইেলতাঅনুেমাদনকরা, �েয়াজেনঅনয্ডা�ােররকােছেরফারকরা, েরাগীরস�ান, তেথয্রেগাপনীয়তা,
েরাগ�িতেরাধসং�া�তথয্েদয়া, মনেযােগরসােথেরাগীরঅিভেযাগেশানা, সহানুভূিত�কাশ, কতৃর্ �গত�েভদ,
েরাগীএবংপিরবােররসদসয্েদরস�ৃ�করণ, িচিকৎসারধারাবািহকতার�া, আথর্সামািজকঅব�ািবেবচনাকরা, িল�সংেবদনশীলতা,
সাং�ৃ িতকসংেবদনশীলতাইতয্ািদ।কারণআমরাধেরিনেয়িছএসব�া�য্খােতরমানবস�েদরসংেবদনশীলতারঅিবে�দয্অংশ।এরবাই
েরআপিনিকআরিকছু েযাগকরেতচান?
55. Is there anything among these that you want to disagree? Why?
এগেলারমেধয্এমনিকছু িকআেছযারিবষেয়আপিনি�মতেপাষণকেরন?েকন?
56. Do you have any suggestion to improve the responsiveness of the physicians?
েরাগীেদর�িতডা�ারেদরসংেবদনশীলতাবৃ্ি�েতআপনারিকেকানপরামশর্আেছ?
[সংেবদনশীলতারসং�াএবংউদাহরণ��৭েথেকমেনকিরেয়িদেতপােরন]

General Reflective Notes
•

•

•
•
•

Interview setting: How private was it? How “neutral” was it? How comfortable was it? Were there interruptions?
সা�াৎকােরর�ান: এটাকতটু কুএকা�িছল? এটািক ‘প�পাতশূণয্’ িছল?এটাকতটাআরামদায়কিছল?েকান�িতব�কতািছলিক?
About the interviewee: What did she/he look like? Did she/he seem comfortable? Was there anything note-worthy
about this interviewee (something that will help you remember him/her later)?
সা�াৎকারদাতাস�েকর্ : তােকেকমনেদখাি�ল?
িতিনিকআরােমিছেলন?তারস�েকর্ উে�খেযাগয্এমনিকছু িকিছলযাতােকভিবষয্েতমেনকরেতসহায়তাকরেব?
Interview summary points: What were the main points discussed?
সা�াৎকােররসাংি��সার: সা�াৎকােররমূলিবষয়গেলািকিছল?
Reflection on quality of the IDI: What were the challenges? Successes?
সা�াৎকােররগণগতমানিনেয়ভাবনা: চয্ােল�গেলািকিছল? সাফলয্?
What would you like to follow up on if you could conduct another IDI with this person?
এইসা�াৎকারদাতারসােথআবােরাসা�াৎকােররসুেযাগথাকেলআপিনিকিকিবষেয়ফেলাআপকরেতন?

Focus Group Discussion Guideline
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Note to focus group facilitator:

Before beginning the FGD, make sure all participants have provided written informed consent. Thank them for agreeing to
participate. Introduce yourself as a doctoral student of Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health. Do
NOTintroduce yourself as a doctor, or being from any local organization in the introduction (unless asked specifically by
any respondent). Doing this could bias participants’ responses.
দলগতআেলাচনাশররআেগসবঅংশ�হণকারীিলিখতওয়ািকবহালস�িতিদেয়েছনিকনািনি�তহেয়িনন।অংশ�হেণস�তহওয়ায়তােদরেকধনয্
বাদিদন।িনেজেকজ�হপিক��মবাগর্�ুলঅফপাবিলকেহলেথরড�েরটছা�িহেসেবপিরচয়িদন।িনেজেকএকজনিচিকৎসকিহেসেব,
িক�াঅনয্েকান�ানীয়�িত�ােনরসদসয্িহসেবপিরচয়েদেবননা
(যিদনাএিবষেয়েকানঅংশ�হণকারীরসুিনিদর্ ��ে�রস�ুিখনহন)।েকননাএিটউত্তরেকিবরপভােব�ভািবতকরেতপাের।

Introduction

Good morning/afternoon/evening. My name is ________ and I am a doctoral student at Department of International
Health in Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health in the United States. I am here today to learn more about
your perspective on the responsiveness of the physicians towards their patients. If you are ready we may proceed.
আসসালামুআলাইকুম।আমারনাম
___________।আিমমািকর্ নযু�রাে�রজ�হপিক��মবাগর্�ুলঅফপাবিলকেহলেথআ�জর্ািতক�া�য্িবভােগরএকজনিপএইচিডিশ�াথ�।আিম
এখােনএেসিছযােতআিমেরাগীেদর�িতিচিকৎসকেদরসংেবদনশীলতাস�েকর্ আপনােদরদৃি�ভি�েথেকিশখেতপাির।আপনার��তহেলআমরাশর
করেতপাির।
Before we start, I want to explain how the discussion will work.
শরকরারআেগএইআেলাচনািকভােবসংঘিটতহেবতাবয্াখয্াকরেতচাই.
 Ask participants for agreement on some basic FGD rules:
 অংশ�হণকারীেদেকএফিজিডসং�া�িকছু েমৗিলকিনয়মকানুেনরবয্াপােরস�তহেতঅনুেরাধকরন
• We want to learn from you – we’re not from [name of the upazila] – we don’t know how things are in [name of
the upazila] – you are the experts.
আমরাআপনােদরকাছেথেকিশখেতচাই- আমরা [উপেজলারনাম] বািস�ানই – আমরা [উপেজলারনাম]
এরঅব�াস�েকর্ জািননা।আপনারাইএএলাকাস�েকর্ ভালজােনন।
• There are no right or wrong answers.
এখােনসিঠকবাভু লউত্তরবেলিকছু েনই।
• We want to hear from everyone – everyone’s comments are equally valuable.
আমরাআপনােদরসবারকাছেথেকইশনেতচাই- সবারমতামতইসমানমূলয্বান।
• You don’t need to wait for me to call on you. This is a discussion; so if you have something to say, just say it.
আিমআপনােককখনডাকবতারজনয্অেপ�াকরারদরকারেনই।এটাএকটাআেলাচনা; কােজইযখনইমেনহেবআপিনিকছু বলেতচান,
Date of FGD:
Start Time:
End Time:
Moderator’s Name:
Location: Alamdanga / Damurhuda / Jibannagar
Type of Clients: Males / Females
Number of Participants:
FGD Number: 1 / 2 / 3 / 4
বেলেফলুন।
• Raise your hand so that we can record everyone’s response clearly.
আপনারহাততু লুনযােতআপনােদরসবারকথাইআমরাসু�রভােবেরকডর্করেতপাির।
• It’s OK to disagree with something someone else says, but don’t be disagreeable – be polite.
আেরকজেনরমতামেতরসােথআপিনএকমতনাওহেতপােরন, এেতেকানসমসয্ােনই, িক�েকানিববােদজড়ােবননা।িবনেয়রসােথবলুন।
• Please turn off all cell phones and other electronic devices.
েমাবাইলেফানব�রাখুন।
• Everything you say is very valuable to my research and I don’t want to miss anything. So, if you agree, I want to
turn on the recorder. If you feel uncomfortable about recording, just let me know; I will turn off the recorder right
away.
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আপনারেযকথাগেলাবলেবনতারসবইআমারকােছঅতয্�গর�পূণর্এবংআিমএসেবরিকছু েথেকইবি�তহেতচাইনা।তাই,
যিদআপনারাস�িতেদন, আিমআমারেরকডর্ারচালুকরেতচাই।আপিনযিদআপনারেকানকথােরকডর্করারবয্াপােরঅ�ি�েবাধকেরন,
আমােকসােথসােথজানান।আিমতৎ�ণাতেরকডর্ারব�কেরেদব।

Background Information

1. Have group members introduce themselves. Keep a separate worksheet [attached at the end of this document]
table with the basic demographic information of the respondents.
দেলরসবাইেকিনজিনজপিরচয়িদেতবলুন।একিটপৃথককাগেজ [এইকাগেজরেশেষসংযু�আেছ]
সবারেমৗিলকজনিমিতকতথয্িলিপব�করন।
2. Warm up question: Tell me about your family and friends. Who are there in your household? Where do you go for
seeking care if someone in the family is sick?
পিরিচিতমূলক��: আমােদরেকআপনারপিরবারএবংব�ু বা�বস�েকর্ বলুন।আপনারবাসায়েকেকথােক?
বাসারেকউঅসু�হেলেসবািনেতআপনারােকাথায়যান?

General Questions

3. You have accessed health care several times. Please share your experience about interacting with physicians? Tell
me if you noticed any difference in the care provided by public sector physician, private sector physician, and
village doctor?
আপনারানানাসময়িচিকৎসােসবািনেয়েছন।ডা�ারেদরসােথআপনােদরিমথি�য়ারঅিভ�তাবলুন।সরকারী,
েবসরকারীিক�া�াময্ডা�ারেদরমেধয্এিবষেয়িকেকানপাথর্কয্েচােখপেড়েছ?
4. I understand you go to physicians for health issues. Apart from the technical care provided (diagnosis, advice,
treatment), do you have any other expectations from the physicians, e.g., being treated with respect, privacy,
confidentiality, etc.? What are your expectations apart from treatment?
আমরাজািনেযআপনারামূলত: িচিকৎসােসবােপেতইডা�ােররকােছযান।িচিকৎসােসবারেটকিনকালিদক (ডায়াগনিসস, উপেদশ,
িচিকৎসা) বাইেরওিকডা�ােররকাছেথেকআরিকছু �তয্াশাথােক? েযমন: ডা�ারআপনােকস�ােনরসােথকথাবলেব,
আ�র�াকেরপরী�াকরেব, েগাপনীয়তাবজায়রাখেবইতয্ািদ? িচিকৎসাছাড়াডা�ােররকাছেথেকআপনােদরআরিকিক�তয্াশাথােক?
5. Are these expectation met in the consultations? How? Why, why not?
ডা�ােররপরামেশর্রসময়এসব�তয্াশািকপূরণহয়?িকভােব?েকন, েকননয়?
6. How do you think the physicians should treat you (apart from clinical care)?
ডা�ােররআপনােদরেকিকভােবেসবােদয়াউিচত (িচিকৎসাছাড়াও)?
7. Who is a good doctor and who is a bad doctor? Why
একজনভালডা�ারএবংএকজনখারাপডা�ারকােকবলেবন?েকন?

Specific Questions

8. When you consult with a physician, how usually she/he greets you? Does the physician greet you with respect?
আপিনযখনএকজনডা�ােররসােথসা�াতকেরন, িতিনসাধারণতিকভােবআপনােকস�াষণজানান?িতিনিকস�ােনরসােথতাকেরন?
9. Doctors should ask you before starting any clinical procedure. Do they ask for your consent before performing
any procedure?
ডা�ােররউিচতেকান�ি�য়াশররআেগআপনােদরেকিজে�সকেরেনয়া।িতিনিকেকানিচিকৎসা�ি�য়াশররআেগআপনােদরস�িত
েনন?
10. Do they maintain privacy? Do you think it is an issue? In which cases do you think this is important, and where
this is not so important?
তাঁরািকআপনােদরআ�র�াকেরন?আপনােদরিকমেনহয়এটাজররীেকানিবষয়?েকানেকানে�ে�এিটেবিশজররীএবংেকানে�ে�এিটেব
িশজররীনয়?
11. How do you feel about being explained to your disease, diagnosis, treatment, prognosis, etc.? Do the physicians
explain these properly? What are your experiences in this regard? Do they allow you to ask questions? What do
they do if you ask questions?
েরাগীেকেরাগ, ডায়াগনিসস, িবক�িচিকৎসা, পা�র্�িতি�য়া, আেরাগয্স�াবনা,
িচিকৎসাইতয্ািদবয্াখাকরারিবষয়টাস�েকর্ আপনােদরমেনাভাবিক?ডা�াররািকতাকেরথােক?এিবষেয়আপনােদরঅিভ�তািক?ডা
�াররািকআপনােদরেক��করারসুেযাগেদয়?আপনারােকান��করেলতাঁরািককেরন?
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12. Do you ever feel like consulting a different physician than the current one? Do you think it is fine with the current
physician if you express about changing her/him? How do you usually deal this issue?
আপনােদরিককখেনামেনহয়েযএইডা�ারনােদিখেয়আেরকজেনরকােছেদখােলভালহত?আপনােদরিকমেনহয়,
যিদঅনয্ডা�ারেদখানরকথাআপনারবতর্ মানডা�ারেকবেলন,
বতর্ মানডা�ারতাসহজভােবেনেব?আপনারাএইিবষয়টািকভােবেমাকােবলাকেরন?
13. Do the physicians inform you about the preventive aspects of your disease, or do they limit the discussion to the
curative aspect only?
ডা�াররািকেরাগ�িতেরাধিবষেয়আপনােদরেকিকছু বেলন, নািকশধু�িতকারিবষেয়ইতােদরপরামশর্সীমাব�থােক?
14. Do the physicians listen carefully and attentively to you? Do you think the time they spend for each patient is
sufficient? What else could they do?
ডা�াররািকেরাগীরেরাগসং�া�অিভেযাগৈধযর্য্ওযত্নসহকােরেশােনন?সাধারণভােবএকজনেরাগীেকযতটাসময়তারােদন,
েসিটিকযেথ�মেনকেরন?তারাআরিককরেতপারেতন?
15. Do physicians discriminate in this regard based on gender, religion, cast, ethnicity, SES, etc.? For example,
treating the rich patient better, or neglecting the female patients ect.?
তারািকধমর্, বণর্, িল�, সামািজকঅব�ানএসবিবষেয়েরাগীেদরসােথৈবষময্মূলকআচরণকেরন?েযমন: ধণীেরাগীেকভালকেরেদখা,
অথবানারীেরাগীেকঅবেহলাকরা্ইতয্ািদ।
16. How important do you think is maintaining the dignity of the patients during consultations? How much of it is
done? Share your experiences? How the situation may be improved? What are your expectations in this regard?
েরাগীরস�ানর�াকেরপরামশর্েদয়াটাকতটু কুজররীবেলমেনকেরন?এরকতটু কুতারাকেরথােকন?আপনােদরঅিভ�তাবলুন।এইপির
ি�িতিকভােবভালকরােযেতপাের?আপনােদর�তয্াশািকএিবষেয়?

Finishing Questions

17. Is there anyone who wants to add to or disagree with any point? If you have any question for me, you can ask it
too.
এসেবরমেধয্এমনিকছু িকআেছযারসােথআপনারাআেরািকছু েযাগকরেতচান,
অথবােকানিকছু রসােথি�মতকরেতচান?
আমারকােছআপনােদরেকান��থাকেলতা-ওকরেতপােরন।

Wrap-up
•

Thank you all for participating. Your comments have been very helpful.
অংশ�হেণরজনয্আপনােদরসবাইেকঅেনকধনয্বাদ।আপনােদরম�বয্গেলাঅতয্�কােজরিছল।

General Reflective Notes

57. FGD setting: How private was it? How “neutral” was it? How comfortable was it? Were there interruptions?
আেলাচনার�ান: এটাকতটু কুএকা�িছল? এটািক ‘প�পাতশূণয্’ িছল?এটাকতটাআরামদায়কিছল?েকান�িতব�কতািছলিক?
58. About the participants: What did they look like? Did they seem comfortable? Was there anything note-worthy
about them (something that will help you remember him/her later)?
অংশ�হণকারীস�েকর্ : তােদরেকেকমনেদখাি�ল?
তারািকআরােমিছেলন?তােদরস�েকর্ উে�খেযাগয্এমনিকছু িকিছলযাতােদরেকভিবষয্েতমেনকরেতসহায়তাকরেব?
59. FGD summary points: What were the main points discussed?
আেলাচনারসংি��সার: সা�াৎকােররমূলিবষয়গেলািকিছল?
60. Reflection on quality of the IDI: What were the challenges? Successes?
সা�াৎকােররগণগতমানিনেয়ভাবনা: চয্ােল�গেলািকিছল? সাফলয্?
61. What would you like to follow up on if you could conduct another IDI with this person?
এইসা�াৎকারদাতারসােথআবােরাসা�াৎকােররসুেযাগথাকেলআপিনিকিকিবষেয়ফেলাআপকরেতন?

Basic Demographic Information of the Participants
অংশ�হণকারীেদরেমৗিলকজনিমিতকতথয্
Name নাম

Age বয়স

Gender িল�

Occupation েপশা
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Education িশ�া

Religion ধমর্
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Appendix 9: List of Data Sources, Data Collector, and Location in Qualitative Part
Serial
Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Data Source

Data Collector

IDI of Public Sector Physician 1
IDI of Public Sector Physician 2
IDI of Informal Provider 1
IDI of Public Sector Physician 3
IDI of Informal Provider 2
IDI of Public Sector Physician 4
IDI of Private Sector Physician 1
IDI of Private Sector Physician 2
IDI of Private Sector Physician 3
IDI of Private Sector Physician 4
IDI of Informal Provider 3
IDI of Private Sector Physician 5
IDI of Public Sector Physician 5
IDI of Informal Provider 4
IDI of Client 1
IDI of Client 2
IDI of Client 3
IDI of Client 4
IDI of Informal Provider 5
FGD with Male Clients 1
IDI of Client 5
FGD with Male Clients 2
FGD with Female Clients 3
FGD with Female Clients 4
IDI of Client 6
IDI of Client 7
IDI of Public Sector Physician 6
IDI of Public Sector Physician 7
PO of Informal Providers
PO of Private Sector Providers
PO of Public Sector Provider

Taufique Joarder
Taufique Joarder
Taufique Joarder
Taufique Joarder
Taufique Joarder
Taufique Joarder
Taufique Joarder
Taufique Joarder
Taufique Joarder
Taufique Joarder
Taufique Joarder
Taufique Joarder
Taufique Joarder
Taufique Joarder
Taufique Joarder
Taufique Joarder
Taufique Joarder
Taufique Joarder
Taufique Joarder
Taufique Joarder
Taufique Joarder
Taufique Joarder
Heeyam Sayeed (Female RA)
Heeyam Sayeed (Female RA)
Abir Hossain (Male RA)
Abir Hossain (Male RA)
Abir Hossain (Male RA)
Abir Hossain (Male RA)
Taufique Joarder
Taufique Joarder
Taufique Joarder
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Location
Jibannagar
Jibannagar
Alamdanga
Alamdanga
Alamdanga
Damurhuda
Damurhuda
Damurhuda
Alamdanga
Alamdanga
Damurhuda
Jibannagar
Damurhuda
Damurhuda
Alamdanga
Damurhuda
Damurhuda
Jibannagar
Alamdanga
Alamdanga
Alamdanga
Alamdanga
Alamdanga
Alamdanga
Alamdanga
Alamdanga
Alamdanga
Alamdanga
Alamdanga
Damurhuda
Jibannagar

Appendix 10: Codebook of Qualitative Part of the Research
All current codes

1. Background information p1, c1, f1, k1

This code describes the educational and career background of the respondents
2. Why came to this profession p2

Why did the physician or the key informant choose medical profession

3. Experience of working/satisfaction p3, k2 o16

How is the experience of the physician or key informants about working as a physician; how do they feel about this in general. This
code also describes why they are satisfied or dissatisfied with their role/job
4. Providers c2, f2

Where does the respondent take family members when they are sick?

5. Type of provider c3

What are the types of providers within the reach of the respondent?

6. Decision about provider c3

Based on what does the provider decide which type of provider to consult.

7. General experience c5, f3

General experience that a patient thinks noteworthy about his/her encounter with a doctor
8. Consultation process p4, c5, o13, o18, o19, o21, o22, o23

This code is about the steps of consultation in general.
9. Greetings p4, c10, f8, o13, o20, o22, o23

Whether the doctor greets, and if he/she does, how does he/she do it.
10. Importance of responsiveness vs. clinical competence p5

What is the view of the physician regarding the importance of responsiveness? Whether responsiveness or clinical competency is more
important; or both are equally important to him/her?

11. Lacking of doctors in responsive care p5, p6, p8, p17, p22

This code describes what the lacking of the physicians are in providing care with responsiveness [inductive code]

12. Non medical expectations p6, c4, c7, f4, k4

This code describes what physicians and patients think about what a patient may expect from a physician, which are not directly
related to the therapy.
13. Entitlement as a patient c4

What entitlements does a patient think he/she has from a doctor?
14. Non-legitimate expectations p7, k5

This code describes the expectations, which the physicians consider not to be legitimate.
15. Fulfillment/non-fulfillment of expectation c8, f5, f14, o17, o45, o54

Whether these expectations are met in consultations, why, why not [this question was omitted from FGD, but this issue came many
times as response to other questions]. [Inductive code]
16. What would be added in ideal condition p8

This code describes what physicians would add to their existing practice if they were given an ideal condition. This code will
supplement to ‘Lacking of doctors in responsive care’.

17. Good doc c9, f7

Who, according to patients, is a good doctor?
18. Bad doc c9, f7

Who, according to patients, is a bad doctor?

19. Constraints or barriers p9, p10, p17, p22, k6

This code describes the constraints or barriers against doctors to provide care with responsiveness.

20. Training of doctors p9, k8, k10, o56

This code describes if there is any deficiency in the training of the physicians, which they receive either from medical colleges or
during career (in-service training). [Inductive code]

21. Difference in public, private sector and informal sectors p10, c6, f3, k7, o1-56

This code describes if there is any difference in responsiveness between doctors in public sector and private sector.
22. Positive things p10

There may be some positive or appreciative approaches from government or in private sector in improving responsiveness. This code
covers the positive sides. This also includes some positive things about the patients as reported by the providers. [Inductive code]
23. Taking consent p11, c11, f9, o13, o24, o26

This code describes if the respondent thinks taking consent from patients before performing a procedure is necessary or not. They also
explain in favor of their response. They also explain in which conditions they think taking consent is necessary, if any.
24. Maintaining privacy p12, c12, f10, 013, o27

This code describes whether maintaining privacy of the patient during consultation is important to them or not. This also describes if
they manage to maintain it or not. They also explain if there is any situation where maintaining or not maintaining privacy may be
important.

25. Explaining to patients p13, p26, c13, f11, o13, o25, o28

This code describes if the respondent thinks it is important to explain to the patients their disease, diagnosis, treatment options, side
effects, etc. This also explains which explanations doctors provide, if any. It also explains if the respondents think that giving
explanation is not necessary in certain conditions.
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26. Asked whether patient understood o52

Whether the doctor asked if the patient could understand his/her instructions. [Inductive code]
27. Allowing to ask questions p14, c14, f11, o13, o29

This describes if the physicians think they should allow the patient to ask questions.

28. Bad questions p14, c14, f11, o13

Whether there are some irrelevant questions, which a patient is not expected to ask. What is the reaction of physicians to these
questions. [Inductive code]
29. Questions coming to patients’ mind c14, f11

What types of questions does a patient want to ask to a doctor?

30. Reaction if patient wants to consult a different doctor p15, c15, f12, o13, o31, o35

This describes the reaction of the physicians if a patient wants to consult a different doctor and expresses it to him/her; or if the patient
just ask for doctor’s suggestion about consulting a different doctor.

31. Referral p16, c16, f12, o13, o51

Whether the doctors refer patients if he/she fails to treat a patient

32. Showing respect p17, k3, o13, o21, o22, o32

Whether doctors acknowledge the importance of showing respect to the patients, and how the doctors usually show respect to the
patients.

33. Breaching respect p17, c17, k3, o13, o32, o33

How the respect towards the patients is usually breached. Examples of breach of respect.
34. Confidentiality of patients’ information p18, o13, o34

Whether it is important to maintain the confidentiality of patient’s data/information. How it is maintained.

35. Consciousness of patients about confidentiality p18, c18

Whether patients are concerned about maintaining the confidentiality of their data. In which cases are they concerned?
36. Preventive aspects p19, c19, f13, o13, o36

Whether doctors inform the preventive aspects of a disease. Examples of such suggestions.

37. Time for patients_reality p20, c20, f14, o55

How much time a doctor usually gives a patient in reality. Difference in public and private sector, if any.
38. Time for patients_should be given p20, c20, f14

How much time should ideally be given to a patient.
39. Empathy/ Reassurance p21, c21, o13, o38

Whether and how empathy/ reassurance [inductive code; respondents’ response to this question is better termed ‘reassurance’ than
‘empathy’] is show to the patients.
40. Doctor patient conflict p22, o9, o12, o13, o15, o33, o54

How frequently conflict (in Bengali the term ‘misunderstanding’ is used) takes place between doctors and patients. Why and how
these occur?
41. Engaging the patients p23, o13, o42

Is there any way to engage the patients or their family members in therapeutic process. [This question was not very relevant for the
OPD patients]
This may be discarded from the scale item, because this is more relevant with the in-door patients. Neither doctors nor patients talked
much about this.
42. Follow up p24, p29, c22, o13, o40, o53

If there is any way to follow up with the patients. How this can be improved. This also includes if the patients could access their
medical records for future use.
43. Considering SES p25, c23, o13, o43

Whether doctors consider the socio-economic status of the patients before prescribing.

44. Discrimination c24, f15, o13, o30, o44

Does the physicians discriminate based on gender, SES, political power, religion, ethnicity, disease condition (e.g., TB, leprosy, STD)
or anything else?

45. Respect for culture/ local innovation p26, o13, o47

Whether the doctors show respect or sensitivity towards the people of specific cultural, religious, ethnic groups (cultural sensitivity).
How?
46. Gender sensitivity p26, f16, o13, o46

Whether the doctors show respect or sensitivity towards the female patients (gender sensitivity). Is there any instance of being gender
insensitive? How?
47. Household language p26, o13, o47

Whether doctors talk to the patients in a household language or do they speak using medical jargon.
48. Maintaining individuality o22, o23, o39

Whether the doctors maintained the individuality of patients, e.g., calling them by their names.
49. Suggestions/demands p27, p28, p29, c25, c26, c27, f16, f17, k8, k10, o56

If respondent wants to add or subtract to the issues discussed. What are their suggestions to improve responsiveness of physicians?
This code also includes some demands expressed by the providers to provide better or responsive care. Mostly the informal providers
mentioned these.
50. Policy issues and guidelines k8, k10

What, according to respondents, are the upstream policy issues in making the doctors more responsive? How these may be addressed?
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51. Resistance k9

What could be the potential source of resistance in formulating and implementing policies to improve the responsiveness of
physicians?

52. Location o1

Location and surrounding of the observation site
53. Condition o2

General condition of the health center in terms of cleanliness, condition of basic amenities, etc.

54. People o3, o5, o14

Type of people coming to the health facility, and what they do
55. Operations o4

Basic operations, e.g., how patients enroll for treatment, where do they wait, where do they get medicine, etc.

56. Service hours o6

Start of consultation, break, end of office hour

57. General interactions o7, o12

General interaction between different stakeholders in the health center.

58. Patient flow o8, o14

General flow of patient with their socio demographics

59. Transport o10

Transport of patients and doctors

60. Types of disease o11

Types of diseases, as understood from their chief complaints, history, severity

61. Patients o14

General observation of patients
62. Asking name o22

Whether the doctors asked patients’ name. Did they call them by the name? Or was it just for writing on prescription

63. Introduction by doctors o23

Did doctors introduce themselves to the patients
64. Power differential o23

Was there expression of power differential between patient and doctor? How?

65. Appearance o48

Appearance of the physician, whether it was clean, whether he was on professional attire.

66. Discipline o49

How discipline was maintained in consultation room

67. Under the table cost o50

Where there was any under the table cost involved?

68. Stories

Real life stories of dcotors and patients

69. Quotes

Quotations from doctors and patients

70. Frustrations

Frustrations of doctors either or not directly related to responsive care; but indirectly related to responsiveness. These frustration may deter the doctors from providing care responsiveness in the
long run. [Inductive code]

71. Local political pressure/security o33

Many doctors mentioned about the undue influence of local political leaders. This often breaches the security of the doctors, often leading to quarrels and fights. This hampers the
responsiveness of the doctors too. [Inductive code]

72. Cope up with constraints and other problems

Doctors adopt different means to cope up with the constraints, pressures from local political thugs, etc. [inductive code]

73. Reaction to questions

Doctors often react to the patients' questions. Interestingly, informal care providers seemed more patient about allowing questions. [Inductive code]

74. Time desired by pts according to doc

Time desired by patients, as reported by doctors [inductive code]

75. Pts exploiting the service o33

This code describes how patients may exploit the services either in public or in private sector. This also includes doctors' complaints about the patients. [Inductive code]

76. Waiting time

We asked the respondents about the consultation time, but some of them pointed out that waiting time can also be an important factor for responsiveness [Inductive code]

77. Good/bad communication

Explaining the disease and treatment to the patient is important, but there are issues which are not related to the therapy only. For example, it is important to communicate with the patient
beforehand regarding the unavailability of doctor, equipment, drugs or other facilities. This code deals with those type of communications. [Inductive code]

78. Complaints against doctors

What are the main complaints of patients about the doctors, from doctors' perspective. This was not asked to the doctors or patients directly; but both doctors and patients hinted about this
matter directly and sometimes indirectly. Patients' perspective is reported in code 15. [Inductive code]

79. Expression of mistrust

This was not asked explicitly, but many patients expressed their mistrust about the doctors either directly or indirectly. This code describes the expressions of mistrust as expressed by the
patients. [Inductive code]

80. Listen attentively and carefully o37

Whether doctor listened attentively and carefully
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Appendix 11: Broad Category of Codes
Code category
1) Background or context
related codes
2) General consultation
process related codes
3) Initial item generating
codes
4) Inductive and deductive
codes pertaining to
responsiveness domains

5) Codes to determine
which expectations might
not be legitimate
6) Constraints to provide
responsive care
7) Suggestions to improve
HRH responsiveness
8) Difference in
responsiveness of public,
private and informal
providers
9) Quotations and stories

Code number
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 58, 59, 60
7, 8, 11, 15, 16, 40, 57, 61, 78, 79
12, 13, 16, 17, 18
Friendliness

Respecting

9, 63, 48, 62,
77, 39, 47, 64

Informing and
guiding

32, 33, 80, 23, 45, 27, 40, 30, 41, 25,
28, 29, 73, 44, 46, 65, 26, 36, 42
66, 24
14, 24, 28, 29, 33, 34, 37, 38, 40, 41, 57, 61, 73, 74, 76
11, 19, 20, 70, 71, 72, 75
20, 22, 49, 50, 51
21

68, 69

Note: Numbers represent the code number in Appendix10
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Gaining
trust

Optimizing
benefit

34, 35, 31,
79, 67

43

Appendix 12: List and Sources of All Items in Quantitative Structured Observation Tool
Variable
Number
1
2

Item

Source:
formative
(qualitative)
research
√
√

Source:
literature
review

Reference

√

Fassaert et al., 2007; Makoul, 2001

√

√
√

Blanchard et al., 1983; Rodriguez et al., 2012
Abdulhadi et al., 2006; Carey & Seibert, 1993; Forouzan et al., 2011;
Rodriguez et al., 2012; Wolf et al., 1978)
Abdulhadi et al., 2006; Beck et al., 2000; Blanchard et al., 1983; Boon &
Stewart, 1998; Fassaert et al., 2007; Makoul, 2001; White et al., 1991
Blanchard et al., 1983
Abdulhsadi et al., 2006; Beck et al., 2000; Walbridge & Delene, 1993; Wolf
et al., 1978
Beck et al., 2000; Carey & Seibert, 1993; Darby et al., 2000; DeSilva, 1999;
Elwyn et al., 2005; Forouzan et al., 2011; Hsu et al., 2006; Letkovicova et al.,
2005; Rao et al., 2006; Stewart, 1984
Fassaert et al., 2007; Rao et al., 2006; Wolf et al., 1978

3
4

Greetings by doctor
Response of doctor to patient's
greetings
Self Identification by doctor
Asking patient's name

5

Engaging in social talks

√

√

6
7

Asking about patient's family
Friendliness

√
√

√
√

8

Showing respect explicitly

√

√

9

Listening to patient's
complaints completely
Listening to patient's
complaints attentively

√

√

√

√

Counseling on social or family
issues if related to the disease
Home visit by doctor
Examining the patient with care
Taking consent in particularly
necessary conditions
Taking consent in general
Maintaining confidentiality of
information
Suggestions on disease
prevention and health
promotion in general
Referral practice
Consultation with colleagues if in
confusion
Allowing patients to choose

√

Abdulhadi et al., 2006; Beck et al., 2000; Coulter & Jenkinson, 2005; Fassaert
et al., 2007; Forouzan et al., 2011; Hsu et al., 2006; Letkovicova et al., 2005;
Rao et al., 2006

√

White et al., 1991

√

√
√

DeSilva, 1999; Letkovicova et al., 2005
DeSilva, 1999; Letkovicova et al., 2005

√

√

Abdulhadi et al., 2006; Beck et al., 2000; Darby et al., 2000; Makoul, 2001;
Rao et al., 2006; Rice et al., 2008a; Sirven et al., 2008; Valentine et al., 2007

√
√

√

White et al., 1991

√

√

Coulter & Jenkinson, 2005; Darby et al., 2000; DeSilva, 1999; Forouzan et

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

√
√
√
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doctors

al., 2011; Letkovicova et al., 2005; Murray et al., 2001; Nigel Rice et al.,
2008; Valentine et al., 2007; WHO, 2000
Abdulhadi et al., 2006; Beck et al., 2000; Forouzan et al., 2011; White et al.,
1997
Blanchard et al., 1983; Makoul, 2001; Wolf et al., 1978
White et al., 1997

21

Giving courage and reassurance √

√

22
23

Earning trust of patients
Service oriented, not
businesslike attitude
Not sending patients to specific
diagnostic centers
Involving patients in care related
decision making

√
√

√
√

Considering individual need of
the patient
Considering religious and cultural
orientation of the patient
Facilitating utilization of local
resources
Considering socio-economic
status of the patient
Trying to understand socioeconomic status of the patient
Informing the cost of treatment/
financial counseling
Providing financial assistance if
needed
Facilitating follow-up

√

√

√

√

√

√

Boon & Stewart, 1998; Coulter & Jenkinson, 2005; DeSilva, 1999; Forouzan
et al., 2011; Letkovicova et al., 2005; Makoul, 2001; Murray et al., 2001;
Nigel Rice et al., 2008; Sirven et al., 2008; Valentine et al., 2007; WHO, 2000
Forouzan et al., 2011; Hsu et al., 2006; Levinson et al., 2008; Makoul, 2001;
Walbridge & Delene, 1993
Fernandez et al., 2004; Thom & Tirado, 2006; Werkmeister-Rozas & Klein,
2009
Forouzan et al., 2011; Thom & Tirado, 2006

√

Walbridge & Delene, 1993; Wolf et al., 1978

√

√

Quantity of issues explained
and the quality of explanation
Quantity of issues explained
Explaining everything to the
patient by the doctor himself
Asking patient if s/he
understood the explanation

√

√

Forouzan et al., 2011; Schirmer et al., 2005; Walbridge & Delene, 1993;
White et al., 1991
Beck et al., 2000; Wolf et al., 1978

√
√

√

Boon & Stewart, 1998; Rao et al., 2006

√

√

Explaining the cause of disease
to the patient
Explaining the diagnosis of
disease to the patient

√

Abdulhadi et al., 2006; Coulter & Jenkinson, 2005; Forouzan et al., 2011;
Letkovicova et al., 2005; Thom & Tirado, 2006; White et al., 1997; Wolf et
al., 1978

√

Carey & Seibert, 1993; Morphet et al., 2012

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

√
√

√
√
√
√

√
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40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

Explaining the prognosis of
disease to the patient
Explaining the treatment to the
patient

√

√

Blanchard et al., 1983; White et al., 1997; Wolf et al., 1978

√

√

Explaining the preventive
aspects to the patient
Explaining the side effects of the
treatment to the patient
Explaining the result of tests to
the patient
Allowing patient to ask questions
Answering patient's questions by
doctor himself
Keeping patience in patient's
irrelevant questions
Encouraging patient to ask
questions
Listening attentively to patient's
questions
Not using jargon

√

√

Abdulhadi et al., 2006; Blanchard et al., 1983; Carey & Seibert, 1993;
Mashego & Peltzer, 2005; Rao et al., 2006; White et al., 1997; Wolf et al.,
1978
White et al., 1997

√

√

Beck et al., 2000; Makoul, 2001

√

√

Blanchard et al., 1983; White et al., 1997; Wolf et al., 1978

√
√

√

Beck et al., 2000; DeSilva, 1999; Letkovicova et al., 2005; Rao et al., 2006

√

√

Abdulhadi et al., 2006; Beck et al., 2000

√

√

Beck et al., 2000

√

√

Communicating limitations to the
patient at the outset
Closing salutation by doctor

√

Beck et al., 2000; Bernhart et al., 1999; Fassaert et al., 2007; Fernandez et al.,
2004; Makoul, 2001; Wolf et al., 1978

√

Responding to patient's closing
salutation
Legibility of prescription
Not showing hierarchical
difference
Gender sensitivity
Interruption during consultation

√

Abdulhadi et al., 2006; Beck et al., 2000; White et al., 1991; White et al.,
1997

√
√

√

Forouzan et al., 2011

√
√

√
√

Appearance of doctor
Establishing discipline in
consultation room
Non-verbal communication by
doctor
Compassionately touching the

√
√

√
√

Berlan & Shiffman, 2012; Haaland & Vlassoff, 2001
Beck et al., 2000; Fassaert et al., 2007; Makoul, 2001; Rhoades, McFarland,
Finch, & Johnson, 2001
Andaleeb, 2001; Walbridge & Delene, 1993
Andaleeb, 2001

√

√

√

√

√

√

Abdulhadi et al., 2006; Beck et al., 2000; Boon & Stewart, 1998; Fassaert et
al., 2007
Beck et al., 2000; Blanchard et al., 1983
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62
63
64

patient by doctor
Not being involved in illegal
activities
Sense of humor
Relaxedness and confidence

√

√

Andaleeb, 2001

√

√
√

Beck et al., 2000; Hojat et al., 2002; White et al., 1997
Fassaert et al., 2007; Stewart, 1984

Italicized items (n = 19) were dropped due to being defective (i.e., more than 50% non-response or missing values)
Bold font items (n = 34) are included in the final version of the item
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Appendix 13: Structured Observation Tool (Full Version-64 Items)

Understanding and Measuring Responsiveness of Human Resources for Health
in Rural Bangladesh

Structured Observation Tool
1. General Identification Questions

Instruction to the observer: Fill out these information’s just before starting the interview with the doctor and structured
observation. Take the first photo of the consultation room (with patients and the doctor if possible) during this time. Take
the second photo after the consultation.
2. Observation ID
3. Observer ID
4. Date of observation
5. Location of observation
6. Observation setting: Public sector/private sector
7. Type of provider (in case of private sector): Exclusively Private/ both public and private but observed in private setting
only/ both public and private and observed in both settings
8. Geospatial data (longitude/ latitude) [This is best captured in open space]
9. Starting time of observation
10. Ending time of observation

11. Questions for the Doctor

Instruction to the observer: Ensure you have obtained the consent from both the patients and the doctor. Greet the
doctor; introduce yourself, and record this information.
12. ID of the doctor [Write the name, which will be replaced by a numeric ID later]
13. Age of doctor [in years]
14. Gender
15. Degrees [E.g., MBBS, FCPS (Medicine)]
16. Medical College [E.g., Khulna Medical College]
17. Year of graduation
18. Number of months in practice [Including internship]
19. Number of months working in this upazila
20. Number of months working in rural settings
21. Is the doctor originally from this area? [Yes/ No]
22. How many patients does the doctor attend on an average in a typical day (if the observation is in public sector, doctor
should give an estimate of patients attended per day in public sector setting and vice versa)? [Feeds into 89]

23. Observation Items

Instruction to the observer: Be present while consulting with 11 patients. Do not record first 10 observations. Fill out the
tool on the basis of last (11th) observation.
Exclusion Criteria:
Do not include the following patients in your observation: Those who are below 18 years, suffering from gynecological
diseases, venereal diseases, emergency patients and patients suffering from diseases where it is necessary to examine
private parts (i.e., where extra privacy is required).

Beginning part

24. Patients expect that the doctor will greet and welcome the patient, make the patient feel comfort, accept the patient
cordially, reply the patient’s greetings and ask the patient’s well being. Assess the role of the doctor in this regard by 1 to
4 where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor started
The doctor expressed The doctor greeted and welcomed
The doctor greeted warmly and
writing the
minimum greetings to the patient; however, it was not
welcomed the patient friendly and
prescription
the patient.
enough to make the patient easy or
became easy with him.
without any
friendly.
If the patient greeted
If the patient greeted first, doctor
greeting.
first, doctor
cordially answered the patient’s and
If the patient greeted first, doctor
If the patient
responded to the
gave his answer in words when the
also exchanged greeting.
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greeted first, the
doctor even did not
respond to the
greetings of the
patient.

patient’s greetings
indirectly (by shaking
head, lifting eyes,
shaking hand etc.).
Following greetings
among the
traditional greetings
in this country
might have been
included: asking the
name of the patient,
asking him to take a
seat etc.

patient gave salam.
Following greetings among the
traditional greetings in this
country might have been
included: giving salam to the
patient (Saying Adab/Nomoskar to
the Hindus and others as per their
religion), asking the name of the
patient, asking his well beings (how
are you/what’s the matter),
appropriate salutation like mother,
father, brother, sister, sister-in-law,
asking to take a seat, exchange
smiles etc.

Following greetings among the
traditional greetings in this
country might have been
included: giving salam to the
patient (Saying Adab/Nomoskar to
the Hindus and others as per their
religion), asking the name of the
patient and calling in his name,
asking his well beings (how are
you/what’s the matter), appropriate
salutation like mother, father,
brother, sister, sister-in-law, saluting
‘Babu’ (in case of children), Sweety
etc. Asking to take a seat, asking
whether he had his breakfast, asking
about his residence and profession,
smiling at him; to shake hands with
him; showing respect to the aged
person by standing up etc.

25. In our country usually patients give Salam to the doctors in most of the cases. The patients expect that the doctor will
start consultation after replying Salam and asking the patient’s well being. Assess the role of the doctor in this regard by 1
to 4 where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completelysatisfactory. Possible observations are as follows: [Use N/A in
case the patient did not greet first.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The patient gave Salam/
The doctor replied the
The doctor replied in brief in The doctor replied the
greetings to the doctor, but
patient’s greetings by
response to patient’s
patient’s greetings
he did not reply.
gesture (moving neck, eye
greetings. As for example by completely and cordially
expression, moving hand
moving neck, eye expression and also s/he himself
etc.), but did not say
and at the same time by
exchanged some greetings.
anything in words.
saying Olaikum Salam.
26. The patients become confused if they do not know the doctor’s identity (especially the doctor’s designation, e.g.,
Medical Officer, Sub Assistant Community Medical Officer etc. or specialty, e.g., pediatrician, gynecologist etc.). So, it is
necessary to make arrangement for showing the identity in any consultation. Assess the role of the doctor in this regard by
1 to 4 where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completelysatisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
If none of the issues
If any of the issues
If any two of the following
If all of the following three
mentioned below is present. mentioned below is present. issues are present.
issues are present.
There may be following measures for showing the identity: The doctor’s name and designation was visibly mentioned
outside the consultation room. Inside the room the doctor’s identity was written in front of the doctor or in the nameplate
in his body. The doctor introduced himself with the patients before consultation.
27. Patients expect that the doctor will ask patient's name at least and will treat the patient as a person. Assess the role of
the doctor in this regard by 1 to 4 where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completelysatisfactory. Possible observations
are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did not consider
The doctor asked the name
The doctor asked the name
The doctor asked the name
asking the name of the
of the patient but it was not
of the patient and listened
of the patient, listened
patient as necessary or just
seemed that he listened to
attentively. But did not call
attentively and also called
asked the name for writing
the patient by giving
her/ him in that name.
her/ him in that name.
in the prescription.
importance or attention.
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28. The patient expects that the doctor will not only listen to his problem but also do some social talks and listen to the
patient if he does any social talk. Assess the role of the doctor in this regard by 1 to 4 where 1-completely unsatisfactory
and 4-completelysatisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did not do any The doctor did minimum The doctor did some social
The doctor got involved
social talk with patient.
social talk or responded
talk or responded when the
completely into social talk or if
Even he stopped the
when the patient started
patient started social talk.
the patient started, he participated
patient when the patient
social talk.
satisfactorily into social talks.
In this case following
started to do some social
social talks might have
In this case following
In this case following social
talks.
been included: The
social talks might have
talks might have been included:
been included: Who are patient’s profession, family The patient’s profession,
members etc.
there in the family etc.
education, children, family
members, weather etc.
29.The patient expects that doctor will also ask about his family. Assess the role of the doctor in this regard by 1 to 4
where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completelysatisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did not ask
The doctor did not want to
The doctor wanted to know The doctor wanted to know
anything about the family of know anything about the
about the family of the
about the family of the
the patient or there was
family of the patient but
patient but not in details.
patient in details cordially.
nothing in this regard during there were some talking
That was not a part of the
That was not a part of the
his consultation.
regarding this in his advice. treatment rather a part of
treatment rather a part of
That means it was a part of
social talk.
social talk.
his treatment but not a
For example: how many
For example: how many
social talk.
members are there in his
members are there in his
family, how many children, family, how many children,
are they all well etc.
are they all well etc.
30. Patients expect that the doctor will be friendly. Assess the role of the doctor in this regard by 1 to 4 where 1completely unsatisfactory and 4-completelysatisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor was not friendly. The doctor was friendly at a The doctor was somewhat
The doctor was fully
minimum level.
friendly.
friendly.
The example of friendliness may be: remembering the name and face of the patient and calling him by name (here
‘calling by name’ means calling by name of the patient in a friendly manner); asking or making comment about an event
of the patient’s family; praising the patient (about clothing or anything else); asking for an opinion of the patient about
anything (weather, politics etc.)
31. Patients do not expect misbehave rather expect good behavior from the doctor. Assess the role of the doctor in this
regard by 1 to 4 where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completelysatisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor misbehaved with The doctor neither
The doctor showed least but The doctor showed respect
the patient.
misbehaved nor behaved
not much respect. As for
to the patient perfectly. The
well with the patient.
example: replying salam
example of showing
and good-bye, talking softly respect to the patient
with the patient etc.
perfectly may be: giving
Examples of behavior showing disrespect might be:
honor to an aged patient by
Bargaining for money, using bad words, denying to provide
standing up, helping an
treatment etc.; stopping the patient in the middle; talking in
aged patient to sit down,
an authoritative tone, misbehaving, scolding etc.; getting the
giving Salam or at least
patient out of the room; “Do you know more than me? Then
replying when patients give
why did not you become a doctor?”-Telling such etc.
Salam, talking softly with
the patient etc.
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History Taking

32. Patients expect that the doctors will start writing the prescription after listening to the symptoms in detail and
completely. Assess the role of the doctor in this regard by 1 to 4 where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4completelysatisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did not listen to The doctor listened to some
The doctor listened to
The doctor heard the patient
the patient attentively. The of the patient's complaints,
patient's complaints, did not up to the end, did not
doctor stopped the patient
but at some stage doctor
stop the patient in the
interrupt (except necessary
while describing his
stopped the patient either by
middle. But doctor had gone questions). He started next
complaint.
verbal or non-verbal cues.
to the next step (examining, step only when the patient
Doctor had gone to the next
prescribing, etc.) before the
completed the description of
step (examining, prescribing, patient finished describing
the disease in details.
etc.) before the patient
his complaints.
finished describing his
complaints.
33. Patients expect that the doctor will listen to them attentively with patience and that would be expressed by his
behavior. Assess the role of the doctor in this regard by 1 to 4 where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4completelysatisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did not
The doctor showed at least
The doctor showed
The doctor showed
show attentiveness and
minimum attentiveness and
attentiveness and patience in
attentiveness and patience
patience in his behavior patience in his behavior and
his behavior and language to
clearly and fully by his
and language.
language (e.g., At least one of
some extent (e.g., Asking
behavior and language (all
the following things, but did
questions to learn more and
or most of the following).
not ask questions)
any two of the following).
Behaviors indicating attentiveness and patience may be: shaking head while talking, looking at the patient, asking
questions to learn more, variation in tone, smiling face, some interest expressing words (e.g., Ok, hm etc.)etc.
34. Patients expect that the doctor would help to solve the family problem that is related to his disease (e.g., torturing by
husband, family feud, etc.) with the help of the concerned person of that area (e.g., political representative, administrative
personnel, health sector personnel, etc.). Assess the role of the doctor in this regard by 1 to 4 where 1-completely
unsatisfactory and 4-completelysatisfactory. Possible observations are as follows: [Use N/A if there is no such patient.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did Though the doctor gave The doctor did not escape the The doctor informed the concerned person at
not take any
some suggestions in
matter rather tried to help the
once by calling or by some other means and
step in this
this matter, but did not patient. However, it was not
made arrangement to solve the problem
regard.
get involved.
completely satisfactory.
promptly. In this regard the role of the doctor
was completely satisfactory.
35. Patients expect that doctor should visit their home for treatment when necessary. Assess the role of the doctor in this
regard by 1 to 4 where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completelysatisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
[Use N/A if patients did not request doctor to visit his/her home.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
He said ‘No’ rudely.
Did not go, however, explained it and even
Went reluctantly.
Went readily.
did not behave rudely.

Examination

36. Patients expect that the doctor would do the necessary physical examination with care. Assess the role of the doctor in
this regard by 1 to 4 where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completelysatisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
[Use ‘N/A’ if the patient does not come with a problem which require physical examination or if it is not clear
whether the problem requires physical examination. If it is seemed that the problem requires physical examination,
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but doctor does not examine, fill in the field '1'.Do not fill in 'N/A' field if the doctor conducted any physical
examination.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did not
The doctor examined the
The doctor measured the body
The doctor measured the
examine the patient
patient at least once (only
temperature, blood pressure,
body temperature, blood
any more.
measured body temperature
pulse rate etc. (which were
pressure, pulse rate etc. and
or pulse rate etc.).
necessary) with some care.
did all with care.
The example of examining the patient physically may be: telling the patient politely to fold up his sleeves, telling the
patient that what he is going to do etc.
37. Patients expect that the doctor would take consent from the patient at least in some particularly necessary conditions.
Assess the role of the doctor in this regard by 1 to 4 where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completelysatisfactory.
Possible observations are as follows: [Use ‘N/A’ if there is no such particularly necessary case for taking consent
(e.g., exposing the patient, touching, etc.) or if female patients do not come to a male doctor (e.g., male patient to
male doctor, female patient to female doctor, and male patient to female doctor) or if it is not possible to observe
somehow (e.g., if doctor or patient does not allow the observer in the room, if it falls under the exclusion criteria)]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor
The doctor took consent at a
The doctor took consent
The doctor took consent
just ignored
minimum level. As for example:
somewhat properly. As for
perfectly. As for example:
taking
telling the female patient before
example: asking consent from
telling the patient before doing
consent.
doing any physical examination by the female patient in clear
any examination and asking
a male doctor (e.g., I will do your
language before doing any
consent from the patient about
ultra sonography, please fold up
physical examination by a male it; keeping a female attendant if
your sleeves as I am going to
doctor (e.g., Mother, I will do
the male doctor examines a
measure your blood pressure, etc.). this, do you agree?)
female patient, etc.
The patients consider it particularly necessary to take consent when: placing the stethoscope on the chest of a female
patient by a male doctor; uncovering any covered part of the body or touching a part of the body while examining (except
touching the forehead for fever). Though it is necessary to take consent in following cases, but it would not be possible to
observe, as the observer is not allowed to stay in the room. The observer would go outside the room and use ‘NA’ in these
situations. Examining the private parts of any patient; doing PR and PV; uncovering the abdomen of a female patient by a
male doctor for examination; examining anybody by taking off the cloths; examining the appendix of a female patient by a
male doctor etc.
38. A good practice is that, a doctor should inform the patient before doing any examination and take consent of the
patient. Assess the role of the doctor in this regard by 1 to 4 where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4completelysatisfactory. Possible observations are as follows: [Use ‘NA’ if it is not necessary to take consent (i.e., if no
physical examination is done). Do not use ‘NA’ if any physical examination is done.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor examined
The doctor indirectly made the
The doctor had
The doctor had said the patient
in spite of the
patient understand that he is going
verbally told the
that what he was going to do
unwillingness and/or
to do a physical examination. (E.g., patient what he was
and took consent clearly. As
disagreement of the
uncovering the machine for
going to do, but did not for example: "Mother/father, I
patient.
measuring blood pressure,
take his consent
want to examine your that
indicating the bed for doing
properly. As for
organ (name of the organ). Do
examination etc.). As the patient did example: I will
you have any problem? Can I
not say anything or did not protest,
examine your that
see it?"
so it had been considered as
organ (the name of the
'implied consent'.
organ).
39. Disclosure of information given by the patient about some sensitive issues may be harmful for him especially from the
social point of view. Assess the doctor’s role for not disclosing the information outside by 1 to 4, where 1-completely
unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows: [Use ‘NA’ if there were no such
patient, if it could not be understood whether the information were sensitive, or if it was not possible to observe due
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to any reason (such as, if the doctor or patient does not allow the observer in the room, if it falls under the
exclusion criteria).]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did
The doctor had minimal role.
The doctor had some role.
The doctor played role completely.
not play any
Some of the following points
Some of the following points
Almost all of the following points
role.
were observed.
were observed.
were observed.
Doctor can play the following roles: Allowing nobody in the room except the doctor and the patient; if patient comes
with his attendant, then talking to them separately; telling nothing if anybody wants to know anything about the disease or
patient by introducing himself as the relative of the patient; assuring the patient that their conversation would be kept
secret; ensuring that nobody heard their conversation from outside.
Sensitive topics may include the following: if an unmarried woman conceives, if a woman conceives though her
husband lives abroad, tuberculosis, venereal disease, infertility.

Prescription Writing

40. Patients expect that the doctor would not only treat the disease but also suggest some measures on disease prevention
and health promotion. It may be or may not be directly related to the patient's disease. In this regard, assess the role of the
doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
[This information is about common disease prevention and health promotion measures; specific prevention
measures are given later]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did not ask Doctor indirectly told about some The doctor asked the patient
The doctor asked the
anything about the
disease prevention and health
about the disease prevention
patient about disease
disease prevention and promotion measures; but that
and health promotion and also
prevention and health
health promotion did
came as part of the patient's
gave some suggestions in this
promotion. He also
not suggest anything
disease condition. (The doctor
regard. (The doctor told more
advised the patient for
in this regard.
told at least one of the following
than one of the following
leading a healthier life in
measures.)
measures)
details.
Disease prevention and health promotion measures may be: using sanitary latrines, habit of hand washing, vaccinating
children, giving breast milk to the infants, physical activity or exercise, giving up smoking, general cleanliness, avoiding
fatty foods, using germ-free water, eating nutritious food etc.
41. Patients expect that the doctor would refer the patient to another doctor immediately, if he cannot diagnose or treat the
disease himself. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely
satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows: [Use ‘NA’ if it is not necessary to refer the patient to another doctor
or if it is not understood whether referring is required or not. If the patient required a referral (and the observer
understood that), but if the patient was not referred, then fill out '1'. Do not fill in the ‘NA’ if patient was referred to
another doctor.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
Even though the
The doctor did very late to realize
The doctor realized after a
The doctor realized
doctor knew that he
that he would not be able to treat the short time that he would not quickly that he would not
would not be able to
patient, or he referred the patient
be able to treat the patient.
be able to treat the patient,
treat the disease, he
only when the patient requested him. He did all or some (at least
explained his limitations to
did not refer the
Or, he did not perform most of the
3) of the following
the patient, told where to
patient to another
take the patient, wrote the
standard referral activities but
standard referral
doctor. Or, the
activities: explaining his
address of the
one or two of the following:
patient went away
limitations to the patient,
doctor/hospital where to
explaining his limitations to the
from the hospital at
telling where to take the
take the patient, sent the
patient, telling where to take the
his own accord or
patient, writing the address
information of the patient
patient, writing the address of the
was compelled to
of the doctor/hospital where to the referred place
doctor/hospital where to take the
accept low-quality
to take the patient, sending
beforehand etc. He
patient, sending the information of
treatment.
the information of the patient satisfactorily did all the
the patient to the referred place
to the referred place
tasks related with referring
beforehand etc. He referred the
patient without care.
beforehand etc.
the patient.
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Note: If the patient is sent for a diagnostic test, or if he is advised to consult the doctor with the result of the test- then it is
not considered as a referral.
42. Patients expect that the doctor would discuss with his colleague, another nearest doctor or anybody having knowledge
about the disease if the doctor has some confusion or does not understand anything clearly about the treatment. In this
regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible
observations are as follows: [Fill in the ‘NA’ field if the doctor is not unable to provide treatment, or if it is not
understood whether he is unable to provide treatment. If the doctor’s inability is visible to the observer, but if the
doctor does not consult with anybody, fill out '1'. If the doctor consulted with others, do not fill out 'NA'. ]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
Although the inability of the Although the inability of the
Although the inability of the
The doctor clarified
doctor for treating the
doctor for treating the disease
doctor for treating the disease his inability or
disease was observed (such
was observed (such as inability
was observed (such as
confusion to the
as inability to understand X- to understand X-ray, ECG and
inability to understand X-ray, patient and provided
ray, ECG, ultra sonogram,
ultra sonogram, inability to
ECG and ultra sonogram,
treatment after
inability to diagnose skin
diagnose skin diseases
inability to diagnose skin
discussing with a
diseases confidently etc.), he confidently etc.), he did not tell
diseases confidently etc.), he
related person
did not ask anybody (nearest it directly to his patient. He
did not tell it directly to his
promptly.
doctor, SACMO, nurse or
asked somebody (nearest doctor, patient. He asked somebody
by phone call).
SACMO, nurse or by phone
(nearest doctor, SACMO,
call) with hesitation and
nurse or by phone call) about
unwillingness.
it promptly.
43. Often patients cannot choose the right doctor (Neurologist, Cardiologist etc.) for their diseases. Often they want to go
to male/female doctor and expect to consult with the nearest doctor. They expect that they would consult with the doctor
and the doctor would provide suggestion free of cost. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows: [Fill in the ‘NA’ field if no
patient comes with such issue.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did not suggest
The doctor gave suggestion
The doctor was reluctant to
The doctor suggested
anything when patient came but rudely or it was not
suggest. However, his
the patient sincerely and
with such purpose.
suitable for the patient.
behavior was not rude.
cordially.
44.Patient wants courage and assurance from the doctor. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor neither said
The doctor reassured
The doctor reassured both
The doctor showed most of the
anything nor behaved in
either verbally or
verbally and nonverbally.
reassurance expressing speech
such a way that
nonverbally (speech or
(There should be both speech or behavior (there should be
expressed reassurance.
behavior).
and behavior).
both speech and behavior).
Reassurance expressing speech and behavior may be: You have no problem;you will be all right; nothing has happened
to you; there is nothing to be worried; I would be able to cure your disease, inshallah, etc.-such type of speech; putting
hands on the shoulder of the patient, giving him courage by holding his hand, giving courage by putting hand on the bodysuch type of behavior
45. Patients want to have trust on the doctor. The doctor should not tell or do anything, which might breach the trust;
rather he should behave for earning trust. Here ‘trust’ means “The doctor advised for maximizing the patient's benefit,
not for maximizing his own benefit."In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely
unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
Most of the behaviors (at
Some behaviors
The doctor did not behave such that
The doctor did not behave
least two) of the doctor
(at least one) of
might cause breach of trust of the
such that might cause breach
were such that might
the doctor were
patient. However, he also did not do
of trust of the patient.
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break the trust of the
trust breaking.
anything for earning the trust of the
However, he tried to earn the
patient.
patient.
trust of the patient.
Examples of such behavior that may cause breach of trust: telling the patient to do test from any specific diagnostic
center (but if the patient himself asks where to do the test and the doctor tells the name in response, then it will not be
considered as breach of trust), encouraging to buy medicines of a specific pharmaceutical company, telling the patient
under consultation of a govt. doctor to go to a private clinic, seeing private patients by a public doctor during office hour
(moonlighting) etc.
Examples of activities to gain the trust: Explaining the necessity to the patient if any test has been given.
46. Patients expect service-oriented attitude from the doctor and consider business-oriented attitude as unwanted. In this
regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible
observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
Most of the behaviors (at
Some behaviors (at least The doctor did not do anything The doctor did not do
least two) of the doctor were one) of the doctor might
that might be considered as
anything that might be
such that the patient might
be considered as of
business oriented to the patient. considered as business
think those as business
business oriented to the
However, the doctor’s behavior oriented to the patient.
oriented attitude.
patient.
was not service oriented also.
Rather, the doctor’s
behavior was service
oriented.
Behaviors expressing business oriented attitude may be: telling the patient to do test from any specific diagnostic
center, encouraging to buy medicines of a specific pharmaceutical company, taking money from patients forcibly, telling
the patient under consultation of a govt. doctor to go to a private clinic, etc.
Examples of service-oriented attitudes may be: asking the patient’s ability to bear the cost of treatment, if necessary
assisting the patient in getting low-cost medical care and so on.
47. Patients most dislike if the doctor tells the patient to do diagnostic tests from any specific diagnostic center. In this
regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible
observations are as follows: [Fill in the ‘NA’ field if no test is prescribed.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor forced the The doctor advised the
The doctor did not advise the patient
The doctor did not suggest
patient to do tests
patient to do tests from a directly to do tests from a specific
any specific place for doing
from a specific
specific diagnostic
diagnostic center. However, he
tests; even he did not do so
diagnostic center.
center but did not force
indirectly did (such as, do you want to
indirectly.
him to do so.
do test from any good diagnostic
center?).
Note: It would not be considered as negative if the doctor suggests doing tests from the upazila health complex or any
other public organizations; because it is possible at low prices and the doctor does not have the chance of any benefit.
48. A good practice is that, the patient should participate in making decisions regarding treatment. He should be informed
about different treatment options, treatment cost and advantages and disadvantages of each option. The doctor should help
the patient to choose the best option by considering patient's personal and social conditions and the doctor should respect
the patient’s choice. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did
The doctor told the
The doctor told the patient
The doctor told the patient about
not make the
patient about different
about different treatment
different treatment options. He gave idea
patient
treatment options. He
options, informed about
about treatment cost and informed about
participative in
informed about
advantages and disadvantages
advantages and disadvantages of those
making decisions advantages and
of those options and helped the options. He helped the patient to choose
regarding
disadvantages of those
patient to choose the best
the best option for him by considering
treatment.
options.
option for him by considering
patient's personal and social conditions.
patient's personal and social
The doctor honored the patient’s choice.
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conditions.
49. Each patient is an individual person and the patient’s environment (context) is also different; so their needs are also
different. Patients expect that the doctor would provide treatment to comply with the patient's individual need. In this
regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible
observations are as follows: [Fill in the ‘NA' field if patient does not inform the doctor about his problem to comply
with the prescribed treatment.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The patient informed the
The patient informed the
The patient informed the
The patient informed the
doctor about his problem to doctor about his problem to doctor about his problem to
doctor about his problem to
receive the prescribed
receive the prescribed
receive the prescribed
receive the prescribed
treatment. The doctor did
treatment. The doctor did
treatment. Then the doctor
treatment. The doctor
not adjust his treatment;
not adjust his treatment; he
adjusted his treatment.
adjusted his treatment after
rather rudely informed that
politely informed that the
However, the doctor did not listening to the patient
the issue was not under his
issue is not under his
make sure whether the
attentively. The doctor made
jurisdiction or that he is
jurisdiction or that he is
patient would be able to
sure that the patient would
unable to solve the
unable to solve the matter.
follow the changed
be able to follow the
matter.
prescription.
changed prescription.
Examples of contextual and the individual need of the patient may be: considering the obstacles of patient's personal
and social life (referring the patient to a distant place, coordinating the treatment schedule with children's examination and
the patient's job, etc.).
50. Doctors should prescribe treatment considering the religious and cultural orientation of the patient. What was the
status of such cultural sensitivity at the suggestion of the doctor? In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4,
where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor
The doctor did not do any kind of
The doctor demonstrated at
The doctor demonstrated
was culturally culturally insensitive behavior.
least minimum level of
cultural sensitivity clearly
insensitive.
However, he also did not leave an
cultural sensitivity during
more than once in various
example of a culturally sensitive
consultation.
steps of consultation.
behavior.
Examples of cultural sensitivity may be: making adjustment while giving medicine to a Muslim patient during
Ramadan, giving advice to the patient to eat less fried food at ‘iftari’, telling the patient to eat fruits that are available
during that season (or refraining from suggesting out of season fruits), not giving advice of doing or eating anything which
is religiously prohibited, giving idea about the disease and treatment by using some local languages (e.g., using ‘giving
gas’ instead of nebulization, ‘Jor chumka’ instead of febrile convulsion, ‘lukewarm water’ for giving idea of hot water
etc.), using simple examples to explain the advice given (such as RC Cola Bottle head equivalent drugs, mixing a pinch of
salt, one handful gur etc.), explaining in plain Bangla language after using medical terminology (e.g., puj instead of 'pus
cell', hojom hoe jabe instead of 'it will be absorbed', etc.) and so on.
Examples of cultural insensitivity may be: Suggesting any diet to the patient which is religiously prohibited, advising
such fruit or food which is not available in that season; using medical terminology; using very formal language which the
patient cannot understand; wearing such a dress which is socio-culturally unacceptable.
51. It is expected from the doctor that they would facilitate the service at the locality of the patient. So, doctors should
know about the resources available in the locality of the patient and give suggestion accordingly. In this regard, assess the
role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as
follows: [Fill in the ‘NA' field if no such patient comes or if it cannot be understood.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did not want
The doctor did not want to The doctor wanted to know The doctor wanted to know about
to know about the local
know about local resource about the local resource on the local resource on his own, took
resources; even he did
on his own. However, he
his own, he adjusted his
the patient’s answers seriously,
not take it seriously
adjusted his treatment
treatment depending on the adjusted his treatment depending
when patient told.
when the patient told.
patient's answers.
on the patient's answers and gave
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necessary advices.
Examples of local resource maybe: there may be a service provider in the patient’s community who may inject medicine
or saline; The patient may have a relative at home who can help the patient in the treatment (reminding medicine, exercise
etc.).
52. Patients expect that the doctors would consider the financial strength of the patients and help the patients to get
treatment within their ability. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and
4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows: [Fill in the ‘Not Applicable’ field if all treatment is
provided at free of cost or if the treatment is very cheap (Diarrhea, common cold and fever etc.).]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
None of the three steps of One of the three steps of
Two among three steps of
Two among three steps of
financial assistance to the financial assistance to the
financial assistance to the
financial assistance to the
patient was followed. The patient (examples are given
patient (examples are given
patient (examples are given
doctor even did not help
below) was followed. Even
below) were partially
below) were fully followed.
the patient when needed; he helped the patient when
followed. Even he helped the Even he helped the patient
he did not explain the
needed (at least one of the
patient when needed (at least when needed (more than one
patient and even he did
following helps); the doctor
one of the following helps);
of the following helps); the
not show sympathy.
explained when he could not the doctor explained when he doctor explained when he
help and showed sympathy.
could not help and showed
could not help and showed
sympathy.
sympathy.
It is necessary to follow three steps for providing financial assistance to the patient: Trying to understand the
financial condition of the patient; giving idea about treatment cost; helping the patient if necessary.
Example of trying to understand the financial condition of the patient may be: Asking the patient directly about his
income or whether he would be able to bear the treatment cost; Asking him indirectly (such as, asking his profession); if
the patient tells. Beside these, it might be guessed by observing the patient’s conversation, behavior and clothing or the
doctor might have idea about local people-however, but it is difficult to understand through observation.
Example of giving idea about cost of treatment may be: How much would be needed to complete the treatment; how
long the treatment may continue; what impact the patient would be able to put on his ability of income during and after
receiving treatment.
Example of helping the poor patient may be: Prescribing low cost antibiotics; taking less or no consultation fee (in case
of private doctors); helping patients from ‘poor fund’; helping forgetting free medicines from the hospital (in case of
government doctors);giving time and advice to collect money; focusing on the history and physical examination to avoid
investigation; prescribing the essential tests only; cutting the commission paid to the doctor for each test; recommending
that treatment method to the patient which saves money (meeting the nutritional needs from domestic sources, suggesting
the pregnant woman to spend money for nutritious food instead of repeated ultra sonography etc.) and so on.
53. Patients expect that the doctor would try to understand the socio-economic condition of the patient before providing
treatment. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely
satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows: [Fill in the ‘Not Applicable’ field if the patient is visibly financially
solvent or if treatment is given at free of cost or if treatment cost of the disease is smaller amount (diarrhea,
common cold and fever etc.).]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did not try
The doctor heard and
The doctor indirectly asked him (such
The doctor directly asked
to understand the
understood when the
as, he asked the profession of the
him that whether he would
patient's financial
patient told willingly. patient) that whether he would be able
be able to bear the cost of
condition.
to bear the cost of the treatment.
the treatment.
54. Patients expect that the doctors would give them idea about treatment cost before starting treatment. In this regard,
assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible
observations are as follows: [If all medications are given free of cost, or if the treatment is very cheap (diarrhea,
common cold) then fill in the ‘NA 'field]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did The doctor gave minimum The doctor gave rough idea to
The doctor himself told the patient in
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not give any
idea about the
cost of
treatment to
the patient,
even if the
patient asked.

idea to the patient about
the treatment cost and did
so when patient wanted to
know. Examples might
be: how much will it cost
to complete the treatment.

the patient about the treatment
cost or did so when the patient
asked. In this case examples of
giving idea might be: how
much will it cost to complete the
treatment, how long treatment
may continue on etc.

details about the treatment cost.
Examples of giving idea might be:
how much will it cost to complete the
treatment, how long treatment may
continue on and what would be the
impact on the earning ability of the
patient after completion of the treatment
etc.

55. Patients expect that the doctor would help them if they become unable to bear the cost of the treatment. In this regard,
assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible
observations are as follows: [If the patient is visibly affluent, or the doctor confirmed his ability to bear the cost by
asking the patient, then fill in the ‘NA' field.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did not
The doctor did minimum helps
The doctor did some helps from The doctor did almost all
help the patient by
from the following list (at least
the following list (at least two) helps from following list to
any means.
one) to the patient.
to the patient.
the patient.
The examples of helping the poor patient may be: Prescribing low cost antibiotics, taking less or no consultation fee (in
case of private doctors), providing financial assistance to the poor patients, helping in getting free medicines from the
hospital (in case of government doctors), giving time and advice to obtain money for treatment, trying to focus on the
history and physical examination to avoid investigation, prescribing the essential tests only, deducting the commission
paid to the doctor for each test, recommending the treatment method that saves money (to meet the nutritional needs from
domestic sources, suggesting the pregnant woman to spend money for nutritious food instead of repeated ultra sonography
etc.) and so on.
56. Patients expect that the doctors would facilitate post treatment follow-up and give them a follow-up plan. In this
regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible
observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did The doctor gave minimum
The doctor gave the patient a somewhat
The doctor willingly
not give any
follow-up plan to the patient. At fair follow-up plan. At least he told when gave the patient a
follow-up plan least he told when to come to the to come to the doctor again and what
complete follow-up
to the patient.
doctor again and what would be would be the cost of follow-up. Beside
plan. Almost all of the
the cost of follow-up.
this, at least one of the following points
following points were
was included.
included.
Complete follow-up plan could be: When the patient would meet the doctor again; in which case the patient should
contact the doctor before; if necessary, how the patient can reach the doctor; providing mobile number to the patient;
telling about follow-up costs; follow-up should be at free of cost; to write down what the patient should come up with at
the time of follow-up (or at least tell); telling to inform the doctor immediately if any of the side effects of treatment arise
etc.
Note: Often doctors suggest the patients to meet them again after doing any test. It would not be regarded as follow-up
because it is not a part of sensitivity but a part of the treatment process.

Explanations and Questions

57.Patients expect that the doctor would explain everything to them, such as cause of the disease, diagnosis (at least the
name of the disease),prognosis and severity, treatment (at least explaining the prescription), side effects of the medicines
(if any), report of diagnostic tests (if any), preventive measures of disease (Diet) etc; he would do it by himself (that means
he would not give this responsibility to his assistant or pharmacist, rather he would tell it) and ask the patient whether he
has understood. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely
satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows: [Follow two steps for answering this question: at first, guess a score
on the basis of three parameters of giving explanation. Later, adjust the score on the basis of the number and
quality of explained issues.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
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Explained, he himself
explained, asked whether
understood – no one of
these three points is
positive.

Explained, he himself
explained, asked whether
understood –one of these
three points is positive.

Explained, he himself
explained, asked whether
understood-two of these
three issues are positive.

Explained, he himself
explained, asked whether
understood- all of these three
issues are positive.

58. Patients expect the doctor would explain everything to them, such as cause of the disease, diagnosis (at least the name
of the disease), prognosis and severity, treatment (at least explaining prescription), the side effects of the drugs (if any),
the result of diagnostic tests (if any), preventive measures of disease (Diet) etc. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor
by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did
The doctor explained at The doctor explained many issues The doctor explained everything to the
not explain
least one thing to the
to the patient. Such as: diagnosis
patient. Such as: cause of the disease,
anything to the
patient. Such as:
(at least the name of the disease),
diagnosis (at least the name of the
patient. He only
diagnosis (at least the
treatment (at least explaining
disease), treatment (at least explaining
wrote the
name of the disease),
prescription), the result of
prescription), the side effects of the
prescription.
treatment (at least
diagnostic tests (if any),
drugs (if any), the result of diagnostic
explaining prescription) preventive measures of disease
tests (if any), preventive measures of
etc.
(Diet) etc.
disease (Diet) etc.
59. Patients expect that the doctor (i.e., not his assistant, pharmacist or anyone else) would explain different aspects about
the patient’s disease (in this case, diagnosis, treatment and diet) to them. He would not leave this task on anybody else
(such as, his assistant, pharmacist, etc.).In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely
unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows: [Fill in the ‘Not Applicable’ field if at
least three issues (such as diagnosis, treatment and diet) are not explained.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor told the
The doctor explained one of
The doctor explained two of the The doctor explained
patient to go to another
the three issues; he told the
three issues; he told the patient diagnosis of the disease
person (assistant,
patient to go to another person to go to another person
(name of the disease),
pharmacist, any other
(assistant, pharmacist, any
(assistant, pharmacist, any
treatment and diet to the
person) for explanation
other person) for explanation
other person) for explanation of patient. He did not
of all three issues.
of two issues.
one issue.
involve any one else for
this task.
60. It is extremely important that the patient understands all suggestions or explanations given by the doctor. The doctor
should be sure that the patient understands him. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely
unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows: [If the doctor does not explain
anything, then fill in the ‘Not Applicable’ field; because there is no question of understanding, if he does not
explain anything.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did not ask
The doctor asked the patient about
The doctor asked the
The doctor asked the
the patient about his
his understanding after explaining
patient about his
patient about his
understanding after
him at least one (especially name of understanding after
understanding after
explaining him the
the disease and/or treatment) of the explaining him at least two explaining him each of the
cause of the disease,
following issues, such as, cause of
or more of the following
following issues, such as,
diagnosis (name of the
the disease, diagnosis (name of the issues, such as, cause of the cause of the disease,
disease), prognosis,
disease), prognosis, treatment etc.
disease, diagnosis (name of diagnosis (name of the
treatment etc.
the disease), prognosis,
disease), prognosis,
treatment etc.
treatment etc.
61.Patients expect that the doctor would explain the cause of the disease like why the disease occurred, what may be the
causes of the disease etc., he would do it on his own (that means he would not give responsibility to his assistant,
pharmacist, rather he would tell it) and would ask whether the patient has understood. In this regard, assess the role of the
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doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
[If no patient comes with such diseases like injury, common cold and fever etc. where it is necessary to tell the
causes, fill in the ‘Not Applicable’ field.][Follow two steps for answering this question: at first, guess a score on the
basis of three parameters of giving explanation. Later, adjust the score on the basis of quality of explained issues.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
Explained the cause of the
Explained the cause of the
Explained the cause of the
Explained the cause of the
disease, he himself
disease, he himself
disease, he himself
disease, he himself
explained, asked whether
explained, asked whether
explained, asked whether
explained, asked whether
understood – none of these
understood –one of these
understood- two of these
understood- all of these three
three points is positive.
three points is positive.
three issues are positive.
issues are positive.
62. Patients expect that the doctor would explain in details about the diagnosis (that means the name of the disease) of
their diseases (However, it should be told in such a way that it does not create panic). In this regard, assess the role of the
doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
[If no patient comes with such diseases like injury, common cold and fever etc. where it is necessary to tell about
the diagnosis, fill in the ‘Not Applicable’ field.][Follow two steps for answering this question: at first, guess a score
on the basis of three parameters of giving explanation. Later, adjust the score on the basis of quality of explained
issues.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
Explained about diagnosis,
Explained about diagnosis,
Explained about diagnosis,
Explained about diagnosis,
he himself explained, asked he himself explained, asked he himself explained, asked he himself explained, asked
whether understood – none
whether understood –one of whether understood- two of
whether understood- all of
of these three points is
these three points is
these three issues are
these three issues are
positive.
positive.
positive.
positive.
63. Patients expect that the doctor would explain the severity of the disease, prognosis (recovery, consequence etc.) etc. in
details. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely
satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows: [If no patient comes with such diseases like common cold and fever
etc. where it is necessary to tell about the prognosis, fill in the ‘Not Applicable’ field.][Follow two steps for
answering this question: at first, guess a score on the basis of three parameters of giving explanation. Later, adjust
the score on the basis of quality of explained issues.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
Explained about severity
Explained about severity
Explained about severity
Explained about severity and
and prognosis, he himself
and prognosis, he himself
and prognosis, he himself
prognosis, he himself
explained, asked whether
explained, asked whether
explained, asked whether
explained, asked whether
understood – none of these
understood –one of these
understood- two of these
understood- all of these three
three points is positive.
three points is positive.
three issues are positive.
issues are positive.
64. Patients expect that the doctor would explain about the treatment of their diseases like which medicines have been
given and why, how to take those medicines etc. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely
unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows: [Fill in the ‘Not applicable’ field if no
treatment is given (such as, if patient is referred or admitted in the hospital).] [Follow two steps for answering this
question: at first, guess a score on the basis of three parameters of giving explanation. Later, adjust the score on
the basis of quality of explained issues.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
Explained about treatment,
Explained about treatment, Explained about treatment,
Explained about treatment,
he himself explained, asked he himself explained, asked he himself explained, asked
he himself explained, asked
whether understood – none
whether understood –one of whether understood- two of
whether understood- all of
of these three points is
these three points is
these three issues are
these three issues are
positive.
positive.
positive.
positive.
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65. Patient expects that the doctor along with the treatment of the disease would also explain in details about diet, which
foods are allowed and which are forbidden, prevention of the disease for which he has gone to the doctor, how to remain
away from it etc. as well as lifestyle modification, preventive advice etc. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to
4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows: [If no patient
comes with such issues or if it is not clear whether it is necessary to tell such things, fill in the ‘Not Applicable’
field.][Follow two steps for answering this question: at first, guess a score on the basis of three parameters of giving
explanation. Later, adjust the score on the basis of quality of explained issues.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
Explained about diet, he
Explained about diet, he
Explained about diet, he
Explained about diet, he
himself explained, asked
himself explained, asked
himself explained, asked
himself explained, asked
whether understood – none whether understood –one of whether understood- two of
whether understood- all of
of these three points is
these three points is
these three issues are
these three issues are
positive.
positive.
positive.
positive.
Examples of lifestyle modification related advices may be: In case of diarrheal patients, how diarrhea spreads and how
to escape from the diarrhea (hand washing, use of sanitary latrines, etc.); protecting the child from catching cold who is
suffering from pneumonia; advising the patient suffering from venereal diseases to use condom; maintaining cleanliness
and drinking more water in case of UTI; eating less spicy food, drinking more water in case of PUD's; avoiding sweet
foods in case of Diabetic patients; avoiding oily food, weight loss, eating less, taking precautions for preventing common
fever and cold (wearing warm clothes, drinking warm water) in case of cardiac diseases and so on.
66. Medicines which are given for some diseases have side effects such as medicine for tuberculosis. Patients expect that
the doctor would warn them if there is any such side effect. However, it should be done in such a way that it does not
create unnecessary fear about the medicine. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely
unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows: [If no patient comes with such issues
or if it is not understandable to the observer, fill in the ‘Not Applicable’ field.][Follow two steps for answering this
question: at first, guess a score on the basis of three parameters of giving explanation. Later, adjust the score on
the basis of quality of explained issues.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
Explained about side
Explained about side effects, Explained about side effects, Explained about side effects,
effects, he himself
he himself explained, asked he himself explained, asked
he himself explained, asked
explained, asked whether
whether understood –one of whether understood- two of
whether understood- all of
understood – none of these these three points is
these three issues are
these three issues are
three points is positive.
positive.
positive.
positive.
67. If the patient does any diagnostic test (during any previous visit, at another doctor's advice or on his own) and shows
the report to the doctor during consultation, the doctor should explain it to the patient. In this regard, assess the role of the
doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
[If no patient comes with such issues, then fill in the ‘Not Applicable’ field.][Follow two steps for answering this
question: at first, guess a score on the basis of three parameters of giving explanation. Later, adjust the score on
the basis of quality of explained issues.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
Explained the test report,
Explained the test report, he Explained the test report, he Explained the test report, he
he himself explained, asked himself explained, asked
himself explained, asked
himself explained, asked
whether understood – none whether understood –one of whether understood- two of whether understood- all of
of these three points is
these three points is
these three issues are
these three issues are positive.
positive.
positive.
positive.
68. Patients expect that the doctor would give them the opportunity to ask questions and also give appropriate answers to
the patients. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely
satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows: [If the patient did not ask any question fill in the 'NA' field.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did
The doctor himself did not ask if
The doctor himself did not ask The doctor himself asked the
not answer the
the patient has any question.
if the patient has any question. patient if he has any questions.
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patient’s
questions or
snubbed him.

However, he briefly answered
However, he answered almost He answered all the questions
some questions of the patient
all the questions of the patient of the patient in details and
(example: replied in one sentence, in somewhat details and
appropriate way. Even when the
such as, when the patient asked
accurately. Even when the
patient asked irrelevant
about his disease, he said: skin
patient asked irrelevant
questions, he did not
disease, infection, etc.). If patient
questions, he did not
misbehave, rather he explained
asked irrelevant questions, he was misbehave, but did not
the patient that the question is
slightly resent.
explain it.
not relevant.
The patients usually have questions about: why he is not getting well even after taking medicine for a long time; what
is the name of his disease; treatment related any other question; when he would come to the doctor next time; what kind of
food to eat.
The questions of the patients that might be considered irrelevant: asking the same question repeatedly; questions
about price of medicines are considered irrelevant to the doctors; answering the same questions again and again to various
person who came with the patient; questions which are not related with the disease, to refrain from any suggestions (such
as smoking, sexual intercourse, etc.); asking guarantee about patient’s recovery etc.
69. Patients expect that the doctor would reply if the patient has any question (in this case, at least three questions). He
would not leave this task on anybody else (e.g., his assistant, pharmacist etc.).In this regard, assess the role of the doctor
by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows: [If
patient does not ask at least three questions, fill in the ‘Not Applicable’ field.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did not answer any
The doctor replied at least one
The doctor answered at least
The doctor
of the three questions; he told
question. However, he told the
two questions. However, he
answered all
the patient to go to another
patient to go to another person
told the patient to go to another three questions of
person for each question
for answer of the two questions
person for the answer of one
the patient.
(assistant, pharmacist, any other (assistant, pharmacist, any other question (assistant, pharmacist,
person).
person).
any other person).
70. Many of our patients often ask irrelevant questions, as they do not know what to ask about the disease. The patients
expect that the doctor would keep patience about their questions and tell them nicely. In this regard, assess the role of the
doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
[If the patient does not have any questions or if there is not an irrelevant question, fill in the ‘Not Applicable’ field.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
When the patient
When the patient asked
When the patient asked any
When the patient asked any
asked irrelevant
irrelevant question, the
irrelevant question, the doctor
irrelevant question, the doctor
question, the doctor
doctor told him that the
did not insult him, rather
did not insult him, rather smiled
insulted him. He did question is irrelevant to his
smiled and explained nicely
and explained nicely that the
not explain that the
disease. He did not become
that the question is irrelevant to question is irrelevant to his
question is irrelevant angry with him, but his
his disease. He neither become disease. He neither become
to his disease. He
behavior expressed
angry with him nor insulted
angry with him nor insulted
might be angry with
annoyance. He did not say
him. However he did not say
him. He told what might be the
him.
what might be the relevant
what might be the relevant
relevant question and also
questions.
questions.
answered it.
The questions of the patients that might be considered irrelevant: asking the same question repeatedly; questions
about price of medicines are considered irrelevant to the doctors; answering the same questions again and again to various
person who came with the patient; questions which are not related with the disease, to refrain from any suggestions (such
as smoking, sexual intercourse, etc.); asking guarantee about patient’s recovery etc.
71. Some of the behavior of the doctor discourages patients to ask questions. Patients expect that they would not be
discouraged by any behavior of the doctor; rather the doctor would behave such that would provide courage and
encourage them to ask questions. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory
and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
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The patients were greatly
discouraged to ask questions by the
words or behavior of the doctor.
Examples of discouraging
behavior may be: repeatedly
looking at the clock, giving reminder
to the patient to be short, writing
prescription while answering the
question, ultra-seriousness,
answering very shortly (in one
word), answering in nagging tone,
remaining many patients together at
the queue, "you understand more," or
"you are the doctor" - telling such
neglectful words etc.

The patients might be
slightly discouraged to
ask questions by the
words or behavior of the
doctor. Examples of
such behavior could be:
repeatedly looking at the
clock, writing
prescription while
answering the question,
answering very shortly
(in one word), waiting
many patients at the
queue, etc.

The words or behavior of
the doctor did not
discourage patients to ask
question. However, the
doctor also did not behave
in such way to provide
courage or to encourage
the patients for asking
questions. Example of
encouraging conduct
may be: smile answered,
carefully listening to the
questions, etc.

The words or behavior of
the doctor did not
discourage patients to ask
question; rather the
doctor behaved in such
way that provided
courage or encouraged
the patients for asking
questions. Example of
encouraging conduct
may be: smile answered,
carefully listening to the
questions, etc.

72. Patients expect that the doctor not only listen to their disease with patience and attention, but also listen to their
questions with patience and attention. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely
unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows: [If the patient does not have any
questions, fill in the ‘Not Applicable’ field.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
When the patient asked
When the patient asked
When the patient asked question, When the patient asked
question, the doctor did
question, the doctor
the doctor showed some
question, the doctor showed
not show attention and
showed least attention and attention and patience through
clear and full attention and
patience through his
patience through his
his behavior and words. (as for
patience through his
behavior and words.
behavior and words. (as
example, asking question to hear behavior and words. (most
for example, at least any of more and any two of the
or all of the following
the following issues)
following issues)
issues)
Behavior expressing attention and patience might be: shaking head while listening, looking at the patient, asking
question to hear more, the nuances of voice, smiling, some interest revealing words (e.g.,: Well, hmm, etc.) and so on.
73. One of the most important impediments for patients to understand doctor's advice is the medical terminology (jargon),
professional language etc. So, the doctor should avoid such language or explain it if used. In this regard, assess the role of
the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as
follows: [If the doctor does not say any word to the patient, fill in the ‘Not Applicable’ field.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor used many medical The doctor used many medical
The doctor used one or
The doctor did not use
terminologies, and did not
terminologies, and explained
two medical
any medical
explain it to the patient.
some of those to the patient.
terminologies, and also
terminology.
explained.
Example of medical terms: pus cell (puj), absorb (digestion), nebulize (providing gas)
74. In our country patients often become engaged in argument with doctors, the most common reason of it is
disproportionate expectations of patients with attainment. So, if there is possibility of such worse situation, then the doctor
should inform the patients at the beginning that which services they can get from the doctors and which is not possible to
get. In this way patient’s expectations become realistic and it is possible to avoid many unnecessary disputes. In this
regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible
observations are as follows: [Fill in the “N/A” field if there are no circumstances for telling about the capabilities or
limitations (examples of such type of situation are given below.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did not tell anything
The doctor did not tell
The doctor told least
The doctor explained his
about his capabilities and
anything about his
about his capabilities or
limitations and capabilities
limitations to the patients. As a
capabilities and limitations limitations to the patients
to the patients clearly and
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result, undesirable situation such
as tug of war, dispute etc. was
created.

to the patients. As a result,
to avoid such type of
became sure that the
the patient had a little
situations.
patients had understood.
excitement or
dissatisfaction.
Example of telling patients about capabilities and limitations may be: It might be needed to refer the patient if any
complexity arises at the time of caesarian operation; telling patients in advance about delay due to patient’s load and
doctor’s limitation; explaining any other reason of delay to the patients; if patient shows impatience (or if there is
possibility of showing impatience, such as prescribing costly medicine from outside) because of getting no free medicine
(that means if not prescribed), then giving the patients idea about free medicines which are available in the hospital and
which are not; telling about the shortage of beds in the hospital; if patient comes with any complex disease (such as, MI,
stroke) and if its proper treatment is not available, then informing the patient and making aware about possible
consequences; if the doctor goes to anywhere else due to any reason (such as attending patients in emergency room,
attending patients at indoor), then informing the patients before going there; if patient’s condition is getting worse, then it
should be informed to the patient’s attendants at the beginning and it should be discussed with them etc.

Closing Salutation

75. Saying good-bye is also as important part of consultation as greetings. In this regard, doctor should tell the summary
of consultation, verify whether the patient has understood everything properly, tell the patient how to communicate with
the doctor if any problem arises later and say goodbye with smile. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4,
where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor
The doctor hardly said
The doctor said good-bye to The doctor said goodbye to the patient properly.
did not say
good-bye to the patient. the patient but it was not
When patients said good-bye, the doctor
good-bye;
complete or enough.
responded warmly. As a good practice,
When patient said
even when
goodbye to the doctor,
When patient said good-bye, following issues might be included:
patient said he replied by using
the doctor replied him
summarizing the whole consultation; verifying
goodbye he gesture (by nutation,
verbally. Examples may be: whether the patient has understood everything
did not
eye contact, waving
saying walaikumassalam;
properly or not; telling the patient how to
reply.
hand etc.).
ok, you may go; be well etc. communicate with the doctor if any problem
arises later and saying goodbye with smile
(assalamualaikum, khodahafez, be well, etc.)
76. In our country most of the time patients say goodbye to doctors. Patients expect that doctor would reply. In this regard,
assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible
observations are as follows: [Fill in the “N/A” field if patient does not say goodbye.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
Patient said
When patient said goodbye to When patient said goodbye to the
When patient said
goodbye but the
the doctor, he replied by using doctor, he replied briefly; such as: by
goodbye, the doctor
doctor did not
only gesture (by moving neck, moving neck, eye contact, waving
replied warmly and
even reply.
eye contact, waving hand,
hand and along with it replied the
appropriately and he also
etc.), but did not tell anything salam verbally (walaikumassalam,
said good-bye
verbally.
khodahafez, Allah hafez)
(khodahafez, be well, etc.).
77. Patients expect that the doctor’s handwriting would be readable so that they can follow the prescription accordingly.
Prescription should be easily followable. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely
unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows: [Read the prescriptions. Fill in the
“N/A” field if it is not possible to check the prescription.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
None of the following three At least one of the
Two of the following three
All of the following three
features was present.
following three features
criteria were present.
criteria were present.
was present.
Features of a good prescription may be: The handwriting of the doctor was clear. There was details about treatment in
the prescription (such as if which medicine to take and when to take is written in such a way that is readily understandable
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to the patient). Diet, what can be done, what cannot be done, other advices etc., were also mentioned in the prescription.

Throughout Consultation

78. Patients expect that the doctor’s behavior would not show hierarchical difference. In this regard, assess the role of the
doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
Hierarchical difference was very
Hierarchical difference was quite
Hierarchical difference was
No
clearly evident in doctor’s behavior
clearly visualized in doctor’s
not clearly visualized in
Hierarchical
and consultation process.
behavior and consultation process. doctor’s behavior and
difference
was seen in
Hierarchical difference could be
Hierarchical difference could be consultation process.
However, initiative
doctor’s
understood by the following issues:
understood by the following
expressing equality was also behavior
Difference between doctor’s and
issues: Difference between
absent.
and
patient’s chair (The doctor sits on the
doctor’s and patient’s chair (The
consultation
cushioned chair whose height is
doctor sits on the cushioned chair Hierarchical difference
slightly more and there is a towel on
whose height is slightly more and could be understood by the process;
moreover, it
the backrest of the chair; patients sit
there is a towel on the backrest of following issues: Slight
was found
on the tool.)(However, if there is no
the chair; however, there were
difference between doctor’s
sitting arrangement for the patient in
good chairs also for
and patient’s chair; however, that the
doctor took
the room, then it might not be due to
patients)(However, if there is no
there were good chairs also
initiative for
the insensitivity of the doctor, rather it sitting arrangement for the patient for patient’s sitting;
showing
might be due to faulty management of in the room, then it might not be
(However, if there is no
equality.
hospital.); though patients have to
due to the insensitivity of the
sitting arrangement for the
Symptoms
enter the doctor’s room by putting off doctor, rather it might be due to
patient in the room, then it
of
shoes but the doctor enters with shoes; faulty management of hospital.); a might not be due to the
hierarchical
asking the patients to address the
little bit differences in behavior
insensitivity of the doctor,
difference
doctor as “Sir”; many differences in
with patients by his dress up, type rather it might be due to
mentioned
behavior with patients by his dress up, of sitting, tone of voice
faulty management of
earlier were
type of sitting, tone of voice
(authoritative tone), and style of
hospital.); however,
absent.
(authoritative tone), and style of
speech that means the doctor’s
observing not much
speech that means the doctor’s
attitude etc.
difference in doctor’s
attitude; not looking at patients etc.
attitude with patients.
79. Doctors should show gender sensitivity and should refrain from gender insensitive behavior. In this regard, assess the
role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as
follows: [If the patient is not a female, fill in the “Not Applicable” field.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor clearly
Some (at least one) of
The doctor remained away from
The doctor remained away from
showed gender
doctor's behavior can
any kind of gender insensitive
any kind of gender insensitive
insensitive behavior. be regarded as gender
behavior. However, he also did not behavior. Not only that, he did
insensitive.
leave any example of gender
some clear gender sensitive
sensitive behavior.
behavior.
Examples of gender insensitive behavior may be: Making comments to degrade women; avoiding legal assistance
related issues to women who are affected by violence; providing poor services to female; making abusive comments to the
female for rejecting gender norm; making comment by considering violence against women as usual; blaming the victim;
asking male attendant for taking consent about treatment of female patient or advice etc.
Examples of sensitive behavior to female in context of Bangladesh may be:
Providing service to female patients on priority basis (especially aged and pregnant); expressing the matter of giving
importance to female patients by behavior; maintaining modesty while physical examination; maintaining privacy, etc.
80. Patients do not expect any sort of disturbance (interruption) during consultation. On the basis of interruption assess the
consultation within 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as
following:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
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Severe interruption occurred
during consultation. For
example: The doctor called
someone over phone; entrance of
medical representatives
inside(that means allowing them
inside by the doctor);calling
someone else inside the room by
the doctor (that means he did not
come intentionally rather the
doctor called him or the doctor
allowed him).

In this case examples of
interruption may be:
Entrance of any other patient
(that means allowing him by
the doctor); entrance of any
person familiar with the
doctor (the doctor did not call
him); the doctor left the room
for some reason etc. Fill in the
field ‘1’ if any of these events
occurs more than once.

In this case examples of
interruption may be: Incoming call
in the doctor’s mobile phone (he did
not make the call); entrance of clerk
or anyone else inside the room during
consultation for official purpose;
knocking at the door by medical
representative (but he did not enter the
room); entering any other doctor or
nurse inside the room for some
reason. Fill in the field ‘2’ if any of
these events occurs more than once.

No
interruption
occurred
during
consultation
.

81. Doctor’s appearance should be neat and clean, tidy and professional. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to
4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
Two among the
The doctor did not wear apron The doctor did not wear apron The doctor wore apron and at
following features were but at least two of the
but at least three of the
least three of the following
less visible in the
following characteristics were following characteristics were characteristics were present
doctor’s appearance:
present in his appearance: neat present in his appearance:
in his appearance: neat and
neat and clean, formal,
and clean, formal, modest.
neat and clean, formal,
clean, formal, modest.
modest.
modest.
Formal dress may be: Pant, shirt (Male), sharee, salower-kamiz (female).
Example of professional dress: Apron.
Modest Dress: According to the social norms of Bangladesh, any dress which is not offensive would be considered as
modest; in this case, keeping veil or wearing religious dress is not necessary.
82. Patients expect that the doctor would take initiative to bring back the discipline if there is no discipline inside the
doctor’s room (where there is no measure to control patients). In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where
1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows: [Fill in the “NA” field if
there is discipline already inside the doctor’s room; that means if there is no chance to observe the role of the
doctor in establishing discipline]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
There was
The doctor tried to establish
The doctor established
The doctor established discipline in
complete
discipline (least) in the room
discipline in the room
the room spontaneously and it was
chaos, and the because of patient’s request.
because of patient’s request
effective (that means discipline was
doctor did not However, it did not work (that
and it was effective (that
established in the room).As for
take any
means discipline was not
means discipline was
example, calling patients one by one
measure to
established in the room).
established in the room).
according to the ticket or slip.
control it.
83. Patients expect that doctors would do non-verbal communication, such as keeping hand on the body (for assuring the
patient), eye contact, etc. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did not
Shaking head
Shaking head while
Shaking head while talking, eye contact with the
do any non-verbal
while talking,
talking, eye contact
patients, variation of pitch, smiling face, holding
communication
eye contact with with the patients,
patient’s hand, keeping hand on the patient’s
with the patients.
the patients, etc. variation of pitch,
shoulder, rubbing on the head, sitting lean forward,
smiling face, etc.
etc.
84. Patients expect that doctors would touch them. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
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The doctor did
not even touch
the patient.

NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor touched the patient
The doctor touched the patient
at least once for physical
more than once for physical
examination or for providing
examination or for providing
consolation or reliance.
consolation or reliance.

The doctor touched the patient
several times for various purposes.
As for example, for examining, for
providing consolation or reliance.

85. Patients do not want to see the doctor involved in illegal or unethical activity, especially if it is related with their
treatment. The doctor should remain away from such type of activity. Assess the role of the doctor for remaining away
from visualized immoral activities by 1-4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible
observations are as follows: [Fill in the “N/A” field if the thing could not be observed for any reason.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor
The doctor was The doctor was not directly involved with any illegal
The doctor was not
was involved involved with
activity. However, such kind of activities happened in
involved with any illegal
with various
at least one
front of him and he remained silence that means he had
activity and he was not
illegal
illegal activity. tacit support. Examples: ignoring presence of brokers
seen to support any such
activities.
(inside the room), behavior with medical representatives
activities either directly or
seen to be over treated etc.
indirectly.
Examples of such illegal activities may be taking money from patients against free services; bringing patients with the
help of brokers; presence of brokers around the chamber (Doctors did not take any step to stop this); collusion with
diagnostic centers. Accepting gift from medical representative (and prescribing medicine of that company); taking
advantage from brokers (utilizing in hospital, utilizing for personal work) and so on.
86. Patients expect that the doctor would have sense of humor and would provide treatment by becoming easy with
patients using his sense of humor. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory
and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor was in serious The doctor was smiling or The doctor was smiling and The doctor was smiling all the
mood. He did not have
he had some humor.
he had some humor.
time and made the patient feel
any kind of humor.
comfortable by joking.
Examples of humor may be (examples from my participant observation): When a young lady asked for vitamin syrup,
the doctor replied, “Leave these baby foods”. After doing ultra sonogram the doctor told the child patient, “Go and run
now”. During ultra sonogram the doctor told a female patient, “I see that you have eaten very well at noon”.
87. Patients expect that the doctor would be relaxed and confident. There would be no tension and anxiety in his behavior.
In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory.
Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
Stress and anxiety were
Even though the doctor’s behavior did The doctor’s behavior looked The doctor was
expressed in doctor’s
not show stress and anxiety, he did not slightly relaxed and confident. fully relaxed and
behavior.
look relaxed and confident.
confident.
Stress and anxiety expressing behavior may be: restless movement of hand, feet, pen, and nervous laughter.
Confidence expressing behavior may be: The doctor would say, “You will get well after taking this.”
88. Patients expect that the doctor would give them enough time. For assessing the role of the doctor in this regard record
the consultation time (in seconds) using a stop watch.
89. Patients expect that the doctor would not consult with more than a certain number of patients every day. For assessing
the role of the doctor in this regard record the number of patients he attended in a day in public/private sector (which is
applicable) based on the answer to the question number 22.

90. Questions for 11th Patient

Instruction to the observer: When the patient leaves the room, please leave the room along with the patient and record
the following information.
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91. Age of the patient
92. Gender of the patient
93. Educational background of the patient
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Appendix 14: Schedule and Content of the Research Assistants’ Training
Day/ Date
Day-1;
December 08,
2014

Time
05:00 pm to
05:30 pm
05:30 pm to
06:30 pm
06:30 pm to
07:30 pm
07:30 pm to
09:00 pm
05:00 pm to
06:00 pm
06:00 pm to
07:00 pm
07:00 pm to
08:00 pm
08:00 pm to
09:00 pm

Topic
Overview of the training session

Description if any

Ethical principles in human
subject research
Basic concepts of health policy
and systems research
Presentation on my proposal

Compatible with CITI training and based on
Johns Hopkins Ethics Field Guide

Day-3;
December 10,
2014
Day-4;
December 11,
2014
Day-5;
December 12,
2014

05:00 pm to
09:00 pm

Practice on my structured
observation (SO) tool

05:00 pm to
09:00 pm

Practice on my structured
observation (SO) tool

10:00 am to
01:00 pm

Practice on my structured
observation (SO) tool

03:00 pm to
06:00 pm

Hands on training on mobile
based data collection

Day-6;
December 13,
2014

09:00 am to
02:00 pm

Day-7;
December 14,
2014

09:00 am to
02:00 pm

Day-8;
December 15,
2014

09:00 am to
02:00 pm

Practice data collection in real
location, field test, concordance/
agreement test
Display and discussion on the
results of concordance test
followed by debriefing with all
the groups (A, B and C)
Practice data collection in real
location, field test, concordance/
agreement test
Display and discussion on the
results of concordance test
followed by debriefing with all
the groups (A, B and C)
Practice data collection in real
location, field test, concordance/
agreement test
Display and discussion on the
results of concordance test
followed by debriefing with all
the groups (A, B and C)

Day-2;
December 09,
2014

05:00 pm to
09:00 pm

05:00 pm to
09:00 pm

05:00 pm to
09:00 pm

Research Methods Basics
Specific Research MethodsObservation Techniques
Structured Observation
Introducing my research tool
(structured observation tool)
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A brief description was given on the items
and how the items were generated from
qualitative research
Each item and response categories were
discussed elaborately. This was followed by
feedback from the RAs. Their feedback was
integrated and the SO tool was updated.

Each student was given a Samsung Android
mobile phone. They collected and sent the
mock data for training.
18 RAs were divided into 3 groups (groups
A, B, C). Group A was taken to Dumuria
Upazila Health Complex (UHC).
Findings/ feedback from the field test were
also integrated into the SO tool. The response
categories and scenarios were adjusted based
on RAs' feedback
Group B was taken to Dumuria Upazila
Health Complex (UHC).
Findings/ feedback from the field test were
also integrated into the SO tool. The response
categories and scenarios were adjusted based
on RAs' feedback
Group C was taken to Dumuria Upazila
Health Complex (UHC).
Findings/ feedback from the field test were
also integrated into the SO tool. The response
categories and scenarios were adjusted based
on RAs' feedback

Off due to the Independence Day of Bangladesh, December 16, 2014
Day-9;
09:00 am to
Practice data collection in real
December 17,
02:00 pm
location, field test, final
2014
concordance/ agreement test
05:00 pm to
Display and discussion on the
09:00 pm
results of concordance test
followed by debriefing with all
the groups (A, B and C)
Day-10;
09:00 am to
Practice data collection in real
December 18,
02:00 pm
location, field test, final
2014
concordance/ agreement test for
those who failed to achieve 90%
agreement on first day
05:00 pm to
Display and discussion on the
07:00 pm
results of concordance test
followed by debriefing with all
the groups (A, B and C)
07:00 pm to
Field guideline and planning for
09:00
subsequent data collection
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Groups A, B, and C were taken to Dumuria
Upazila Health Complex (UHC).
Findings/ feedback from the field test were
also integrated into the SO tool. The response
categories and scenarios were adjusted based
on RAs' feedback
RAs from Groups A, B, and C who failed to
achieve 90% agreement were taken to
Dumuria Upazila Health Complex (UHC).
Those successfully achieved 90% agreement
were allowed to start data collection
Findings/ feedback from the field test were
also integrated into the SO tool. The response
categories and scenarios were adjusted based
on RAs' feedback
15 RAs were finally recruited and assigned
their responsibilities

Appendix 15: Different Spells of Field-tests and their Contribution to the Study
Spell
Duration
1st
22-26
November,
2014
2nd
08-11
December,
2014

Location
Keraniganj UHC,
10 km from Dhaka

3rd

Dumuria UHC, 10
km from Khulna

13-18
December,
2014

Participants
I and 2 old
RAs

Monirampur UHC, I and 1 old
Jessore, 50 km
RA
from Khulna
Whole team

Contribution
Checked operability of mobile tool and adjusted accordingly;
determined the sequence of data collection; decided the SO
tool items
Changed from last 5 consultations to only 11th consultation;
checked the permission and consent process in upazila level;
changed the idea of approaching individual doctors to
targeting one upazila at a time; finalized the questions to be
asked to the doctors and the patient
Finalized the response categories, observation scenarios,
agreement test
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Appendix 16: Samples (Observed Consultations) Collected from Different Locations
Division
Khulna

District
Khulna

Bagerhat

Jessore

Satkhira
Jhenaidah
Magura
Kushtia

Total

Upazila

# Public Doctors

Dumuria
Botiaghata
Rupsha
Phultala
Digholia
Terakhada
Dacope
Paikgachha
Koyra
Fakirhat
Mollarhat
Chitalmari
Rampal
Mongla
Abhaynagar
Keshabpur
Monirampur
Chowgachha
Jhikargachha
Sharsha
Bagharpara
Tala
Kaligonj
Kaliganj
Kotchadpur
Shalikha
Bheramara
Mirpur
Kumarkhali
Khoksha

15
9
6
11
4
4
8
0
0
4
4
0
11
3
11
12
14
7
6
6
2
7
0
15
12
4
8
3
3
6
195
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# Private
Doctors
7
3
4
6
1
5
4
5
2
3
0
8
6
5
7
15
2
5
5
14
0
6
3
29
18
1
23
0
5
6
197

# Total Doctors
22
12
10
17
5
9
12
5
2
7
4
8
17
8
18
27
16
12
11
20
2
13
3
44
30
5
31
3
8
12
393

Appendix 17: Steps of Data Collection
Things to take with you during fieldwork
– Mobile phone (from project)
– Structured Observation Tool
– The notebook
– Stationery (pen, pencil, sharpener, eraser)
• Make sure the mobile phone is fully charged
• Check the internet connectivity
• Check the location server
– In setting
– In camera (geo-tag on)
• Go to the observation site earlier than the appointment time
• Introduce yourself to the relevant persons (UH&FPO, doctors)
• Take consent from the doctor and patients, get their signature, keep a copy
• Take a picture of observation setting
• Record the background information of consultation setting on paper
• Ask relevant questions to the doctor and record the answers on paper
• Observe 11 consultations (try not to have many things in your hand during consultation, e.g., mobile phone, pen,
paper, etc.)
• Pay special attention to observation11
• Record consultation time of observation 11 using stop watch in your mobile phone
• Thank the doctor and come out of the room with the observed patient.
• Ask background information of the patient and record on paper
• Take another picture of the consultation room
• Take out the Structured Observation Tool. Better not to bring it out inside the consultation setting.
• Follow the structured observation tool and record your observation finding on in your notebook
• Now start recording your findings in your mobile phone
• Make sure you recorded the GIS location (this is best done outdoor)
• Upload the data if there is internet network
• MMS the two pictures (taken before and after observation) to the following number: 017XXXXXXXX
• Call me (017XXXXXXXX) if you need any clarification or assistance
• Meet with me after returning from the field, I will be waiting in Khulna University
Mobile Phone Checklist
• Turn on the ‘mobile data’
• Turn on GPS
• From ‘Settings’, click ‘Location services’ and check all three boxes [‘Use wireless networks’, ‘Use GPS
satellites’, ‘Location and Google service’]
• From ‘Camera’, click on ‘Settings’ and turn on ‘GPS tag’
•
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Appendix 18: Structured Observation Checklist
1. Greetings/ closing salutation
2. Social talk if any
3. Identification of doctor (name outside the door, on the table, on nameplate, etc.)
4. Listening, explaining, questioning, answering to patients’ questions
5. Body language (eye, hand, body, sitting)
6. Examination (consent, privacy, care)
7. Reassurance giving
8. Touching the patient (for clinical examination, for giving support or reassurance)
9. Anything that may breach trust or seem businesslike
10. Humor, friendliness
11. Whether concerned about socio-economic condition of patient
12. Follow up, referral, consult with other doctors if needed
13. Medical jargon, cultural sensitivity, gender sensitivity
14. Dress up
15. Interruption (mobile phone, someone else coming during consultation)
16. Prescription if possible
17. Don’t forget to record 11th patient’s consultation time
18. Don’t forget to talk with the 11th patient after consultation
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Appendix 19: Univariate Descriptive Analysis of Version-5 Scale (45 Items)
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Appendix 20: Parallel Analysis with Version-5 Scale (45 Items)
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Appendix 21: 1st Iteration of EFA with 45 Items and 5 Factors, with Promin Rotation
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Appendix 22: Alternative Iteration of EFA with 45 Items and 6 Factors, with Promin Rotation
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Appendix 23: Alternative Iteration of EFA with 45 Items and 4 Factors, with Promin Rotation
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Appendix 24: 2nd Iteration of EFA with 36 Items and 5 Factors, with Promin Rotation
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Appendix 25: 3rd Iteration of EFA with 35 Items and 5 Factors, with Promin Rotation
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Appendix 26: 4th (Final) Iteration of EFA with 34 Items and 5 Factors, with Promin Rotation
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Appendix 27: Ordinal Alpha Coefficients, Item-Test, and Item-Rest Correlations
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Appendix 28: Inter-Rater Reliability by Intra-Class Correlation Coefficient Method
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Appendix 29: Correlation between Responsiveness Score and Consultation Time

Comparison of mean responsiveness score between public and private sector physicians
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Appendix 30: ROP-Scale in the form of Structured Observation Tool
Understanding and Measuring Responsiveness of Human Resources for Health in Rural
Bangladesh
1. General Identification Questions
Instruction to the observer: Fill out these information’s just before starting the interview with the doctor and structured
observation. Take the first photo of the consultation room (with patients and the doctor if possible) during this time. Take
the second photo after the consultation.
2. Observation ID
3. Observer ID
4. Date of observation
5. Location of observation
6. Observation setting: Public sector/private sector
7. Type of provider (in case of private sector): Exclusively Private/ both public and private but observed in private setting
only/ both public and private and observed in both settings
8. Geospatial data (longitude/ latitude) [This is best captured in open space]
9. Starting time of observation
10. Ending time of observation
11. Questions for the Doctor
Instruction to the observer: Ensure you have obtained the consent from both the patients and the doctor. Greet the
doctor; introduce yourself, and record this information.
12. ID of the doctor [Write the name, which will be replaced by a numeric ID later]
13. Age of doctor [in years]
14. Gender
15. Degrees [E.g., MBBS, FCPS (Medicine)]
16. Medical College [E.g., Khulna Medical College]
17. Year of graduation
18. Number of months in practice [Including internship]
19. Number of months working in this upazila
20. Number of months working in rural settings
21. Is the doctor originally from this area? [Yes/ No]
22. How many patients does the doctor attend on an average in a typical day (if the observation is in public sector, doctor
should give an estimate of patients attended per day in public sector setting and vice versa)?
23. Observation Items
Instruction to the observer: Be present while consulting with 11 patients. Do not record first 10 observations. Fill out the
tool on the basis of last (11th) observation.
Exclusion Criteria:
Do not include the following patients in your observation: Those who are below 18 years, suffering from gynecological
diseases, venereal diseases, emergency patients and patients suffering from diseases where it is necessary to examine
private parts (i.e. where extra privacy is required).

Beginning part

24. Patients expect that the doctor will greet and welcome the patient, make the patient feel comfort, accept the patient
cordially, reply the patient’s greetings and ask the patient’s well being. Assess the role of the doctor in this regard by 1 to
4 where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor
The doctor expressed
The doctor greeted and welcomed The doctor greeted warmly and welcomed
started
minimum greetings to
the patient; however, it was not
the patient friendly and became easy with
writing the
the patient.
enough to make the patient easy
him.
prescription If the patient greeted
or friendly.
If the patient greeted first, doctor cordially
without any first, doctor responded
answered the patient’s and also exchanged
If the patient greeted first, doctor
greeting.
to the patient’s
greeting.
gave his answer in words when
If the
greetings indirectly (by the patient gave salam.
Following greetings among the
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patient
greeted
first, the
doctor even
did not
respond to
the
greetings of
the patient.

shaking head, lifting
eyes, shaking hand
etc.).
Following greetings
among the traditional
greetings in this
country might have
been included: asking
the name of the patient,
asking him to take a
seat etc.

Following greetings among the
traditional greetings in this
country might have been
included: giving salam to the
patient (Saying Adab/Nomoskar
to the Hindus and others as per
their religion), asking the name of
the patient, asking his well beings
(how are you/what’s the matter),
appropriate salutation like mother,
father, brother, sister, sister-inlaw, asking to take a seat,
exchange smiles etc.

traditional greetings in this country
might have been included: giving salam to
the patient (Saying Adab/Nomoskar to the
Hindus and others as per their religion),
asking the name of the patient and calling in
his name, asking his well beings (how are
you/what’s the matter), appropriate
salutation like mother, father, brother,
sister, sister-in-law, saluting ‘Babu’ (in case
of children), Sweety etc. Asking to take a
seat, asking whether he had his breakfast,
asking about his residence and profession,
smiling at him; to shake hands with him;
showing respect to the aged person by
standing up etc.

25. Patients expect that the doctor will ask patient's name at least and will treat the patient as a person. Assess the role of
the doctor in this regard by 1 to 4 where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completelysatisfactory. Possible observations
are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did not consider
The doctor asked the name of
The doctor asked the
The doctor asked the
asking the name of the patient
the patient but it was not
name of the patient and
name of the patient,
as necessary or just asked the
seemed that he listened to the
listened attentively. But
listened attentively and
name for writing in the
patient by giving importance or did not call her/ him in
also called her/ him in
prescription.
attention.
that name.
that name.
26. The patient expects that the doctor will not only listen to his problem but also do some social talks and listen to the
patient if he does any social talk. Assess the role of the doctor in this regard by 1 to 4 where 1-completely unsatisfactory
and 4-completelysatisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did not The doctor did minimum
The doctor did some social
The doctor got involved completely
do any social talk
social talk or responded when talk or responded when the
into social talk or if the patient
with patient. Even the patient started social talk.
patient started social talk.
started, he participated satisfactorily
he stopped the
In this case following social
In this case following social into social talks.
patient when the
talks might have been
talks might have been
In this case following social talks
patient started to
included: Who are there in
included: The patient’s
might have been included: The
do some social
the family etc.
profession, family members
patient’s profession, education,
talks.
etc.
children, family members, weather
etc.
27.The patient expects that doctor will also ask about his family. Assess the role of the doctor in this regard by 1 to 4
where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completelysatisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did
The doctor did not want to The doctor wanted to know about
The doctor wanted to know about
not ask anything know anything about the
the family of the patient but not in
the family of the patient in details
about the family family of the patient but
details. That was not a part of the
cordially. That was not a part of
of the patient or
there were some talking
treatment rather a part of social
the treatment rather a part of social
there was
regarding this in his
talk.
talk.
nothing in this
advice. That means it was For example: how many members For example: how many members
regard during his a part of his treatment but are there in his family, how many
are there in his family, how many
consultation.
not a social talk.
children, are they all well etc.
children, are they all well etc.
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28. Patients expect that the doctor will be friendly. Assess the role of the doctor in this regard by 1 to 4 where 1completely unsatisfactory and 4-completelysatisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor was not
The doctor was friendly at a
The doctor was somewhat
The doctor was fully
friendly.
minimum level.
friendly.
friendly.
The example of friendliness may be: remembering the name and face of the patient and calling him by name (here
‘calling by name’ means calling by name of the patient in a friendly manner); asking or making comment about an event
of the patient’s family; praising the patient (about clothing or anything else); asking for an opinion of the patient about
anything (weather, politics etc.)
29. Patients do not expect misbehave rather expect good behavior from the doctor. Assess the role of the doctor in this
regard by 1 to 4 where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completelysatisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor
The doctor neither
The doctor showed least
The doctor showed respect to the
misbehaved with misbehaved nor behaved well but not much respect. As
patient perfectly. The example of
the patient.
with the patient.
for example: replying
showing respect to the patient
salam and good-bye,
perfectly may be: giving honor to an
talking
softly
with
the
aged patient by standing up, helping
Examples of behavior showing disrespect might
patient
etc.
an aged patient to sit down, giving
be: Bargaining for money, using bad words,
Salam or at least replying when
denying to provide treatment etc.; stopping the
patients give Salam, talking softly with
patient in the middle; talking in an authoritative
the patient etc.
tone, misbehaving, scolding etc.; getting the
patient out of the room; “Do you know more than
me? Then why did not you become a doctor?”Telling such etc.

History Taking

30. Patients expect that the doctors will start writing the prescription after listening to the symptoms in detail and
completely. Assess the role of the doctor in this regard by 1 to 4 where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4completelysatisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did
The doctor listened to some of the
The doctor listened to patient's The doctor heard the patient
not listen to the
patient's complaints, but at some
complaints, did not stop the
up to the end, did not
patient
stage doctor stopped the patient
patient in the middle. But
interrupt (except necessary
attentively. The
either by verbal or non-verbal cues.
doctor had gone to the next
questions). He started next
doctor stopped
Doctor had gone to the next step
step (examining, prescribing,
step only when the patient
the patient while (examining, prescribing, etc.) before etc.) before the patient finished completed the description of
describing his
the patient finished describing his
describing his complaints.
the disease in details.
complains.
complaints.
31. Patients expect that the doctor will listen to them attentively with patience and that would be expressed by his
behavior. Assess the role of the doctor in this regard by 1 to 4 where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4completelysatisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did
The doctor showed at least
The doctor showed attentiveness
The doctor showed
not show
minimum attentiveness and
and patience in his behavior and
attentiveness and patience
attentiveness and patience in his behavior and
language to some extent (e.g.,
clearly and fully by his
patience in his
language (e.g., At least one of the Asking questions to learn more
behavior and language (all
behavior and
following things, but did not ask and any two of the following).
or most of the following).
language.
questions)
Behaviors indicating attentiveness and patience may be: shaking head while talking, looking at the patient, asking
questions to learn more, variation in tone, smiling face, some interest expressing words (e.g., Ok, hm etc.)etc.

Examination
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32. Patients expect that the doctor would do the necessary physical examination with care. Assess the role of the doctor in
this regard by 1 to 4 where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completelysatisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
[Use ‘N/A’ if the patient does not come with a problem which require physical examination or if it is not clear
whether the problem requires physical examination. If it is seemed that the problem requires physical examination,
but doctor does not examine, fill in the field '1'.Do not fill in 'N/A' field if the doctor conducted any physical
examination.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did not
The doctor examined the
The doctor measured the body
The doctor measured the
examine the patient
patient at least once (only
temperature, blood pressure,
body temperature, blood
any more.
measured body temperature or pulse rate etc. (which were
pressure, pulse rate etc. and
pulse rate etc.).
necessary) with some care.
did all with care.
The example of examining the patient physically may be: telling the patient politely to fold up his sleeves, telling the
patient that what he is going to do etc.

Prescription Writing

33. Patients expect that the doctor would not only treat the disease but also suggest some measures on disease prevention
and health promotion. It may be or may not be directly related to the patient's disease. In this regard, assess the role of the
doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
[This information is about common disease prevention and health promotion measures; specific prevention
measures are given later]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did not ask Doctor indirectly told about
The doctor asked the patient
The doctor asked the patient
anything about the
some disease prevention and
about the disease prevention
about disease prevention
disease prevention and health promotion measures; but and health promotion and also
and health promotion. He
health promotion did
that came as part of the
gave some suggestions in this
also advised the patient for
not suggest anything
patient's disease condition.
regard. (The doctor told more
leading a healthier life in
in this regard.
(The doctor told at least one of than one of the following
details.
the following measures.)
measures)
Disease prevention and health promotion measures may be: using sanitary latrines, habit of hand washing, vaccinating
children, giving breast milk to the infants, physical activity or exercise, giving up smoking, general cleanliness, avoiding
fatty foods, using germ-free water, eating nutritious food etc.
34.Patient wants courage and assurance from the doctor. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor neither said
The doctor reassured either The doctor reassured both
The doctor showed most of the
anything nor behaved in
verbally or nonverbally
verbally and nonverbally.
reassurance expressing speech or
such a way that
(speech or behavior).
(There should be both
behavior (there should be both
expressed reassurance.
speech and behavior).
speech and behavior).
Reassurance expressing speech and behavior may be: You have no problem; you will be all right; nothing has
happened to you; there is nothing to be worried; I would be able to cure your disease, inshallah, etc.-such type of speech;
putting hands on the shoulder of the patient, giving him courage by holding his hand, giving courage by putting hand on
the body-such type of behavior.
35. Patients want to have trust on the doctor. The doctor should not tell or do anything, which might breach the trust;
rather he should behave for earning trust. Here ‘trust’ means “The doctor advised for maximizing the patient's benefit,
not for maximizing his own benefit."In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely
unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
Most of the behaviors (at
Some behaviors
The doctor did not behave such that
The doctor did not behave
least two) of the doctor
(at least one) of
might cause breach of trust of the
such that might cause breach
were such that might
the doctor were
patient. However, he also did not do
of trust of the patient.
break the trust of the
trust breaking.
anything for earning the trust of the
However, he tried to earn the
patient.
patient.
trust of the patient.
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Examples of such behavior that may cause breach of trust: telling the patient to do test from any specific diagnostic
center (but if the patient himself asks where to do the test and the doctor tells the name in response, then it will not be
considered as breach of trust), encouraging to buy medicines of a specific pharmaceutical company, telling the patient
under consultation of a govt. doctor to go to a private clinic, seeing private patients by a public doctor during office hour
(moonlighting) etc.
Examples of activities to gain the trust: Explaining the necessity to the patient if any test has been given.
36. Patients expect service-oriented attitude from the doctor and consider business-oriented attitude as unwanted. In this
regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible
observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
Most of the behaviors (at
Some behaviors (at least The doctor did not do anything The doctor did not do
least two) of the doctor were one) of the doctor might
that might be considered as
anything that might be
such that the patient might
be considered as of
business oriented to the patient. considered as business
think those as business
business oriented to the
However, the doctor’s behavior oriented to the patient.
oriented attitude.
patient.
was not service oriented also.
Rather, the doctor’s
behavior was service
oriented.
Behaviors expressing business oriented attitude may be: telling the patient to do test from any specific diagnostic
center, encouraging to buy medicines of a specific pharmaceutical company, taking money from patients forcibly, telling
the patient under consultation of a govt. doctor to go to a private clinic, etc.
Examples of service-oriented attitudes may be: asking the patient’s ability to bear the cost of treatment, if necessary
assisting the patient in getting low-cost medical care and so on.
37. Patients expect that the doctors would consider the financial strength of the patients and help the patients to get
treatment within their ability. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and
4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows: [Fill in the ‘Not Applicable’ field if all treatment is
provided at free of cost or if the treatment is very cheap (Diarrhea, common cold and fever etc.).]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
None of the three steps One of the three steps of
Two among three steps of
Two among three steps of
of financial assistance
financial assistance to the
financial assistance to the
financial assistance to the
to the patient was
patient (examples are given
patient (examples are given
patient (examples are given
followed. The doctor
below) was followed. Even
below) were partially
below) were fully followed.
even did not help the
he helped the patient when
followed. Even he helped the
Even he helped the patient
patient when needed; he needed (at least one of the
patient when needed (at least
when needed (more than one
did not explain the
following helps); the doctor
one of the following helps);
of the following helps); the
patient and even he did explained when he could not the doctor explained when he doctor explained when he
not show sympathy.
help and showed sympathy.
could not help and showed
could not help and showed
sympathy.
sympathy.
It is necessary to follow three steps for providing financial assistance to the patient: Trying to understand the
financial condition of the patient; giving idea about treatment cost; helping the patient if necessary.
Example of trying to understand the financial condition of the patient may be: Asking the patient directly about his
income or whether he would be able to bear the treatment cost; Asking him indirectly (such as asking his profession); if
the patient tells. Beside these, it might be guessed by observing the patient’s conversation, behavior and clothing or the
doctor might have idea about local people-however, but it is difficult to understand through observation.
Example of giving idea about cost of treatment may be: How much would be needed to complete the treatment; how
long the treatment may continue; what impact the patient would be able to put on his ability of income during and after
receiving treatment.
Example of helping the poor patient may be: Prescribing low cost antibiotics; taking less or no consultation fee (in case
of private doctors); helping patients from ‘poor fund’; helping forgetting free medicines from the hospital (in case of
government doctors);giving time and advice to collect money; focusing on the history and physical examination to avoid
investigation; prescribing the essential tests only; cutting the commission paid to the doctor for each test; recommending
that treatment method to the patient which saves money (meeting the nutritional needs from domestic sources, suggesting
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the pregnant woman to spend money for nutritious food instead of repeated ultrasonography etc.) and so on.
38. Patients expect that the doctor would try to understand the socio-economic condition of the patient before providing
treatment. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely
satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows: [Fill in the ‘Not Applicable’ field if the patient is visibly financially
solvent or if treatment is given at free of cost or if treatment cost of the disease is smaller amount (diarrhea,
common cold and fever etc.).]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did not try
The doctor heard and
The doctor indirectly asked him (such
The doctor directly asked
to understand the
understood when the
as, he asked the profession of the
him that whether he would
patient's financial
patient told willingly. patient) that whether he would be able
be able to bear the cost of
condition.
to bear the cost of the treatment.
the treatment.
39. Patients expect that the doctors would give them idea about treatment cost before starting treatment. In this regard,
assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible
observations are as follows: [If all medications are given free of cost, or if the treatment is very cheap (diarrhea,
common cold) then fill in the ‘NA' field]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did The doctor gave minimum The doctor gave rough idea to
The doctor himself told the patient in
not give any
idea to the patient about
the patient about the treatment
details about the treatment cost.
idea about the the treatment cost and did cost or did so when the patient
Examples of giving idea might be:
cost of
so when patient wanted to asked. In this case examples of how much will it cost to complete the
treatment to
know. Examples might
giving idea might be: how
treatment, how long treatment may
the patient,
be: how much will it cost much will it cost to complete the continue on and what would be the
even if the
to complete the treatment. treatment, how long treatment
impact on the earning ability of the
patient asked.
may continue on etc.
patient after completion of the treatment
etc.
40. Patients expect that the doctor would help them if they become unable to bear the cost of the treatment. In this regard,
assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible
observations are as follows: [If the patient is visibly affluent, or the doctor confirmed his ability to bear the cost by
asking the patient, then fill in the ‘NA' field.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did not
The doctor did minimum helps
The doctor did some helps from The doctor did almost all
help the patient by
from the following list (at least
the following list (at least two) helps from following list to
any means.
one) to the patient.
to the patient.
the patient.
The examples of helping the poor patient may be: Prescribing low cost antibiotics, taking less or no consultation fee (in
case of private doctors), providing financial assistance to the poor patients, helping in getting free medicines from the
hospital (in case of government doctors), giving time and advice to obtain money for treatment, trying to focus on the
history and physical examination to avoid investigation, prescribing the essential tests only, deducting the commission
paid to the doctor for each test, recommending the treatment method that saves money (to meet the nutritional needs from
domestic sources, suggesting the pregnant woman to spend money for nutritious food instead of repeated ultrasonography
etc.) and so on.
41. Patients expect that the doctors would facilitate post treatment follow-up and give them a follow-up plan. In this
regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible
observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did The doctor gave minimum
The doctor gave the patient a somewhat
The doctor willingly
not give any
follow-up plan to the patient. At fair follow-up plan. At least he told when gave the patient a
follow-up plan least he told when to come to the to come to the doctor again and what
complete follow-up
to the patient.
doctor again and what would be would be the cost of follow-up. Beside
plan. Almost all of the
the cost of follow-up.
this, at least one of the following points
following points were
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was included.
included.
Complete follow-up plan could be: When the patient would meet the doctor again; in which case the patient should
contact the doctor before; if necessary, how the patient can reach the doctor; providing mobile number to the patient;
telling about follow-up costs; follow-up should be at free of cost; to write down what the patient should come up with at
the time of follow-up (or at least tell); telling to inform the doctor immediately if any of the side effects of treatment arise
etc.
Note: Often doctors suggest the patients to meet them again after doing any test. It would not be regarded as follow-up
because it is not a part of sensitivity but a part of the treatment process.

Explanations and Questions

42.Patients expect that the doctor would explain everything to them, such as cause of the disease, diagnosis (at least the
name of the disease),prognosis and severity, treatment (at least explaining the prescription), side effects of the medicines
(if any), report of diagnostic tests (if any), preventive measures of disease (Diet) etc.; he would do it by himself (that
means he would not give this responsibility to his assistant or pharmacist, rather he would tell it) and ask the patient
whether he has understood. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows: [Follow two steps for answering this question: at first,
guess a score on the basis of three parameters of giving explanation. Later, adjust the score on the basis of the
number and quality of explained issues.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
Explained, he himself
Explained, he himself
Explained, he himself
Explained, he himself
explained, asked whether
explained, asked whether
explained, asked whether
explained, asked whether
understood – no one of
understood –one of these
understood-two of these
understood- all of these
these three points is
three points is positive.
three issues are positive.
three issues are positive.
positive.
43. Patients expect the doctor would explain everything to them, such as cause of the disease, diagnosis (at least the name
of the disease), prognosis and severity, treatment (at least explaining prescription), the side effects of the drugs (if any),
the result of diagnostic tests (if any), preventive measures of disease (Diet) etc. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor
by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did
The doctor explained at
The doctor explained many
The doctor explained everything to the
not explain
least one thing to the
issues to the patient. Such as:
patient. Such as: cause of the disease,
anything to the
patient. Such as:
diagnosis (at least the name of
diagnosis (at least the name of the
patient. He only
diagnosis (at least the
the disease), treatment (at least
disease), treatment (at least explaining
wrote the
name of the disease),
explaining prescription), the
prescription), the side effects of the
prescription.
treatment (at least
result of diagnostic tests (if any), drugs (if any), the result of diagnostic
explaining prescription)
preventive measures of disease
tests (if any), preventive measures of
etc.
(Diet) etc.
disease (Diet) etc.
44. It is extremely important that the patient understands all suggestions or explanations given by the doctor. The doctor
should be sure that the patient understands him. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely
unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows: [If the doctor does not explain
anything, then fill in the ‘Not Applicable’ field; because there is no question of understanding, if he does not
explain anything.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did not ask The doctor asked the patient about
The doctor asked the patient The doctor asked the
the patient about his
his understanding after explaining
about his understanding after patient about his
understanding after
him at least one (especially name of explaining him at least two
understanding after
explaining him the
the disease and/or treatment) of the or more of the following
explaining him each of the
cause of the disease,
following issues, such as, cause of
issues, such as, cause of the
following issues, such as,
diagnosis (name of the the disease, diagnosis (name of the disease, diagnosis (name of
cause of the disease,
disease), prognosis,
disease), prognosis, treatment etc.
the disease), prognosis,
diagnosis (name of the
treatment etc.
treatment etc.
disease), prognosis,
treatment etc.
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45.Patients expect that the doctor would explain the cause of the disease like why the disease occurred, what may be the
causes of the disease, etc., he would do it on his own (that means he would not give responsibility to his assistant,
pharmacist, rather he would tell it) and would ask whether the patient has understood. In this regard, assess the role of the
doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
[If no patient comes with such diseases like injury, common cold and fever, etc., where it is necessary to tell the
causes, fill in the ‘Not Applicable’ field.][Follow two steps for answering this question: at first, guess a score on the
basis of three parameters of giving explanation. Later, adjust the score on the basis of quality of explained issues.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
Explained the cause of the
Explained the cause of the
Explained the cause of the
Explained the cause of the
disease, he himself
disease, he himself
disease, he himself
disease, he himself
explained, asked whether
explained, asked whether
explained, asked whether
explained, asked whether
understood – none of these
understood –one of these
understood- two of these
understood- all of these
three points is positive.
three points is positive.
three issues are positive.
three issues are positive.
46. Patients expect that the doctor would explain in details about the diagnosis (that means the name of the disease) of
their diseases (However, it should be told in such a way that it does not create panic). In this regard, assess the role of the
doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
[If no patient comes with such diseases like injury, common cold and fever etc. where it is necessary to tell about
the diagnosis, fill in the ‘Not Applicable’ field.][Follow two steps for answering this question: at first, guess a score
on the basis of three parameters of giving explanation. Later, adjust the score on the basis of quality of explained
issues.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
Explained about diagnosis,
Explained about diagnosis,
Explained about diagnosis,
Explained about diagnosis,
he himself explained, asked he himself explained, asked he himself explained, asked he himself explained, asked
whether understood – none
whether understood –one of whether understood- two of whether understood- all of
of these three points is
these three points is
these three issues are
these three issues are
positive.
positive.
positive.
positive.
47. Patients expect that the doctor would explain the severity of the disease, prognosis (recovery, consequence etc.) etc. in
details. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely
satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows: [If no patient comes with such diseases like common cold and fever
etc. where it is necessary to tell about the prognosis, fill in the ‘Not Applicable’ field.][Follow two steps for
answering this question: at first, guess a score on the basis of three parameters of giving explanation. Later, adjust
the score on the basis of quality of explained issues.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
Explained about severity
Explained about severity
Explained about severity
Explained about severity
and prognosis, he himself
and prognosis, he himself
and prognosis, he himself
and prognosis, he himself
explained, asked whether
explained, asked whether
explained, asked whether
explained, asked whether
understood – none of these
understood –one of these
understood- two of these
understood- all of these
three points is positive.
three points is positive.
three issues are positive.
three issues are positive.
48. Patients expect that the doctor would explain about the treatment of their diseases like which medicines have been
given and why, how to take those medicines etc. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely
unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows: [Fill in the ‘Not applicable’ field if no
treatment is given (such as, if patient is referred or admitted in the hospital).] [Follow two steps for answering this
question: at first, guess a score on the basis of three parameters of giving explanation. Later, adjust the score on
the basis of quality of explained issues.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
Explained about treatment,
Explained about treatment,
Explained about treatment,
Explained about treatment,
he himself explained, asked he himself explained, asked he himself explained, asked he himself explained, asked
whether understood – none
whether understood –one of whether understood- two of whether understood- all of
of these three points is
these three points is
these three issues are
these three issues are
positive.
positive.
positive.
positive.
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49. Patient expects that the doctor along with the treatment of the disease would also explain in details about diet, which
foods are allowed and which are forbidden, prevention of the disease for which he has gone to the doctor, how to remain
away from it etc. as well as lifestyle modification, preventive advice etc. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to
4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows: [If no patient
comes with such issues or if it is not clear whether it is necessary to tell such things, fill in the ‘Not Applicable’
field.][Follow two steps for answering this question: at first, guess a score on the basis of three parameters of giving
explanation. Later, adjust the score on the basis of quality of explained issues.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
Explained about diet, he
Explained about diet, he
Explained about diet, he
Explained about diet, he
himself explained, asked
himself explained, asked
himself explained, asked
himself explained, asked
whether understood – none
whether understood –one of whether understood- two of
whether understood- all of
of these three points is
these three points is
these three issues are
these three issues are
positive.
positive.
positive.
positive.
Examples of lifestyle modification related advices may be: In case of diarrheal patients, how diarrhea spreads and how
to escape from the diarrhea (hand washing, use of sanitary latrines, etc.); protecting the child from catching cold who is
suffering from pneumonia; advising the patient suffering from venereal diseases to use condom; maintaining cleanliness
and drinking more water in case of UTI; eating less spicy food, drinking more water in case of PUD's; avoiding sweet
foods in case of Diabetic patients; avoiding oily food, weight loss, eating less, taking precautions for preventing common
fever and cold (wearing warm clothes, drinking warm water) in case of cardiac diseases and so on.
50. Some of the behavior of the doctor discourages patients to ask questions. Patients expect that they would not be
discouraged by any behavior of the doctor; rather the doctor would behave such that would provide courage and
encourage them to ask questions. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory
and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The patients were greatly
The patients might be
The words or behavior of The words or behavior of
discouraged to ask questions by the slightly discouraged to
the doctor did not
the doctor did not
words or behavior of the doctor.
ask questions by the
discourage patients to ask discourage patients to ask
words or behavior of the
question. However, the
question; rather the
Examples of discouraging
doctor. Examples of such doctor also did not behave doctor behaved in such
behavior may be: repeatedly
in such way to provide
way that provided
looking at the clock, giving
behavior could be:
courage or to encourage
courage or encouraged
reminder to the patient to be short,
repeatedly looking at the
the patients for asking
the patients for asking
writing prescription while
clock, writing
questions. Example of
questions. Example of
answering the question, ultraprescription while
seriousness, answering very shortly answering the question,
encouraging conduct
encouraging conduct
may be: smile answered,
may be: smile answered,
(in one word), answering in nagging answering very shortly
carefully listening to the
carefully listening to the
tone, remaining many patients
(in one word), waiting
questions, etc.
questions, etc.
together at the queue, "you
many patients at the
understand more," or "you are the
queue, etc.
doctor" - telling such neglectful
words etc.
51. Patients expect that the doctor not only listen to their disease with patience and attention, but also listen to their
questions with patience and attention. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely
unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows: [If the patient does not have any
questions, fill in the ‘Not Applicable’ field.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
When the patient asked
When the patient asked
When the patient asked question, When the patient asked
question, the doctor did
question, the doctor
the doctor showed some
question, the doctor showed
not show attention and
showed least attention and attention and patience through
clear and full attention and
patience through his
patience through his
his behavior and words. (as for
patience through his
behavior and words.
behavior and words. (as
example, asking question to hear behavior and words. (most
for example, at least any of more and any two of the
or all of the following
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the following issues)
following issues)
issues)
Behavior expressing attention and patience might be: Shaking head while listening, looking at the patient, asking
question to hear more, the nuances of voice, smiling, some interest revealing words (e.g., Well, hmm, etc.) and so on.
52. One of the most important impediments for patients to understand doctor's advice is the medical terminology (jargon),
professional language etc. So, the doctor should avoid such language or explain it if used. In this regard, assess the role of
the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as
follows: [If the doctor does not say any word to the patient, fill in the ‘Not Applicable’ field.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor used many medical The doctor used many medical
The doctor used one or
The doctor did not
terminologies, and did not
terminologies, and explained some two medical
use any medical
explain it to the patient.
of those to the patient.
terminologies, and also
terminology.
explained.
Example of medical terms: Pus cell (puj), absorb (digestion), nebulize (providing gas)

Leaving

53. Saying good-bye is also as important part of consultation as greetings. In this regard, doctor should tell the summary
of consultation, verify whether the patient has understood everything properly, tell the patient how to communicate with
the doctor if any problem arises later and say goodbye with smile. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4,
where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor
The doctor hardly said
The doctor said good-bye The doctor said goodbye to the patient properly.
did not say
good-bye to the patient. to the patient but it was
When patients said good-bye, the doctor
good-bye;
not complete or enough.
responded warmly. As a good practice, following
When patient said
even when
issues might be included: summarizing the whole
goodbye to the doctor,
When patient said goodpatient said
consultation; verifying whether the patient has
he replied by using
bye, the doctor replied
goodbye he
understood everything properly or not; telling the
gesture (by nutation,
him verbally. Examples
did not reply. eye contact, waving
patient how to communicate with the doctor if any
may be: saying
hand etc.).
walaikumassalam; ok, you problem arises later and saying goodbye with
may go; be well etc.
smile (assalamualaikum, khodahafez, be well, etc.)

Throughout Consultation

54. Patients expect that doctors would do non-verbal communication, such as keeping hand on the body (for assuring the
patient), eye contact, etc. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did not do
Shaking head while
Shaking head while
Shaking head while talking, eye contact with
any non-verbal
talking, eye contact
talking, eye contact
the patients, variation of pitch, smiling face,
communication with
with the patients, etc. with the patients,
holding patient’s hand, keeping hand on the
the patients.
variation of pitch,
patient’s shoulder, rubbing on the head, sitting
smiling face, etc.
lean forward, etc.
55. Patients expect that doctors would touch them. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor did The doctor touched the patient
The doctor touched the patient
The doctor touched the patient
not even touch at least once for physical
more than once for physical
several times for various purposes.
the patient.
examination or for providing
examination or for providing
As for example, for examining, for
consolation or reliance.
consolation or reliance.
providing consolation or reliance.
56. Patients do not want to see the doctor involved in illegal or unethical activity, especially if it is related with their
treatment. The doctor should remain away from such type of activity. Assess the role of the doctor for remaining away
from visualized immoral activities by 1-4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible
observations are as follows: [Fill in the “N/A” field if the thing could not be observed for any reason.]
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
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The doctor
was involved
with various
illegal
activities.

The doctor
was involved
with at least
one illegal
activity.

The doctor was not directly involved with any illegal activity. The doctor was not
However, such kind of activities happened in front of him and involved with any illegal
he remained silence that means he had tacit support.
activity and he was not
Examples: ignoring presence of brokers (inside the room),
seen to support any such
behavior with medical representatives seen to be over treated
activities either directly
etc.
or indirectly.
Examples of such illegal activities may be: Taking money from patients against free services; bringing patients with the
help of brokers; presence of brokers around the chamber (Doctors did not take any step to stop this); collusion with
diagnostic centers. Accepting gift from medical representative (and prescribing medicine of that company); taking
advantage from brokers (utilizing in hospital, utilizing for personal work) and so on.
57. Patients expect that the doctor would have sense of humor and would provide treatment by becoming easy with
patients using his sense of humor. In this regard, assess the role of the doctor by 1 to 4, where 1-completely unsatisfactory
and 4-completely satisfactory. Possible observations are as follows:
NA-------1-------2--------3--------4
The doctor was in serious mood.
The doctor was smiling The doctor was smiling The doctor was smiling all the time
He did not have any kind of
or he had some humor.
and he had some
and made the patient feel comfortable
humor.
humor.
by joking.
Examples of humor may be (examples from my participant observation): When a young lady asked for vitamin syrup, the
doctor replied, “Leave these baby foods”. After doing ultra sonogram the doctor told the child patient, “Go and run now”. During
ultra sonogram the doctor told a female patient, “I see that you have eaten very well at noon”.
58. Record the consultation time (in seconds) using a stop watch.
59. Questions for 11th Patient
Instruction to the observer: When the patient leaves the room, please leave the room along with the patient and record
the following information.
60. Age of the patient
61. Gender of the patient
62. Educational background of the patient
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Appendix 31: Variance Ratio Test and T-Test Results
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Appendix 32: Variance Inflation Factor, Simple Linear Regression and Multiple Linear
Regression Models
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Appendix 33: MANOVA and DDA Results
On Overall ROP-Scale
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On subscale Friendliness
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On subscale Respecting
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On subscale Informing and guiding
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On subscale Gaining trust
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On subscale Financial sensitivity
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Appendix 34: Tests of Normality
On full dataset (including both public and private sector samples)

Responsiveness score in full dataset is not normally distributed
On public sector physicians’ sample only

Responsiveness score in dataset of public sector physicians is not normally distributed
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On private sector physicians’ sample only

Responsiveness score in dataset of private sector physicians is normally distributed
On full dataset after log-transforming the responsiveness score

Log-transformed responsiveness score in full dataset is normally distributed
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Appendix 35: Sensitivity Analyses
For comparing mean responsiveness score between public and private sector physicians using non-parametric
Wilcoxon rank-sum (Mann-Whitney) test
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All the test results correspond with the tests presented in the main dissertation
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For comparing mean responsiveness score between public and private sector physicians using-test after logtransforming the data
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All the test results correspond with the tests presented in the main dissertation
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For comparing mean responsiveness score between public and private sector physicians using multiple linear
regression after log-transforming the data

Test result corresponds with the test presented in the main dissertation
For comparing mean responsiveness score between public and private sector physicians using MANOVA after logtransforming the data

Test result corresponds with the test presented in the main dissertation
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